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Summary
The principal aim o f this research was to map the emergence o f interactional
engagement through discourse in dental settings, where engagement can be
understood as the “degree o f involvement” (Duchan, 2009: 11) of the participants.
Theories o f Talk-in-Interaction in dental settings have typically focused on the
dentist at the centre o f a dyadic, dentist-patient relationship. In a wider context,
communication in healthcare settings has often been portrayed as being constituted by
unequal exchanges, where a rigid structural order reflects a power im_balance. The
literature on these encounters has largely emphasised quantifying either the
communication skills o f the clinician (rather than o f all the participants), or the
patient’s preferences for interaction. Qualitative methodologies, such as Framing-inDiscourse, have also been used in medical settings (Tannen and Wallat, 1993),
allowing a more holistic consideration o f the interaction. Engagement has been
described as an emergent process that arises in collaborative interaction.
Twenty-nine audio recordings were made o f participating triadic groups drawn
from 22 patients, 9 dentists, and 10 nurses in Irish primary care dental settings. Three
Discourse Analysis approaches were applied to these data — with a focus on Frames
(Tannen, 1993a), Participation Framework (Goffman, 1981a), and Facework (Watts,
2003; Tannen, 2007). Secondary data, derived from interviews and questionnaires
were also analysed using a Thematic Network analysis (Attride-Stirling, 2001). These
distinct analyses were then integrated to consider different aspects o f the process of
engagement.
The talk interactions were found to have a dynamic, interactive frame structure.
The discourse data were also characterised by a number o f other distinguishing

features: the range of forms of triadic interaction, the incidence of involvement
strategies such as metaphor, teasing, and proto-narratives, and by the active
negotiation o f relational face. Engagement emerged from the data as a composite,
collaborative process, with triadic interaction and facework as significant factors in
the process. Thematically, it was found that dentists and patients continue to think of
their interactions in terms o f control and power.
The existing structural frameworks used to describe dental interactions (e.g.
Silverman et a l, 2005) do not reflect the emergent, dynamic structures found in these
data. The triadic nature o f (many) dental interactions is not sufficiently understood. In
the data analysed for this study, the dental nurse emerged as a central participant in
dental interaction. Understanding this structure is a key part of understanding
engagement. The analysis showed that engagement may be fostered by subverting the
conventional organisation, or ‘ceremonial order’ (Strong, 1979), of the dental
interaction, and re-negotiating the dentist-patient relationship. This re-negotiation can
occur as a consequence o f triadic interaction, relational facework and a dynamic
frame structure, and it requires ‘creative’, or adaptive communication.
Considering engagement as an interactional process suggests that a similar
approach may enhance the assessment o f patient-centred care. A greater
understanding o f triadic interaction may fundamentally change theories o f team-based
communication throughout healthcare. A new paradigm for health communication,
including reflective and adaptive capacities alongside core communication skills,
raises questions about professional education, the organisation o f service provision,
and the delivery o f health promotion interventions.
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Introduction: The Context of Dentistry

“Only connect...”
(E.M. Forster, 1941: 141)

1.1 The context of dentistry

The mouth is a hm inal space, a threshold betw een the interior and exterior
w orlds o f sensory experience and com m unication. The context o f the practice o f
dentistry m akes interaction potentially challenging for both dentist and patient. If
even speaking m ay be impeded, how m ight the participants at a dental visit establish
a therapeutic connection with each other? The initial aim o f this research was to
consider what discourse activities occur in the typical dental surgery, and how those
activities are organised. The ultim ate goal in collecting and analysing the data was to
address the question, “How does interactional engagem ent arise through discourse?”
This chapter aims to introduce existing theories o f com m unication in dentistry,
and to prepare the reader to consider, in C hapter 2, how discourse analytic
m ethodologies m ight be used to challenge these theories. To this end, this opening
section describes some o f the specific contextual factors that arise in a dental setting.
In Section 1.2, there is a general discussion o f the literature on com m unication in

healthcare. This discussion reflects the fact that dental models o f communication
have often been derived from medical models, and that the philosophical shift in
healthcare, from a paternalistic to a patient-centred approach (as described in Section
1.2), has also driven a similar shift in dentistry. Section 1.3 goes on to outline how
these approaches have been described specifically in the dental literature (1.3.11.3.3). As this section continues, the discussion widens to consider the structure of
the dental visit (1.3.4), and the methodological approaches commonly applied to
dental contexts in the literature (1.3.5-1.3.8). Section 1.4 concludes the chapter and
considers the impact o f these theories on clinical practice.
The goal o f this research was to explore interactions in primary care dental
settings, and in doing so, to map the emergence o f interactional engagement, or the
“degree o f involvement” (Duchan, 2009: 11) between the participants'. Although a
dental clinic might be generally described as an “institutional setting” (Drew and
Heritage, 1992), there are particular characteristics to these interactions which, it has
been argued (Heritage and d ay m an , 2010), create a unique context:

“Each institution m ight have a unique “fingerprint” o f practices that contributed
to the fulfillm ent o f its unique tasks and w hich m ade it uniquely w hat it is”
(2010:

4 7 ).

Dental encounters are “endemically clinical” (Boiko, 2010: 57), where even a
simple examination might be seen, particularly by a nervous patient, as an invasive
procedure. The patient, lying supine and willingly mute, with what feels like a
mouthful o f anaesthetic, hands, and dental instruments, has a limited ability to
communicate. In this sense, even a person without apparent illness or pathology who
’ ‘Engagement’ is discussed in Chapter 2.
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attends for a dental examination might be termed a ‘patient’ undergoing a
‘procedure’, or ‘operative dentistry’. Throughout this thesis, the term ‘patient’ is
therefore used in contrast to alternative terms such as ‘client’ or ‘service user’.
Operative treatment in dentistry is, for many, a difficult experience. The Irish Dental
Association (IDA) reported in November 2012 (IDA, 2012) that there is a growing
likelihood that patients attending a dentist in Ireland are now attending in acute pain,
most likely because of changes to the funding of dental care following an economic
recession. In primary care settings in Ireland most patients now need to negotiate the
financial cost and payment for at least some part of their treatment plan. Oh (2013)
has demonstrated how the introduction of a financial component to a medical
interaction can negatively impact on the clinician-patient relationship. In a dental
context, say Dharamsi et a l, the role of ‘dentist’ involves a “tension... (between)
being a businessperson, as well as a health care provider” (2007: 1586).
Along with their pain, a high number of these patients may also be presenting
while highly anxious about dental treatment (Newton et a l, 2012). In linguistic terms,
most dental experiences constitute a threat to the patient’s status, or face, which
Goffman defined as the “positive social value a person effectively claims for him self’
(Goffman, 1972: 5 — see Chapter 2). For Street Jr. (1990), dental consultations are
interesting interactions because there is great variation in “the longevity of the
relationships... emotional states (of the interactants)... and the diversity of social
characteristics” (1990:332).
Where these factors constitute threats to the smooth relationship between
dentist and patient, they have the capacity to influence the discourse. At those times,
where Nettleton (1992) has pointed out that the discoursal power is traditionally seen
as lying with the dentist, the dentist needs to stop the patient from talking to get the

job done. The “policing o f conventions” (Fairclough, 1996: 51), such as who talks,
and when, is, it seem s, the dom ain o f the dentist. This inequality, say Coleman and
Burton (1985), is due to both “the differences in status and know ledge between
dentist and patient, and ... the dentist’s urgent need to get his w ork com pleted in a
very short tim e” (Colem an and Burton, 1985: 102). A nother distinguishing feature o f
dental encounters is the fact that they com m only include the presence o f a third party,
nam ely the dental nurse. Given this inauspicious context, however, how m ight
interactional engagem ent arise, and can the presence o f a dental nurse make any
difference?
Finally, it is im portant to rem em ber that the process o f operative dentistry
reinforces the notion o f oral healthcare as a ‘biom echanical’ process. Each filling is a
visible biom echanical object, creating a tooth which is no longer sim ply a tooth, but a
repaired m echanical part, and to an extent no longer part o f the integrated body. This
notion, o f seeing healthcare as a com m odity, is discussed further in the next section.

1.2 Theories of communication in healthcare

In order to understand the interaction in a contem porary dental clinic, it is
useful to briefly retrace the evolution o f patient-provider interaction. In “The Birth o f
the C linic”, Foucault (2003) describes how , when m odem m edicine was created
toward the end o f the 18’'’ Century, the patient dissolved into a dehum anised
anonym ity under the doctor’s “m edical gaze” (Foucault, 2003:17). Arm strong (1984)
describes how.
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“As the lesion could not communicate in words, the patient’s identity in the
interrogation was provided by the ability to speak for the otherwise silent
pathology” (Armstrong, 1984:738).

Thus, the patient’s identity was constituted by “the lesion” {ibid.). In this way,
the patient was seen as an “intermediary” {ibid.), and might even be referred to as the
eponymous lesion, such as “the fractured central incisor”. Frank (1995) describes the
same era as one where the generalisation o f the body and body parts, and the
empirical classification and description o f disease and disease processes, although
resulting in considerable advances in healthcare, led to an increasing personal
distance between the physician and the patient. This impersonal view o f the patient
heightened the sense o f healthcare as a ‘biomechanical ’ process.
Armstrong describes a shift in “the core task o f medicine” (1984:738) in the
1950s, a transition from being “not the elucidation o f what the patient said but what
the doctor saw” {ibid.) to a slightly more patient-centred stance where “illness was
transformed from what was visible to what was heard” (1984; 739). Although this
development left the patient still far from being an equal partner in the interaction, it
was an acknowledgement that he had something to say. In what could be seen as a
forerunner o f the development o f narrative medicine^ (Charon, 2008), Balint (2000)
described (in 1957) one of the roles o f the doctor as helping “to organise (the
patient’s) illness” (Balint, 2000: 123). While this process is seen by Armstrong as
useful, to help the patient “make sense” (1984: 741) o f an illness, Balint cautions that
there is an associated risk with the creation o f such a narrative: once symptoms are
organised along certain lines, it can close down alternative diagnostic and treatment

■ Charon describes narrative m edicine as a practice that can “recognize, absorb, interpret and be m oved by
the stories o f illness” (2 0 0 8 : vii)

options (2000; 356). Balint’s caution then, appears to pre-empt the more recent
advice for clinicians to assume a “guiding” rather than a “directing” (Rollnick et a i,
2007:14-15) role. As for the “role” of the patient, Parsons (1951) was clear: the
dutiful patient was to be passively co-operative in return for the privileges of being
cared for.
The focus of theories about the clinical interaction changed in the 1970s. Engel
(1977) proposed the “biopsychosocial model” of healthcare interaction, and this was
indicative of a greater emphasis on the patient’s perspective. Engel’s paper was, in
part, a response to the debate on the merit of medicine’s empirical approach to
diagnosis compared to psychiatry’s growing attention to patient behaviour as a source
of evidence. In 1971, Laing (1971) described the “medical model”, comprising the
suite of methods and stages typically involved in medical diagnosis (e.g. physical
examination, special tests, x-rays, etc.), only to explain how it was not the most
appropriate model for diagnosing psychiatric disorders and illness. The medical
model perpetuated a biomechanical view of the medical examination. Laing’s
publication was also part of an increasing interest in the structure of healthcare
interactions. Byrne and Long (1976) proposed a framework comprising “phases”
(1976:19) in the medical interview. A year later, Labov and Fanshel’s study of
psychotherapeutic discourse asked, “What is going on in the therapeutic interview?”
(Labov and Fanshel, 1977:37), and tried to identify and define “embedded... frames”
{ibid. citing Goffman, 1974) or “fields of discourse” {ibid.) within the overall context
of the interaction.
A little later, Mishler (1984) went further, suggesting a basic, three-part
“structural unit” (Mishler, 1984:61) of medical interaction: a question from the
doctor, a reply from the patient, and an evaluation/ftirther question from the doctor. In
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M ishler’s structure, all the discoursal power is with the doctor, to the extent that
utterances from the patient falling outside this structure are seen as “interruptions”.
Fairclough (1996) has described such embodied “assumptions” in interaction as the
wielding o f “ideological power” (both 1996: 27) - power inherent in the structure o f
an interaction. Strong (1979), in a study o f the interactions between doctors and the
parents o f paediatric patients, described these interactions as the performance o f
‘ceremonial order o f the clinic’. Atkinson (1995), in a study o f interaction among
doctors, described how, much like the doctor-patient interaction, their discourse had a
structural rigidity, or ‘liturgical’ nature.
Another feature o f M ishler’s model is the distinction between the “voice o f
medicine” and the patient’s “voice o f the lifeworld” (Mishler, 1984:63). This
distinction o f ‘voice’ has a parallel in Kleinman’s distinction between “illness”
(1989:3), being the patient’s subjective, narrated experience o f being unwell, and
“disease” {ibid.) as the healthcare worker’s perception of the same situation.
‘D isease’ might be explained in the ‘voice o f medicine’; ‘illness’ in the ‘voice o f the
lifeworld’. In describing a sphere o f experience unique to the patient, Kleinman was
echoing the view o f Tuckett et al. (1985) who described the patient as ‘expert’ on the
subject o f him self or herself.
So, at around the same time as Candlin et al. (1980, see below) and others were
researching the structure o f dental interviews, the same process was happening in
medicine. With this backdrop of inequality in terms o f information flow and
interactional power, and with a growing interest in understanding, evaluating and
teaching the structure o f medical interviews, the research o f the last two decades has
remodelled the thinking on health communication.

As far back as 1956, Szasz and Hollender proposed three “basic models” (1956:
585) o f the doctor-patient relationship:

(a)

“Activity-Passivity;

(b)

Guidance-cooperation;

(c)

Mutual participation” (1956: 592).

Roter (2000) updated this arrangement and suggested that “incorporation o f the
patient's perspective” (Roter, 2000: 6) is the basis for a “21®‘ Century relationshipcentered medical paradigm” {ibid.). Roter described a grid o f high and low discoursal
power between doctor and patient that results in four possible relationships:

“Mutuality, paternalism, consumerism or the default position”
(Roter, 2000: 6).

A paternalist model has power in the hands o f the doctor; consumerism sees the
power-structure reversed; mutuality involves a sharing o f power, and in the default
structure neither doctor nor patient exercise power. In this schema, ‘consumerism’
defines the relationship as a marketplace transaction, with healthcare as a
‘commodity’, as opposed to the 'relationship-centred medicine' o f the ‘mutuality’
model.
For Mead and Bower (2000), the mutual approach is one that originates in the
work o f Balint (2000) and Byrne and Long (1976), but was most comprehensively
described by Stewart et al. (2003 [1995]). What they described as a system of
‘patient-centred’ medicine involved adopting a biopsychosocial approach to listening
to patients’ illness stories and understanding the individual as a whole person. When
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Beck et al. (2002) complained in their systematic review of primary care
communication that there was a “lack of consensus of what to measure” (2002:25),
their comment reflected the broad range of research in patient-centred care, but it still
showed a focus on the performance of the clinician, rather than interactional
phenomena.
In the last decade, there has been a wealth of literature looking at “shared
decision-making” (e.g. Elwyn et a l, 2005; Schofield et a l, 2003) in medical
interactions. Shared decision-making (SDM) has become one of the most commonly
researched, and most readily quantifiable aspects of patient-centred care, and it is of
interest to the current research to the extent that it may be seen as “a shorthand term
used for the process of involving patients in clinical decisions” (Elwyn et al., 2004:
338). The definition of shared decision-making and the tools used to measure it have
been reviewed (Makoul and daym an, 2006) and improved over the years (e.g. the
“OPTION” scale, Elwyn et al. 2012), but criticisms remain.
Matthias et al. (2013) have called for an overhaul of the investigation of shared
decision-making. The authors use a model of patient-centred communication known
as the “Four Habits Approach” (Stein et a l, 2005) to review shared decision-making
(SDM). This model proposes four habits of clinician communication behaviour to
establish “effective communication” (2005: 4) in healthcare interactions. These habits
are:

“Invest in the beginning; E licit the patient’s perspective; D em onstrate empathy;
and Invest in the end” (2005: 7).
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Using this model as a guide, Matthias et al. (2013) contend that “context
m atters... SDM research should reflect the influence that the broader communicative
and relational contexts have on decisions” (Matthias et al., 2013:176). Perhaps in
response to this and similar criticisms, Elwyn et al. (2014a) have recently proposed a
new model for patient care that they term “collaborative deliberation” (Elwyn et al.
2014a: 158). This approach is much closer to that o f this present research, given its
focus on interactive “process” {ibid.), and particularly given that the authors list
“constructive interpersonal engagement” {ibid.) as the first o f “five inter-related
propositions” {ibid.) that together constitute the collaborative process. This research,
which aims to map the emergence o f interactional engagement, is well placed to
contribute to this debate.

1.3 Theories o f com munication in dentistry

There has been relatively little investigation o f communication in dentistry as a
whole, and very little research that analyses the discourse o f dental interaction
specifically in any way. Street Jr. (1990), in a review o f the literature on dentistpatient communication, provides a number o f general criticisms:

(i) That much o f the research was based on patients’ perception s o f dentists’
behaviours (rather than the actual behaviour);
(ii) That much o f the research was prone to participant bias (e.g. using
comparisons o f perceptions by different participants);
(iii) That there was insufficient assessment o f the patien ts' communication;
(iv) That the research did not have a theoretical basis (from Street Jr., 1990:
340-342).
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Since Street Jr.’s review was published, research into the interaction in dental
surgeries has failed to “blossom” (1990; 347), at least in the way that Street Jr.
envisaged. Much o f the literature in dental communication has continued to focus on
the performance o f the dentist, and has often been assessed by the patient.

1.3.1 Theories of dentist-patient interaction
Models o f the relationship between dentist and patient have continued to be
informed by the options proposed by Szasz and Hollender (1956 - see above), which
appear in the reviews published by Freeman (1999a), Humphris et al. (2000), and
Ayer (2005). Newton (1995), while warning o f the dangers o f generalising from the
medical research, outlines four models, which he labels “the medical model, the
patient as expert, the consumerist, and the transformed medical model” (Newton,
1995; 118). For Newton, the ideal model is the ‘transformed medical m odel’, where
“power is shared in a manner that is fluid, acknowledging each partner’s expertise”
(1995: 119).
In Boiko’s (2010) review o f models o f communication in dentistry, the author
describes a (not exhaustive) list o f four types o f relationship, which have parallels
with Roter’s (2000) list (see above). Boiko’s categories are:

“C onsensual... conflict... contractual... negotiation” (Boiko, 2010: 60-64).

These categories are noteworthy for three reasons. First, they connote a
relationship that continues to be based on degrees o f power, ranging from the
paternalistic “consensual model” (2010; 60) to a “negotiation encounter” (2010; 63),
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which approximates more closely to equality. Second, the relationship is dynamic for Boiko these models represent a d in e o f interaction, where there is no “one-sizefits-all algorithm for dentist-patient communication” (2010: 66). Third, “new” types
o f relationship are now possible as the typical consultation is a “dynamic and
equalising professional-patient interaction” (2010: 66).

1.3.2 An “ideal” dentist
Street Jr. (1990) sketched a picture o f the ideal dentist, based on the literature o f
patients’ perceptions. This was a dentist perceived to “act in an affiliative,
informative and active but non-domineering manner” (1990: 335). For Freeman
(1999b), the skills the dentist requires include, among others, active listening and the
strategic use o f open and closed questions, enabling the dentist to strike “ a balance
between objectivity and empathy” (1999b: 240).
Kulich et al. (2000), in a grounded theory study o f interactions with dentallyphobic patients, describe how an “equilibrium” (2000: 70) between the dentist’s “role
as a fellow human being as well as a clinician” (2000: 66) could promote effective
communication. As Corah et al. (1985) found,

“Patients who received minimal verbal interaction with the dentist were less
satisfied, and somewhat more anxious, than patients who experienced more
interaction” (1985: 444).

Gale et al. (1984), in another study where patient ratings were analysed, found
that dentists who took a “positive and active interest in the patients” (1984: 445) were
more likely to be positively valued. This finding was corroborated by Sondell et al.
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(2004) in a study of coded patient evaluations of prosthodontists^ (see also Section
1.3.6 on ‘coding studies’). The authors found that dentist’s verbal communication
was important in how patients evaluated the encounter, but not in how they evaluate
the whole treatment experience (i.e. the technical quality of the work).
These studies suggest that social interaction is considered by the patient to be
an important part of the patient experience. Woolley (2012), describing the
environment of a specialist dental sedation clinic, highlights the importance of
‘hosting’, or “the social nature of sedation provision” (2012: 251). Dentistry is, say
Rankin and Harris (1985), “a two-way street” but they argue that “the responsibility
for setting the tone of these relationships rests primarily with the dentist” (1985: 327).
This idea, of the responsibility for the relationship resting with the dentist, was
challenged as far back as 1991 by Nettleton. Nettleton, while critiquing the
traditional, paternalistic model for dental care, acknowledged a shift in approach:

“Dental health now seeks to generate a sense o f responsibility in the individual
and involves the enhancement o f the patient’s status” (Nettleton, 1991: 109).

Sondell and Soderfeldt (1997), in a review of dental communication, present an
interactional model, where “dentist and patient contribute equally to the ongoing
process and to outcome... the purposes of communication during the encounter are
defined throughout ongoing treatment sessions” (1997: 123). This paper goes on to
hint at the unexplored role of the dental nurse and other ancillary staff:

“Anything dentists and other members o f the staff do or say influences the
patients and thereby affects the information shared by the patient” (1997: 116).
^ A prosthodontist is a dentist who is a specialist in restorative treatment e.g. crowns and bridges.
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There is perhaps a limited value in presenting patients’ evaluations of an
encounter in isolation (e.g. Street Jr. (1990)). An interactional approach, which
considers the contributions of dentist

patient, might facilitate the identification of

the process to which Nettleton refers, the development of a “sense of responsibility in
the individual” (Nettleton, 1991: 109). In the next section, there is a discussion of a
series of papers that adopted such an approach, albeit to describe a more traditional
model of interaction.

1.3.3 A traditional, paternalistic approach

A sequence of three publications'* in the 1980s presented a discourse analytic
description of interactions involving dentists in the United Kingdom in general
practice and hospital settings. The model of dental care they portray is a paternalistic
one, where the patient’s cooperation is derived in part by the level of respect he/she
has for the dentist, and where the dentist consequently “will seek to preserve the
distance between them” (Coleman et al, 1985:79). This is an interaction where the
dentist “initiates each consultation stage” (1985: 80) and is the “center of activity”
(1985; 81). Even where the dentists in these studies did interact with patients, it was
suggested that questions directed at the patient were primarily “ceremonial” (Candlin

et al, 1983: 57), with the claim that,

“Patients’ reports are not useful sources o f data and can be safely ignored...
may well have greater importance as elements o f a ritual” (Coleman et al.,
1985:99)

Candlin et a l , 1980, Candlin et a l , 1983, Coleman et a l , 1985.

This depiction o f the dental relationship suggests a “ceremonial order” o f the
dental clinic (Strong, 1979), where a person is transformed from an “individual into a
case” (Nettleton, 1992: 120). In this world, the interactional structure and the
language o f the clinic conspire to exclude the patient from talking:

“The perception may be that they are being granted no opportunity (to talk)
whatsoever, or only an extremely limited one, simply because their discoursal
set from the nonconsultation world is, in their view, not being honoured”
(Candlin et a l , 1983: 59).

In this scenario, the dentist remains in a powerful position, even if the patient
needs to make a complaint. Candlin et al. (1983) outline three discoursal techniques
employed by the dentists in their study to deal with complaining patients:

“In addition to ignoring reports or minimizing their significance, the dentist can
also openly declare them to be incorrect” (Candlin et a l , 1983: 70).

The point o f relevance for the present research is the finding, across these three
linked studies, that, although the dentists appeared to retain power in terms of
controlling the structure, language and organisation o f the interactions, this power
was gained at the expense o f patient involvement:

“Through his control o f the consultation the dentist succeeds in completing the
treatment tasks with which he is faced, but that at the same time he takes the
risk that the advice which he gives to his patient will not be acted upon simply
because it has not been ‘heard”’ (Coleman et a l , 1985: 103).
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1.3.4 The structure of dentist-patient communication

A number o f authors have proposed models o f the structure o f the dental
interview'. Some of these proposals have amounted to a list o f tasks to achieve during
the consultation (Yamalik, 2005). An alternative is the simple template proposed by
Newton (1995). Newton identifies three broad phases: the “opening phase, the
examination and treatment, and the closing phase” (1995: 121).
Others, such as Wanless and Holloway (1994)^, have presented more elaborate
models consisting o f a sequence o f stages. The problem for researchers such as
Wanless and Holloway is the individual nature o f dental interactions. Although they
found “a consistent structure composed o f a sequence o f stages... not all were present
in each consultation” (1994: 94).
Nevertheless, they found “a pattern to the dental consultation” (1994:97) that
includes:

“Greeting,
Preliminary chat,
Preliminary explanation,
Business,
Summary,
Health education.
D ism issal” (1994:97)

^ Theaker et al. (2000) propose a similar structure.
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Similar patterns were presented by Coleman et al. (1985), and by Candlin et al.
(1980). Candlin et al. (1980) have more flexibility in their system, where they allow
for “prognosis/ advice giving” (1980: 30) at any clinical stage outside
openings/closings. The Calgary-Cambridge framework (Silverman et a l, 2005; Kurtz
and Silverman, 1996) is a structural model used in medical education, but it has also
been applied to dental contexts (Haak, 2008). It too has a degree o f structural
flexibility, to facilitate the description o f the emergent aspects o f an interaction, such
as rapport. The framework consists o f the idealised outline o f a medical interview,
divided into an ordered sequence o f four communication tasks that occur around the
physical examination, and then two “continuous” communication tasks o f “building
the relationship” and “providing structure” (Silverman et al., 2005:19). The authors
have developed a curriculum around this framework structure.
Recent research has continued to find a “consistent structure” (Cheng et al.,
2012) to the dental consultation, but the question remains whether it is possible, or
useful, to describe a “standard ‘shape’” (Drew and Heritage, 1992: 43). A further
variation is the model outlined by Ramseier and Suvan (2010). In a discussion o f
health behavior change in dental settings, they propose that the dental visit is “multi
layered and multifunctional” (2010: 118), where

“communication and information exchange blend together with clinical
assessment and treatment... (in a) fabric... of interwoven threads” (ibid.).

1.3.5 Research into dentist-patient interaction
As mentioned above, in 1980, Candlin, Burton and Coleman, a team from the
Department o f Linguistics at the University o f Lancaster produced a “Report to the
General Dental Council” on the nature o f dentist-patient communication in general
practice and teaching-hospital environments in the U.K. Using a combination of
audio-recordings, questionnaire and interview data, this report outlined a schematic
structure for the dental interview involving a new patient attending a dentist, and a
slightly altered structure for a returning patient. Using discourse analysis, the authors
went on to address what they saw as the key characteristic o f the interaction- the
power imbalance between the participants. Indeed, they questioned whether the
patient and dentist were “participants in a dialogue”, or whether it was perhaps more
apt to describe patients as “the impassive auditors o f a monologue” (Candlin et al.,
1980:43). In general, the authors found that patients did not get much opportunity to
talk, and received poor explanations. Perhaps the key finding from this study, insofar
as the present research is concerned, relates to the patients having their say. Where
the patient presented a “self-diagnosis” (1980:193) - the patient’s ‘illness narrative
and when that narrative was either ignored or dismissed by the dentist, the patient’s
perception was that they had not had the opportunity to say anything in the
consultation. Thus, the authors emphasised the primacy o f acknowledgement o f the
patient’s perspective. Arising from this research, two further papers were published
by this team, looking at the communication o f complaint (Candlin et al., 1983), and
the nature o f control (Coleman et al., 1985) in dental interactions. Throughout the
1980s, a number o f papers addressed the issue o f patient preferences and patient
perceptions in dentistry (e.g. Rankin and Harris, 1985; Zimmerman, 1988), and in
particular how they related to anxious patients, (e.g. research carried out by multiple
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groups led by Corah^). N ettleton’s (1989, 1991, 1992) research provided an unusual
insight on the dental encounter by taking a sociological approach, and addressing the
relationship in terms o f a Foucauldian perspective.
The 1994 study by Wanless and Holloway (mentioned above) concentrated on
general dental practitioners interacting with their teenage patients. The study involved
audio recordings, but focused primarily on the activities o f the dentists. It seems that
the primary purpose o f this study was to develop the structural framework proposed
by Candlin et al. (1980) outlining the stages o f the dental consultation. The study by
Wanless and Holloway introduced a coding system for the audio-recording data. This
study could be seen as constituting a transitional stage for dental interaction research,
as most o f what has followed has used coding as the primary analytic methodology.
Indeed, Sondell et al. published four studies from 1998-2004^ using the ‘Roter
Interaction Analysis System’ coding system ( ‘RIAS’- Roter, 2002) to correlate
patients’ ‘satisfaction’ with dentists’ communicative behaviours. Sondell and her
colleagues separated the notions o f ‘cure’ and ‘care’ in patient evaluation.
Roter’s (2002) system (RIAS) claims as its advantages that it is easy and quick
to leam, it has high inter-operator reliability, it is flexible and adaptable to many
research settings, and, because it involves coding directly from the audio-recording
without transcribing, it is a very fast way to process data. Proponents (e.g. Street Jr.
2001) o f RIAS tend to cite not needing to transcribe data as the primary virtue of
RIAS. There have been criticisms o f RIAS specifically (Sandvik et a l, 2002), and o f
coding in general. Sarangi (2010a), in outlining the different elements o f “activity
analysis”, lists coding as a useful preliminary phase, part o f a big picture thematic
analysis o f data, rather than an end unto itself. According to Riessman,

^ See Corah et al. (1984), Corah et al. (1985), Corah et al. (1986), Corah et al. (1988)
7 See Sondell et a l (1998, 2002, 2003, 2004)
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“In constructing a transcript, we do not stand outside in a neutral objective
position... (but rather) ...investigators are implicated at every step along the
way” (Riessman, 2008:28).

When Riessman argues that the act o f transcription is itself analytic, allowing
the researcher to impose certain filters and to ask certain questions in advance, the
absence o f the transcription stage, Sarangi argues, by being less transparent,
introduces an even greater bias.

1.3.6 C oding studies

Coding studies have been very prevalent in dentistry. Koerber (2004) used a
coding approach to assess how' communication varies with race in orthodontic
consultations. Samat (2001) focused on paediatric dentistry and distinguished
‘empathic, permissive, personal’ communicative approaches. This coding system and
the paediatric setting was mirrored by Liang’s 2008 thesis. Thierer et al. (2001) had a
different emphasis in their video analysis. Correlating dentist communication
o

performance with the dentist’s stated perception o f the patient’s character , they
aimed to show the adaptation o f communication behaviour in the interaction.
Interestingly, again, this study focused on one direction o f communication only, and
did not address the question o f whether or not the patients might equally be adapting
to the dentist.

*A team led by Street Jr. (Street Jr. et a l , 2007) published a similar paper looking at physicians.

Schouten et a l published two papers in 2003, looking at patient satisfaction and
dentist’s com m unication. The same critique applies - they only briefly consider the
com m unication behaviour o f the patients.
Ultim ately, these studies m ostly differ from the present one in that they were
interested in the dentists’ behaviour exclusively, they assigned the patient an
evaluative role, and they prim arily used coding. There have been a num ber o f sim ilar
research papers in other m edical fields. Cegala et al. (2012) perform ed a coding
analysis o f audio-recordings o f approxim ately 70 interview s and found “that surgeons
m ay provide m ore detailed inform ation to patients who are active participants”
(Cegala et al. 2012: 25). Hesson et al. (2012) published a linguistic study looking at
patient-centred interviewing. The authors suggest “a need (for) a m echanistic
understanding o f patient-centredness” (H esson et al., 2012: 373) and consequently
they recom m end coding. Rather than using RIAS, in their research they adopt the
V erona Coding Definitions o f Em otional Sequences (Zim m erm an et o/., 2011) to
code health providers’ responses (V R-CoD ES-P). The authors find that patientcentred com m unication leads to “physician-patient attunem ent” (Hesson et a/., 2012:
373) an adaptation o f com m unication accom m odation as described by Giles and
Coupland (1991). Zhou et al. (2012) developed a coding system ( ‘SA B IC S’) for use
in describing interactions betw een dental nurses and paediatric patients. Its usefulness
in inform ing the present study is lim ited by its focus on behaviours (i.e. task-related
events) rather than discourse. As with m any o f the coding studies, there is an
unansw ered question: w hat is the contribution o f the patient to the interaction?
The next section continues to look at the range o f approaches that have been
adopted to research com m unication in dental settings, focusing on qualitative
analyses.
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1.3.7 Q ualitative studies

Much o f the research into communication in dentistry over the past decade has
been qualitative. Research by Boiko et al. (2008, 2011) used fo rm analysis in a study
o f audio-taped and observed dental interactions. Gibson et al. (2004) published a
grounded theory study o f drug addiction and identity based on a series o f focus
groups discussing communication about oral health. In 2005, research by Gregory et
al. used a ‘Grounded Systems Theory’ approach. This study was based on interviews
about quality-of-life as it relates to oral health. A 2008 study by Choi et al. used focus
groups as a source o f data on communication about oral cancer. Hamasaki et al.
(2011) based their work on questionnaires o f dentists and patients to assess the
relative value each placed on the interaction. They found that a higher rating by the
patient was more indicative o f a successful relationship.
A paper by Bridges et al. (2011) was unusual in dental research, both in
methodology (using Conversation Analysis) and its focus on the role o f the dental
nurse as an interpreter and cultural mediator in dental clinics in Hong Kong. This
research, which was ftirther developed by a larger team (Bridges et al., 2015), reflects
a growing interest in the literature on the complex role o f the dental nurse in
communication. This theme is discussed in more detail as the thesis develops in later
chapters. Discussions o f oral health were the basis for the 2012 publication by
Gregory et al. - a thematic analysis o f transcribed interview data. In 2012, a thesis by
Woolley explored the notion o f dental sedation clinics as “parlours”, or “frontier
social structures (that) provide safe interaction for patients in a temporarily hosting
environment” (2012: 2). In data derived from interviews o f the interactants in these
parlours, Woolley goes on to echo Goffman’s (1969) notion o f ‘performance’ of
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identity®, describing the “front-stage performance augmented by back-stage work”
(Woolley, 2012: 2) in the dental clinic. Goffman’s notion o f ‘fram e’ (1974) is
discussed in the next chapter, but it suggests that, in interaction, much o f the
communication is inferential and not explicit. A dentist performing the role o f dentist
in such a clinic as Woolley envisages needs to do some physical ‘back-stage’ work
for the patient (preparation o f instruments, etc.), intellectual ‘back-stage’ work
(training, etc.) and communicative ‘back-stage’ work (to reach a working, operational
understanding o f the activity, with patient and nurse) before the ‘front-stage’
performance o f clinical dentistry.
The next section, where there is a discussion o f the literature on behavioural
interventions in dentistry, also relates to topics raised in this section e.g. the
relationship between dentist and patient, and the patient’s perceptions of, and
preferences for, treatment. Most o f the studies described in the next section, however,
apply a quantitative analysis to these issues.

1.3.8 Behavioural interventions in dentistry

Elwyn et al. (2014b) make a link between Motivational Interviewing and
Shared Decision Making as complementary tools that may be used together in a
patient-centred approach to behavioural change. Motivational Interviewing is a
behaviour change technique used widely across healthcare settings (Rollnick et a l,
2007). Both approaches, given that they rely on interactional engagement, are
pertinent to this discussion.

^ Goffman em ployed an extended theatrical metaphor when describing the performance o f identity

Roter et al. (1998) reviewed interventions to improve patient’s compliance with
medical treatment and found that best results were obtained with a combination of
“cognitive, behavioural and affective components” (Roter et a l, 1998:1138). Roter
(2000) also notes the potential impact of good communication, stating “when the
medical dialogue is shared, outcomes are better” (Roter, 2000:13). Although the
systematic review by Griffin et al. (2004) o f the relationship between outcomes and
interventions cast doubt on the validity o f these measures, there has been some
consistency in the research since the 1998 paper by Roter et al. In 2011, Wanyonyi et
al. published a systematic review which was positive about the effect o f “face-to-face
delivered tailored health messages” (2011: 348); similarly Noordman et al. (2012)
found some success with communication-related behaviour change techniques (a
combination o f behavioural counselling and Motivational Interviewing) but called for
a better understanding o f the “underlying working mechanisms” (2012: 227). The
implied common thread in these studies is that individually-negotiated, patientcentred, focused-communication constitutes Roter’s ‘combination approach’. In a
similar vein, in dentistry, Jonsson et al. (2010) found that ‘individually tailored oral
hygiene education programs’ (ITOHEP), including both cognitive behavioural
elements and Motivational Interviewing along with standard treatment, were
preferable to standard treatment alone in non-surgical p e rio d o n ta lc a se s, a repeat of
the result by Clarkson et al. (2009). Renz et al. (2007) were more ambivalent on the
effectiveness o f interventions in dentistry, although Kvale et al. (2004) found a
lasting positive effect with behavioural interventions for dental phobia. Much o f the
recent research looking at brief behavioural interventions involves Motivational
Interviewing (MI). Soderlund et al. (2011) published a systematic review looking at

‘Periodontal’ cases involves patients with gum disease; ‘scaling’ is a non-surgical cleaning treatment
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training health professionals in motivational interviewing, and although there were
generally positive results the authors found that methodologies were inconsistent and
therefore it was difficult to compare outcomes. Recent studies have looked at the
effectiveness o f motivational interviewing at addressing childhood dental decay
(Arrow et a i, 2013), at smoking cessation (Schoonheim-Klein et a l, 2013) and heavy
alcohol consumption (N eff et al., 2012) in a dental context.

1.4 Conclusion

This chapter has looked at theories o f interaction in medical settings generally,
and how they have led to theories o f interaction in dentistry. A lot is known about
what dental patients think about communication; about their preferences for dental
communication; and their perceptions o f communicative performance by clinicians.
Communication skills have been outlined, measured and tracked, mostly using coding
systems. Much less frequently, the dental interaction as a whole has been analysed, to
take account of what the interactants actually say.
What practical implications can be derived from research into dental
interaction? It is clear that there have been some significant shifts in models o f
communication in dentistry. For example, the role o f the dental nurse, as described by
Candlin et al. (1980), was seen as a peripheral one. More recent research (Bridges et
a l, 2015) has outlined a potentially more complex set o f roles for the dental nurse. In
this case, research into interaction in dentistry has direct implications for the
organisation o f dental services and resources, at least in multi-lingual settings.

Similarly, there has been a shift in the notion o f control in a dental visit.
Coleman et al. (1985) found that when a dentist takes “control o f the consultation”
(1985: 103) by controlling the interaction, this dominance comes with the potential
price o f reduced involvement from the patient. The suggestion is that philosophies of
interaction can have a direct impact on a patient’s compliance with treatment. So
where Boiko (2010) calls for a “dynamic and equalising professional-patient
interaction” (2010: 66), the implied dividend o f this new model o f interaction is a
more motivated patient. One o f the purposes o f interactional research is to
demonstrate a practical approach to embody the new model.
The literature, in broad terms, describes two philosophical approaches to
communication in dental settings: a more paternalistic, traditional approach, and a
more contemporary, patient-centred approach. The assumption is that power and
responsibility is shared more equally in dental interactions in recent years. However,
as Roter (2000) described, a shift away from paternalism may also lead to
“consumerism” (2000:6). Winning et al. (2013) acknowledge that, in a dental setting,
financial transactions are a factor o f unknown significance in the process o f
measuring successful communication. Oh (2013) warns that a consumerist clinicianpatient interaction is unstable, and that, where conflicts emerge “the allied
relationship between patient and physician gradually disintegrate(s)” (2013: 393). In
an environment where the relationship between dentist and patient is evolving, and
yet at risk o f conflict, there is a greater need than ever for research which might
provide practical guidance to foster successfial interaction in the dental surgery.
One aspect o f patient-centred care is the process o f engaging the patient in
interaction. This notion, and the theoretical basis for a methodological approach to
mapping engagement, is described in the next chapter.

2
Introduction: Talk-in-Interaction

2.1 Introduction
Engagem ent in interaction is the prim ary focus o f this research, but what does
‘engagem ent’ m ean? The m ore traditional, paternalistic paradigm o f dentist-patient
com m unication (W anless and Holloway, 1994) has typically looked at engagem ent as
a transitive action, quantifying skills that ‘engage the patient’. An alternative
paradigm , and one perhaps m ore in keeping w ith a patient-centred approach (M ead
and Bower, 2000), is the interactional view , w hich asks, ‘how does engagem ent arise
in interaction?’ Before proceeding with the objective o f m apping engagem ent in
interactions in dental settings, it is im portant to first consider a num ber o f questions:

(i)

W hat m ethodologies have been used to analyse discourse in sim ilar
settings, such as m edical or other healthcare contexts?

(ii) If the m ethodology is to have, as Street Jr. recom m ends, “a theoretical
basis” (Street Jr., 1990: 340-342), then w hat are the underlying theories
relevant to the m ethodologies being considered?
(iii) I f the research process is to address the em ergence o f engagem ent in these
health care settings, what is the understanding of, or the w orking definition
for, ‘engagem ent’ that serves as a starting point for the present research?
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Tannen and W allat’s (1993) study o f interaction in a medical encounter, which
both elucidated the varied theories o f ‘frames’ and demonstrated the application of
fram e theoiy (see next section) to data from a medical interaction, became a resource
in helping to address the first two questions ((i) and (ii) above). As will be shown in
the chapters that follow, the methodology for the present research has its roots in
Tannen and W allat’s work, albeit in a form developed specifically for the objectives
o f this project, and modified by the quality o f the data collected.
Engagement, as discussed in Section 2.7 below, is a phenomenon described
simply as “the degree o f involvement” (Duchan, 2009: 11). Engagement as described
in the literature is a much more complex topic. The more extensive discussion of
engagement that follows in Chapter 9 tracks the process o f collaboration as
participants “negotiate meaning in interaction” (Thomas, 1995: 183). The
interactional collaborations considered include narratives, metaphors and the co
construction o f identity. This chapter considers features o f talk-in-interaction that
arise in the data (e.g. Frames, institutional discourse); it also includes a discussion of
specific features such as identity and narrative that will be considered in later chapters
in relation to engagement.
The focus o f this research was on talk-in-interaction, and as such engagement
was viewed through that lens, with, as explained below, particular emphasis placed
on the interactional phenomena o ffooting and face. The discussion offooting begins
in the next section, with a consideration o fframes.

2.2 Frames, footing, and participation fram ework
A ‘frame’ in interaction, according to Tannen and Wallat, “refers to a sense of
what activity is being engaged in, how speakers mean what they say” (1993:60).
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Bateson introduced the concept o f a behavioural frame, invoking the “physical
analogy o f a picture frame” (2000:186) to explain how we implicitly understand a
behaviour within its specific context. Bateson gave the further example o f how two
monkeys who are biting each other are “capable o f some degree o f meta
communication” (Bateson, 2000:179) to interpret when the bite is playful, and when
it is meant in earnest. ‘M eta-communication’ in this context means a signal or clue
about how the principal communication should be interpreted. Bateson was
interested in the process o f psychotherapy, how the ‘frame’ o f a clinical consultation
provided an abstraction o f reality, an at times playftil interaction between therapist
and patient that was not bound by the rules or frame of ‘norm al’ interaction.
From Bateson’s theories about the psychotherapeutic process, one could infer
certain similarities in the dental consultation. As Bateson considered the similarities
between therapy and play, and suggested that there was an element o f therapeutic
license to “play” (Bateson, 2000:191) when the ground is “delimited” {ibid.) by the
‘outer frame’ o f the clinical session, so the dentist and the patient, in the context o f
the ‘dental consultation’, have a specific context where the rituals o f dentistry, or the
“ceremonial order” (Strong, 1979), are interpreted as ‘normal’.
Goffman saw frames as “definitions o f situations” (1974:10), addressing the
question, “What is it that’s going on here?” (1974:8) (e.g. a lecture, a chat, an
argument etc.). Goffman developed Bateson’s notion further into a system of Frame
Analysis which dealt with “the organisation o f experience”, before applying such
analysis to talk or discourse {Forms o f Talk, 1981a). Around the same time,
Gumperz (1982) was also considering the nature and form o f discourse as he
developed his theory o f “conversational inference” (1982:153),
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“The situated or context-bound process o f interpretation, by means o f which
participants in an exchange assess others’ intentions, and on which they base
their responses” {ibid.).

The assessm ent o f intentions, as referred to here, involves “speaker-listener co
ordination” (1982:167), or as Tannen puts it, “ conversational involvem ent” (1993b:
4)'*. G um perz described “contextualisation cues” (Gum perz, 1982:131) as discourse
cues to help identify the “ speech activity in which participants perceive them selves to
be engaged (Tannen, 1993b: 4). G um perz suggested that a collection o f
“contextualisation cues” (1982: 131) w ould enable the participant in the unfolding
interaction to m ake inferences, or “interpret what the (talk) activity is” (Gum perz,
1982:131) in a given frame. If the identification o f a fram e is an im plicit process for
the interactants, the evidence o f contextualisation cues helps the analyst to identify
fram es in a transcript. Gum perz (1982) lists exam ples o f the sort o f features that
constitute contextualisation cues:

(i)

the code, dialect and style-sw itching processes;

(ii) prosodic phenomena;
(iii) lexical and syntactic options;
(iv) formulaic expressions;
(v) conversational openings, closings and sequencing strategies etc.
(1982:131)

Such cues help by “channeling interpretation” (1982:131). W hether it is a
m onkey at play, an actor on stage, or a speech activity, G um perz, G offm an and

Conversational involvem ent, as Tannen describes it, is discussed further in Section 2.5
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Bateson appear to agree that the “meta-communicative messages (o f such frames)
remain implicit” (Bateson, 2000:178) and are defined in interaction. Put simply,
participants in an interaction negotiate the definition o f the talk-situation (e.g. a
lecture, an informal chat, a medical consultation). For example contextualisation
cues, which might be identified in a typical medical consultation, include style
switching (e.g. between ‘medical style’ and ‘social style’ - “any holidays
planned?”), a particular lexis (“high blood pressure”), formulaic expressions (“Just
stick out your tongue”), opening sequences (“How are you?”)'^, and so on.
The application o f Frame Analysis to discourse continued to be developed by
Tannen and her colleagues {Framing in Discourse, 1993a), and it is this latter
collection o f research (edited by Tannen) that provides the basis for the use o ffram e
analysis in this study.

Frames
In distinguishing two distinct concepts of frame, Tannen and W allat describe
both (i) “structures o f expectations” (1993:61) (or “knowledge structures”) and (ii)
“frames o f interpretation” (1993:59). The “frame o f interpretation” is the type of
frame discussed above, as conceived by Bateson, Goffman, and Gumperz, and is the
focus o f this aspect o f the research. It represents the dynamic interpretation o f what
is happening in interaction (e.g. ‘This is a lecture, and therefore the lecturer takes a
long speaking turn while everyone else listens’).
In the complementary model, ‘structures o f expectations’ or ‘knowledge
structures’, participants in an interaction have an idea of what to expect in a given
situation based on their previous experience, or “knowledge schemas” (1993:60).

'■ See Chapter 6, Section 6.5.1 for a discussion o f medical ‘opening sequences’
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These structures o f expectation are also “dynamic” (1993: 61) and dependent not just
on personal experience but also on one’s cultural background, and ultimately feed
into the interpretation o f frames in the given moment. For example, on going to a
restaurant, a certain knowledge schema is brought into play (e.g. the expectation that
a waiter will take a food order, serve the food etc.). It is only when things go awry
that it becomes clear there has been a deviation from the schema (e.g. the food
doesn’t arrive).
In understanding conceptions o f frame, it is necessary to distinguish between
what participants bring to an interaction ( ‘schema’), and what they interpret together
in interaction (‘frame’). It is also necessary to understand how both concepts work
together: a pre-existing schema contributes to one’s interpretation o f a frame. For
example, back in the restaurant scenario, if the waiter were to ask, “what do you
want?”, the knowledge schema for a restaurant visit would help the diner to interpret
the question as a request for a food order. Schiffrin (1993) suggests that both
concepts are related because “such schemas provide expectations not only about
what can happen, but about how to interpret what is said and done” (1993:233).
Domelle and Garcez (2001) corroborate this point, suggesting that interactants
“(make) experience conform” to expectations (2001: 1707). Gordon (2008)
summarises how the two concepts are intertwined:

“M eaning-making in any given interaction necessarily relies on access to
previous texts, whether to a prior interaction or to general cultural knowledge
gained from a multitude o f interactions” (2 0 0 8 : 682)

Therefore, applying these ideas to the context o f concern in this study -th e
dental visit - the expectation o f receiving professional advice about teeth during a
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dental appointment may encourage a patient to align to such discourse as part o f a
‘Dental V isit’ frame, as opposed to an unexpected interruption from a stranger.
Confusion can easily arise in distinguishing these similar concepts o f ‘frame’
and ‘schema’, particularly as there is not always a uniformity o f terminology. For
some, the idea o f what is presented in this research as ‘schema’ is synonymous with
‘frame’. This conception o f frames, as “mental representations o f our knowledge”
(Bednarek, 2005: 689), remains the dominant one in certain fields o f research (e.g.
Artificial Intelligence) although Goffman clarified that it was different to his concept
of frame (Goffman, 1981b: 67).

Tannen and Wallat

Tannen and W allat’s (1993) study o f frames during a paediatric medical
appointment makes a clear distinction between ‘frame’ and ‘schem a’. During the
interaction with a child (with cerebral palsy), her mother, and a video-camera and
“crew” (1993:65), the doctor maintains three frames: (i) the examination (including
reporting to the camera), (ii) the consultation (with the child’s mother), and (iii) the
social encounter frame. One o f the ways that Tannen and W allat show how these
frames are distinct is by the identification o f “linguistic registers” (1993:63),
“conventionalised lexical, syntactic and prosodic choices” specific to each one.
Although the authors advise that “frames are more complex than register” (1993:65),
registers function as part o f the suite o f cues (see Gumperz, 1982, above) that define
a particular frame. Ferguson (1983) describes how register variation is marked by
variation in “language structure” (1983: 154) (e.g. prosody and syntax). An example
o f register is the ‘teasing’ register explored by Straehle (1993), and also described by
Tannen and Wallat (1993), as they show how the paediatrician conducts a playful
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examination o f the child. The eight-year-old patient responds to the doctor’s
examination question (“Is your spleen palpable?” (Tannen and Wallat, 1993:66)),
when it is delivered in the “teasing” register:

“Doctor: Any peanut butter and jelly in here?
Child: No.
Doctor: No. No. There’s nothing in there. Is your spleen palpable over there?
Child: N o .” (Tannen and Wallat, 1993:66)

The authors emphasise the difficulty faced by the doctor in shifting between
these frames, keeping one frame “on hold” (Goffman, 1981a: 156), and trying to
“jum p back and forth, keeping different circles in play” {ibid.), for example invoking
a ‘consultation frame’ to speak to the patient’s mother while in the midst o f an
‘examination frame’, reporting findings to the video camera. Goffman terms such
shifts as,

“A change in footin g...in the alignment we take up to ourselves and the others
present as expressed in the way w e manage the production or reception o f an
utterance” (1981a: 128).

Tannen and W allat look at how mismatches in knowledge schemas between
the doctor and the patient’s mother lead to such shifts in footing'^, where they “frame
events (and)... negotiate interpersonal relationships” (1993: 60). The division o f the
interaction into three frames allows the authors to demonstrate the complexity o f the

Footing is discussed further overleaf.
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doctor’s communicative task, and to highlight the role o f frames in addressing a
disparity in knowledge structures.
In a work preceding Tannen and W allat’s study o f a paediatric medical
encounter, Labov and Fanshel (1977) undertook a discourse analysis o f a
psychotherapeutic interview and described “distinct fields o f discourse” (1977: 35)
within it, including a “style o f everyday life.. .interview sty le... family style... (and)
bits o f family style embedded in a narrative” (1977: 35-6). For Labov and Fanshel,

“The fields o f discourse form a natural part o f the concentric frames in which the
patient’s behavior is em bedded...the outermost frame is the institution o f
psychotherapy” (1977:36).

For these authors, these frames are ‘concentric’, or layered, in what Goffman
terms “laminations” (1974:156). Ribeiro, in her study o f framing in psychotic
discourse (1993), also describes “embedded” (1993:90) frames as the patient moves
between different layers o f perceived reality. By contrast, for Tannen and Wallat,
who are more concerned with discourse than with behaviour, the frames in their
study are “balanced” (Tannen and Wallat, 1993: 65) as the paediatrician moves from
one to the other, within the over-arching medical interview frame. In O ’M alley’s
(2009) frame analysis o f a discussion o f disability on a radio programme, an over
arching frame, “The Radio Programme”, is described as “the broadest level of
context... within (which) nestle other levels o f context” (2009: 347). These sublevels, or sub-frames (e.g. ‘Presenter Fram e’, ‘Interview Frame’) correspond to the
frames described by Tannen and Wallat, ‘nestled’ within the overall context of the
medical visit.
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Footing and participation fram ew ork

Goffman explained that a shift, or “a change in our frame for events” (1981a:
128) could be described in terms o f a change offooting. Although, he explains,
footing might be more easily illustrated by changes in footing, he offers a list of
related phenomena to consider when conceiving a definition o f footing,

“Participant’s alignment, or set, or stance, or posture, or projected se lf is
som ehow at stake” (1981a: 128)

Schiffrin (1993) describes alignments as “the way interactants position
themselves relative to one another” (1993: 233). If, as Schiffrin explains, alignment
has to do with “relationships o f power and solidarity... affective stances... (and)
footing” {ibid.), alignment also relates to the definition o f the frame. In taking a
speaking turn, a participant can align to what was said before, such that,

“A next utterance is a slot in which a speaker can respond to, and retroactively
create, a prior frame” (Schiffrin, 1993: 256).

Coupland et al. (1994), in a fi’ame analysis o f doctor-elderly patient
consultations, make a similar point in describing how “interactants collaborate in and
negotiate the work o f entering” a medical frame (1994: 90-1). Levinson’s (1988)
understanding o f footing is that, although it has some “pretty global and
correspondingly vague appHcation” (1988: 168), it is “especially” {ibid.) focused on
the participation status in an interaction. As Levinson points out, Goffman appears to
talk about footing primarily in relation to the roles played by the participants:
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“The alignment o f an individual to a particular utterance, whether involving a
production format, as in the case o f the speaker, or solely a participation status,
as in the case o f a hearer, can be referred to as his footing” (Goffman, 1981a:
227).

For Levinson, then, “questions o f participation status at least partially exhaust
the notion o f footing” (1988: 168). Goffman explains that everyone within
“perceptual range” o f a speech event has “some sort o f participation status relative to
it” (1981a: 3). He goes on to categorise the constituent elements o f a “production
format” (1981a: 226), a term Levinson revises to “production roles” (1988: 169). The
term ‘speaker’ in a given interaction, according to Goffman, can have different
meanings:

“animator... the sounding-box from which utterances com e...
author... the agent w h o ... scripts the lines that are uttered...
p rin cip a l... the party to w hose position ... the words attest”
(1981a: 226, italics in original).

Goffman also describes the “participation fram ew ork... the circle, ratified and
unratified, in which the utterance is variously received” (1981a: 226). The ‘ratified’
roles are those o f “addressed recipient... and unaddressed recipient” (1981a: 133);
the ‘unratified’ roles are those o f “bystanders... (and) eavesdroppers” (1981a: 132).
Again, Levinson urges a revision o f Goffman’s terms, suggesting that “reception
roles” (1988: 169) be used to describe those hearing an utterance. Levinson argues
that this provides more clarity in the instances where Goffman uses the term
‘participation’ to refer to both ‘speaker’ and ‘hearer’.

For d a y m a n (1992), the w ork on participation fram ework by Goffm an and
Levinson stopped short o f exam ining how “footing operates in interaction: the ways
that recipients m ay orient to a speaker’s footing during its production” (1992: 167).
Hoyle (1993) describes how, as two young boys engage in ‘sportscasting play’, and
as they move from playing to organising the play, they do not “sim ply change footing
but rather em bed one footing within another” (1993: 115) as they m ove from “literal”
(1993: 116) to m ore abstract versions o f reality. Buchbinder (2008), in a study
involving ‘m edical p lay ’ interactions betw een the researcher and the children o f adult
oncology patients, integrates the analysis o f frames, footing and participation, as the
children develop their understanding o f their parents’ illnesses. This study is
interesting in that it exam ines how “different interactional alignm ents... orient
interlocutors’ talk and em bodied action” (2008: 142), that is to say, how the definition
o f the discourse situation (the fram e), and the arrangem ent o f the participants (the
participation structure), both contribute to the process o f m eaning-m aking.
B uchbinder’s study (2008), like that o f Tannen and W allat (1993), describes
interaction in a medical setting. M edical settings are comparable to that o f the present
study, a dental surgery, in that they m ight be described as providing examples o f
‘institutional interaction’. The next section describes the significance o f this term.

2.3 Institutional interaction

Institutional interaction, for Drew and Heritage (1992), includes interaction
“w here at least one participant... represents a formal organisation” (1992: 3). In
C hapter 1, the discussion o f the context o f dentistry began by describing the unique
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characteristics o f dentistry as an institution. Despite these “fingerprint” (Heritage and
d ay m an , 2010; 47) qualities, interaction in dental settings has similarities to
interaction in a wide range o f medical settings. In fact, as institutional interaction,
Drew and Heritage (1992) further suggest that dental encounters share a number o f
broad features common to all institutional interactions, ranging from courtrooms to
social and healthcare encounters. These features are:

“ 1. Institutional talk is normally informed by g o a l orientations o f a relatively
restricted conventional form;
2. Institutional interaction may often involve sp ecial and particu lar
constraints on what one or both o f the participants w ill treat as allowable
contributions to the business at hand;
3. Institutional talk may be associated with inferential fram eworks and
procedures that are particular to specific institutional contexts” (1992: 22)

In the dental setting, the goals o f interaction are oriented around the patient’s
oral health and treatment needs. The constraints, in what Drew and Heritage (1992)
label “characteristically asymmetrical” interaction, have typically been described in
qualitative and quantitative tenns: the patient has fewer opportunities to talk, and the
response options are limited by closed questions and the structure o f the interaction.
Although Heritage and d a y m a n (2010) note the fact that “institutional talk embodies
many practices o f mundane or ordinary conversation” (2010: 85), they also reiterate
the categories in which one differs from the other:

“ 1 turn-taking organization
2 overall structural organization o f the interaction
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3 sequence organization
4 turn design
5 lexical or word choice
6 epistemological and other forms of asymmetry” {ibid.)

Schiffrin (1993) also notes the “asymmetry underlying the participation
structure” (1993: 231) in institutional interviews. This asymmetry allows greater
control by the institutional representative, resulting in a “reduction in the range of
interactional practices deployed by the participants” (Heritage and d a y m a n , 2010:
46) and the consequence, according to Drew and Heritage, is that “many kinds of
institutional encounters are characteristically organized into a standard “shape” or
order o f phases” (1992: 43). Heritage and d a y m a n (2010) are a little more
circumspect on this matter, suggesting that, rather than a ‘standard shape’ these
interactions display “recurrent phases of activity” (2010:93).
Compared to everyday conversation, however, institutional interaction is,
according to Heritage and d ay m an , potentially “subject to rapid historical change”
(2010: 34) as the conventions o f a given institution are “socially imposed” {ibid.).
They further argue that, although it is difficult to discern the “boundaries between
ordinary conversation and institutional talk” (2010: 45), there are generally “clear
dem arcations... between the pleasantries that may occur at the beginning o f a medical
visit and the ‘turn to business’” {ibid.) in a medical encounter. What Heritage and
d a y m a n are perhaps suggesting is that, even when there is a ‘turn to business’ in
institutional interaction, the success o f that interaction depends still on the
interactants respecting linguistic politeness and each participant’s face. These terms
are discussed in the following section.
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2.4 Face and politeness
Goffman (1972a) explained that “the proper study o f interaction” (1972a: 2)
was not that o f the individual, but rather the study o f “different persons mutually
present to each other” {ibid.), so that interaction consists “not, then (of) men and their
moments. Rather moments and their men” (1972a: 3). In relation to how a person
presents him self in interaction, Goffman described the phenomenon o fface'.

“The positive social value a person effectively claims for him self by the line
others assume he has taken during a particular contact. Face is an image o f se lf
delineated in terms o f approved social attributes” (Goffman, 1972b: 5)

Face might then be summarised as a sense o f self that emerges in social
interaction even if that sense o f self is “only on loan to him from society” (1972b:
10). Brown and Levinson (1987) took this notion o f face and developed a theory o f
(linguistic) politeness' b a s e d on the idea that everybody has not one, but two aspects
o f face, a negative and a positive face, as Watts (2003) explains:

"'Positive fa c e is defined as the individual’s desire that her/his wants be
appreciated and approved o f in social interaction, whereas negative fa c e is the
desire for freedom o f action and freedom from im position” (2003: 86)

Brown and Levinson (1987) went on to describe “face-threatening acts (FTAs)”
(1987:10-11) in interaction, based on their conceptions o f positive and negative face.
Their Politeness Theory involved strategies - enacted linguistically - for dealing with

The use o f the term ‘politeness’ here does not refer to the usual meaning o f etiquette or good
manners.
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threats to face. “Positive politeness and ... negative politeness” (1987: 70) strategies
w ork to avoid social disharm ony on the basis o f increasing or reducing social distance
through how som ething is said. Positive-politeness strategies are,

“A kind o f metaphorical extension o f intimacy, to imply common ground or
sharing o f wants to a limited extent even between strangers ... positivepoliteness techniques are usable ... as a kind o f social accelerator” (1987: 103).

W here positive politeness aim s to prom ote the other person’s positive face in
talk-in-interaction, negative politeness seeks to m inim ise the loss o f negative face, or
as the authors put it,

“For social 'distancing' ...th ey are therefore likely to be used whenever a
speaker wants to put a social brake on to the course o f his interaction” (1987:
130).

This m odel o f politeness'^ has been hugely influential and is still widely used.
A ronsson and Rundstrom (1989) applied an analysis o f linguistic politeness strategies
to interactional data in a paediatric m edical setting. Their study looked at interactions
w here doctors criticised the patients’ parents, and how negative politeness, prim arily
indirectness, facilitated this. “Potentially offensive inform ation” was conveyed
indirectly to the parents by “jo k ey ” interactions with the child (1989:483), thus
avoiding conflict.

Exam ples o f negative politeness include: ‘Could I ju s t borrow a cup o f sugar?’, ‘ Would you
m ind if I asked you for a little bit o f sugar?’; examples o f positive politeness include: ‘Y ou’re
g re a t for always having sugar in the house’, ‘Where did you get \haX fabulous sugar-bowl?’
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Facework
Watts (2003), on reviewing Brown and Levinson’s model raised the question,
echoed by Locher and Watts (2005), o f whether these are ‘"facework strategies rather
than politeness strategies?” (2003: 93). This question o f terminology was one o f a
number o f criticisms o f the model, which have ultimately led to theories o f facework
evolving over the last decade.
Watts (2003), in a discussion o f the possibility o f a universal theory of
politeness, outlined the critique that the Brown and Levinson model,

“Assum es an individualistic concept o f face, which is not appropriate to
‘cultures’ in which the individual is defined by virtue o f her/his membership in
the social group” (2003: 102).

The notion o f face as a phenomenon o f the individual, rather than derived from
interaction, seems'^ to be at odds with C offm an’s (1972b) original idea:

“The person’s face clearly is something that is not lodged in or on his body, but
rather something that is diffusely located in the flow o f events in the encounter”
(1972b: 7).

For Locher and Watts, “no utterance is inherently polite” (2005: 29), because
that determination is made in interaction, where. Heritage and d a y m a n (2010) claim

'^Arundale (2006) argues that G offm an’s conception o f face, like that o f Brown and Levinson
(1987), was also a cognitive one, based in the individual. He points to S c h le g lo ff s (1988)
discussion o f the aphorism at the end o f the Introduction to Goffm an’s (1972a) Interaction
Ritual, “Not, then, men and their moments. Rather moments and their men” (1972a: 3). He,
Arundale, concludes that G offm an’s focus was indeed on ‘men and their m om ents’.
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that, “persons are continuously creating, maintaining, or altering the social
circumstances in which they are placed” (2010: 54). The work o f authors such as
Locher and Watts (2005), Haugh (2007), and Bargiela-Chiappini (2003) has led to a
growing consensus that there is a “need to distinguish” between politeness and
facew ork (Bargiela-Chiappini, 2003: 1455), as, in Locher’s view, “polite linguistic
behaviour is actually only one very small aspect o f relational work” (Locher, 2008:
521).
Arundale (2006, 2009, 2010), therefore, was working towards a new theory of
facework. He proposed “ a conceptualisation o f face as a relational and an
interactional phenomenon” (2006: 194). This conceptualisation considers face as
emergent in interaction, rather than a pre-existing entity based in the individual. Face
is not merely an auto-derived expression or ‘presentation’ o f self (Goffman, 1969),
but rather a co-constructed “image o f s e lf ’ (Goffman 1972: 5) relative to the others
involved in interaction. As Arundale puts it,

“Theories o f the social s e lf as an interactional phenomenon, o f persons as
emergent in on-going communication within relationships, and o f the dialectical
nature o f human relationships provide the bases for the altemative
conceptualisation o f face as a relational phenomenon” (2006: 194).

The seminal work by Brown and Levinson (1987) has not been discarded, but
politeness is now reconsidered, as facework. Where there is still a place for the
analysis o f positive and negative politeness in institutional talk-in-interaction, there is
also a need to consider face as an emergent, interactional phenomenon, and facework
as relational. When facework is viewed as an emergent phenomenon, this
interactional process includes a negotiation o f the relationship between the
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participants. This relational facew ork is a co-constniction o f the hierarchy o f those
present by those present, what might in other terms be thought o f as the power
dynamics.

Power
This present research project is n ^ primarily focused on power in institutional
settings, although it is important to acknowledge that power is a significant feature o f
this kind o f interaction. The discussions in this chapter, and the preceding one, of
theories o f interaction in dentistr>' (Coleman et a l, 1985), in medicine (Mishler,
1984), and o f the structure o f institutional interaction (Drew and Heritage, 1992)
appear to support the statement by Fisher and Groce (1990) that “the medical
interview is characterised by a moment-to-moment battle that ... largely sustains the
institutional authority and status o f doctors” (1990: 225). Fairclough has described
how “institutional practices... embody assumptions w hich...legitim ise existing
power relations” (1989: 27), and asymmetries in medical interaction continues to be a
rich area o f research (Heritage, 2013).
Power, in the present research, is viewed as “a set o f potentials” (Hutchby,
2000: 586)). Similarly, asymmetry may be seen as “a variable and interactionally
achieved dimension o f medical interaction” (Coupland et al., 1994: 90). An
alternative focus (to a study o f power) is to look at the relational aspect o f facework,
where roles and alliances are negotiated in interaction, and power is, according to
Locher, “relational, dynamic and contestable” (2004: 38). If the asymmetry, or the
relationship within a dental surgery, is contested, it might result in.

“A realignm ent o f the social relationship typ ically enacted w ithin a clinical
encounter, with the physician ... ced in g to the patient authority” (Clark and
M ishler, 1992: 346-7).

A realignment o f the social relationship in the dental setting requires
interactional involvement. Rather than focusing on power imbalances (Coleman et al.
1985) in this context, this research focuses on the emergence of “mutuality” (Roter,
2000: 6) in the dentist-patient relationship. One feature o f this more equal interaction
is what Tannen (2007) refers to as “involvement strategies”.

2.5 Involvem ent strategies

Tannen describes as ‘involvement strategies’ (Tannen, 2007; 32) features o f
everyday conversation that create “emotional involvement” (ibid.) by “means o f their
sound and sense patterns” (2007: 31). For Tannen, the concept of involvement is

“An internal, even em otional con n ection individuals feel w hich binds them to
other p eop le as w ell as to p laces, things, activities, ideas, m em ories, and
w o rd s... an ach ievem en t in conversational interaction” (2007: 27).

In describing strategies that promote involvement, Tannen distinguishes
between sound and sense patterns, including among those working at the level of
sound'.

1. “Rhythm;
2. Patterns based on repetition and variation of:
i) P honem es,
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ii) Morphemes,
iii) Words,
iv) Collocations o f words,
v) Longer sequences o f discourse;
3. Style figures o f speech” (2007:32).

Tannen then outlines those strategies that work on meaning as including:

1. “Indirectness,
2. Ellipsis,
3. Tropes,
4. Dialogue,
5. Imagery and detail, and
6. Narrative”

There is a connection between Tannen’s involvement strategies and what Carter
and McCarthy (2004) refer to as the “creative use of language” (2004: 62), which is
more likely to emerge in “non- institutionalized, symmetrical, and informal talk”
{ibid.). The problem with making this connection is the difficulty of defining
creativity in everyday discourse. As Carter and McCarthy put it, “creativity almost
always depends for its functions on the intentions and interpretations of the
participants” (2004: 64). In this regard, an analysis based more on the specific
features of discourse, as Tannen proposes, is more reproducible.
Frances Lee Smith (1993) looks at the role of these “involvement strategies”
(Tannen, 2007: 32) in framing in her study of trainee preachers’ discourse. For
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Tannen, the successful use o f such strategies “sends a metamessage o f rapport
between the communicators” (2007:29). Bruner (1986) contends that “achieving
joint reference is achieving a kind o f solidarity with somebody” (1986: 63), but that
even “a failed effort (can be seen as)...an offer” (ibid.). Smith’s paper compares this
‘metamessage o f rapport’ to Coffm an’s (1981a) notion o f ‘footing’. For Smith
(1993:152), “the presentation o f self and the creation of involvement are mutually
constructed through verbal and non-verbal strategies at the level o f footing”, that is
(to repeat), at the level o f “the alignment we take up to ourselves and the others
present” (Goffman, 1981a: 128). Smith (1993) outlines categories o f identity
constructed by the trainee preachers in her study, and demonstrates the varying use
o f involvement strategies in the discourse analysed.

Narrative

As referred to above, one o f the strategies that Tannen lists as working at the
level o f meaning-making is narrative. Co-constructed narratives are considered in
Chapter 9 as one element of the process o f engagement, and this section considers a
definition o f narrative. Labov (1972, and with Waletzky in the original 1967 work)
described narrative as “one method o f recapitulating past experience by matching a
verbal sequence o f clauses to the sequence o f events which (it is inferred) actually
occurred” (1972: 359-60). In the terms o f this definition the chronological ordering
o f narrative clauses is crucial, such that,

“A minimal narrative (can be defined) as a sequence o f two clauses which are
temporally ordered”

(1972:360).
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De Fina and Georgakopoulou (2012:34) suggest that “analysts tend to
converge” around this definition of narrative, or at least around the criteria that a
narrative involves “the presence o f a change-of-state or disruption of
balance...and...chronological ordering” (ibid.). For Labov and Waletzky, narrative
has two core functions: the referential and the evaluative. The structure o f a narrative,
according to Labov, is predictable:

“A fu lly-form ed narrative m ay sh o w the fo llo w in g :
1.

Abstract

2.

Orientation

3.

C om plicating action

4.

Evaluation

5.

R esult or resolution

6.

C oda” (1 9 7 2 :3 6 3 )

Not all narratives contain all these elements, and “many narratives only consist
o f an orientation, complicating action, resolution and evaluation” (De Fina and
Georgakopoulou, 2012: 30). The preface-like ‘A bstract’ summarises what the
narrative is about. The purpose o f the ‘Orientation’ is to provide necessary contextual
information to “the listener in respect to person, place, time, and behavioural
situation” (Labov and Waletzky, 1967:27). The ‘Complicating Action’ is essentially
the plot-line of the narrative. ‘Evaluation’ can occur at any stage in a narrative. It can
be external, in the voice o f the narrator, or internal, embedded within the story. It
provides the narrator the opportunity to give an “account o f their feelings in
response” (Tannen, 2007: 41), and in this way to elicit a response from the audience.
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Internal evaluation is the most subtle and involves the use o f “intensifiers,
comparators, correlatives and explications” (Labov, 1972; 378). Once the action o f
the narrative is resolved, the final element o f the story is the ‘Coda’, “a functional
device for returning the verbal perspective to the present moment” (Labov and
Waletzky, 1967:35).
Linde (1986: 186) distinguishes “narrative proper” from other types (“the
generic narrative, the hypothetical narrative and the pseudonarrative” {ibid.)), with
these other types distinct from each other on the basis o f verb tense (so that, for
example, “the hypothetical narrative uses future or subjunctive tenses, and is used to
describe conjectural sequences o f events”). Ochs and Capps (2001) describe how
“conversational narrative... routinely involves questions, clarifications, challenges
and speculations about what might possibly have transpired” (2001:18). These
variations from the Labovian form are likely to present themselves in interactional
data. As Clark and M ishler (1992) put it,

“The patient’s story... emerges in the context o f requests, acknowledgments,
expansions, and elaborations. It represents the joint effort o f the patient and
physician to make coherent sense o f a problem” (1992: 368).

Illness N arratives

The ‘patient’s story’, referred to above, might be described as an illness
narrative. Kleinman made the distinction between ‘disease’, or ‘sickness’ and “illness
(as) the lived experience” (1989:3-4) o f the patient, rather than the clinical or cultural
understanding o f it. Illness Narratives then, are the expression o f that experience.
Frank explains, “identity takes a narrative form at the moment when it becomes more
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difficult for more people to understand their lives as cohesive stories” (Frank,
2012:24). For Roter, the patient’s Illness Narrative is the key to how “the meaning of
the disease is integrated and interpreted by both doctor and patient” (Roter, 2000a: 8).
Kaplan-Myrth uses the term “narrativisation”, and describes it as a “reflexive,
therapeutic, and even a transformative mechanism”(Kaplan-Myrth, 2007:1268).
While there are many particular examples in the literature (e.g. DasGupta, 2007) o f
the value o f this ‘narrativisation’, Charon (2008) looks at the big picture. She
describes “narrative knowledge” (Charon, 2008:9) as the inverse o f modem
medicine’s tendency to universalize at the expense o f the particular. N anative
medicine instead focuses on “revealing the particular” {ibid.). The frequent
construction o f a narrative (or pseudo-narrative) around the acts o f treatment planning
and prospective health promotion implies a conflict with the idea o f narrative as
“recapitulating past experience” (1972:359). For Ricoeur (1980), the skill o f the
storyteller involves “reading the end in the beginning and the beginning in the end”
(1980: 180). Mishier (2006) makes the point that Ricoeur and Labov offer different
perspectives on narrative: Labov and W aletzky’s “chronological definition o f
temporal o rder.. .remains the fundamental characteristic o f a narrative in their
approach” (2006:32). In contrast, “an important feature o f Ricoeur’s formulation is
that it gives the ending o f a story the primary function in how a story is plotted or
constructed” (Mishier, 2006:33), meaning that the past or present may be re
interpreted in interaction depending on the co-constructed end-point.
Mattingly (1998) takes the word “emplotment” (1998:2) from Ricoeur for
whom, Frank (2010) states, it is “the act o f making a coherent sequence out o f what
was simply a succession” (Frank, 2010:137). M attingly’s work is focused on the
prospective emplotment that occurs in the occupational therapy clinic. In a dental

setting, for example, it might also be considered important to construct a therapeutic
story o f the future. For Mattingly, “narratives are teleological structures, they are
ordered around an ending” (Mattingly, 1998:38), and so the consequent tendency
(perhaps the danger) for clinicians, as they explain their diagnoses, is to provide
“fictions o f the end” {ibid.) (e.g. “if you floss, your gum disease will be cured”). If
therapeutic encounters are to be “ritualised transformations” (1998:162), then the
clinician needs to remember that “emplotments which disregard the patient’s
narrative sense-making are unlikely to succeed” (1998:74). The clinician ought not
perhaps to impose an understanding o f illness on the patient, but rather, as Fix et al.
(2012) demonstrated, try to use the patient’s own narrative perspective as an
educational tool. This logic is reflected in persuasive techniques such as Motivational
Interviewing (Rollnick et al., 2007), where the narrative and goal must be negotiated
- the “desire” (Mattingly, 1998:70) must come from the patient. It seems, then, that
there may be an important conjunction between narratives, therapeutic interaction,
and involvement strategies, as described above. Narrative, as explained above, is just
one o f a number o f discourse strategies listed by Tannen (2007: 32) that promote
involvement through meaning. Imagery and detail, including metaphor and simile, are
also, according to Tannen, powerful strategies.
For Kirmayer (2000), metaphors are the “building blocks o f narrative: moments
o f evocative and potential meaning that serve as turning points, narrative
opportunities, irreducible feelings and intentions that drive the story onward”
(Kirmayer, 2000:155). Cameron (2012) describes how this repetition o f imagery
emerges as “shared metaphorical lexico-conceptual pacts” (Cameron, 2012: 350).
Cameron describes a co-constructed and sustained metaphor as a “framing metaphor”
{ibid.), and if the “metaphor trajectory” {ibid.) is traced through the transcript, an
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emplotment emerges, co-constructed by the interactants. In describing the narratives
found in heaUhcare, Kirmayer finds that they are often fragmented and ill-formed but
that these,

“Fractures o f narrative may reflect the inchoate nature o f illness represented as
islands o f reason, fragmentary stories, narrative strands and above all poetic
evocation through bursts o f figural language” (2000:171).

The various narrative strands, fragmentary stories, and figural language that
emerge in everyday institutional interaction are discussed in greater depth in Chapter
9, where they are discussed as part o f a framework process o f interactional
collaboration leading to the co-construction o f identity. The co-construction of
identity therefore is seen as integral to the process o f engagement. To discern identity
construction, one must first have a clearer understanding o f what by the term
‘identity’. Section 2.6 below begins that discussion.

2.6 Identity

Schiffrin’s (1993) conception o f identity is that it is “dynamic and ... mutually
constitutive with the organisation o f talk” (1993: 259). Bucholtz and Hall (2005) offer
a deliberately “broad and open-ended” definition o f identity as, “the social
positioning o f self and other” (2005:586). As part o f what De Fina and
Georgakopoulou (2012) term the “turn to identities-in-interaction” (2012:180),
Bucholtz and H all’s work considers identity as “intersubjectively rather than
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individually produced and interactionally emergent rather than assigned in an a p rio ri
fashion” (2005:587). The authors propose five principles for the study o f identity:

(1) E m ergence: “Identity is best view ed as (an) em ergent product” (2005:588);
(2) Positionality: “Identities encom pass (a) m acro-level dem ographic categories;
(b) local ethnographically specific cultural positions, and (c) tem porary and
interactionally specific stances and participant roles” (2005:592);
(3) Indexicality: “Identity relations em erge in interaction through several related
indexical p rocesses” (2005:594);
(4) R elationality: “Idendties are intersubjectively constructed through several,
often overlapping, com plem entary relations” (2005:598);
(5) Partialness: “A ny given construction o f identity m ay be in part deliberate and
intentional, in part habitual and hence less than fully conscious, in part an
outcom e o f o th e rs’ perceptions and representations, and in part an effect o f larger
ideological processes... It is therefore constantly shifting both as interaction
unfolds and across discourse contexts” (2005:606).

Such a list produces a dizzying collection o f components to identity. For
Bucholtz and Hall, the analyst’s particular chosen method o f analysis simplifies
things by determining “which aspect o f identity comes into view ” (2005:607).
Somers (1994) argues that incorporating the “dimensions o f time, space and
relationality” (i.e. identity constructed in the moment, in interaction) into the concept
o f identity is in fact a useful way o f avoiding having too rigid a sense o f the concept
(Somers, 1994:606). Suoninen and Wahlstrom (2009) re-emphasise the importance o f
seeing identity construction as a negotiation, where the participants adapt their
reaction to and evaluation o f each other’s identities.
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Zimmerman (1998) proposes another multipart model: “discourse, situational
and transportable identities” (1998:90), which appears to correspond to Bucholtz and
H all’s ‘positionality’ principle (see above). In this system, transportable identities
“travel with individuals... on the basis o f physical or culturally based insignia”
(1998:90-1), such as gender or age. Situated identities, such as ‘dentist’ or ‘patient’,
“come into play within the precincts o f particular types o f situation” (1998:90).
Discourse identities arise in the “moment-by-moment organization o f the
interaction...(e.g.) current speaker, listener, story recipient...” {ibid.). Zimmerman
argues that “oriented-to identities provide both the proxim al context and the distal
context for social activities” (italics in original, 1998:88) meaning, respectively, the
“tum-by-tum orientation” {ibid.) and the ‘bigger-picture’ understanding. Zimmerman
explains the process o f his model thus:

“A ctivities in a given setting ach ieve their d istin ctive shape through an
articu la tio n o f discourse and situated id en tities for each participant and an
align m en t o f these identities across participants” (italics in original, 1998:98).

Sarangi (2010b), while considering the “discourse constmctionist view o f
identity” (Sarangi, 2010b: 76) as referenced above, asserts that “while reflexivity and
situatedness are the hallmark o f identity construction, one cannot deny the stable
social basis o f identity types” {ibid.). He goes on to make the distinction between
‘role’ as ‘situated’, or locally-produced and defined in interaction, and ‘identity’ as a
bigger, cultural construct. He explains the distinction with the metaphor o f figureground, where “role can be said to be the figure while identity...(rem ains) the
ground” (Sarangi, 2010b: 91). With regard to ‘roles’, he distinguishes between an
individual’s potential “multiple roles” (2010b: 82), e.g. dentist, woman, mother etc.,

and the individual’s “role-set”, e.g. dentist in interaction with patient, or nurse, or
fellow-dentists, etc. Sarangi describes “activity roles” as “dependent on the activitytype the individual is participating in” (2010b: 84), while “discourse roles” refer to
the “relationship between the participants and the message” {ibid.). He draws a
parallel between “activity roles” and Zimmerm an’s “situated identities, and between
“discourse roles” and Zimmerm an’s “discourse identities”. The sense o f identity
constituted in the moment, but partly derived and constituted by a larger, cultural
construct, chimes with Baum an’s idea (1992) that there are two types o f identity: one
being more fixed, the other “ ‘momentary’ identities, identities for ‘today’, untilfurther-notice identities” (1992:167).
In his study o f institutional roles, Sarangi notes how “the GP not only moves
freely between his pedagogic and therapeutic roles, but also between the different
phases o f the clinical encounter” (2010b: 90), and as he does, he must “momentarily
and cumulatively configure relevant roles from the available role-set” (2010b: 91).
When he describes how these “alterations in social roles are no doubt accomplished
through a set o f discourse roles” (2010b: 85) he might be talking about Goffman’s
notion o f “footing” (1981a: 1). Indeed, “footing is central to a great deal o f work on
narrative and identity” (De Fina and Georgakopoulou, 2012: 159), o f “presenting
oneself in interaction” (2012:169). The links between footing, relational facework
and identity are made explicit by Locher (2008) who explains,

“Relational work refers to the w ays in which the construction o f identity is
achieved in interaction, while identity refers to the ‘product’ o f these linguistic
and non-linguistic processes” (Locher, 2008: 511).
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Identity then is understood as an emergent and multi-part phenomenon. The
simplified paradigm offered by Sarangi (2010b), where discourse roles and activity
roles feed into the larger social construct o f identity, is the one adopted for this
present research. For the present study, the co-construction o f identity is seen as part
o f the interaction collaboration that constitutes engagement. This is demonstrated at
length in Chapter 9. For now, it is important, in the following section (below), to
discuss what is understood by the term ‘engagement’.

2.7 Engagement

The chapter so far has shown how the related concepts offo oting and /ace can
be used to discuss how a sense o f self, and a sense o f relationship, emerges between
the participants in talk-in-interaction. The further consideration o f the quality and
intensity o f that relationship requires a fuller definition o f ‘engagem ent’.
It might be argued that the ultimate goal o f a healthcare interaction is
‘engagement’ by all concerned with the therapeutic process, where ‘engagement’
broadly corresponds to “the degree o f involvement” (Duchan, 2009: 11) o f the
participants. Engagement surely begins at the socio-relational level, but it has also
been considered in terms o f the clinical relationship, where its various synonyms
include “patient engagement... patient activation” (Grande et a i, 2014: 281) and
“patient participation” (Collins et a l, 20007).
Engagement has been defined as “focused interaction” (Goffman, 1966: 24),
and “a complex and multilayered collaborative achievement” (Simmons-Mackie and
Damico, 2009:19), involving:
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“A process through which people establish, maintain, and terminate
collaborative interactions, and it im plies a degree o f affective engrossment in
the process. Engagement is projected in many ways through spoken utterances,
joint focus on a task, or nonverbal behaviours such as gaze or gesture”
(Sim m ons-M ackie and Dam ico, 2009: 19)

It is important to note from the outset that the present research is one o f talk-ininteraction, so that the analysis o f engagement in the following chapters does not
consider the “nonverbal behaviours” mentioned in the quote above. In interaction,
says Goffman (1966), “eye to eye looks, then, play a special role” (1966: 92), and
Street Jr. (1990) lists as indicators o f high involvement “directness o f body
orientation, forward body leans, gaze towards partners, responsiveness, facial
expressiveness, and touch to comfort or reassure” (Street Jr., 1990: 345). Other
authors focus primarily on the physical “organisation o f engagement” (Goodwin,
1981: 95-125), such as “gaze and body orientation” (Robinson, 1998: 97). This other,
embodied aspect o f engagement is important, but is beyond the scope o f this project.
Engagement is generally imagined and described in the literature as emerging
between two participants, but Simmons-Mackie and Damico (2009) describe a group
therapy session, where members o f the group are encouraged to “move beyond being
bystanders and become fully ‘engaged”’ (2009: 19). Little has been published to date
on the nature of engagement in small groups beyond dyads. Different parameters
have been used to measure engagement: Kovarsky et al. (2009) looked at the use o f
laughter as an indicator o f communicative engagement; Elwyn et al. (2004)
quantified involvement by measuring shared decision-making.
The meaning o f the term ‘engagement’ varies in the literature, and it has been
associated with similar phenomena such as rapport (Walsh and Leahy, 2009),
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empathy (Warmington, 2012), emotional intelligence (Bhaskar et a i, 2012),
empowerment (McAllister et a i, 2008), trust (O’Grady et a i, 2014), and health
literacy (Stigglebout et a i, 2012), all under the large umbrella of “patient-centred
approaches” (Mead and Bower, 2000). The approach taken to engagement in this
research is that, although these terms are related, interactional engagement is the
forerunner and prerequisite for them all.
As medical interaction becomes increasingly more dominated by the patientcentred approach, a lot of research has focused on the process of building rapport,
what Leahy and Walsh (2010) refer to as “the art of therapy, a creative, individual,
and distinctive” result of discoursal negotiation between the interactants (Leahy and
Walsh, 2010:98). Rapport has been described as being manifest in a “sympathetic
relationship” (Walsh and Duchan, 2010:53), qualitatively different, one might say,
from the “focused interaction” (Goffman, 1966: 24) o f ‘engagement’. Engagement
carries with it no implicit positive evaluation- as Simmons-Mackie and Kovarsky
(2009) point out, “high levels of negative engagement are evident in intense
arguments or debates” (2009: 6). In their study of “cajoling” in a dysphagia clinic,
however, Walsh and Leahy (2009) suggest that, rather than engagement being the
forerunner of rapport, it is the opposite, namely “a by-product of rapport” (2009: 37).
This apparent contradiction might be resolved by a further consideration of the
definition of engagement. For Walsh and Leahy (2009), engagement occurs “where
participants share a mutual focus while working toward a common goal” (2009: 37).
Considerations, and indeed definitions, of engagement perhaps need to be expanded
to encompass a spectrum of “degree(s) of involvement” (Duchan, 2009: 11) from an
initial other-orientation to a ‘mutual focus’. It is perhaps the more established,
focused ‘engagement’ that Walsh and Leahy had in mind.
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Why is engagement important? Coupland et al. (1994), in a study of medical
interactions, propose that “all talk, indeed all utterances, articulate socio-relational
meanings” (Coupland et a l, 1994: 90), suggesting that socio-relational interaction in
turn can also fulfil some of the clinical communication objectives. Engagement, at its
simplest interactional level, can, by this way of thinking, influence the therapeutic
process. The renewed emphasis on patient-engagement (see Elwyn et a l, 2014) in
healthcare is a reflection of the prevalence of the ‘patient-centred’ model of care, and
contrasts with older descriptions of medical interaction:

“In a routine dental exam in w hich the patient has no com p lication s or fear,
there is lik ely little need for personal in volvem ent betw een the interactants”
(Street Jr., 1990: 345)

McCabe et al. (2002) found, in a Conversation Analysis study in Psychiatry,
that the act of addressing patient’s specific concerns was likely to improve patients’
engagement. The general findings of McCabe et al.’s study, that encouraging patient
engagement improved the therapeutic process, are replicated in a broad range of
healthcare fields including public health (Kovacs Bums et al., 2104), mental health
(Wright et al., 2011), and pharmacy (Salter, 2010).

Other studies address the issue of how, practically, to achieve engagement.
Nash (2006), in a study of paediatric dentistry, describes “effective communication”
(a term used by Stewart, 1995:1424) as comprising “reflective listening, selfdisclosing assertiveness, and the use of descriptive praise” (Nash, 2006: 455). It is
questionable whether his recommendations would be applicable in an interaction
between adults. Walsh and Leahy (2009) describe an encounter where informal
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banter, or “cajoling” (Walsh and Leahy, 2009: 37), engendered sufficient engagement
to allow a difficult therapeutic challenge to be accomplished. Street Jr. et al. (2007)
noted the “reciprocity and mutuality” (Street Jr. et a l, 2007:586) o f medical
interaction. Doctors, they found, were “more patient-centered” (ibid.) with patients
who they perceived as being more likely to respond in kind with good
communication, treatment adherence and satisfaction with the encounter.
W armington (2012) proposes that practising patient-centred medicine, with a view to
fostering engagement with the patient is a way o f “infusing” (Warmington, 2012:327)
the interaction with empathy and thereby making it a more ‘hum ane’ {ibid.)
experience for the patient. Mead and Bower (2000) suggest that, as a practical model,
‘patient-centredness’ is a way o f creating an empathic approach. The common
problem with the literature on engagement is that even where the intention is to
describe how, practically, to achieve patient engagement, the resulting discussion is
often about a more generalised philosophical approach to “foster” engagement
(Wright et a l, 2011:823), such as ‘patient-centredness’. Haywood et al. (2006), in a
structured review o f intervention strategies designed to “enhance patient
participation” (2006:12), found limited and inconclusive evidence to advocate a
strategy. Chatwin et al. (2007) in a review o f how “A feeling o f equality” (2007: 83)
is fostered, recommend “communicative behaviours that invite the patient’s active
participation” (2007: 103), rather than a strategic intervention.

If then, there is a general acknowledgement o f the need for patient engagement
in healthcare interactions, and the need for clinicians to adopt practices to promote
engagement, what practical steps might be taken to achieve this? This present
research aims to address this question.
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2.8 Conclusion

This chapter has looked at some o f the theoretical foundations o f the
methodological approach to engagement in dental interaction as applied in this
research project. Three related analyses o f the data focus on, respectively,
participation structure, and facew ork, where involvement strategies are seen as an
extension o f facework. The purpose o f adopting these approaches is to map and better
understand the phenomenon o f engagement. In Chapter 1, there was a description of
how the literature on communication in dental settings tends to focus on measurement
o f discrete skills as performed by the dentist, or on describing patients’ perceptions of
the dentists’ performances. In this chapter, a review o f the literature on engagement
showed how the emphasis has been on defining engagement and describing the
benefits o f engagement in a patient-centred healthcare interaction. The
methodological approaches described in this chapter - fram es, participation structure
and facew ork - offer the potential o f a greater understanding o f dental interaction.
The primary factor recommending these approaches is the inherent focus on
interaction -an d all participants in the interaction- rather than the dentist alone. A
consideration o ffram es and participation frameworks opens the possibility o f
tracking the dynamics o f an interaction, in contrast to some o f the more rigid
paradigms adopted in other research. Where the specific context o f a dental clinic
may at times be inimical to rapport-building, a consideration offacew ork may
facilitate understanding how dentist-patient relationships may flourish or flounder.
Prior to the analysis o f the data, the following three chapters recount the
methodological process, starting, in Chapter 3, with data collection and the context of
interactions.

3
Methodology: Data Collection and the
Context of Interactions

3.1 Introduction
This chapter and the next next one first describe the process o f data collection,
and then describe the data, with a focus on the secondary data, to provide some
context for the interactions recorded. This comprises background information about
the participants, and in the next chapter, a thematic analysis o f the data collected in
dentist interviews and patient questionnaires.
This study was designed as a qualitative observational research project, based
primarily on the transcription and subsequent analysis o f audio recordings o f
dentists, dental nurses and their patients interacting in primary care/general practice
settings in the Dublin area. These data were supplemented with a “varied set o f data
sources” (ten Have, 2010:71) including clinical, interview and questionnaire data as
detailed below.
This chapter begins with a description o f participant recruitment and data
collection. Figure 3.1 overleaf represents an outline o f the intended trajectory of data
collection, as it was at the start o f the process.
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R ecruitm ent of Dentists
and Nurses

Ethics Committee
Approval

R ecruitm ent of Patient
participants by
G atekeeper

First audio-recording
and DentistQ uestionnaire of
T reatm ent Group

Second audio-recording
and DentistQ uestionnaire (if
necessary]

1r

Patient Q uestionnaire

End of original planned
stru ctu re

I
I

A
Prelim inary Analysis of|
transcribed data
'
1-----------------I
I

A

.

Sem i-structured
D entist in te m e w s

Figure 3.1 An outline of the intended trajectory of participant recruitment and data
collection [Dotted lines represent eventual, extended data collection].
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The original focus o f the research (please see Appendix 2 for details o f
A pplication to Ethics Com m ittee) was broad and gradually narrow ed to becom e a
study o f interactional engagem ent. The m ethodological approach w as shaped by the
quality and quantity o f data collected, and ultim ately this process w as altered (see
Figure 3.6 below , p.81).

3.2 Application for Ethics Com m ittee Approval
At the outset, an initial application for ethical approval w as m ade to the Trinity
C ollege Dublin Faculty o f H ealth Sciences R esearch Ethics C om m ittee for “an
exploratory first stage” o f research. The relative lack o f sim ilar research into
com m unication in dental settings, and the length o f time elapsed since som e o f the
m ost com parable studies were published (e.g. C andlin et a i , 1980; W anless and
Holloway, 1994) m eant that there was by necessity som e doubt as to the appropriate
param eters for the research. The consequence o f this was that the initial description o f
the study in the application for ethical approval w as broad in term s o f (i) the aims (“to
explore... interpersonal com m unication”), (ii) the anticipated num bers o f participants
(a pilot phase o f up to 10 patients was suggested), and (iii) the range o f objectives
(from questions o f structure, to observing interactional engagem ent, to outcom e
m easures for behavioural interventions). The application received approval from the
Ethics C om m ittee follow ing an am endm ent to the explanatory docum entation that
w as to accom pany each consent form (see A ppendices 5-8, described in Section 3.3.1
below ).
A lthough the original application to the Ethics C om m ittee had included patients
w ho had previously attended the practice, the aim initially was to focus on first-tim e
patients. R ecruitm ent was slow (see Section 3.3.1), and the dental team s who agreed
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to take part found it challenging to recruit patients who were new to their practice.
Consequently, it was decided to include returning patients in the sample. This
changed the nature o f the data: returning patients have by definition a pre-existing
relationship o f some sort with the dental team. Whereas the desire was to collect data
from a more homogenous group, the practical need was to collect whatever data
became available. This issue is discussed further in Chapter 10. A further change
arose as the focus o f the research narrowed towards the emergence o f engagement - it
was decided that the data would be richer if augmented by semi-structured, reflective
interviews with the participating dentists.
A fiarther amendment to the original ethics application was, therefore, required
and submitted for approval in late 2012. This amendment included an application for
approval to conduct a semi-structured interview with each participating dentist after
they had completed the recordings. These interviews were intended to provide
contextual information by determining the dentists’ general attitudes towards
communication, and to collect additional feedback from the dentists on their
perceptions o f the recorded encounters. It was considered that these responses might
support findings made from the primary recordings. After an extended delay, the
Ethics Committee finally approved this amendment in mid-2013.

3.3 Recruitment of Participants
Where much o f the literature on communication in dental settings has focused
on patient perceptions, patient evaluations and the psychology o f the dental patient,
the aim o f this research is to consider the interaction between all those present during
the dental consultation. To that end, the term treatment group was adopted as a unit
o f analytic study. In this context, a treatment group comprises a consenting dentist.
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nurse, and patient, and the intention was to study the interaction between the three as
a whole rather than, for example, the patient in isolation.
The factors that were considered in determining the sample size included a
comparison with existing literature, and a continuous reassessment o f the data
following initial analysis. The original aim was to collect data for approximately ten
groups. This number was an estimate, as, with little comparable research in the
literature, it was difficult to predict the quality and quantity o f data. In one seminal
study, Tannen and Wallat (1993) had based their microanalysis on the interaction
between one similar group (a paediatric doctor, a child patient and the child’s
mother); in another, Wanless and Holloway (1994) had drawn more generalised
conclusions from the interactions between 132 patients and 30 general practitioner
dentists. More recently. Bridges et al. (2011) made recordings o f three ‘treatment
groups’ for analysis alongside survey data in a study o f the role o f the dental nurse.
The present study was modelled more closely on the microanalysis o f interactions in
the work of Tannen and Wallat (1993), albeit with more than one treatment group,
and was likely, therefore, to require a small sample size. As data collection
commenced, it became apparent that even a single encounter between one ‘treatment
group’ would provide a large amount o f data. Initial analysis o f the early recordings
also suggested that triadic interaction, involving the dental nurse, might be a
prominent feature o f the data, a feature that would increase the richness and
complexity o f the data. However, it was equally apparent that it was important to
sample a range o f dental teams interacting with their patients. Although recruitment
o f participating dentists was slow (see Section 3.3.1 below), some o f those dentists
were recruiting more than one patient. Consequently, it was decided to continue
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collecting data beyond the notional limit o f ten participating patients, to include a
larger number o f participating dentists and nurses.
The inclusion criteria for participants within the treatment groups were:

• Attending adult patients competent to provide informed consent
• Dentists working in general dental practice
• Consenting nurses working at those practices

The original exclusion criteria for the patient participants were:

• Patients under 18 years o f age;
• Patients who lacked capacity to give consent;
• Patients without conversational proficiency in English;
• Patients who needed a companion or chaperone in the surgery;
• Patients who have previously attended the practice.

This last exclusion (for returning patients) was ultimately removed with the aim
o f increasing the numbers o f participants.

3.3.1 Recruitment of Dentists and Nurses
The recruitment process comprised a direct mailing (see Appendix 4) o f a
sample o f 96 potential participant dentists in the Dublin area. The sampling frame
was the ‘Register o f Dentists’ (maintained by the Irish Dental Council). This was
deemed an appropriate sampling frame as it lists the full population o f general
dentists in the country, with basic contact information, but no other identifying
information. In this sense it was intended to minimise any selection bias on the part o f
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the researcher. Seventy-two names of dentists were selected by the researcher from
the register, with the principal selection criterion being a representative sampling
taken from each alphabetical section o f the register. Each name drawn was crossreferenced with internet searches to ensure that the dentists involved were based in
general practice settings and were not exclusively working in Health Service
Executive (HSE) or public dental clinics, specialist clinics, or hospital settings.
Through this process another 23 names, o f dentists working in group practices
alongside some o f the original 72, were added to the sample. One further dentist
initiated contact following the publication o f a promotional article about the research
in the dental press (see Appendix 12). These 96 dentists were contacted in a process
of five mailings, as outlined in Figure 3.2 below, over an eight-month period. The
recruitment process was staged over this period so that there would not be multiple
simultaneous recording demands, and to allow time to see how many patient
participants each dentist might recruit. The timing o f each mailing stage was driven
by the response o f the previous mailing.

1

•22 Dentists contacted
• Spring 2012

2

•24 Dentists contacted
• 1 Month Later

3

•6 Dentists contacted
• 1 Month Later

4

•20 Dentists contacted
•2 Months Later

5

•24 Dentists contacted
•3 Months Later

Totals:

•96 Dentists contacted
• 8 Month Recruitment Period

\ /

Figure 3.2 The recruitment o f dentists in staged mailings

All dental practices w ere contacted again with a follow-up phone call follow ing
the letter to establish w hether there was any interest in participation (see Figure 3.3
below ). This conversation was alw ays initially w ith the receptionist or practice
m anager, inviting the dentist to m ake contact by phone, email or letter if she/he
w ished to find out more. This phone call and any subsequent contact served as
opportunities to ask about and hear a description o f the project, and to establish w hat
participation w ould entail for the dental team . It further served as a filter- two
interested dentists chose not to proceed beyond this stage.
The next stage in the process (see Figure 3.3 below ) involved a visit to the
practice to m eet the dentist and nurse in person, along with the practice m anager, to
explain and answ er questions on the research, and to leave inform ation packs (see
A ppendices 5, 6). Both dentist and nurse were advised to read the inform ation packs
specific to their role, and to take some time before considering participation or
offering their consent. This first visit to the practice was sim ilar with all participants.

'
Initial mail
contact

'1
f

V.

Follow -up/
D entist-initiated
phone-call

r

'1
Declines to
particip ate

'

Visit to practice

'1
Declines to
participate

'1

■
P roceeds to
p articip ate

v_

Figure 3.3 R ecruitm ent process for dentist and nurse participants.
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Many Irish dental practices operate with one dentist only, and in these practices
there may be only one further staff-member, namely the nurse/receptionist/practice
manager. The interaction that might transpire with a patient in such a setting might be
quite different from that in a multi-surgery setting, where the role of, for example, the
nurse might be defined quite differently. The recruitment process produced
participants from a range o f dental surgery settings, including multi-surgery clinics
and single-chair clinics. In some, but not all o f these clinics, the nurse had multiple
roles, including that o f receptionist. Although the sample group lacked homogeneity,
it did reflect this range o f circumstances found in dental practices in Ireland.
On the researcher’s visit to the surgery, the research was described as an
investigation o f the typical communication during dental visits. Emphasis was placed
on the lack o f comparable research, the idea o f getting a snapshot o f everyday
interactions, and on recording what patients had to say. It was hoped that by putting
the emphasis on the recording o f the patient this might minimise the potential
observational impact on the dentist’s performance. It was made clear that dentist,
nurse and patients would all be recorded, and a practical demonstration o f the
recording equipment was given, along with and indication o f possible locations for
the recorder in the surgery (see Figure 3.5 in Section 3.4.1).

3.3.2 Recruitment of Patients
The participating dental practices were responsible for recruiting patients. A
gatekeeper, usually the receptionist/practice manager, was appointed by the dentist to
suggest participation to patients who were booking in on an agreed ‘recording’ date at
least a week in advance. The delayed recording date gave the dental team time to
reconsider their participation too. Three o f the dentists who agreed to participate

ended their participation at this point. One dentist chose not to proceed, and two
dentists were unable to find suitable patient recruits.
Each gatekeeper was provided with an explanation o f what to say to the
patients, and the option o f reading from a prepared script (see Text-box 3.1 below)
inviting participation. The script emphasised the value and importance o f the
research, and the desire to understand ordinary, ‘typical’ communication. There was
also an assurance as to the anonymity o f the data, and the right to withdraw consent at
any time. The seven-day consent period, and the use o f a gatekeeper, were features
designed to maximise the patient’s freedom to choose to participate, or to ‘cool o f f
the idea. Front-desk staff in a dental practice operating as gate-keepers were able to
suggest participation to patients without the patient feeling directly under duress to
agree with the dentist or the researcher. As mentioned above, the dentist and the
gatekeeper also screened the patients to exclude children, non-English speakers or
those unable to consent, and any adults who required a chaperone (this latter
exclusion because o f potential difficulties with obtaining consent from the
chaperone).

“W e are taking part here in a research project, organized through the Dublin
Dental U niversity Hospital, looking at how dentists and patients com m unicate with
each other. W ould you be w illing to have your consultation with the dentist
recorded as part o f this research? A ll recordings are made anonymous and
confidential. W e w ould ask you to allow one further recording if you need to
return for more treatment, and then, i f you are w illin g, to com plete a short
questionnaire about your experience afterwards. There is no problem if you prefer
not to, and you can alw ays change your mind afterwards i f you agree now ,”

Text-box 3.1 Prepared script read to potential participants by gatekeeper
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The original intention was to look at first-time patients, to record the emergence
of engagement between dentist and patient from the beginning. This cohort proved
very difficult to recruit. Many dentists confirmed that they were more comfortable
approaching existing, returning patients. Others felt that a high proportion of new
patients are likely to be anxious, and that such a request might be off-putting. Thus,
the project evolved to include a mixture of patients on first-time visits and on return
visits.
The total cohort constituted 22 treatment groups, and approximately 13 hours
of recorded interactions.

3.4 Data Collection

For each treatment group, the process of data collection comprised four
elements: the audio recording(s), dentist questionnaire(s), the patient questionnaire,
and the dentist interview. This set of ‘Data collection opportunities’ is represented in
Figure 3.4 below.

Audio-recording(s)

Dentist questioimaire(s)

Visit 1 (+/- Visit 2)

Visit 1 (+/-V isit2)

Treatment group
Patient questionnaire

Dentist interview

Figure 3.4 Set of Data Collection Opportunities for each Treatment Group.
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3.4.1 Audio recordings
The researcher attended the practice on a ‘recording’ day, to make sure that all
consent forms were signed, to provide any necessary, further information, and to set
up the recording. Recordings were made with a discreetly-sized Sony ICD-UX200
digital recorder placed unobtrusively in the surgery (see Figure 3.5 below). In many
cases, two (sometimes three) similar devices were placed in the room to ensure a
back-up recording in case o f poor sound quality.

Countertop work surlace

Nurse's seat
__________

aSuction
u o io n uunit
nn

Cuspidor

CZ> £] g?

Patient chair

Dental drills

Dentist's seat

X

Countertop work surface

X ~ Potential locations for recording device
Figure 3.5 Schematic o f a typical dental surgery
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The placement o f the recording device was a careful matter, with the
importance o f balancing proximity o f the microphone to the interactants with a desire
for the device to be unobtrusive. In most cases, the device was placed on a chair-side
work-surface, alongside the everyday instruments and materials found in the dental
surgery, and in some instances on an available horizontal surface o f the dental chair
(e.g. a treatment tray). Some o f the dentists agreed to ‘w ear’ the recording device
with a tie-pin microphone attached to their tunics for improved sound quality. The
researcher was not present in the room during the interaction. The recording was
initiated by the dentist by pressing the ‘record’ button just before the patient entered
the room, and stopped shortly after they left, so that all o f the data o f interest, namely
the interaction in the surgery between dentist, nurse and patient, was recorded.

3.4.2 Dentist Questionnaire(s)
On the occasion o f the first recording o f a treatment group, the dentist was
asked to complete a ‘Dentist questionnaire’ (see Appendix 9) to gain information on
the dentist’s perception o f how the interaction went. This questionnaire comprised
eight questions: two questions recording clinical indices (discussed below) and six
closed questions about the communicative event.

3.4.2.1 Clinical Indices
The first two questions on the questionnaire required the dentist to record two
clinical indices, the Decayed Missing Filled Teeth index (DMFT) (Bodecker et a l,
1931) and Plaque Index (Silness and Loe, 1964). These clinical indices were included
on the questionnaire at the start o f the research process in case they would prove
useful as data. As it transpired, these data did not feature significantly in the analysis.
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The examiners were not calibrated and the sample size was small. The description of
collecting these clinical data, and the subsequent discussion o f them is now included
in Appendix 13.

3.4.1.2 Communication Questions
The second part o f the dentist’s questionnaire comprised six queries relating to
the interaction, the purpose o f which was to collect an immediate response from the
dentist. The literature search led to a list o f similar but distinct skills involved in
successful communication in healthcare (as discussed in Silverman et al., 2005), and
related to the concept o f interactional engagement. Six statements were presented
with options for evaluation (Appendix 9). The dentists were asked how to best
describe their perceptions of the patient’s conmiunication, and their perceptions of
their own communicative performances. The statements were worded to enquire
around six skills described in Silverman et al. (2005) as representative o f a patientcentred approach:

•

Rapport-building

•

Clarity o f communication

•

Communicative adaptation in interaction

•

Empathy, and the perception o f a patient’s emotional state

•

Elicitation o f the patient’s perspective

•

A chieving mutual understanding.

These statements were framed positively (i.e. in the format, “I did this”) with
the response options o f “Agree/Disagree/Not sure” and a space to write a comment.
An example o f this format is Question 4, which states, “I communicated in a way that
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w as easily understood by the patient” . The positive fram ing o f the question w as a
strategic choice to generate discrete responses that w ould be potentially am enable to a
com parative analysis betw een treatm ent groups by coding (the key to this code is
presented in Table 3.1 below ). It was felt that a m ore neutral question m ight generate
m ore topic variation in the answers.

Table 3.1 K ey to Coding on D entist Q uestionnaire Data

Question on Dentist Questionnaire

Coded as;

“I established rapport with the patient”

Rapport

“I communicated in a way that was

Clarity

easily understood by the patient”
“I adapted my communication as

Adaptation

necessary to the patient”
“During the clinical encounter, the

Empathy

patient impressed as: anxious, relaxed.
other”
“I facilitated the patient to communicate

Elicitation o f Patient’s perspective

all his/her concerns”
“I am satisfied we reached a shared

Mutuality

understanding”

It m ight be reasonably argued that the questions in Table 3.1 display a
questionable content validity, given that each dom ain (e.g.’em pathy’) is represented
by a single statem ent. But this questionnaire w as not intended as a a psychom etric

measure; rather it was intended as a series of prompts to encourage the dentist to
discuss his/her perceptions of the encounter. It was clear that the self-appraising
nature of the other questions in the dentist’s questionnaire would generate subjective
responses. As mentioned above, questions have also been raised about inter-operator
reliability in clinical measurements (Lesaffre, 2004) such as the BPE and the DMFT.
Because of these factors, and given the relatively small numbers of patients, these
data are intended to add to the overall picture of each case, rather than being
‘primary’ data.
If the patient needed to return for ongoing treatment, airangements were made
to make a second audio recording under similar conditions, with the dentist asked to
complete another questionnaire on that date.

3.4,3 Patient questionnaire

All patients were asked to bring home, complete and return a ‘Patient
Questionnaire’ (see Appendix 10). For those who required a follow-up appointment,
the questionnaire was given to them after they had completed a second visit (and
recording). This questionnaire, like the one completed by the dentists, comprised two
parts. The opening section requested basic demographic information, comprising
gender, date o f birth, nationality and educational level. The second section consisted
of open-ended questions designed to elicit the patient’s perspective on the
communicative encounter. The purpose of these perspective questions was to further
illuminate the contextual background, filling out the ethnographic sketches of the
individual. The space left under each question were designed to encourage the
participant to answer at length. The patient was also provided with a stamped,
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addressed envelope and requested to bring the questionnaire home for completion and
posting back to the researcher.
It was felt that if the questionnaire was completed at the dental surgery, the
patient might feel more restricted in his/her response. The strategic intent behind
sending the patient home with the questionnaire was to foster a more reflective
response, and thereby enhance the internal validity o f the data. The reliability o f the
questionnaire was not the primary consideration in its design -w ith the expectation of
a small and varied population of participants the questionnaire was not intended as a
psychometric measure but rather as a prompt to record patient perceptions. Sending
the patient home with the questionnaire constituted a risk in terms o f completion o f
data collection, but the feeling was that the data collected might be richer and more
considered if composed at leisure. Initially, 12 patient questionnaires were returned
out o f a possible 22. A follow-up request by post resulted in two further responses.
Despite the eight missing responses, the timing o f the questionnaire was considered
adequate because o f the quality o f the responses received.
For patients who needed to return to the surgery, the intervals between
appointments were determined by the patient and the dentist rather than by the
researcher. Having had some difficulty initially in recruiting participants, it was
important for the researcher to collect any available data as the opportunity arose.

3.4.4 Dentist interviews
Once data collection was underway, it became apparent that semi-structured
interviews with the participating dentists might provide useful supportive data. The
intention was to discuss the recorded interaction o f the treatment group shortly after
the recording was complete, and following an initial analysis o f the recording by the
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researcher to generate specific follow-up questions. The aspiration was that the
dentist’s perceptions would provide some corroboration o f the initial analysis o f the
events o f the interaction, and by “triangulating” (Silverman, 2000:177) in this way,
might support the researcher’s initial findings. While Silverman is dubious about the
merits o f such ‘triangulation’, he does at least recommend strengthening an analysis
through “respondent validation” {ibid.) for that analysis, or “ecological validity” over
the data set, as Sarangi (2007:581) puts it. However, the length o f time taken to gain
ethical approval for these interviews changed their nature. By the time they actually
took place, the participating dentists were less able to recall the details o f an
encounter from many months before. The open-ended questions (see Appendix 11)
shifted in form from specific reviews to more general “forward-looking
conversational objects” (ten Have, 2004:66). An example was the question, “Do you
have a particular strategy or philosophy o f communication?” Although an analysis o f
the original recordings influenced the themes o f the questions asked, in the main, the
questions were starting-points rather than specific enquiries. The ultimate value o f
these interviews was to provide more context for understanding both the interactions
and the participants. In some instances (e.g. Case 1), these interviews also provided
specific insights into particular moments o f the original dentist-patient interactions.

3.5 Transcription
The act o f transcribing is, for Riessman, part o f the analytic process. “We do
not stand outside in a neutral objective position, merely presenting ‘what was said’”
(Riessman, 2008: 28). Rather, as ten Have (2010) puts it, transcripts are “selective,
‘theory-laden’ renderings o f certain aspects o f what the tape has preserved” (ten
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H ave, 2010: 95), and as a consequence, he considers it im portant that the researcher
h im self or h erself com pletes the transcribing.
A list o f transcription conventions (see A ppendix 1) w ere developed, derived
initially from Eggins and Slade (2005). To transcribe the recordings there are
num erous softw are packages available to assist the researcher. The system that was
used w as

‘F 5 ’

(available free online at http://w w w .audiotranskription.de/english/f5).

This softw are has m any useful features:
i.
ii.

It is easy to use, with an intuitive, streamlined user interface;
It allow s the use o f a foot-pedal, which makes dictation control and loop
repetition hands-free and consequently speeds up transcription;

iii.

It allow s the use o f hot-keys (no need for a mouse);

iv.

The length o f loop (the short section being transcribed in a given moment) is
adjustable, so that one may listen to multiple repetitions o f a single phrase if
required;

V.

vi.
vii.

The loop speed may be adjusted without a change to voice pitch;
There is a volum e control to enhance playback;
Tim ecodes may be placed in the transcript, as may custom isable text elem ents
(for example, a shortcut may be used for the word ‘dentist’);

viii.

There is a facility to switch between recordings within the same transcript-inprogress.

To prepare each transcript a num ber o f steps w ere involved. As a result o f local
conditions on each recording day, the w ishes o f the participating dentists, and the
logistics o f coordinating m ultiple participants, there w ere a variable num ber o f
recordings m ade for each treatm ent group (betw een one and three for each occasion).
The transcription software (F5) links the production o f the transcript to a specific
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recording (although this may be switched later), so the first task was to choose the
one with the best clarity.
Before transcription even commenced, the primary recording was listened to
many times, to get an overview o f the encounter, as “it is only after repeated
listening/viewing, and quite often only after repeated efforts at transcription, that
certain phenomena ‘present themselves’” (ten Have, 2010:95). Initial notes were
made at this stage regarding isolated sequences o f interest or general impressions
from the recording. The transcription proceeded painstakingly- R oter’s estimate of
“many” hours (Roter et a l , 2002:244) o f transcribing for each hour o f tape is
justified- in this case each hour commonly took up to ten hours to transcribe.
Complicating factors, such as background noise, voices muffled behind surgical
masks, or patients’ voices muffled by the clinical activity in their mouths, all created
challenges for the transcription. Many o f the recordings involved overlapping
dialogue between three participants. As one o f the areas o f interest for this study was
triadic communication, it was necessary to capture, as much as possible, all the
contributions o f nurse and patient along with those o f the dentist.
A preferable situation might have been to have an audio-recorder with tie-pin
microphone attached to the clothing o f each participant to optimise data collection.
The principal barriers to this plan were regarding consent and logistics. It was
considered that where many dentists were uncomfortable ‘wearing’ the recorder, it
would have been an imposition to ask the same o f the patient and nurse. It was
intended to keep the recording devices in discreet locations, to minimise their
visibility and potential influence on the data. Logistically, there simply were not
enough o f the (expensive) audio-recorders available to provide three for each
recording event. Many o f these recordings occurred at or near the same time, and
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there was an onus on the researcher to preser\'e the anonymit>' o f the participants.
Each recording was deleted from the device as soon as it was securely saved
elsewhere in accordance with the requirements o f the Ethics Approval.
As there was only one transcriber (the researcher) involved in preparing the
manuscripts, it is important to discuss precautions taken for quality assurance. In a
global sense, the decision to have one transcriber was taken to ensure consistency
across the transcripts, and between the transcripts and the analysis that followed (the
researcher was also the only analyst). As mentioned previously, for Riessman (2008)
the transcription is the first act o f analysis. Hammersley (2010) also acknowledges
the “constructive work that goes into transcription” (2010: 558), although he cautions
against questioning the validity o f the process. A transcript represents, he says, “more
or less adequately ‘what occurred’” (ibid.). W here multiple transcribers, or transcript
reviewers, may have appeared to assure the quality, it might also be argued that each
new operator would introduce further, new ‘constructions’. The transcriber in this
project offered a consistent approach, a background knowledge o f the milieu o f
dentistry, and an awareness o f the contextual details (from secondary data) that
facilitated the process where there was a need to “interpret the words” (Hammersley,
2010: 565). There was also a consistency built into the process o f transcription. As
mentioned earlier, an iterative process involved: listening to each recording multiple
times even before transcribing to promote familiarity with the data, the adherence to
transcription conventions (Appendix 1), and the use o f software that allowed
variable-speed repetition o f ‘loops’ (sections o f audio that were more difficult to
transcribe). As a final safeguard, and as part o f the Ethics application, the audio
recordings are due to be retained for five years from the date o f recording, to allow
for subsequent review as needed.
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Figure 3.6 below illustrates in summary the process of data collection as
described in these pages with the original trajectory (see Figure 3.1 above) modified
following an amendment to the original proposal to include semi-structured
interviews with the participating dentists.

1. Formulation o f research proposal

A pplication to Ethics Com m ittee

2. Rceruitincnt o f Dcnti.sts and Nurses

Recruitm ent o f Patients by G atekeeper

3. Ti'eatmenl Groups

Data Collection

A udio-recordings, Q uestionnaires

4.2'*^ Application to Ethics Committee

A m endm ent to allow interview s

Initial analysis o f recordings

5. Data Collection completed

Sem i-structured interview s with dentists

Timescale: approximately 1 year

(from proposal to data collected)

Figure 3.6 The completed process of participant recruitment and data collection.

Thus, having outlined the recruitment of participants, the collection of data, and
the transcription of audio recordings, the next section proceeds to describe the data
that were collected.
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3.6 Data Summary

The remainder o f this chapter presents the demographic and secondary data that
were collected, to set the contexts o f interaction in advance o f the analysis that
follows. First, there is a discussion of the participants that were recruited, including
information on gender, nationality and other details that, when considered in
summary (see Table 3.10 for this summary) help to set the scene for each encounter.
With the aim o f gradually building up the biographical picture o f the participants,
each one was assigned a specific pseudonym. To assist the reader, all the dentists
were assigned names beginning with the letter “D ” (e.g. ‘D avid’, ‘Donal’ etc. - see
Table 3.3), all the nurses were assigned names beginning with the latter “N ” (e.g.
‘N uala’, ‘N adine’ etc. - see Table 3.4), and the patients were assigned names
beginning with the letter “P” ( ‘Peter’, ‘Pauline’ etc. - see Table 3.5). Secondly, there
is a discussion o f the data collected for each treatment group.
These different forms o f data are presented below, one by one. The relatively
complicated pathway (see Figure 3.7) leading to successful audio recordings by
participants is presented and discussed (Section 3.9), with a synopsis o f those data.
Section 3.10 describes the data from the Dentist Questionnaires. The data from the
Patient Questionnaires are described in Section 3.11. This section presents the selfreported educational level o f the respondents, and draws on certain aspects o f the data
that are comparable to the data from the Dentist Questionnaire (e.g. the patient’s and
the dentist’s perception o f whether the patient was anxious). Demographic data for
the patient participants are presented in Table 3.11.
The data from the Semi-Structured Interviews with the dentist are only briefly
mentioned in this chapter. These interviews took place a number o f months after the
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recordings, and represent both the dentists’ reflections on the encounters and their
more general philosophies o f communication. These data are presented separately in
the next chapter, Chapter 4, which involves a Thematic Network Analysis (AttrideStirling, 2001) o f these interviews.
This is a qualitative research project, and as such, not all the details o f the data
can be presented here in a numeric or graphic form. While all o f the data has been
considered, only some o f the detail o f the secondary data (for example, individual
responses to questionnaires or interview questions) is directly referred to in the
analysis and discussion. Further detail and information is available in the appendices.
Appendix 21 includes the ‘Hymes SPEAKING G rid’ (Hymes, 1977), to help present
more o f the contextual information about each interaction. A brief ‘biography’ of
each Treatment Group is found in Appendix 14, to further assist the reader in
distinguishing these 22 groupings as the analysis proceeds. To that end, the
pseudonyms given to all participants (as part o f the process o f rendering the data
anonymous) are used throughout this chapter.

3.7 The recruitment of dentists and nurses
Figure 3.7 overleaf presents an overview o f the recruitment o f dentists, and
their subsequent success at recruiting patient participants and completing recordings.
O f the 96 dentists contacted, a total o f fifteen dentists were interested, o f whom
five did not proceed beyond this initial interest (two were unable to recruit patients,
three chose not to continue). Ten dentists went on to the recording phase. One o f
these had an unsuccessful attempt at recording (and did not try again), leaving a total
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o f nine dentists who undertook recordings.

81 decline
to
participate

T
96
Dentists
contacted

1
unsuccessful
attempt to
record
10
proceed
to
record

5 express
interest
but do not
record

9 successful at recruiting patients
and recording

Figure 3.7 Overview o f recruitment and recordings.

Figure 3.7 above illustrates how approximately 90% o f the 96 dentists
contacted chose not to participate. This reflects a significant difficulty in recruiting
participants to this sort o f research. At the time o f the research an economic recession
had significantly affected the business o f dentistry in Ireland, and a number o f
dentists cited a concern that approaching patients for recruitment to the study might
adversely affect their business. It is also unusual for dentists in general practice to be
observed by a stranger as they communicate with their patients. It is possible that

those dentists and nurses who did agree to take part in the study represent a sub-group
o f dentists with a particular interest in communication skills and patient-centred care.
The process o f recruiting dentists involved multiple, staggered mailings (as
presented in Table 3.2 below), over a period o f eight months (see Figure 3.2). The
process was carried out in stages to allow for the possibility o f each participant
dentist recruiting multiple participants, and to facilitate the logistical challenges o f (i)
the researcher visiting each participating practice and (ii) multiple, often simultaneous
recordings being made. Data collection proceeded until no further patient participants
were forthcoming, and then a new dentist participant recruitment drive was started.
Once more than twenty patients had taken part, and approximately 13 hours o f audio
recordings had been logged, it was considered that primary data collection should
cease.

Table 3.2 Mailings for the recruitment o f dentists
M ailings

N u m ber o f

N um ber

N u m b er

N um ber

D entists

expressing

w illin g to

m aking

contacted

initial interest

participate

successful
recordings

only
First

22

1

1

1

Second

24

0

3

1

T hird

6

1

0

0

Fourth

20

0

2

2

Fifth

24

1

6

5

Totals

96

3

12

9
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The resuhing group o f nine dentists consisted o f four females and five males,
and there was a similar split in terms o f nationality, with five o f the dentists claiming
Irish nationality, and four from other countries (two dentists were from Eastern
Europe, and two were from Middle-Eastern countries). O f the M iddle-Eastern
dentists, one, Dorothy, was Irish-trained. Table 3.3 (below) summarises the
background information about the participating dentists, including each dentist’s year
o f qualification, and the number o f treatment groups with which they are involved.
There is a 30-year range between the respective dentists’ dates o f professional
qualification (1979-2010), and, as discussed above, a mixture o f male, female, Irish
and overseas dentists are represented in the sample.

Table 3.3 Demographic information o f participating dentists
D entist

Y ear o f

p seu d on ym

D en tal

G en d er

T rea tm en t

E th n icity

G rou p s

Irishtrain ed ?

q u a liflca tio n
D eirdre

2008

Fem ale

1

Irish

/

D ym pna

1994

Female

2,3,4

Irish

/

D erm ot

1979

M ale

5,6,7

Irish

/

D avid

2000

Male

8,9,10,11,15

Irish

/

D anielle

2008

Female

12,13,14

Irish

/

D orothy

2010

Female

16,17

M iddle-East

/

D om in ic

1999

M ale

18

M iddle-East

X

D onal

1994

M ale

19

Eastern

/

Europe
D erek

2009

M ale

2 0 ,2 1 ,2 2

Eastern
Europe

/
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W hile the average num ber o f patient recruits for each dentist was greater than
two, one dentist, ‘D avid’, significantly exceeded that average with five patients
recruited.
The nurses involved in the study (see Table 3.4 below ) w ere a more
hom ogenous group. All were fem ale w ith seven o f the ten nurses being Irish. It is
worth noting that there w ere m ore nurses than dentists involved (ten versus nine). In
Treatm ent G roups 3 and 4 a different nurse, ‘N an cy ’, took the place o f ‘N ad ia’ for
the patient’s second visit. A lthough this different nurse created a new treatm ent group
com bination, for the sake o f sim plicity these tw o groups (3 and 4) are considered as
variations o f the sam e group for analysis. Sim ilarly, in Treatm ent Group 18, ‘N in a ’
replaced ‘N icola’ for the second visit. These three groups are split into firstvisit/second-visit variations (3a/3b, 4a/4b, 18a/18b).

Table 3.4 N urse participants in the study

Ethnicity

Treatment
group

Nurse

Gender

Nuala

Female

Irish

I

Nadia

Female

South-East Asian

2,3a, 4a

Nancy

Female

Irish

3b, 4b

Noreen

Female

Irish

5,6,7

N oelle

Female

Irish

8,9,10,11,15

Female

Eastern Europe

12, 13, 14

N icola

Female

Irish

16, 17, 18a

Nina

Female

Irish

18b

Naom i

Female

Irish

19

Female

Eastern Europe

20,21,22

Natalie

N ell
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3.8 The recruitment o f patients
Table 3.5 (see below) gives an overview o f the patients involved in the study.

Table 3.5 An overview o f the patient-participants

G ro u p

Pseudonym

G en d e r

S tatu s

DOB

1

Pamela

Female

First tim e

18/07/1978

Irish

2

Pearl

Female

First time

02/03/1982

Irish

3

Pauline

Fem ale

First time

23/09/1982

Irish

4

Peggy

Female

First time

06/11/1983

Irish

5

Parker

Female

Returning

24/04/1955

Irish

6

Pippa

Female

Returning

22/11/1983

Irish

7

Penny

Female

Returning

01/10/1970

Irish

8

Philomena

Female

Returning

20/02/1963

Irish

9

Phoebe

Female

Returning

22/07/1974

Irish

10

Polly

Female

Returning

11/06/1988

Irish

11

Prunella

Female

Returning

01/10/1960

Irish

12

Philip

M ale

First time

19/04/1984

Irish

13

Paige

Female

First time

18/05/1981

Irish

14

Peter

Male

First time

04/04/1979

Irish

15

Poppy

Female

Returning

05/11/1980

Irish

16

Petra

Female

First time

15/10/1977

Scandinavian

17

Paul

Male

First time

27/10/1974

Irish

18

Patrick

Male

First time

10/12/1974

North European

19

Pierce

M ale

Returning

17/04/1972

Irish

20

Pia

Female

First time

25/11/1991

Irish

21

Priscilla

Female

First time

13/04/1963

Irish

22

Prudence

Female

First tim e

28/02/1965

Irish

N atio n ality

J

In total, 22 patients were successfully recruited and recorded in interaction.
There was a range o f over thirty years in the ages o f the participants (dates o f birth
ranging from 1955- 1991), with a predominance o f female patients. In this group,
seventeen patients were female, and five male. O f the 22 patients who took part,
thirteen were first-time patients and nine were returning patients. In Chapter 10
(Section 10.2) there is a discussion o f the potential impact o f the gender ration of
participating patients. The range o f ages is likely to result in a range o f
communicative styles and abilities among the participants, and to affect the quality o f
the interactions. Interactions are dynamic events, shaped in part by how the
interactants perceive each other. This study was not designed to examine interaction
in a specific age- or gender-demographic, but rather to explore the range o f
interactions that occur in general dental practice.

3.9 Audio recordings

Figure 3.8 (overleaf) outlines the possible sequelae for those participating dental
teams who were willing to recruit patients to the study and make audio recordings o f
their interaction. The four sequelae were:
1. Unable to recruit patients. Two dentists were unable to find participants.
2. Inadmissible/Excluded. Five recordings were excluded from the study as they
fell outside the inclusion criteria or failed to complete the consent procedure.
3. Failed recordings. One dentist failed to operate the recording device properly,
and consequently did not record the patient who had been recruited. This dentist
did not make any subsequent recordings and is not included in the analysis. Two
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o f the otherwise successfijl participating dentists failed to record a follow-up
appointment for a participating patient.
4. Successful audio recordings. Twenty-two treatment groups recorded, resulting
in 29 recordings. Thus 29 recordings were successfully made out o f 37 recording
opportunities, making a 78% completion rate. This rate could have been higher;
the failures were a consequence o f the researcher not being physically present for
the recording. The presence o f the researcher during the recording may improved
the quantity o f data collected, but may also have affected the quality o f those data

'

Unable to
recruit
patients

'
Participating dental
team

(2 dental
teams)

r

---------------------

Successful data
collection (29
recordings)

Inadmissable /
Excluded data
(5 recordings)
V__________________ )

Failed
recordings (3)

Figure 3.8 Outcomes for the attempted audio recordings
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A total o f 22 patients were recorded, o f whom seven returned for a second
recording (see Figure 3.9 below). The remaining fifteen patients, for whom there is
only one recording, did not return for a second visit for one o f three reasons. Three
failed to make a return appointment and discontinued treatment, ten did not need to
make a return appointment, and in two cases the patient did return for a second
appointment but the dentist failed to record the interaction. O f the twelve potential
second-visit recordings then, seven were successfully completed (approximately
60%). The researcher stayed in touch with the dental practice gatekeeper to attempt to
make a second recording for the five cases where that had not happened, but did not
directly contact the patient or interfere with appointment making.

2 failed
recordings
of 2nd
visits

10 did
not need ■<to return
'v____________ /

22 first
visits
recorded

Three
failed to
return

Figure 3.9 First- and second- visit recordings.

7 second
visits
recorded
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Appendix 15 lists the durations o f the audio recordings. In total, 542 minutes
(approximately nine hours- see Table 3.6 below) o f first-visit encounters were
recorded (in 22 visits). Approximately 242 minutes (four hours) o f recordings were
made o f the seven second-visit encounters. Roughly thirteen hours o f recordings were
made of the 29 events.
The durations o f the recordings range from 11 to 63 minutes (see Table 3.6
below) and the biggest range occurred in the second visits, where the standard
deviation from the mean was 18 minutes. This reflects the fact that second visits
typically involved a variety o f treatment procedures (e.g. root-canal treatment,
fillings, cleanings) o f different durations.

Table 3.6 Range, Standard deviation and mean length o f recorded interactions
Visit

jSt
2nd

N

Total

Duration

Mean

Standard

recordings

range

duration

Deviation

(minutes)

(m inutes)

(m inutes)

(m inutes)

22

542

11-43

25

9

7

242

14-63

35

18

Over the length o f a recording, there were, inevitably, sequences that were
muffled or inaudible, and the additional recording(s) were utilised throughout the
transcription as back-up to the main source as necessary. Despite the use o f multiple
recording devices (see Appendix 16- there were two or three devices used in over half
the recordings), and pre-planning their placement in the dental surgeries, there were
still problems encountered in the quality o f the recordings. Background noises.
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common to most dental practices, include the sterilising equipment that was in some
cases found on the only work surface available to place a back-up recorder. There
was considerable noise distortion when any o f the participants talked during an
operative procedure involving a dental drill, pressurised air or a suction unit. Three o f
the treatment groups were recorded in open-plan clinical bays with other staff and
equipment in the vicinity that added to the background noise.
Another common feature that was apparent in the data was the tendency for the
dentist’s voice to be much quieter when examining a patient’s mouth or otherwise
working in close proximity to the patient. This may have been a deliberate matter of
etiquette on the part o f the dentist, or may perhaps have been a consequence o f
recording the dentist while the dentist wears a clinical mask.
In some instances, where the patient temporarily left the room, for example to
have an x-ray taken, there is a gap or break in the recording. Six recordings were
affected in a similar way, and to a minor extent could be considered incomplete. In
three cases the recording was started just after the patient entered the room, in another
three it was terminated just before they left the room, and on one occasion the
recording was interrupted mid-way while the dentist treated another patient. Once the
recording was made, each participating dentist completed a Dentist Questionnaire to
record his/her perceptions o f the interaction.

3.10 Dentist questionnaire

The six questions on communication on the dentist questionnaire were designed
to be amenable to coding (see Table 3.1). This code was then applied to the data
collected from the dentist questionnaires, to generate a table (Table 3.7 overleaf).
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Table 3.7 The dentist’s coded responses from the dentist questionnaires for each
treatment group

Patient
Group

Rapport

Clarity

Adapts

Em pathy

Perspective

M utuality

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

A nxious

Yes

Yes

2

Yes

Yes

Unsure

Relaxed

Yes

Unsure

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

Unsure

Yes

Relaxed

Unsure

Yes

6

Yes

Unsure

Yes

A nxious

Yes

Yes

7

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

8

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

9

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

10

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

11

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

12

Unsure

Unsure

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

13

Unsure

Unsure

Unsure

Relaxed

Unsure

Unsure

14

Yes

Unsure

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

15

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

16

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

17

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

18

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

19

Yes

U nsure

Yes

Relaxed

Unsure

Yes

20

Yes

Yes

Yes

A nxious

Yes

Yes

21

Yes

Yes

Yes

Relaxed

Yes

Yes

22

Yes

Yes

Yes

A nxious

Yes

Yes
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Table 3.7 above summarises the dentists’ on-the-spot perceptions o f the
communicative encounters for each treatment group. All the dentists felt able to
assess the patient’s emotional state. Furthermore, from this table, it can be seen that
90% o f respondents felt that rapport had been generated with the patient, that they
had achieved ‘m utuality’, and had adapted to the patient. A similarly high figure o f
86% felt they had elicited the patient’s perspective, and 72 % felt they had achieved
clarity in their communication. Ultimately, these data fed into the contextualisation o f
each interaction without providing very significant insights per se. The exercise o f
generating codes was primarily o f use in presentation o f the data rather than
contributing significantly to the analysis. The data collected using the two clinical
indices did not feature significantly in the analysis and is discussed and presented in
Appendix 13. For those patients who attended for two visits, some changes were
noted in the data collected on the Dental Questionnaires between the first and second
visits (see Table 3.8 overleaf), referring both to dentists’ perceptions o f
communication and clinical indices.

Table 3.8 Changes to Dentist questionnaire data between visits.

G rou p

N oted ch a n g e on secon d visit

1

N o change

3

D entist was unsure o f achieving mutuality and ehciting patient’s perspective

4

D entist w as rushed and unsure o f clarity and eliciting patient’s perspective

9

M axim um BPE drops from 3 to 1

14

Rapport im proves, dentist less sure o f eliciting patient’s perspective

18

N o change

22

M axim um BPE drops from 2 to 1
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3.11 Patient questionnaires

The questions posed in the Patient Questionnaire, (Appendix 10), sought two
types o f data: (i) some more demographic information (see Table 3.10 belowpatient’s self-reported educational level and years since last dental visit), and (ii)
patients’ perceptions o f the encounters. The participants were provided with a lot of
space for recording their comments on the questionnaire, and were encouraged to
bring the questionnaire home for completion. The intention was to encourage fuller
and more reflective answers.
In this section a summary view o f those responses is laid out as part o f the
contextual background to the analysis o f the transcripts (further information about
context is presented via the ‘Hymes SPEAKING grid’ (Hymes, 1977) in Appendix
21). A further analysis is provided in the Thematic Network Analysis (AttrideStirling, 2001) in Chapter 4.
Table 3.9 (overleaf) charts the completion o f questionnaires by Treatment
Group number. All the Dentist Questionnaires were completed and collected, and
fourteen o f the 22 patients completed and returned the Patient Questionnaire. O f the
eight patients who did not complete the questionnaire, seven were patients who
attended only once.
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Tabic 3.9 Attendance patterns and completion o f questionnaires.

T reatm ent G roup

r* visit

2"'* visit

Patient Questionnaire

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

2

Yes

-

No

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

6

Yes

-

No

7

Yes

-

Yes

8

Yes

-

Yes

9

Yes

Yes

Yes

10

Yes

-

Yes

11

Yes

-

No

12

Yes

-

No

13

Yes

-

Yes

14

Yes

Yes

Yes

15

Yes

-

No

16

Yes

-

Yes

17

Yes

-

Yes

18

Yes

Yes

No

19

Yes

-

Yes

20

Yes

-

No

21

Yes

-

No

22

Yes

Yes

Yes

Totals

22

7

14

i^

1
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Table 3.10 (below) lists the self-reported educational level for each patient who
responded. It also lists the time elapsed since the last dental visit (prior to the current
consultation). Both sets o f data are potentially useful in contextualising the patient.
The Last Dental Visit (LDV) might be seen as giving an insight into the patient’s
existing level o f engagement with dental health.

Table 3.10 Patient’s self-reported educational level, and last dental visit.

G roup

N am e

E d u cation

L a st D en tal V'isit (years)

1

Pamela

Diplonnia

3

3

Pauline

U niversity

3

4

P eggy

U niversity

8

5

Parker

Secondary

1

7

Penny

U niversity

-

8

Philom ena

Secondary

1

9

Phoebe

Post-Graduate

1

10

Polly

U niversity

1

13

Paige

U niversity

2

14

Peter

U niversity

2

16

Petra

U niversity

2

17

Paul

U niversity

1

19

Pierce

Secondary

1

22

Prudence

Diplom a

2

Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 below reflect some o f the responses by patients in the
patient questionnaires.
Figure 3.10 demonstrates that for this sample group the most frequently
recalled ‘take-hom e’ message from the dentist was about Oral Hygiene Instruction.
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Most important message reported as received
from dentist
■ Oral Hygiene Instruction (9]
c Outstanding treatm ent need

(3)
■ Regular Check-ups (1]
= Smoking Cessation (1]

Figure 3.10 The ‘take-home’ message

Aspects of dentist's good communication style
cited by patient
f Clarity- 8 tim es
■ A ttentive- 5 tim es
■>Personal s t y le - 11 tim es
■ Elicits Patient's Perspective- 6
tim es

Figure 3.11 Communication style o f dentist

Patients were invited to reflect on what, if anything, made the dentist a good
communicator. The (often expansive) responses were coded into the following
groups, based on the patients’ responses: clarity o f communication, attentiveness to
the patient’s needs, elicitation o f the patient’s perspective, and the personality or
personal style o f the dentist. The ‘personal style’ o f the dentist codes for those
responses that referred to rapport, ‘being put at ease’ or other affective attributes. In
Figure 3.11 (above), it is apparent that the personal style o f the dentist is the most
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cited positive communicative attribute. In Chapter 4, a thematic analysis o f the
patients’ responses goes into greater detail.
Two out o f the fourteen patient respondents who returned questionnaires (see
Table 3.9) felt that they had not expressed all their concerns during their appointment.
‘Pauline’ (Treatment Group 3) expressed a wish to have discussed the financial
management o f her treatment plan in greater detail, but felt overwhelmed by the bad
news received during the consultation, that o f a diagnosis o f periodontal (gum)
disease. ‘Paul’ (Treatment Group 17) did not express at the time o f the consultation
his particular concern about cross-infection control (a query regarding whether the
overhead examination light was sanitised between patients). Despite these
unexpressed issues, all respondents (14) found it was easy to communicate with the
dentist.

Em otional State of patient at first visit

= Relaxed (9)
■•Anxious (5)
■ O ther f01

Figure 3.13 Patients’ self-reported emotional state

Figure 3.13 (above) reflects the self-reported emotional state o f the patients at
the first visit. None o f the patients used a label beyond the binary options o f ‘relaxed’
and ‘anxious’, with the majority describing themselves as relaxed. All respondents
who went on to have a second visit described themselves as ‘more relaxed’ at that
visit.
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3.12 Sem i-structured Dentist Interviews
The nine participating dentists were interviewed some months after the primary
data collection took place (see Semi-structured interview questions in Appendix 11;
Transcripts o f interviews in Appendix 19). The themes arising from the interviews
are presented in Chapter 4.
All the dentists were asked about their experience o f being recorded during the
consultation. Only one o f the dentists reported that she was affected throughout the
consultation by the presence o f the recording device. The other eight dentists reported
either feeling unaffected, or only initially aware o f its presence. The dentists also
judged that the patients involved were unaffected, or only briefly affected by the act
o f recording.

3.13 O verview o f data collection
Figure 3.13 (below), an expanded version o f Figure 3.8, demonstrates the
structure o f dental team and patient participation, and incorporates the information
detailed above to provide totals o f complete and incomplete data sets per treatment
group (where a complete data set includes an audio recording, a patient questionnaire,
a dentist questionnaire and a dentist interview). A fuller, more narrative description o f
each Treatment Group is available in the appendices (see Appendix 14: Treatment
Group Biographies); a ftirther presentation o f the secondary data is found in the
‘Hymes SPEAKING grid’ (Hymes, 1977) in Appendix 21.
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Participating
dental teams

Unable to
recruit
patients {2
dentists)
V_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /

Inadmissable
/Excluded
data (5
recordings)

Failed
recordings

Successful
data
collection
(22
groups)

(3)

First visit
only (15)

Complete
data set (8)

Two visits
(V)

Incomplete
data set (7)

.------Complete
data set (6)

Incomplete
data set (1)

Figure 3.13 An overview o f data collection.

Thus concludes the overview o f the data. Along with a tally o f the participants,
and their various characteristics, this chapter has looked at the contextualising,
secondary data that were collected from questionnaires and interviews. This process
continues in the next chapter with a thematic analysis o f the interview and
questionnaire data.

Table 3.11 (Two pages overleaf) summarises the demographic data collected
from the patient participants.

Table 3.11 (O ver two pages) D em ographic data collected from the participating patients
G ro u p

P a tie n t

G ender

S ta tu s

A ge

N a tio n a lity

DM FT

B PE

V isits

E d u c a tio n

LDV

E m o tio n a l
s ta te

1

P am ela

F em ale

F irst tim e

34

Irish

6

2

2

D ip lom a

3

R elaxed

2

Pear!

F em ale

F irst tim e

30

Irish

5

1

1

3

P auline

F em ale

F irst tim e

29

Irish

13

1

2

U n iv ersity

3

R elaxed

4

P eggy

F em ale

First tim e

28

Irish

6

1

2

U niversity

8

A nxio us

5

P ark er

F em ale

R eturning

57

Irish

23

2

I

Secondary

I

A nxious

6

Pippa

F em ale

R eturning

28

Irish

10

1

1

7

P en n y

F em ale

R etu rn in g

41

Irish

5

2

1

U niversity

-

A nxious

8

P h ilo m en a

F em ale

R eturning

50

Irish

18

1

1

S econdary

1

R elaxed

9

P hoebe

F em ale

R etu rn in g

38

Irish

5

3

2

P ost-G rad

I

R elaxed

10

P olly

F em ale

R eturning

24

Irish

3

0

1

U niversity

1

R elaxed

11

P ru n ella

F em ale

R eturning

51

Irish

17

3

I

G roup

Patient

Gender

S ta t u s

Age

N a tio n a lity

DM FT

BPE

Visits

12

Philip

M ale

First time

28

Irish

0

2

1

13

Paige

Fem ale

First time

31

Irish

14

Peter

M ale

First time

33

15

Poppy

Fem ale

Returning

16

Petra

Fem ale

17

Paul

18

Patrick

E d u c a ti o n

LUV

E m o t io n a l
s ta te

2

University

2

Irish

8

University

2

31

Irish

11

First time

34

Scandinavian

5

University

2

R elaxed

M ale

First time

38

Irish

5

University

1

Relaxed

M ale

First time

38

North

9

S econdary

1

Relaxed

R elaxed
A nxious

European
19

Pierce

M ale

Returning

40

Irish

6

20

Pia

Fem ale

First time

21

Irish

5

21

Priscilla

Fem ale

First time

49

Irish

17

22

P ru den ce

F em ale

First tim e

47

Irish

12

D iplom a

A nx iou s

4
Thematic Network Analyses

4.1 Introduction
The preceding chapter described the process o f data collection and illustrated
something o f the context o f the interactions. This chapter focuses on the secondary
data, collected through questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. Each patient
who participated in the research was invited to complete a questionnaire at home
following his/her visit (or after a second visit for those who needed to return). There
were fourteen responses from the twenty-one participants. This questionnaire (see
Appendix 10) requested some demographic information (such as date o f birth), but it
also posed open-ended questions (e.g. “Was communication difficult or easy?”),
which in some cases prompted longer responses. The transcripts o f these responses
(see Appendix 20) are part o f the set o f data analysed in this chapter.
Once the primary data collection was complete (and after an unforeseen
delay'^), each participating dentist was interviewed. The original intention was to
discuss the specific recorded interaction with the dentist but this was not feasible
given the delay. The structure o f the interview was consequently altered, so that the
interviews discussed broader issues (see outline o f semi-structured interview
questions, Appendix 11). All nine participating dentists completed an interview, and
the transcripts o f these interviews (see Appendix 19) constitute the data analysed in
the second part o f this chapter.

There was a nine-month delay in having an amendment to the original proposal approved by
the Faculty Ethics Committee to allow these ‘dentist interview s’.

The data as described above are not uniform. Some participants spoke or wrote
at length, others only briefly. Both questionnaire and interview had an outline
structure, but the content o f the responses varied in theme from one participant to the
next. The data from the questionnaires and interviews are secondary data, and the
purpose o f any analysis is to inform and support the understanding o f the primary
data. For these reasons a thematic analysis was chosen as the best approach to
construct a coherent description o f these data.
Attride-Stirling has described a “thematic network” analysis as a

“Sensitive tool for the systematization and presentation o f qualitative analyses”
(Attride-Stirling, 2001: 385).

The process o f such a technique, according to Attride-Stirling, involves the
follow ing steps:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
V.

The construction o f appropriate ‘codes’ for the text in question;
The breaking down o f the text into coded words, phrases, or sections;
The identification o f themes from these sections;
The evaluation and organisation o f these themes into ‘basic them es’;
The rearranging o f ‘basic them es’ into clusters around ‘organising them es’;

vi.

The summary o f organising themes into a global theme;

vii.

The illustration o f the network in a “web-like” pattern;

viii.
ix.

The description and exploration o f the network;
The interpretation o f any patterns (Attride-Stirling, 2001:385-394).
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As described above, the patient data included both demographic (e.g. date o f
birth) and less-structured information. The analyses o f these texts do not include the
simple demographic data and responses to ‘yes/no’ type questions.
The next section (4.2) focuses on the data collected from the Patient
Questionnaire responses. The following section (4.3) focuses on the (relatively larger)
set o f data collected from the Dentist Interview's. These are two separate sets o f data,
but to a certain extent they are describing the same event, or sequence o f events, from
alternative perspectives. In the final section, there is a brief discussion o f how the two
analyses might relate to each other.

4.2 Thematic network analysis of Patient questionnaires

Seven codes were derived from the descriptive parts o f the Patient
questionnaire responses, directly from the questions posed on the questionnaire (see
Appendix 10). The questionnaire was devised by the researcher, and the questions
guided the respondents to give their views on:

i.
ii.

G oals- what goals they had for their oral health;
A dvice- what was the m ost significant dental advice they received;

iii.

Communication- evaluating the communication;

iv.

Improvement- considering how the com m unication might be improved;

v.

C oncem s- any unspoken concerns or opinions not expressed;

vi.
vii.

Dentist rating- the patient’s evaluation o f the dentist’s performance;
Second V isits- did the experience o f the second visit differ from the first?

Table 4.1 overleaf presents these codes in a table along with the issues covered
in the data, examples o f coded data, and the emerging themes from the data. The data
was analysed using a ‘bottom-up/top-down’ iterative approach. Initially, in the
‘bottom -up’ phase, the codes and then the themes emerged from the data. The process
o f this emergence might be described as a co-construction o f themes in the data,
given that the participants were directed to give their views on specific issues (see
Appendix 10). The ‘top-dow n’ phase looked at these text segments and emerging
themes and refined them in an iterative process.

Table 4.1 (Two pages) Patient questionnaires: from codes to themes
C odes
Goals

Issues discussed
Oral health;
Cost o f treatments;
Appearance o f teeth.

A dvice

Oral hygiene advice;
General health issues;
A negative diagnosis.

Com m unication

Dental anxiety;
D entist’s behaviour,
com m unicative style,
and dem eanour.

E xam ples from d ata
“To keep my teeth for as long as possible! For them not to be a big
financial burden, and for them to look good when 1 sm ile.”

T hem es identified
Clean a n d healthy gum s
a n d teeth

“ Dental hygiene is vital. How to properly clean your teeth. How
important it is to spend time brushing and flossing”

D ental hygiene is vital

“The dentist’s mentioning that 1 might be genetically predisposed
makes me feel somewhat less culpable o f neglecting that aspcct o f
my health.”

It was a bit shocking and
kind o f em h a n assing.

“The dentist spoke to me like a normal human being and was very
down to earth. She explained everything in a simple practical way
that 1 could relate to.”

Explained everything in a
way that I could relate to.

“Simple straightforward explanations. Explained care plan and
reason for same- showed me x-rays at all stages and progress o f
treatm ent”

The dentist explains
eveiything step by step.

“ We had a chat to find out what 1 wanted to know. He was very open.
He answered my questions, it was like talking to a friend. He
listened. He put me at ease like alt professionals should”

It was like talking to a
friend.

C o d e s (c o n tin u e d )

Issu e s d isc u sse d

E x a m p le s fro m d a ta

T h e m e s id e n tifie d

Im p ro v em e n t

B arriers to the
p a tie n t’s
c o m m u n icatio n .

“T h at 1 have gum disease- w hich is hard to take as I’m som eone w ho
p uts a lot o f effort into m y general health- diet, lifestyle etc. It w as a
b it sho ck in g and kind o f em b arrassin g ”

It w as a hit shocking an d
kind o f em barrassin g
(repeated)

C o n cern s

P ro b lem s or
co n cern s durin g
visits;
E x p ressin g a pointof-view .
P atient satisfactio n

“ I have no p roblem ask in g q uestions, in the end o f the day the facts
are the facts and my ‘point o f v ie w ’ w o n ’t address the p ro b lem ”

N ot su re I rea lly h a d a
relevan t p o in t o f view !

“ It w as a p leasure to have D eirdre as m y d entist and I w ish so m any
m ore could be like her!! I’m really happy w ith my dentist. H appy that
all the flossing paid o ff!”

I f m d m y den tist very
good.

E x p erien ce o v er
m u ltip le visits

“ Felt a bit m ore at ease during the second visit as I knew w hat to
expect. I w as still very nervous o f n eedles and drill!”

The m ore I g o t to know my
d en tist the m ore rela x ed I
became.

D entist rating

S econd visits
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Nine themes emerged, reflecting multiple similar comments in the data. These
themes (in Table 4.1, above, but see also Appendix 22) were then refined, in
particular to best reflect any multiple sources, and were then designated as ‘basic
them es’. Table 4.2 below presents the basic themes in a reorganised form, sorted into
three ‘organising them es’.

Table 4.2 Patient questionnaires: from Basic to Organising Themes

Themes as Basic Themes

Organising Themes
C lean and healthy

•

I find m y den tist very g o o d

•

D ental h y g ie n e is vital

•

C lean and healthy g u m s and teeth

•

T he m ore I g o t to k n ow m y den tist the m ore

K ind o f em barrassing

relaxed I b eca m e
•

It w a s a bit sh o c k in g and kind o f em barrassing

•

N o t sure I really had a relevan t point o f v iew !

•

E xp lain ed e v ery th in g in a w a y that

•

T he dentist e x p la in s ev ery th in g step by step

•

It w a s lik e talking to a friend

Global Theme

1 co u ld

relate to

T h e dentist e x p la in s

Communication is controllec by the dentist

In Figure 4.1 overleaf, there is a graphic presentation o f this network.
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Clean
healthy

The
dentist
explains

Communication
is controlled by
the dentist
Kind of
embarrassing

Figure 4.1 Patient Questionnaires: Thematic Network for “Communication is
controlled by the dentist”

4.2.1 Organising theme 1: Clean and healthy

This first organising theme, called ‘Clean and healthy’, encapsulates ideas
presented in three basic themes that emerged from the data: ‘I find my dentist very
good’, ‘Dental hygiene is vital’, and ‘Clean and healthy gums and teeth’.
The first basic theme reflects the view presented by Pierce (among others)
when he wrote, “I find my dentist very good”. This theme includes not just a simple
evaluation o f the individual dentist, but also a suggestion that the dentist is a person
with expertise and knowledge who can provide a healthcare service. The second
basic theme, ‘Dental hygiene is vital’, reflects the fact that, for most o f the patient
participants, what they perceived as the key message given by the dentist was
preventive advice about oral hygiene (e.g. Petra: “How to clean the gums”). The
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common theme emerging from the patients’ goals for treatment (to form the third
basic theme) was to have, as Pamela puts it, “Clean and healthy gums and teeth” .
How then do these three basic themes relate to each other? W hat does ‘Clean
and H ealthy’ signify as an organising theme? The common feature appears to be the
service provided by the dentist. The dentist is a resource o f knowledge and expertise;
the dentist is a healthcare professional who actively promotes the message o f oral
disease prevention; the dentist is the clinician who can provide the medical treatments
necessary to help restore the patient to oral health and help maintain that health.

4.2.2 Organising theme 2: Kind o f embarrassing

The second organising theme under discussion, ‘Kind o f em barrassing’, pulls
together three further basic themes which reflected different aspects o f the patient’s
perspective: ‘The more I got to know my dentist the more relaxed I becam e’, ‘It was a
bit shocking and kind o f em barrassing’, and ‘Not sure I really had a relevant point o f
view !’
The first o f these basic themes expresses the patients’ view that their senses o f
anxiety diminished over time (Peggy: “Felt a bit more at ease during the second visit
as I knew what to expecf’), and that this was in part due to developing the
relationship with the dentist. While Pauline’s quote (“It was a bit shocking and kind
o f embarrassing”) refers to her specific bad diagnosis, it gives the second basic theme
its title to convey the sense o f guilt, embarrassment or shame that recurs in the data.
The third basic theme encompasses different ways in which the patient felt his/her
communication was impaired, whether through a physical restriction (Peter: “The
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number o f implements in my mouth!”), or reluctance to raise concerns, or a sense that
it w asn’t relevant (Phoebe: “my ‘point o f view ’ w on’t address the problem”).
Again, one might ask, how do these three basic themes relate to each other?
What does ‘Kind o f embarrassing’ signify as an organising theme? The common
feature in these themes appears to be the idea that the patient has a subordinate and
passive role in dental treatment: that the patient has anxiety in the dental setting that
needs to be assuaged by the relationship with the dentist; that the diagnostic and
evaluative nature o f the consultation leads to negative emotional responses in the
patient; and that the patient’s perspective is less important than that o f the dentist.

9.2.3 Organising theme 3: The dentist explains.

The third and final organising theme, ‘The dentist explains’, brings together
three basic themes around the positive aspects o f the communicative performance o f
the dentist: ‘Explained everything in a way that I could relate to ’, ‘The dentist
explains everything step by step’, ‘It was like talking to a friend’.
The first o f these basic themes, encapsulated in the quote from Pam ela’s
questionnaire (“She explained everything in a simple practical way that 1 could relate
to”), represents examples in the data where the participants felt the communication
had been individually tailored to them. In the second basic theme, ‘The dentist
explains everything step by step’ (from Pierce’s response), it is the specific helpful
features o f the dentist’s communication that are under consideration: the clarity (and
lack o f jargon), and the comprehensive nature o f it. In the third basic theme, the
personal characteristics and demeanour o f the dentist are included, to the extent that
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they positively influenced the communication. As Philomena puts it, “It was like
talking to a friend” .
For the last time then in this section it is time to consider how these three basic
themes relate to each other, and what ‘The dentist explains’ might signify as an
organising theme?
The common feature appears to be how the behaviour o f the dentist positively
influences the communication: through the individual tailoring o f information and
advice appropriate to the patient; through the qualities o f comprehensiveness and
clarity in communication; and through personal characteristics such as warmth,
affability and friendliness.

9.2.4 A Global theme: Communication is controlled by the dentist

Is there a coherent global theme that unites some aspect o f these three
organising themes? The global theme derived from this analysis is “Communication
is controlled by the dentist”. This is not to suggest a situation where the dentist is
purposely depriving the patient o f status or power in the interactions, rather that the
patients’ perception, as it emerges from the data, appears to be that the default status
o f the dentist in the interaction is ‘director o f proceedings’. Different aspects o f the
organising themes appear to suggest this interpretation. In the theme ‘The dentist
explains’, the data repeatedly proposes the dentist as the agent modifying the
communication to suit the needs o f the patient (e.g. by repetition or
comprehensiveness). Even where the patient is ‘in control’ (e.g. Peter: “Had a chance
to confirm that the next step was okay by me”), the control has been granted by the
dentist. In the theme ‘Clean and healthy’, the dentist is presented as not simply a
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clinician who responds to a need for treatment, but also the dispenser o f specialist
knowledge and advice. In the theme ‘Kind o f embarrassing’, the specific context of
the dental interaction is invoked to explain how, whether through a physical
obstruction or an apparent gap in knowledge, the patient is (or perceives herself to be)
less able to articulate her perspective. This degree o f control is further apparent in the
foregrounding o f the patient’s anxiety: the patient is at a disadvantage; the dentist
controls the specialist knowledge and how it is transmitted.

4.3 Thematic network analysis o f Dentist interviews

4.3.1 Codes
To begin the process o f organising the data from the Dentist Interviews, a list o f ten
codes was derived (see below) directly from the semi-structured questions utilised in
the interviews (see Appendix 11):

(i) Participant Recruitment; (ii) Gender; (iii) Approach to communication; (iv)
Recording effect on dentist/patient; (v) Discourse; (vi) Tailoring information to patient;
(vii) Social history; (viii) Dealing with problems; (ix) Persuasion; (x) Engagement.

As with the Patient Questionnaire data, these Dentist Interview data were
analysed using a ‘bottom -up/top-down’ approach. Initially, in the ‘bottom-up’ phase,
the codes and then the themes emerged from the data. The process o f this emergence
might (again) be described as a co-construction o f themes in the data, given that the
participants were directed to give their views on specific issues, and their responses
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arose in interaction with the researcher. The ‘top-dow n’ phase looked at these text
segments and emerging themes and refined them in an iterative process. In this way,
three codes from the list above (the recruitment process, the influence o f gender, and
the influence o f awareness o f the recording on the communication), were found not to
generate significant themes, and were discarded.
The process continued with the refining o f these general themes into basic
themes. This process o f coding the data and collating emergent themes (see Appendix
23) led on to the next phase, whereby the themes were refined, resulting in fifteen
basic themes as presented in Table 4.3 below.

Table 4.3 Dentist Interviews: from codes to themes
Codes

Issues discussed

E xam ples from the d ata

T hem es identified

Approach to

Philosophy and

“With tim e, experience wise, yeah. It's not something that 1 ever read in a

It has become easier as the years

com m unication;

training in

book. It has become easier as the years have gone on with practice”

have gone on with practice

com m unication;

“ Here, it's about selling services... how to maintain a relationship with

I ’ve been through training how to

clients. So I can say yes, I had some training about how to com m unicate with

deal with, how to sell products

people”

Discourse;

“ We cannot be in a good mood everyday you know but ... that's a part o f the

It's ahnost like you're putting on a

job ... it's almost like you're putting on a stage perform ance.”

stage perform ance

W ords, phrases and

“ 1 find by experience within two to three minutes o f speaking to a patient 1

You norm ally get a sense within a

analogies com m only

can sort o f know m yself the level 1 would need to pitch my explanation at.”

fe w minutes o f what sort o f level yo u

Tailoring

used;

inform ation

How inform ation is

“ 1 probably used more medical language with a cardiologist than with another

I w ould try and distill the m essage

adapted;

patient with a limited understanding or ability to com municate but 1 would

but still give the sam e m essage

should be pitching a conversation at

try and distill the message but still give the same message”
“ 1 also tailor the amount o f information 1 give ... some patients ... want to

/ tailor m y com m unication according

know more ... some ... say '1 don't want to know about it'.”

to the patient
The honesty thing

Dealing with

Prevention o f

“They cannot expect perfection- we cannot do it. Just to tell them in advance

problem s

problem s in a dental

what to expect.”

interaction;

“ 1 w on’t be the dentist and 1 don’t think...one dentist is the right person for

I now have to practice defensive

everyone 1 don’t think that”

dentistry

“1 som etim es think 1 must sound like a broken record... a lot the stuff that

I m ust sou n d like a broken record

you're trying to explain ... is going to be repeated for someone else's m outh”

Codes

Is su es d is c u s s e d

E x a m p l e s fr o m th e d a t a

T h e m e s id en tified

N on-dental topics;

“ M y m ain strategy w ould be to try and explain it as simply as possible to the

You have to talk to y o u r p a tie n t as

T h e integration o f

patient.”

clea rly as p o ss ib le

non-dental

“ Patients love it if you com m un icate with them that m eans that you are

P a tien ts love it i f y o u co m m u n ica te

inform ation into

respecting them that m eans you care about the m ”

w ith them

treatm ent;

“ I w o uld have a holistic approach to the patient. 1 would gear m y approach

A holistic a p proach to the p a tie n t

(c o n t in u e d )
Social history;

and the w ay 1 w ould treat the patient ... with that background context.”
Persuasion;

Engagem ent.

T he in v olv em ent o f

“ It's definitely easier once you find a little bit out a b o u t...th e m like where

W hen y o u kn o w p e o p le b etter y o u

the patient in

they live ... then you have c o m m on ground ... when they com e back.”

sta rt ta lkin g a b o u t m o re 'hot to p ics'

treatm ent planning.

‘Y ou have to break dow n those barriers break dow n the anxiety before you

You have to b reak d ow n those

start to see the person com ing out”

harriers b reak dow n the anxiety

“ I suppose 1 try and interact with a patient rather than lecture and so I'll and

I try a n d in tera ct w ith a p a tie n t

ask questions and try and encourage them to ask questions and to feel like

ra th er than lecture

they're part o f the process”
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These basic them es w ere then sorted and structured into three ‘o rganising’
them es. U ltim ately, as described in the follow ing pages, these organising them es
w ere then integrated under one ‘global th em e’ (see Table 4.4 below ). The
developm ent o f each organising them e is next described in turn, and there then
follow s a discussion o f how the three fall under one global description.

Table 4.4 D entist Interviews: from Basic to O rganising Them es

Themes as Basic Themes

Organising Themes

It has becom e easie r as the y ears have g o n e on w ith practice

A s ta g e p e r f o r m a n c e

I ’ve been through train in g how to deal w ith , how to sell products.
It’s alm ost like y o u 're p u ttin g on a stag e p e rfo rm an ce
T he honesty thing
1 now have to p ractice d efen siv e d en tistry
1 tailo r m y co m m u n icatio n acco rd in g to the p atien t

D is till th e m e s s a g e

Y ou norm ally g et a sen se w ithin a few m in u tes o f w h at sort o f level
you should be p itch in g a co n v ersatio n at
I w ould try and d istill the m essag e but still g iv e the sam e m essage
1 m ust sound like a b ro k en record
Y ou have to talk to y o u r p atien t as clea rly as p o ssib le

P atients love it if you co m m u n icate w ith them

A h o lis tic a p p r o a c h

A holistic app ro ach to th e patient
W hen you know p eo p le b e tte r y o u start talk in g a b o u t m ore 'hot
topics'
Y ou have to b reak d o w n those b arriers b reak d o w n the anxiety
b efo re you start to see the p erson co m in g out
I try and interact w ith a p atien t ra th e r than lecture

Global Theme:

The dentist is responsible for successful communication
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As indicated in Table 4.4 above, three organising themes have been grouped
together under a unifying global theme, namely ‘The dentist is responsible for
successful com munication’. Figure 4.2 (below) illustrates the thematic network
generated by this analysis.

A holistic
approach

The dentist is
responsible for
successful
communication
/
A stage
performance

\

Distill
th e
m essage
V_________ /

Figure 4.2 Dentist Interviews: Thematic Network for “The dentist is responsible for
successfiil communication”

4.3.2 Organising theme 1: A stage performance
Table 4.4 above displays the basic themes associated with each organising
theme. The first o f these three organising themes is ‘A stage perform ance’ and it is
constituted by themes relating to the communicative requirements o f the role o f
‘dentist’. There are five basic themes: ‘It has become easier as the years have gone
on with practice’; ‘I ’ve been through training how to deal with, how to sell
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products’; ‘It’s almost like you're putting on a stage performance’; ‘The honesty
thing’; and ‘I now have to practice defensive dentistry’.
The first theme related to the question o f how the dentists had achieved their
current ability to communicate, whether through mentoring from professional
colleagues (Dermot: “I've sat in on a few sessions with some more experienced
clinicians and other operators and I've watched how they've operated”), or, more
commonly, how a level o f communicative competence was developed through
experience rather than training (Dorothy: “With time experience wise yeah. It's not
something that I ever read in a book”). The second basic theme involved the drawing
o f comparisons between techniques o f selling and communication skills (Donal:
“And then I was a dentist as well, but I was working with customers, so I ’ve been
through training how to deal with, how to sell products”).
The third theme considered the ‘perform ance’ o f being a dentist (Dympna: “It's
almost like you're putting on a stage performance”), and how the dentist feels, as
Dominic puts it, “immersed” in the role. The fourth basic theme encapsulates the idea
that patients have different perceptions and reactions to information and treatments,
and consequently it is important that the dentist helps the patient to have realistic
expectations for treatment (Deirdre: “the honesty thing is a big one”).
The fifth basic theme, focused around Dermot’s statement that “I now have to
practice defensive dentistry”, includes ideas around preventing and reacting to
breakdowns in communication. This theme includes the dual responsibility o f the
dentist to communicate clearly with the patient while at the same time
communicating in a m anner that fulfills the profession’s ethical and medico-legal
requirements.
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In unifying these basic themes, then, what might ‘A stage perform ance’
signify? What these themes have in common are the varied requirements to perform
the role o f the dentist: the expectation to keep improving communication skills even
in the absence o f formal training; the idea that persuading and selling is part o f that
role-set; that the role o f dentist is a distinct identity that the individual must
‘perform ’; and that communication with a patient must be at once simple and clear
and technically precise.

4.3.3 Organising theme 2: Distil the message

The second organising theme, ‘Distil the m essage’ encompasses themes
relating to how the same information is conveyed to different patients. The five basic
themes involved are: ‘I tailor my communication according to the patient’; ‘You
normally get a sense within a few minutes o f what sort o f level you should be
pitching a conversation at’; ‘I would try and distill the message but still give the same
m essage’; ‘I must sound like a broken record’; and ‘You have to talk to your patient
as clearly as possible’.

The first theme incorporates statements by the dentists about how the amount
o f information given to the patient varies; partly depending on how much or how
little the patient wants to know (Dominic: “I also tailor the amount o f information I
give with the feedback that they give me as well”). The second theme reflects the idea
that gauging the appropriate amount and technical complexity o f information for a
given patient is a swift, accommodative process (David: “If you're talking to someone
you normally get a sense within a few minutes”). The third theme represents the
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notion that if the same messages are given to different patients, then they are phrased
or expressed in different ways according to the perceived ability o f the patient to
understand (Deirdre: “I would try and distill the message but still give the same
message”). In the fourth theme, the dentists referred to repeating the same
information in the same way to different patients (Danielle: “for what a root canal
treatment is or what a crown is you would have a little script for it”). Finally, the fifth
theme expresses the importance o f clarity in the communication by the dentist
(Dominic: “you have to talk to your patient as clearly as possible and all that s tu ff’).
As an organising theme, ‘Distil the message’ represents statements from the
dentists about the different ways that they translate dental information, as Dorothy
puts it, “ into other terms that patients would understand”. This includes: tailoring the
amount and quality of the infoimation to suit the individual patient; repeating pre
rehearsed explanations o f specific treatments and procedures; gauging the
communicative requirements o f the patient in the opening minutes o f the
consultation; and focusing on clarity as a characteristic o f that communication.

4.3.4 Organising theme 3: A holistic approach

The third organising theme, ‘A holistic approach’, ties together five basic
themes relating to interactional engagement. The five basic themes are: ‘Patients love
it if you communicate with them ’; ‘A holistic approach to the patient’; ‘When you
know people better you start talking about more 'hot topics” ; ‘You have to break
down those barriers break down the anxiety before you start to see the person coming
out’; and ‘I try and interact with a patient rather than lecture’.
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The first theme, ‘Patients love it

is concerned with how patients react to the

dentists’ communicative efforts (Dominic: “Patients love it if you communicate with
them that means that you are respecting them that means you care about them you
know”). The second theme, ‘A holistic approach to the patient’, includes
considerations o f how the personal circumstances o f the patient can influence the
dentist’s approach to treatment (Dermot: “I would gear my approach and the way I
would treat the patient and explain something to the patient with that background
contexf’). The third theme, ‘When you know people better you start talking about
more 'hot topics” , considers how a relationship is developed gradually (Deirdre: “it's
really a gradual process o f getting them to engage more”).
The fourth theme, ‘You have to break down those barriers break down the
anxiety before you start to see the person coming o u t’, reflects the idea that the
development o f a relationship can be influenced by mood or emotional state (Derek:
“A relaxed atmosphere that is very im portanf’). The fifth and final basic theme, ‘I try
and interact with a patient rather than lecture’, involves the elicitation o f the patient’s
perspective (Dympna: “You try and understand why the patient is there in the first
place”).
This third and final organising theme, ‘A holistic approach’, brings together
five themes around the notion o f developing the relationship between dentist and
patient. The development o f this relationship: is appreciated by the patient; leads to
more informal, ‘riskier’ interactions; is driven by taking a holistic approach to their
healthcare; is enabled by reducing patient anxiety about treatments; and is promoted
by a discursive rather than a didactic interactional style.
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4.3.5 Global Theme: The dentist is responsible for successful communication

The two unifying elements o f the three organising themes described above are
the centrality o f the dentist’s communication to the success o f the interaction, and the
positioning o f the dentist as being responsible for optimising that communication. In
the organising theme, ‘A stage perform ance’, there is a tacit acknowledgment that
communication skills need to be acquired, whether through formal training or in an
alternative way. The development o f these skills, however indirectly (through
experience, mentoring, or ‘sales’ training), represents, in the reflections o f the
dentists, something they should be doing. That sense o f duty continues with the
repeated suggestion that the role o f ‘dentist’ carries a greater demand than that o f
‘patient’, in terms o f interactional performance (“the central participant”, Candlin et
al. (1980)). The dentist needs to be active in the interaction, attempting the multiple
discoursal tasks o f developing rapport with the patient, ‘performing’ the role o f
dentist, and fulfilling the required professional responsibilities in his/her interactions.
In the second organising theme, ‘Distil the m essage’, the suggested techniques
for enhancing communication (e.g. repetition, clarity, avoiding jargon) are all
concerned with the communication from the dentist. Even where there is a
consideration o f collaborating with the patient to improve the clarity o f the message,
it is specifically the dentist’s message that is negotiated. If the communication needs
to be tailored to the individual patient’s requirements, the dentist feels that this
tailoring ought to be done quickly. The ultimate result o f this emphasis on one part o f
the communication (i.e. from the dentist) is to highlight its central importance in the
interaction. If communication is, as Deirdre puts it, “an essential part o f our practice”,
and if the information communicated by the dentist is the element that needs to be
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tailored, then the suggestion is that the dentist is responsible for successful
communication.
Under the umbrella o f the final organising theme, ‘a holistic approach’, are
found a num ber o f basic themes around enhancing communication. W hether through
strengthening the rapport with the patient, making the patient more at ease, or more
fully understanding the goals and values o f the patient, the common threads to this
holistic approach are that it is part o f the work o f the dentist (the dentist feels he/she
is the active agent), and that it benefits the therapeutic relationship. The holistic
approach is a way for the dentist to foster successful communication; the dentist may
also feel a sense o f responsibility to foster successful communication in this way
(Dorothy: “I actually don't feel as comfortable treating those patients that don't
communicate back”).

4.4 Conclusion
The preceding sections have separately presented analyses o f the data collected
from the Patient Questionnaires and the Dentist Interviews. These are two distinct
sets o f data, but, as was mentioned in the introduction, to a certain extent they are
describing the same event, or sequence o f events, from alternative perspectives. The
remaining part o f this chapter briefly considers how the two analyses above might
relate to each other.
The global theme that was presented to unify the data from the Patient
Questionnaires was ‘Communication is controlled by the dentist’. The patients
appeared to be saying that the dentist was the authoritative person in the interaction,
on the basis o f expert knowledge and judgem ent, on the basis o f the technical clinical
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expertise, and on the basis o f the inherent communicative challenges or disadvantages
o f being a patient.
The global theme arising from the Dentist Interviews was ‘The dentist is
responsible for successful com m unication’. The dentists’ perspective suggests a role
requiring a conscious performance o f skill and expertise, requiring the dentist to adapt
and tailor communication for each individual patient, and to look beyond the dental
needs o f the patient to provide comprehensive treatment and encourage the patient’s
involvement.
These data, and the resulting global themes, are different and resist integration.
They might, however, be said to interact one with the other. W hat is apparent is that
both global themes appear to highlight the centrality o f the dentist’s communication
to the success o f the interaction. The patient responses might be said to emphasise a
subordinate role for themselves, with the dentist being the one ‘in charge’, or
controlling the interaction. The dentists’ perspective appears to acknowledge this
controlling position, but presents it as a duty or responsibility: it behoves the dentist
to control the interaction to ensure that it proceeds smoothly, successfully, and with
the greatest chance o f patient involvement. In the absence o f further discussion for
now, it might be useful to re-use the term invoked by Candlin et al. (1980) to describe
the dentist as the “central p a rtic ip a n fT h is term might be used to make a connection
between the two global themes, as in Figure 4.3 overleaf
Using the term ‘central participant’ is not to suggest that things have not
changed since 1980. As the discourse analysis will show, in the chapters to come, the
nature o f interaction in the dental surgery is apparently quite different now from what
was described in 1980, and this is not entirely in contradiction to the findings o f this
thematic analysis. The dentists in this analysis appear to see themselves as central to
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involving the patient in the process; their centrality is more to do with responsibility
and involvement than with control. There is one area in particular where the thematic
analyses differ from the discourse analyses in the following chapters: the role o f the
nurse. Neither patients nor dentists emphasised in interviews or questionnaires that
interaction in the dental surgery is often a triadic event, and an interaction whose
description is more complex than a quantification o f the relative control shared
between the dyad o f dentist and patient.

The d en tist
as 'C entral
P articip an t'

C om m unication
is controlled by
th e d en tist

The d en tist is
resp on sib le for
su ccessfu l
com m unication

Figure 4.3 The dentist as ‘Central Participant’; representation o f relationship
between the global themes.

This chapter and the preceding one have described the process o f data
collection, and have provided some o f the contextual detail o f the primary data.
Having finished these thematic network analyses, the next chapter moves on to
describe how the primary data were analysed. In Chapter 5, there is a sample analysis
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o f interactional data using the discourse analytic methodologies described in Chapter
2.

5
Methodology: Analytic Approaches

5.1 Introduction
Chapters 3 and 4 comprised a description of the recruitment of participants to
the study and the subsequent collection of data, and thematic analyses of some of
those data. The data consist of two parts: the primary data (transcripts of dental
interactions, derived from audio-recordings), and the secondary data (questionnaires
and recorded interviews for each treatment group). This chapter demonstrates the
analytic methodologies used in interpreting the primary data, to address the key
question: what analytic frameworks will best address the research question?
Three main analytic processes will be employed to analyse the data: frame
analysis (Goffman (1974), Tannen (\993a)), participation framework analysis
(Goffman (1981a)), and a politeness and involvement strategy (facework) analysis
(Tannen (2007), Smith (1993), Arundale (2006), Brown and Levinson, (1987)).
These analytic processes were first referred to briefly in Chapter 2, and will be
demonstrated in this third methodology chapter by way of a sample analysis
presented in three sections. The following three chapters (Chapters 6-8) present the
findings from these processes as applied to the research data. In Chapter 9, these
approaches are brought together into a single, coherent analysis.
With the aim of keeping this description o f methodology distinct from the data
analysis proper, this chapter does not involve any of the research data collected by the
process explained in Chapter 3. Instead, the analyses that follow involve a transcript
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of a recording made in a pilot phase of the research that is not included in the general
data set. It represents a recording of an encounter that occurred prior to the main data
collection phase and consists of an interaction between a dentist, a patient and a nurse
in a dental practice in a small Irish town. All participants gave their consent to the
original recording, and to the use of the transcript in this circumstance (with all names
changed to preserve the anonymity of the participants). The triad are: Declan, a male
Irish dentist in his mid 30s; Niamh, a female Irish dental nurse in her early 30s; and
Pascal, a male, Irish student aged 18. Pascal is visiting the practice for the first time,
for a routine dental examination after a gap of approximately ten years. Pascal was
living abroad during that time. All excerpts from the transcript of this encounter
(Appendix 17) are subject to the transcription conventions found in Appendix 1.
Frame analysis, participation framework analysis, and an involvement strategy
(facework) analysis are three distinct approaches, but they all are linked to Goffman’s
concept o f ‘footing’ (1981a: 124). Footing has a binary definition, encompassing a
person’s relationship to what is said along with the relationship with who is saying it,
and hearing it. In Chapter 2 there was a discussion of how,

“A change in footing im plies a change in the alignment w e take up to
ourselves and the others present as expressed in the way w e manage the
production or reception o f an utterance. A change in our footing is another
way o f talking about a change in our frame for events.” (Goffman, 1981a:
128 ).

In Chapter 2, a ‘frame’ in discourse was described as a “definition of (the)
situation” (Goffman, 1974:10), a definition of what is happening in the discourse. It
‘refers to a sense of what activity is being engaged in, how speakers mean what they
say” (Tannen and Wallat, 1993: 60), and how those present interpret when, for
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example, is the talk activity a joking sequence, a formal lecture, or a greeting
exchange. In section 5.2 below, the Frame analysis has a dual purpose: to define and
describe the discourse activities in the interaction, and also to identify changes
between frames. As a consequence, to paraphrase Goffman, a Frame analysis
occupies itself with changes o f footing.
Section 5.3 below analyses the transcript in terms o f the “participation
framework” (Goffman, 1981a: 3), namely the role relationships between the
interactants. It is the dynamic in the triad o f dentist, nurse and patient that is under
scrutiny here. Goffman described transient discourse roles and sub-roles under the
general headings o f “speaker” and “hearer” (1981a: 131). M any analysts argue that a
change o f footing is most readily defined as a change o f discourse role. The discourse
role that a person aligns to might be a functional one (i.e. ‘message recipient’), but
may also represent an emergent element o f that person’s identity. For Levinson
(1988), “questions o f participation status at least partially exhaust the notion o f
footing” (1988:169).
Theories o f ‘face’ (Goffman, 1972b) and ‘involvement strategies’ (Tannen:
2007) have been described in Chapter 2. Goffman described /ace as

“The positive social value a person effectively claim s for h im self by the line
others assume he has taken during a particular contact” (Goffman, 1972b: 5).

Tannen describes “involvement strategies”(2007: 1) (such as repetition, imagery and
reported speech) as,
“Linguistic strategies...(that) reflect and sim ultaneously create interpersonal
involvem ent” {ibid.).
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For Smith (1993), footing and changes in footing are contributors to the
‘m etam essage’ (Tannen, 2007; 29) o f an encounter, the intended meaning o f an
utterance. In a study o f linguistic involvement strategies in religious sermons. Smith
(1993) describes how “the presentation o f self and the creation o f involvem ent are
mutually constructed through verbal and non-verbal strategies at the level o f footing”
(1993:152).
Thus different aspects o f footing will be considered as this chapter proceeds.
Chapter 9 presents an analysis involving a combined approach. The purpose o f this
chapter is to test and demonstrate the analytic approaches to the primary data,
explaining them and making them possible to replicate, particularly for a dental
audience unfamiliar with Discourse Analysis. By doing so, it is also expected that this
sample analysis, o f data from a comparable source to the study data, will generate
guiding premises that will subsequently inform the full analysis as it proceeds. The
data used is o f a different quality from that collected for the official data set. It is,
however, ‘institutional’ data (see Chapter 2) from a dental setting, subject to similar
“goal orientations... special and particular constraints... (and) inferential
frameworks” (Drew and Heritage, 1992; 22) as the main data.

5.2 Analysis I: Frames
As previously discussed in Chapter 2, frames have been described, using
Tannen and W allat’s (1993) phrase, as ‘structures o f expectation’ (1993;59). Broadly
speaking, there are two structures at play in discourse:
(i)

The ‘schem a’, which is a “knowledge structure” (1993:59) encompassing a
person’s collected prior knowledge and experience o f a given situation. This
schema helps the person to anticipate, and understand the new experience;
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(ii)

The ‘fram e’ is an “interactive frame o f interpretation” {ibid.), an interpretive
judgm ent a person makes to understand what is happening in the discourse.
This interpretation is based on the “contextualization cues” (Gumperz,
1982:131) that arise in the discourse, and the schema the person brings into
the situation.

In a sample fra m e analysis o f the discourse o f dental interaction then, both
schema and frame are important. The aim o f this analysis is to identify which frames
are in operation in this particular interaction, how they arise and how they change,
and how each frame relates to the others. Using G um perz’s (1982:131)
“contextualisation cues” (see Chapter 2), a num ber o f frames will be hypothesised,
and an analysis will strive to show them in the data (Table 5.1 below).
It is suggested that the Dental Visit as a whole constitutes a frame o f activity,
an “outer frame” (Tannen and Wallat, 1993:65) such as that proposed by Tannen and
Wallat in their analysis o f a paediatric medical consultation. Similar to Tannen and
W allat’s (1993) context o f interaction, the hypothesis is that there are at least three
sub-frames demonstrable within this outer frame: (i) a Consultation Frame (where the
dental team and patient interact in a number o f dental health-related activities such as
interview, examination, assessment, diagnosis, planning and treatment), (ii) an
Operational Frame (where the interactants exchange instructions, information and
guidance to maintain the procedural flow o f the interaction) and (iii) a SocioRelational Frame (where dentist, nurse and patient interact to initiate, foster, and
maintain rapport). Excerpts from the data will be used to see if these frames are
demonstrable.
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Table 5.1 Hypothesised Frames in dental interaction

Dental Visit Sub-Frames

Discourse Activities

Socio-Relational Frame

Relationship building and
maintenance.

Operational Frame

Procedural progress, physical
manoeuvring and directions,
financial discussion.

Consultation Frame

Examination, diagnosis,
explanation, planning.

5.2.1 The Dental Visit Frame
What sort o f discourse activities might a person expect in a dental consultation?
Drew and Heritage (1992) describe how “institutional encounters are
characteristically organised into a standard “shape” or order o f phases” (1992:43), but
such a phase is not equivalent to a discourse activity. For the patient, discrete phases
such as “explanation and planning” and “gathering information” (Silverman et a l,
2005:19) might well be experienced as the same discourse activity. During a dental
visit one might anticipate the following discourse activities: greetings and small talk,
discourse relating to the description, explanation and treatment-planning o f a dental
problem or o f general dental health, discourse that is more task-oriented (including
the choreography o f the encounter), discourse around the financial aspects o f the
treatment, and relational discourse (for example, rapport-building talk such as
informal conversation taking place here and there throughout the interaction). All o f
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these discourse activities m ight occur during a dental visit, and thus are included in
an overarching ‘D ental Visit F ram e' (Figure 5.1 below). This fram e is constituted by
these hypothesised discourse activities, and is interpreted by the interactants as such
through a co m b in atio n o f contextualisation cu e s and their expectations for the
encounter. At any m o m e n t there m ay only be one o f these hypothesised fram es in
play, at other m o m e n ts multiple frames m ay be in operation. Furtherm ore, it will be
possible to sub-divide these discourse activities into sm aller sub-fram es, or frames
within frames.

D en tal V isit
d isc o u r se
a c tiv ite s

C o n tex tu a lisa tio n
Cues

Dental Visit
Schem a

F ig u re 5.1 W hat constitutes the Dental Visit F ram e?

The excerpts from the pilot data below serve to illustrate the range o f discourse
activities and to d em o nstrate the influence o f the interactants sch e m a on their
interpretation.
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In Excerpt SI

below (“Just for a check-up”), there is task-related discourse

establishing the reason for the patient’s attendance from the start o f the interaction.
The phrase “a check-up”, which is proposed by the dentist (Line 12) and ratified by
the patient (Line 13: “Yeah”) is a euphemism for “a dental examination” . The
omission o f the full phrase is evidence o f the schemas in operation: both dentist and
patient expect, based on previous experience, that a dental examination is what is on
offer.

E xcerpt SI “Just for a check-up”
10. Declan (D): Have a seat there for y o u rs e lf
11. Pascal (P); Grand
12. Declan (D): N ow Pascal it’s ju s t for a check-up I think [for this (?)
13. Pascal (P);

[Yeah

5.2.2 The Socio-R elational Fram e
What can be termed a Socio-Relational Frame (SRF) foregrounds sociorelational concerns between the interactants as they initiate, develop, maintain and
where necessary repair their relationship. This frame includes, among other types o f
interaction, social openings and closings, and phatic communion. An SRF frame
might arise in a pause between or even during phases o f treatment, for example while
waiting for a local anaesthetic to take effect, or (see Excerpt S2 below) during a task
like taking x-rays.

18

The excerpts from the Sam ple data used in this chapter are nam ed with an ‘S ’ for sam ple, and
a number denoting the sequence in w hich they are excerpted, e.g. ‘SI ’.
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The dentist and patient engage in an interaction as the dentist has just
completed taking x-rays and is preparing to proceed to the next phase o f the
consultation (cleaning the patient’s teeth).

E x ce rp t S2 “How long are you living back around here”
1 9 7 .Pascal (P): Yeah
198.(3)
19 9 .D eclan (D): H ow how long are you living back around heref
200. Pascal (P): Em w ell down in W exford now five years
201. D eclan (D): Okay
202. Pascal (P): But em 1 w as up in Dublin then for a couple o f months
2 0 3 .Declan (D): [before that so
204. Declan (D): [Okay
2 0 5 .(4 )
2 0 6 .Declan (D ): N o w e m ...

In Excerpt S2 (above), the SRF is demarcated by inter-tum pauses (Lines 198,
205). The dentist establishes a footing around small talk with his question in Line 199
(“How long are you living back around here?”), and the patient aligns to the SRF
with his response (Line 200). The dentist’s use o f the discourse marker “Okay” (Line
201, 204) is, according to Schiffrin, “a pre-closing devise, offering... a chance to
reinstate an ... unexpanded topic” (Schiffrin, 1987:102). The patient takes up this
offer to expand the first time, and then the SRF lapses with the inter-tum pause at
Line 205. According to Schiffrin, “ so” (Line 203) ftinctions in a similar way,
encouraging the dentist to add to the interaction. W hat is going on in this excerpt?
The patient is giving a personal account o f his life since moving back to Ireland from
being abroad. The use o f lexical items not directly related to dental care (e.g. Line
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200: “down in W exford now five years”; Line 202: “I was up in Dublin then for a
couple o f months”) is another feature o f the contextualisation cues at w ork to
demarcate the frame. This excerpt does not constitute a Labovian narrative (Labov
and Waletzky, 1967), but, as a “little narrative” (Mattingly, 1998:116) that develops
across the SRFs in this interaction, the patient’s account is a discourse activity aimed
at fostering the relationship with the dentist.
W hat then are the likely activities and contextualisation cues for a SocioRelational Frame (see Figure 5.2 below) in the dental visit? The activities will include
social opening and closing sequences, personal narratives and socio-relational
interactions occurring in pauses between and during treatment and consultation
phases o f the visit.

Dental Visit Frame

/
\

Sociorelational
Frame

\
/

Figure 5.2 The Socio-Relational Frame (SRF) as a sub-frame o f the Dental Visit
Frame.

It is likely that a potential Socio-Relational Frame could display a broad range
o f lexical and syntactic options, in contrast to the often-specialised lexis, structured
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sequencing and syntax anticipated in a medical consultation. The interactional style,
or “linguistic register” (Tannen and Wallat, 1993:63) in socio-relational discourse
could be anticipated to be more informal relative to the discourse o f consultation.

5.2.3 Operational Frame
W hat can be termed the Operational Frame (OF) is that frame concerned with
the procedural flow o f the interaction, and can be identified via contextualisation cues
such as directives, responded to (or not) by participants in the interaction. Participants
align to the Operational Frame as all settle down to engage in the task at hand.
Activities within this frame can range from hanging up the patient’s coat, to lowering
the dental chair into position for the examination. Directives, characteristic o f the
Operational Frame and often issued in the imperative form (see Excerpt 6.7, Line 77:
“Just stick out your tongue”), might be issued from the dentist to the patient, from the
dentist to the nurse, and from the nurse to the patient.
A further contextualisation cue for an Operational Frame that is apparent in
Excerpt S3 (below) is the frequency o f extended pauses between turns (e.g. Line 72:
43 seconds) as utterances occur sparingly so that they don’t interfere with procedural
progress (in this case the examination).

Excerpt S3 “Just close your teeth”
71. D eclan (D ): Just to dry them so 1 can see them a bit better
72. (43)
73. D eclan (D ): Just clo se your teeth together (?)
74. (12)
75. D eclan (D): Open w ide now again
76. (10)
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77.

D eclan (D): Just stick out your tongue there for a second Pascal

78.

D eclan (D): m ove it to the sid e ... the other sid e ... and arch it back

79.
80.

(7)
D eclan (D ): And just clo se (?) your teeth up for me there

It is not expected that the patient give directions, unless invited to do so by the
dentist in instances of discomfort, for example. In fact, the patient’s alignment to this
frame may be manifest in remaining silent, or only giving minimal, back-channel
responses (e.g. ‘Yeah’, ‘Mm-hmm’). This tendency is reinforced by the fact that the
dentist and nurse are ‘operating’ on the patient who is precluded from responding
given the presence of instruments in his/her mouth. Because of the imperative nature
of the talk activity in this frame, it is anticipated that politeness strategies figure
significantly (Brown and Levinson, 1987). Politeness strategies are attempts to repair
and maintain the interactants relationship in the presence o f threat to their face. In the
example above (Excerpt S3), the dentist tries to mitigate the face-threat to the patient
that arises from the sequence of imperative forms (Lines 73-78: “Just close... open
w ide... just stick out your tongue... move it.. .arch it”). The repeated use of the word
“just” (Lines 73, 77) acts as what Brown and Levinson (1987) refer to as a “negative
politeness” strategy, minimising the impact of the imperative fonn. Face-work, and
hence politeness strategies, can be considered to more obviously attend to the sociorelational aspect of the interaction. Hence, both a Socio-Relational Frame and an
Operational Frame may often simultaneously be in operation, smoothing the way
forward for task achievement.
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In the example o f this dental visit, an Operational Frame (see Figure 5.3,
below) might be said to encompass the following discourse activities: procedural
progress and commentary on the progress o f the interaction by dentist and nurse,
physical manoeuvring o f the patient, and directions to the patient and the nurse
(including dictation o f notes). For a more comprehensive picture o f this frame it
would be necessary to analyse multiple interactions (see following chapter).

SocioRelational
Frame

Dental Visit Frame

Operational
Frame

Figure 5.3 The Operational Frame (OF) as a sub-frame o f the Dental Visit Frame

5.2.4 Consultation frame
Another fram e- named as the Consultation F ram e- incorporates a number of
distinct activities in the Dental Visit (e.g. history-taking, diagnosis, examination,
explanation, planning) and consequently one would anticipate a range o f specific
contextualisation cues. Excerpt SI above shows an example o f the sort o f formulaic
phrases found within this type o f frame (Line 16 (D): “it’s just a check-up for you is
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it”). Such formulaic phrases m ight mark the opening o f different phases or activities
within the Consultation Frame.
As can be seen in Excerpt S4 below, M ishler’s “structural unit” (1984: 61) o f
medical interaction, o f ‘Question from the Doctor’/ ‘Response from the Patient’/
‘Evaluation or Follow-up Question from the D octor’, may be a repeating sequence in
the frame. This may remain (as Nielsen (2012) maintains) the default structure o f (at
least) the diagnostic phase o f a healthcare interaction, including, for example, a dental
visit. In Line 14, the dentist initiates the sequence (“Are you having any bother with
your teeth?”), and on receiving a reply from the patient, proceeds to ask a follow-up
question (Line 16: “They all feel okay to you?”).

Excerpt S4 “Are you having any bother”
14. Declan (D): Are you having any bother with your teeth do you think
15. Declan (D ): or do they feel [(?) t
16. Pascal (P):

[N o bother at all

17. Declan (D ): They all feel okay to y o u l
18. Pascal (P): They all feel okay yeah

It is notable that while this example conforms to M ishler’s proposed structure,
it also provides an example o f two ways in which this structure allows the dentistto
control the interaction. Firstly, the patient Pascal only has the opportunity to speak in
response to the dentist’s questions. He is reacting to the dentist’s management o f the
interaction. Secondly, both the topic and the quality o f Pascal’s utterances appear to
be determined by the dentist too. W hen the dentist asks, in Line 14, “Are you having
any bother...? ”, Pascal responds with a reformulation o f the dentist’s phrase (Line
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16: “No bother at all”). This process is repeated in his response to the follow-up
question (Line 18: “They all feel okay yeah”).
The Consultation Frame, along with the other frames already outlined, is
presented in Figure 5.4 below, as a sub-frame o f the overall Dental Visit Frame.

Dental Visit Frame
SRF

Consultation
Frame

Operational
Frame

Figure 5.4 The Consultation Frame and other sub-frames within the Dental Visit
Frame

Table 5.2 overleaf outlines an initial set o f contextualisation cues for the
proposed interactive frames in the overarching Dental Visit Frame. It is not possible
to produce an exhaustive list o f such features from the analysis o f one transcriptwhat appears below is merely an initial observation to be further investigated and
validated in the findings chapters to follow.
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T able 5.2 Contextualisation cues for sub-frames within the Dental Visit Frame.

F ea tu res o f D en tal
V isit F ram e

S u b -F ra m es

Characteristics o f
institutional
interaction;
face-threatening
acts;
goal-oriented talk;
sp ecific restrictions
on interaction.

SocioRelational
Frame

D isco u rse
A ctiv itie s in su b fra m e
R elationship
building and
m aintenance

C o n tex tu a lisa tio n C u es o f
su b -fram es
Ritual openings and closin gs,
perform ance o f identity,
narratives, more informal
register, lexical, syntactic and
prosodic variation, positive
p oliteness strategies

Operational
Frame

Procedural
progress, financial
discussions,
physical
m anoeuvring and
directions

Imperatives and requests,
directives, politeness
strategies (particularly
negative p oliteness strategies),
extended inter-tum pauses.

Consultation
Frame

Exam ination,
diagnosis,
explanation,
planning,

M ishler’s (1 9 8 4 ) 3-part
sequence, m on ologu es,
professional jargon/lexis.

So, having discussed the three sub-frames found in this sample transcript (and
demonstrated in Figure 5.4) in isolation, the next task is to explore how these frames
operate in relation to each other. For example, how do frames interact and how do
changes or shifts arise between frames and within frames?

5.2.5 In teractiv e F ram es
As for the discussion o f frames above, likewise it is important to point out that
the concept o f ‘interactive fram es’ is also entirely distinct from the concept o f phases
or activities o f an interview in a medical setting. Where a model for the structure o f a
dental visit might predict a relatively linear sequence o f activities (e.g. greeting,
history-taking, examination, treatment, advice, closing), a model o f the discourse
activities found in distinct interactive frames might be quite different, dynamic, and
not at all linear.
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In the following excerpt below, there is an example o f this concept o f
interactive frames. The interaction shown in Excerpt S5 below occurs mid-way
through the visit, just prior to the tooth-cleaning activity.

E x ce rp t S5 “You probably need to practice your Norwegian”
2 1 3 .D eclan (D ): When w e ’re cleaning your teeth em there’s goin g to be
2 1 4 .D eclan (D ): a lot o f water splashing around basically m ainly m ainly
2 1 5 .D eclan (D): on your front teeth here on the outside and a bit up here
2 1 6 .D eclan (D ): esp ecially on the inside as w ell like you know so w e ’ll
217. D eclan (D ): clean all that o f f and it should be fine then
2 1 8 .(9 )
2 1 9 .D eclan (D ): So do you need you probably need to practice your
220. D eclan (D ): N orw egian a bit i f y o u ’re taking it for the L eaving C ert|
2 2 1 .Pascal (P): Yeah 1 w as looking over the past papers and th ey’re not
2 2 2 .Pascal (P): too bad

223. D eclan

(D): Okay

While the nurse briefly leaves the room to develop the x-rays, the dentist
establishes a footing around an Operational Frame as he provides an advance
explanation o f the process o f tooth-cleaning (Line 214: “a lot o f water splashing
around basically”). Following an inter-tum pause o f nine seconds (Line 218), the
dentist shifts his footing and establishes a Socio-Relational Frame, starting with the
discourse marker “so” (Line 219), as he retum s to the previous discussion about the
Norwegian language and exams. The patient aligns to this frame (Line 221: “Yeah I
was looking over the past papers”), an alignment that continues on beyond the end o f
this excerpt. This example indicates how frames are demonstrable throughout the
interaction and are not directly tied to the general activities in the speech event.
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There are four distinct proposed scenarios for interactive frames, where there is
movement between or within frames. These scenarios, represented by Figure 5.5
below, are:

(i) Intra-frame shift - a shift o f footing within a frame;

-\

f
K

Frame^ Footing

/Frame^ Footing2
1/

\

J

J

(ii) Inter-frame shift - a change from one frame to another;

Consultation I—
'
Frame

y

Operational
Frame

(iii) Frame ‘on hold’ (Goffman, 1981a: 156) - a frame briefly existing within
another frame;

Consultation
Frame

SRFi

(iv) Simultaneous frames (Tannen and Wallat, 1993:65) -utterances with multiple
layers o f interpretation.

SRF&
Consultation
frame
Figure 5.5 Interactive Frames: (i) Intra-Frame shift, (ii) Inter-Frame shift, (iii) Frame
‘on hold’, (iv) Simultaneous Frames.
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Leaving the exploration o f these models o f interactive frames until Chapter 6,
and on the basis, then, o f this brief analysis o f one data set, a working model or
guiding premise is proposed to conceptualise the interactive frames at play during a
dental visit. Figure 5.6 shows the three sub-frames, and shows how they each have
the potential to overlap, to co-exist, and to appear throughout a dental visit. The
sample data has shown some evidence for the individual frames, the next chapter will
test whether the data support this model for these frames, and how they might
interact.

Dental Visit
Fram e
C onsultation Frame,
SocioRelational
Fram e

O perational Frame

F ig u re 5.6 Interactive Frames in the Dental Visit Frame

Following this initial analysis, a (working) ‘Guiding Premise 1’ (to be tested in
Chapter 6) has been generated with regard to the interactive frames in operation.

G uiding P rem ise 1: Structural m odels o f the p h ases/activities during a dental consultation do
not reflect the d y nam ic/fluid nature o f institutional discourse. This dynam ic discourse affects
the phase structure, upsetting its “ standard sh ap e” (D rew & H eritage, 1992: 43), and
dem an d in g a re-thinking o f the structure o f dental interactions.
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5.3 Analysis II: Participation fram ework
A frame analysis as described above offers a perspective on the dynamic nature
of discourse activities in an interaction. A second way o f looking at the sample data is
to analyse the ‘participation framework’: who is ‘receiving’ an utterance, and how?
Goffman’s (1981a) notion o f ‘participation framework’ (as initially discussed in
Chapter 2) details the discourse roles adopted by interactants “when a word is
spoken” (1981a: 3). The participation framework is a dynamic and emergent
structure, subject to change and modification depending on who is speaking (and
consequently dependent on the “production format” (1981a: 226)) and who is
listening in a given moment. O f particular interest in this context is the fact that the
dental surgery setting typically involves three interactants: the dentist, the nurse and
the patient (see Figure 5.7 below).

Dentist

Patient

Nurse

Figure 5.7 Dentist as the “central participant” in verbal activity (Based on a diagram
in Candlin et a l, 1980:59)

Traditional conceptions o f a medical interview (and the dental variant, see
Candlin et a l, 1980) suggest a relatively rigid participation framework in these
settings, with the dentist as the principal speaker (or “central participanf’ as Candlin
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et al. (1980: 59) put it), the patient and nurse speaking only when spoken to, and
infrequently speaking to each other. The model proposed to “describe the verbal
activity” by Candlin et al. {ibid.) was represented by a diagram on which Figure 5.7
(above) is based.
In this sample transcript, it appears that the same conditions prevail. Indeed, the
nurse takes only three of the approximately three hundred speaking turns (or one per
cent). Goffiman, however, in describing the varied forms of listener in a participation
framework, describes the “ratified participant” (1981a: 132) who is not the addressee:
a ratified unaddressed recipienf’ (1981a: 133). Simmel (1964) proposed that, in a
triad, it is common for a dyad (two of the participants) to be in active communication
at a given time. Excerpt S6 involves just one speaker, the dentist.

Excerpt S6 “Now just in between”
247. (208)
248. D eclan (D): W e're going to g o to the top teeth there now
249. (116)
250. D eclan (D): N ow just in b etw een your teeth there
251. (45)
252. D eclan (D): G oing to give the teeth a polish for you there now
253. (88)

In Line 248, when the dentist explains that “w e’re going to go to the top teeth
there now”, the commentary is primarily intended for the patient’s benefit. However,
it also serves as advice to the nurse to prepare for a change o f position. In Line 252,
the dentist again addresses the patient (“for you”), but in doing so he is also ensuring
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that the nurse is aware and ready to assist in the new task o f giving “the teeth a
polish” .
Thus, in a triadic interaction, even where the large majority o f the interaction
appears to be dyadic, the presence o f the third person may well be reflected in many
o f the sequences. In some cases, the utterance may be indirectly addressed to the third
person, in other cases the nature o f and reception o f the utterance may be influenced
by that third person. In the example here, a comment from the dentist (Line 206;
“Now e m ... what I ’ll do now when the nurse comes back”) alerts the reader to the
fact that the nurse temporarily leaves the room, but otherwise, despite her silence, she
might be considered to be an active participant. In contrast, all three participants
speak in the next excerpt (Excerpt S7) below, although the nurse’s contribution is
minimal.

Excerpt S7 “Into Declan there okay”
1.

Niam h (N ): Into D eclan there ok ayf

2.

Pascal (P): Fine (?)

3.

D eclan (D ): N ow hello Pascal how are [you f

4.

Pascal (P):

5.

Pascal (P): yea h f

6.

D eclan (D ):

7.

D eclan (D ): com ing in there look now D eclan ’s m y name Pascal

8.

D eclan (D ); [ok ayf

9.

Pascal (P):

[N ot bad [close the door

[G ood the nurse is

[Pascal yeah

Goffman coined the term “pivot” (1981a: 135), describing how a taxi passenger
in the fi'ont seat might engage with fellow-passengers in the back seat, or involve the
driver in conversation, acting as a link between the two. Kang (1998), describing a
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similar process, defines a “triadic exchange” (1998: 383) as an utterance from a
speaker via a mediator to an ultimate target.
Excerpt S7, above, comes from the opening o f the interaction. As the patient
and nurse walk in the door o f the surgery, the nurse announces their presence (Line 1:
“Into Declan there okay”). From the patient’s perspective the directions are
redundant, as he is already entering the room. The name o f the dentist may o f course
be new information to him (“Declan”). The utterance m ight also be seen though as a
“triadic exchange” , with the nurse {speaker) using the patient as a mediator for the
dentist who is the intended target. In this instance, regardless o f the primary intention
o f the nurse, the nurse’s utterance works as a prompt to the dentist, alerting him to the
fact that the patient is entering the room, and initiating the opening phase o f
interaction (in this case relational talk: “Now hello Pascal how are you”).
The next example (Excerpt S8, below) can be seen as an example o f indirect
communication.

Excerpt S8 “M m-hmm”
58. D eclan (D ): W e’ll just have a look in your mouth there now
59. Pascal (P): Yeah
60. (33)
61. D eclan (D ): Upper right all present
62. N iam h (N ): M m-hmm
63. (12)
64. D eclan (D ): Upper left (?)
65. (10)
66. D eclan (D ): Lower left eight is partially erupted
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Here, the dentist provides a commentary (Line 58), and the patient aligns
him self to the Operational Frame (Lines: 59). After a pause o f 33 seconds, the dentist
then shifts his footing to report to the nurse, and the nurse aligns herself to this new
footing (“Line 62: “M m-hmm”), maintaining the Operational Frame. This sequence
shows how the participation framework is emergent and negotiated: the nurse, by
acknowledging that Line 61 (“U pper right all present”) is directed to her, effectively
claims the “reception role” (Levinson, 1988: 169) o f “addressed recipient”
(Goffman, 1981a: 133).
In this context, it is necessary for the nurse to assert her claim because there has
been a shift in the dentist’s footing: the previous comment was directed to the patient
(Line 58: “W e’ll just have a look”). There is a direct purpose both for the dentist’s
utterance (reporting his clinical findings) and the nurse’s response. The nurse here is
not merely the mediator o f a message. However, it might also be construed that she is
fulfilling the role o f pivot, in the same way that Goffman suggested for the taxi
passenger - her participation facilitates the dentist as he performs the role o f dentist
(see discussion o f identity in Chapter 2) for the patient’s benefit. In this instance, it
might be argued that the patient is the target o f the message again, and that the
message is ‘1 am a dentist, and I am carefully checking your teeth’.
Line 256 in Excerpt S9, below represents the third and final utterance by the
nurse in this sample interaction. Towards the end o f the dental visit, after the patient
has had his teeth cleaned, he sits up in the chair and is encouraged to rinse his mouth
out.
In Line 254, the dentist tells the patient “you can rinse your mouth there” . In
Line 256, the nurse echoes the instruction and the dentist’s words (“A rinse there now
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okay”), and then in Line 257 the dentist elaborates on the instmction (“Spit into the
bowl”).

Excerpt S9 “A rinse there now okay”
2 5 2 .Declan (D): G oing to give the teeth a polish for you there now
2 5 3 .(8 8 )
2 5 4 .D eclan (D): N ow I’ll sit you up there Pascal and you can rinse your
2 5 5 .D eclan (D): mouth there there’s m outhwash in the cup there
256.N iam h (N): A rinse there now okay
2 5 7 .Declan (D): Spit into the bow l
2 5 8 .(5 1 )

Simmel (1964) describes the tendency in triads to have a dyad operating within
the triad. In the example above, the dentist and nurse are acting and speaking as a
team. The utterance by the nurse is an instruction made directly to the patient but it is
sandwiched between two utterances by the dentist, and strongly echoes the message
by the dentist (“Rinse there”). In terms o f the participation framework, the patient is
clearly the addressed recipient. What roles do the nurse and dentist perform?
Levinson (1988:169) points out that the term “participation framework” applies only
to the reception roles (e.g. the patient in the example above). Goffman (1981a; 226)
also described how the “production format” (or ‘speaker’) might be divided into
“animator...author... (and) principal” {ibid.). In the example above, both dentist and
nurse speak and are therefore animators (the physical producers of the utterances).
The dentist, initiating the sequence, is presumably the author o f his lines. The nurse,
closely mirroring what the dentist has just said, may not be the author o f her
utterance. The dentist might well be described as the principal o f his words, given
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that they most likely represent his professional advice. As for the nurse, the same m.ay
or may not be true. Even just ascribing the animator role to the nurse, it is clear that in
this instance, the two are operating as a powerful unit, a dyad speaking not directly to
each other, but with each other as a unit with a single message.
This brief example o f analysis of the participation framework is not intended to
be exhaustive, but merely indicative of the process of analysis. A more
comprehensive analysis, involving the twenty-two Treatment Groups is undertaken in
Chapter 7. Chapter 7 addresses the working ‘Guiding Premise 2’ that has evolved
from the discussion above.

G uiding P rem ise 2: An analysis o f th e participation fram ew ork in triadic interactions can
uncover the com plexity o f the interaction, and dem onstrate m ore pathw ays o f interactional
involvem ent than are directly apparent.

5.4 Analysis III: Involvem ent and Politeness Strategies

Analysis I looked at the interactive frames in operation in this sample
interaction, and considered the structure of the discourse. Analysis II involved the
participation frameworks and the respective roles o f the participants in the discourse.
Analysis III, in this section considers what is said.
Tannen describes as ‘involvement strategies’ (Tannen, 2007: 32) features of
everyday conversation that create “emotional involvement” {ibid.) by “means of their
sound and sense patterns” (2007: 31) (see Section 2.5, Chapter 2, for an elaboration
on strategies that work on sound and those that work on sense).
While it is unlikely that examples of each o f these strategies can be found in a
single sample, the following analysis is intended to be illustrative of the process, prior
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to the larger data set being analysed in a similar way. Politeness strategies have been
mentioned above (Section 5.2.3) and are included in this analysis on the hypothesised
basis that they might appear simultaneously with involvement strategies. The
remainder o f this section is in three parts; discussions, based on excerpts, o f (i)
involvement strategies in isolation, (ii) involvement and politeness strategies in
tandem, and (iii) politeness strategies in isolation.

5.4.1 Involvem ent Strategies
Excerpt S9 has previously been discussed above, but is repeated below for
convenience.

Excerpt S9 “A rinse there now okay”
2 5 2 .D eclan (D ): G oing to g iv e the teeth a polish for you there now
2 5 3 .(8 8 )
25 4 .D ecia n (D): N ow I’ll sit you up there Pascal and you can rinse your
2 5 5 .D eclan (D): mouth there there’s m outhwash in the cup there
256.N iam h (N): A rinse there now okay
2 5 7 .D eclan (D): Spit into the bow l
2 5 8 .(5 1 )

Lines 254-6 provide a good example o f repetition (Line 254-5 Dentist: “ ...sit
you up there. .. you can rinse your mouth there there’s mouthwash in the cup there”;
Line 256, Nurse: “A rinse there now okay”). In this example, there is ‘sense-m aking’
repetition between speakers (“rinse there”), which enhances the impact o f the
message. There is also inter-tum and intra-tum ‘sound’ repetition o f the word “there”,
which appears five times in four lines. Although the phrase “there’s m outhwash”
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(where ‘there’s’ means ‘there is’) has a different function to the other instances o f the
word “there” in this example, it contributes nonetheless to the sound pattern o f the
discourse. The turn by the nurse (“a rinse there”) is also interesting. On one level it
simply repeats and thereby reinforces the words and meaning o f the preceding line;
on another level, the indirectness o f this phrase (does the nurse mean ‘rinse out your
mouth now ’, or ‘there is a mouthwash for you to rinse w ith’?) draws the patient in to
what Tannen describes as “mutual participation in sensemaking” (2007:37).
These lines occur at a footing shift within an Operational Frame. The nurse’s
close echoing o f the dentist’s words constitute an involvement strategy that both
projects their unity as a team, and assists the patient in moving on to his next task by
repetition o f the sounds and sense o f the dentist’s words.
The patient mentions early in the visit that he spent a number o f years living in
Norway (see Excerpt SIO below: Line 24: “Living in Norway so”).

E x cerp t SIO “Living in Norway”
24. Pascal (P): Living in N orway so
25. D eclan (D); Okay right right

Both dentist and patient return to the theme o f Norway and the Norwegian
language throughout the visit. These references are brief, and do not constitute
narratives in the Labovian sense (Labov and W aletzky, 1967- see Chapter 2 on
Narrative), but when seen together as a whole they suggest a proto-narrative, or as
Tannen puts it, “conversational storytelling... a narrative mode o f thinking” (2007:
41). This is an account in which the dentist, as interactant, has collaborated. In this
instance, the dentist is the one who participated “in sensemaking” (2007: 37).
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Excerpt S 11 proceeds directly after a sequence where dentist and patient
interact in an Operational Frame as they discuss taking x-rays.

Excerpt S l l “You must speak Norwegian”
144. Pascal (P): M m -hm m
145.(10)
146.D eclan (D ): I presum e you you must speak N orw egian and everything!
147. Pascal (P): 1 do
148.D eclan (D ): A handy skill to have anyw ay (laughing)
149.Pascal (P): W ell yeah it’ll be handy for the L eaving Cert anyw ay
150.D eclan (D ): Can you do N orw egian for the L eaving C ertf
151. Pascal (P): Yeah you can
152.D eclan (D ): Oh rea lly !

Line 146 o f this sequence serves as an invitation to the patient to elaborate on
his personal story (“you must speak Norwegian and everything”). Along with the
mutual sensemaking (similar to the previous example) and thematic repetition evident
in this line, the phrase “and everything” might be seen as an indirect suggestion for
elaboration. The patient takes up the offer after a further prompt, repeating or at least
reworking the dentist’s phrase (Line 149: “yeah it’ll be handy”). This sequence shows
the patient responding to the involvement strategy, and then adding more detail. By
introducing new information to the dentist (Line 149: “handy for the Leaving Cert
anyway”), the patient continues to construct his narrative.

5.4.2 Politeness and Involvem ent Strategies
Excerpt S 12 below is a further example o f an involvement strategy that appears
around a footing shift, but here there is evidence o f politeness strategies in operation
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too. In this instance, the dentist has ju st completed a description of the forthcoming
tooth-cleaning procedure, and at the start o f this sequence he is about to commence
cleaning the patient’s teeth.

Excerpt S12 “Good man”
2 4 0 .D eclan (D ): put your hand u p ... y o u ’ll be fine
2 4 1 .(6 )
2 4 2 .D eclan (D ): Just open big and w ide for m e there now good man I’m
2 4 3 .D eclan (D ): going to start cleaning the inside o f the teeth
2 4 4 .(1 1 6 )
2 4 5 .Declan (D ): Y o u ’re m anaging okay Pascal you a re|
2 4 6 .Pascal (P): Yeah

An Operational Frame pertains, but a shift occurs as the dentist (Line 242)
establishes a footing around the provision o f treatment. As the patient submits to a
tooth-cleaning procedure, the dentist engages in facework in an attempt to minimise
the imposition on the patient, and the threat to the patient’s relative social standing. In
Line 242 there is a negative politeness strategy evident in the request to “just open” .
The idea o f opening “big and wide”, with its implication o f health and prowess might
be considered a positive politeness strategy, enhancing the patient’s status at least in
the interaction. The appellation “good man” certainly can be seen in that way. In Line
245 the dentist addresses the patient’s perceived face-needs with the verb choice
(“you’re managing okay”). In what is essentially a passive role for the patient, the
dentist is suggesting that the patient is actively managing the situation. As the patient
validates this version o f events (Line 246: “Yeah”), it might be argued that this w ord
play has resulted in greater involvement o f the patient. The other features mentioned
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above might also be explained in terms o f involvement strategies. There is a
rhetorical playfulness involved in figures o f speech such as “big and wide” (Line
242), a simple directive in “a stylish frame” (Levin (1982: 114) cited in Tannen,
2007: 36). In Line 243, the dentist announces he is to clean “the inside o f the teeth”.
This is not meant literally, but metaphorically (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003). He
intends to clean those parts o f the external surface o f the teeth that face the interior of
the mouth. The omission o f this complete description, and the patient’s tacit
understanding is evidence again o f mutual sensemaking. As stated previously in this
chapter, it is also evidence o f a shared knowledge schema about dental treatment.

5.4.3 Politeness Strategies

Excerpt SI 3 below is another example o f politeness strategies at work. The
dentist has been describing the process o f gum disease in general terms, and while a
Consultation Frame continues in operation, the dentist shifts his footing following the
pause at the end o f Line 279.

Excerpt S13 “There’s hardly anybody that brushes their teeth perfectly”
279. D eclan (D ): So i f it does build up it w ould want to be cleaned o f f ...
2 8 0 .D eclan (D ): y o u ’re brushing your teeth fairly w ell you know but em
2 8 1 .D eclan (D): there’s hardly anybody that brushes their teeth perfectly
282. D eclan (D ): you know everybody could do with a bit o f help but eh
2 8 3 .D eclan (D): y o u ’re pretty good you know
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In Line 280 he establishes a new footing within the same frame around giving
personalised advice to the patient. Here also is a syntactic shift to the second person
(“you’re brushing”) from the impersonal third person in the previous line (“It would
want”), which is evidence o f a footing shift. Accompanying this shift, the dentist
engages in face-work, singling out the patient as “pretty good” (Line 283), because he
is “brushing (his) teeth fairly well” (Line 280). Attending to the patient’s face-needs,
the dentist is employing a positive politeness strategy, enhancing the patient’s face.
Arundale (2006) has described /ace as something that is interactionally
achieved, and relationally detennined. The examples above show the emergent nature
of face, negotiated in interaction. The other aspect o f face is the negotiation o f the
person’s standing in the hierarchy o f the interaction, and the hierarchy o f the
community in a wider sense. Excerpt S14 shows the dentist involving the patient in
an alliance, another positive politeness strategy.

Excerpt S14 “The girl at the desk”
3 1 4 .D eclan (D ): N ow that’s fine so Pascal you can just g iv e that to the
3 1 5 .D eclan (D ); girl at the desk on your w ay out
3 1 6 .Pascal (P): Okay

By referring to the patient by his first name (“Pascal” , Line 314), and then
subsequently referring to the receptionist as “the girl on the desk” (Line 315), the
dentist is emphasising his good rapport and relationship with the patient, by the
exclusion o f his colleague. The same process happens within the surgery in Line 206
o f Excerpt SI 5 (“the nurse”).
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Excerpt SI5 “The nurse”
206.Declan (D): Now em ... what I’ll do now when the nurse comes back

207. Declan (D); in I’ll w e’ll just clean the teeth you know

Through the use o f politeness and involvem ent strategies at the level o f footing
shifts, the dentist and the nurse and the patient have worked together to create a
relationship where the patient is proactive, interesting and engaged with the dentist
and nurse. This forms the basis for Guiding Premise 3, below. A more consistent and
repeatable analysis will follow in Chapter 8, covering a much broader data set.

G uiding Prem ise 3: P oliten ess and Involvem ent Strategies, operating respectively by m eans
o f facew ork, and sense and sound patterns, are often interlinked and are as dem onstrable in
institutional discourse as in everyday interaction.

5.5 C onclusion
In summary, the speech event referred to here as the dental visit is analysed in
three discrete approaches. A frame analysis was applied to determine what discourse
activities occurred, when they occurred, how one shifted to another, and how they
related to each other. A participation framework analysis looked at the involvement
o f the triad o f dental nurse, patient and dentist, asking what roles did the interactants
adopt during the different discourse activities, and how do they influence
proceedings? The third analytic approach sought to identify politeness and
involvement strategies in the discourse, and to establish how they might be inter
related. The purpose o f this chapter has been to test out and demonstrate these
analytic methodologies, prior to their more rigorous and extensive application to the
research data in the chapters to follow. The question ultimately about these analyses

is whether they work together in a comprehensive and complementar}' way to address
the overall Guiding Premise o f this research.

Overall Guiding Premise: A consideration o f footing shifts in dental institutional
interactions, through analyses o f interactive frames, the participation fram eworks, politeness
and involvement strategies used in combination, can lead to a better understanding o f
interactional engagement.

6
Findings: Frame Analysis

6.1 Introduction

Where Chapter 2 discussed the development offram e analysis, including the
contributions o f Goffman (1974) and Tannen (1993), Chapter 5 applied a frame
analysis, among other approaches, to some pilot data. The understanding of ‘frame’ in
this context was that of a description of the current discourse activity, a frame tacitly
interpreted as such by participants in an interaction (e.g. ‘this is an argument’, ‘this is
a joke’, ‘this is a formal lecture’), enabling the participants to understand “what is it
that’s going on here?” (Goffman, 1974: 25). A frame arises in interaction, based on
the interactants interpretation of the discourse, and influenced by the ‘schema’ or pre
existing “knowledge structures” (Tannen and Wallat, 1993: 59) the individual has for
a given event or scenario.
The pilot data in Chapter 5 comprised a transcript of a recorded interaction in a
dental surgery, and the purpose of the frame analysis there was to (i) demonstrate one
of three analytic methodologies, and (ii) to test whether it was possible to identify
distinct frames in dental interaction data. This chapter - in applying the same
approach to the primary research data comprising twenty-nine recorded interactions tests the same guiding premise generated in Chapter 5:
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G uiding Prem ise 1: S tructural m odels o f the phases/activities during a dental
co nsultation m ay not best reflect the dynam ic/fluid nature o f institutional
discourse. T his dynam ic d isco u rse affects the phase structure, upsetting its
“ standard sh ape” (D rew & H eritage, 1992: 43), and dem anding a re-thinking o f
the structure o f dental interactions.

From the analysis o f the pilot data, it is again suggested that the dental visit as a
whole constitutes what Tannen and W allat refer to as an “outer frame” (Tannen and
Wallat, 1993:65), an overarching structure o f the discourse that occurs during a
consultation (just like that proposed by Tannen and Wallat (1993) in their analysis o f
a paediatric medical consultation). This outer frame is referred to as the Dental Visit
Frame.

Just as was proposed in the sample analysis, and following on again from
Tannen and W allat’s study (1993), the analysis below starts from the premise that
there are three sub-frames which can be named and are demonstrable within this outer
frame: (i) a Socio-Relational Frame (where dentist, nurse and patient interact to
initiate, foster, and maintain rapport), (ii) an Operational Frame (where the
interactants exchange instructions, information and guidance to maintain the
procedural flow o f the interaction) and (iii) a Consultation Frame (where the dental
team and patient interact in a num ber o f dental health-related activities such as
interview, examination, assessment, diagnosis, planning and treatment).

Figure 5.6 overleaf is repeated from the conclusion o f the Frame Analysis
section o f Chapter 5 (p. 153). The figure illustrates the proposed frame structure o f the
dental interaction, the three sub-frames not just existing within the overarching frame,
but also interacting with each other, overlapping and at times operating
simultaneously.
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Dental Visit
Frame
Consultation Frame
SocioRelational
Frame

Operational Frame

Figure 5.6 Interactive Frames in the Dental Visit Frame (Repeated)

This chapter is structured with the following outline:

(i)

6.2 The Dental Visit Frame- a description and evidence for the influence o f a
dental ‘schem a’;

(ii)

6.3 The Socio-Relational Frame- the discourse activities and
contextualisation cues for this frame;

(iii)

6.4 The Operational Frame- the discourse activities and contextualisation
cues for this frame;

(iv)

6.5 The Consultation Frame- the discourse activities and contextualisation
cues for this frame;

(v)

6.6 Interactive Frames- demonstrating evidence for how the frames shift
from one to the other and co-exist;

(vi)

6.7 ‘Interactive’ Phases- demonstrating evidence that the notion o f
interactive frames can be extended to ‘phases’ (Byrne and Long, 1976) o f
activity in the consultation.
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Throughout this chapter, descriptions o f frames and related phenomena will be
illustrated with reference to excerpts from the transcribed research data. The
transcripts total twenty-nine in number, and as explained in detail in Chapter 4, each
participant has been assigned a coded pseudonym, such that all the dentists have
names starting with ‘D ’ (e.g. ‘D erek’, Case 21), all the nurses a name starting with
‘N ’ (e.g. ‘N uala’, Case 1), and for the patients the letter ‘P ’ (e.g. ‘Penny’, Case 7).
The transcriptions conventions used are found in Appendix 1. In seven o f the original
twenty-two cases the patient returned for a follow-up visit (and recording). In these
cases, where there are two linked events, the first visit is sub-labelled ‘A ’, and the
second visit is sub-labelled ‘B ’ (e.g. Case lA , Case IB). Multiple examples o f
discourse activities within each frame are drawn from across the data. Each excerpt
helps to build up a picture o f the contextualisation cues, and the cumulative picture of
contextualisation cues results in a description o f each frame.

6.2 Dental Visit Frame and schema
Chapter 5 posed the question, what sort o f discourse activities might a person expect
in a dental consultation? Table 6.1 overleaf lists the discourse activities that might
reasonably be anticipated to occur during a dental consultation, starting from the
opening greeting, proceeding through the task-related activities (such as the
explanation o f treatments), and concluding in a farewell greeting. This table is
presented to demonstrate how the findings that follow are structured.
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Table 6.1 Anticipated Discourse Activities in the Dental Visit Frame

D ental Visit Sub-

D iscourse A ctivities

Frames
Socio-Relational Frame

Greetings and small talk,

(SRF)

Opening sequences, Closing sequences.
Narratives, Teasing/Joking sequences,
Informal, relational discourse occurring between or
during phases o f consultation.

Operational Frame (OF)

Directives, Reporting sequences. Procedural sequences,
Financial discussion sequences, Closing/Scheduling
sequences.

Consultation Frame (CF)

Opening sequences. Medical History sequences and
Illness Narratives, Information-gathering and Diagnosis
sequences, Explanation, Planning, and Health
promotion sequences. Closing sequences

One discourse activity that might be anticipated in the research data is researchrelated discourse (e.g. “W e’re going to stop/start the recorders now”), but this activity
is not listed above, as it is unique to the circumstances o f these interactions. In Table
6.1 above, the anticipated discourse activities are listed alongside the three main subframes mentioned already (Socio-Relational, Operational, Consultation), where they
are thought to be more likely to emerge.

In Chapter 5 there was also a discussion o f how a given frame is constituted by
these hypothesised discourse activities, and is interpreted by the interactants as such
through a combination o f contextualisation cues and their expectations for the
encounter. The expectations a participant might have for a particular encounter, in
terms o f what might be said or how one might respond in interaction, are derived
from the participant’s previous experience and knowledge o f similar encounters. This
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accumulated knowledge constitutes a ‘schem a’, or as Tannen and W allat (1993) put
it, a “knowledge structure” (1993:59). A participant might have a schema for the
anticipated discourse in a dental visit, and separate other schemas (e.g. discourse
about the weather, visiting a restaurant, or about the Christmas holidays).

To better understand the discourse o f the dental visit then, it is usefiil to
consider the impact o f the schemas brought to the interaction by the participants. By
invoking their schemas for the dental visit, the participants are m aking explicit their
understanding that a ‘Dental Visit Fram e’ is in operation. In looking for evidence that
this schema is being invoked, the researcher might better understand the discourse o f
the dental visit. Tannen suggests a number o f features o f discourse that might provide
“evidence for expectations” (1993c: 41), or the influence o f a schema on discourse.
These features are:

(i)

Repetitions:

(ii)

Evaluations and interpretations:

(iii)

Omissions:

(iv)

False starts, backtracks and fillers:

(v)

Inferences and generalisations:.

Table 6.2 overleaf summarises and provides examples o f the “evidence for
expectations” (Tarmen, 1993c: 41) as they influence the discourse o f the ‘Dental
V isit’ frame.

Table 6.2 Summary o f evidence for Dental Visit schema with examples (further examples in Appendix 18).
F e a tu r e

P u rp o s e /E ffe c t

E x a m p le (fro m th e tr a n s c rib e d d a ta )

See also :

R epetition

E m p h asis o f d ental topic and

E x c e rp t 6.1 C ase 18A “ Even w hen you are b itin g ”

C ase 21, L ines 3,

ack n o w led g e m e n t o f im portance o f

27.

Patrick (P): But em right now I have also 1 have even pain w hen 1

15-16;

d e n tist’s a d v ice / p a tie n t’s account

28.

Patrick (P): bite em [on that side

C ase 11, Lines

29.

D om inic (D ):

15, 104-5, 107.

30.

D om inic (D ): w ith it o- yeah

[Even w hen you are biting you are getting [pain

E valuation and

C o n stru c ts event as con su ltatio n

Interpretation

w h ere a ssessm en t is p ro v id ed and

38.

P hilom ena (P):

sy m p to m s interpreted

39.

P hilom ena (P); ju s t m e im agina-1 find I'm g rinding m y teeth and I

C ase 12, L ines

40.

P hilom ena (P): don't know the cause I've so m any m issing on this

66-70.

41.

P hilom ena (P): s id e j [is that norm al or is that (?)

O m issio n s

F o reg ro u n d s assu m ed kno w led g e

E x c e rp t 6.2 C ase 8 “ Is that n o rm al?”
[Y eah it w a s... 1 don't know w h eth er it’s

E x c e rp t 6.3 C ase 9A “ C hipped so m eth in g ”
65. Phoebe (P): 1 think 1 m ay have chipped som ething dow n here
E x c e rp t 6.4 C ase 22A “ I ’ve been bo ld ”

C ase 10, L ines
34-38;

C ase 18B, Line
19; C ase 7, 44-6

False starts,

P rio ritises an accu rate acco u n t-

backtraciis and fillers

se lf-co rrectio n o f hesitatio n to

15. P rudence (P): (C o ughing) I've been bold em 1 had

64-7; C ase 4A ,

e n su re accu racy

16. P rudence (P): I think it w as M arch or A pril last y ear

L ines 236-7

C ase lA , L ines

17. Prudence (P): I had a filling f
Inferences and

F o reg ro u n d s assu m ed kno w led g e,

generalisatio n s

‘w h at is left u n sa id ’.

E x c e rp t 6.5 C ase 4A

C ase 3A , L ines

26. Peggy (P): Em I notice kind o f a brow n spot in a tooth and tooth h eref

80-3; C ase 17,

27. D ym pna (D ): O kay [okay okav okav that's fine
28. Peggy (P):

[So I'm ju s t afraid that (1 m ight em )

29. (4)
30. D ym pna (D ): Now I'll ask you to com e over and have a seat there

L ines 88-92.

An awareness of the influence of schema on the estabHshment of the Dental
Visit Frame is the first, preliminary step in the frame analysis. Table 6.1 described the
Dental Visit Frame as constituted by three sub-frames (the Socio-Relational Frame,
the Operational Frame and the Consultation Frame). In turn, these sub-frames are
constituted in part by a number o f anticipated discourse activities, such as greetings.
Frames arise in interaction, and are recognised as such by the participants in a
discourse by both the features of that discourse and hy the schemas that the
participants bring to the situation. By exploring the schemas for a dental visit, which
may differ for the dentist and the patient (and the nurse), and which may become
apparent through features such as evaluations and repetition, it is possible to get a
sense o f how the participants define this Dental Visit Frame. Where this section has
demonstrated some of the discourse activities in a broad sense, the following sections
focus in more detail on the specifics of each sub-frame. In the sections that follow,
the term ‘sequence’ is used interchangeably with ‘sub-frame’. Sequences here are
discourse activities that can be said to demarcate contextualisation cues that in turn
identify frames in operation.

6.3 Socio-Relational Frame (SRF)

The following section outlines the first of the three sub-frames of the Dental
Visit frame: the Socio-Relational Frame (SRF). As previously discussed in Chapter 5,
the SRF is a frame that foregrounds socio-relational concerns between the interactants
as they initiate, develop, maintain and (where necessary) repair their rapport and
socio-relationship in the talk. Examples are drawn (and subsequently discussed) from
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across the data, and these examples are organised according to the anticipated
discourse activities as listed in Table 6.1 above: (i) Opening sequences, (ii) Closing
sequences, (iii) Narratives, (iv) Teasing/Joking sequences, (v) SRPs occurring
between phases o f consultation, (vi) SRFs occurring during phases o f consultation.
As these examples o f a SRF are presented, the discussion generates a list o f
contextualisation cues that may be used to identify the frame.

6.3.1 Socio-Relational Frame (SRF) Openings
Excerpt 6.6 below is an example from the opening sequence o f an interaction.
In the first five lines, there is evidence o f what Malinowski termed “phatic
com m union.. .a type o f speech in which ties o f union are created by a mere exchange
o f words” (M alinowski, 2000:303).

Excerpt 6.6 Case 6 “Great s tu ff’

1.

Dermot (D): (Is) this Pippat

2.

Pippa (P): Yeah

3.

Dermot (D): Great stu ff com e on in Pippa you're very w elco m e hi

4.

Derm ot (D): Mary [To passing colleague] h ello Pippa how are y o u f

5.

Pippa (P): Hi

6.

Dermot (D): Very good look at I'll let you pop your gear over there

In Lines 1-4 Dermot, the dentist, confirms Pippa’s identity, welcom es her into
the surgery and greets a passing colleague (Lines 3-4: “Hi M ary”). In Lines 4-5 there
is a phatic interchange, a formulaic greeting (Dermot: “How are y o u j”; Pippa: “H i”)
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and response that forms an adjacency pair’^. Coupland el al. (1992) describe the
underlying goals of “phatic talk... as establishing relationships and achieving
transition” (italics in original, 1992: 212). These goals are “defining characteristics of
ritual activities” (ibid), and hint at the ritual character, the “ceremonial order”
(Strong, 1979) of the dental visit.
The constituent turns in phatic interaction are typically treated idiomatically by
the participants, so that, despite the healthcare setting in this instance, a sick or unwell
patient will commonly reply to an initial “How are you?” with “I’m fine”, or in this
case, “Hi” (Line 5). Coupland et al. (1992) describe the ‘How are you?’ (HAY?)
sequence as involving “complex inferencing by the hearer about the relational and
other goals of the speaker” (1992:218), and that in healthcare there is a “latent
predisposition to give and receive ‘HAY?’ in predominantly nonphatic terms- that is,
as a medically associated, diagnostic elicitation” (italics in original, 1992:219) [See
also Section 6.5.1- Consultation Frame]. So in Excerpt 6.6, Pippa cow/i/have
interpreted the question as an enquiry about her dental health, but instead aligned to it
as a phatic interaction.
Pippa was a returning patient, Pamela in Excerpt 6.7 below, however, is a new
patient.

Excerpt 6.7 Case lA “How are y o u f”
1.

Deirdre (D ): [H ello again (laughing)

2.

N uala (N):

3.

[N ow , this is Deirdre

Pam ela (P); The place looks [fab . . . how are you d o in g f

‘A djacency pairs’ are “consecutive, contingently related utterances produced by tw o different
sp eakers... where what has been said ... constrains (h ow ) w e interpret the response” (Thom as, 1995:138)
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4.

Deirdre (D ):

[I know it’s lovely isn ’t it good how

5.

Deirdre (D ): are you d o in g t

6.

Pamela (P): Oh sorry [catching you there Jesus

7.

Deirdre (D ):

8.

Deirdre (D ): ...record ing

[Oh y o u ’re o k a y ...y e a h yeah this is my

A slightly-modified ‘HAY?’ sequence appears in this excerpt (Line 3, Pamela:
“How are you d o in g t”, and a reply Lines 4-5), but in this instance it is the patient
who initiates it. This fact perhaps precludes it from being interpreted as a professional
enquiry. The two exceipts mentioned share some common features. In both cases, the
dentist addresses the patient by her first name. The speaking turns are short and the
speaking turns are (approximately) equally divided. Thereis aninfonnal style of
speech (e.g. Excerpt 6.6, Line 3: “Great stu ff’; Excerpt 6.7, Line 6: “catching you
there Jesus”), and informal lexis (Excerpt 6.7, Line 3: “fab”). It is interesting to note,
in Lines 6-8 of Excerpt 6.7 above, the intrusion of the researcher’s recording device
as a topic (Line 7-8: “yeah yeah this is my .. .recording”). While the topic of the
research itself appears at intervals throughout the data, it is not considered to be part
of the typical experience o f a dental interaction, and consequently is not discussed in
these pages.
Excerpt 6.8 displays another variation of a formulaic expression in an opening
sequence with a returning patient.

Excerpt 6.8 Case 11 “Not too bad”
5.

Prunella (P): H ow are you [k eep in g!

6.

D avid (D ):

7.

D avid (D ): now you rselfj

[N - not too bad Prunella thanks very much
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Here again, it is the patient who establishes the Socio-Relational Frame (SRF)
by initiating the enquiry (this time: “How are you k eep in g f”)- The dentist aligns to
this footing around an SRF by addressing the patient by her first name, supplying the
second part o f the adjacency pair (“not too bad”) and returning the enquiry with the
informal reformulation, “y o u rselft” . “N ot too bad” functions here as what Kallen
describes as a characteristically Irish politeness strategy (Brown and Levinson, 1987),
namely “conventional pessimism” (Kallen, 2005: 139). A final example o f an
opening greeting, in Excerpt 6.9, demonstrates a more patterned and ritualised
sequence.

Excerpt 6.9 Case 22A “Nice to meet you”
1.

Derek (D ): H ello Prudence

2.

Prudence (P): H ello how are you |

3.

Derek (D ): M y name is Derek nice to m eet you

4.

Prudence (P): Derek nice to m eet you

5.

Derek (D ): H ow are you |

6.

Prudence (P): I'm fine thank you

In her first visit as a new patient. Prudence initiates the ‘H A Y ?’ sequence to
establish the SRF. There is a pattern o f repetition and formulaic expressions,
particularly around Lines 2-5; with Line 5 mirroring Line 2 (“how are y o u j”), and
Line 4 mirroring Line 3 (“nice to meet you”), as Derek aligns him self to Prudence’s
footing. As the Socio-Relational Frame proceeds beyond the initial formulaic
greetings o f an opening sequence, what other features or cues might be demonstrable?
Excerpt 6.10 continues on fi-om ju st after the end o f Excerpt 6.7. In this sequence,
new patient Pamela talks about her mother, who is also one o f D eirdre’s patients.
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Excerpt 6.10 Case 1A “H ow ’s your m u m t”
22.

(4)

23.

Deirdre (D): H o w ’s your mum'I'

24.

Pam ela (P): She she w as asking for you and she is great

25.

Deirdre (D): (laughing) S h e’s aw ay is she at the m om en tt

26.

Pam ela (P): Heading tom orrow to Spain

27.

Deirdre (D): Okay oh lucky thing

28.

Pam ela (P): She em yeah m y m other-in-law arrived last night it’s

29.

Pam ela (P): great 1 got rid o f one mother [(and a) m other-in-law

30.

Pam ela (P): com es in

31.

N u a ia (N ):

[laughing]

32.

Deirdre (D):

[(laughing) Take a seat pet

33.

Pam ela (P): But yeah she cam e in last night so em the tw o o f them are

34.

Pam ela (P): at hom e yapping with m y little one [R achel so

35.

Deirdre (D):

36.

Deirdre (D): congrats

[Ah yeah how is sh e f

Perhaps the first noticeable feature in this excerpt is the absence o f dental health
and dentistry as a topic. Rather, newsworthy topics feature, regarding Pam ela’s
mother (and her trip to Spain, Line 26) and her infant daughter (Line 34). As these
topics m ight be considered safe for “small-talk” in clinical interactions (Walsh,
2007), it is perhaps to be expected they elicit emphatic evaluations (Line 27, Deirdre:
“Okay oh lucky thing”). This evaluation, and the laughter at Lines 25, 31, and 32
indicate more marked prosodic phenomena. There is a general informality in the style
o f the interactants, from simple, abbreviated lexical items (Line 36: “congrats”) to
syntactic choices (Line 34: “at home yapping with my little one”) to style features
such as irony and humour (Lines 28-29: “it’s great I got rid o f one mother”). It is

interesting to note that, in terms of the sequential structure of this excerpt, from Line
23 to Line 27 (“How’s your mumf /She’s away is shef /Oh lucky thing”), it initially
appears to conform with the Initiation- Response- Feedback/Follow-up question
(IRP) structure found both in the school classroom (Rojas-Drummond, 2003), and
according to Mishler, in the medical interview (Mishier, 1984). The structure changes
however in Lines 28-31 with an elaboration in a longer turn by Pamela. It appears
that the structure is in fact less than rigid. Deirdre’s questions might be interpreted as
a successful attempt to maintain the topic rather than closed questions designed to
elicit factual information. In maintaining the topic, dentist Deirdre aligns to Pamela’s
footing, and this serves, perhaps, to enhance their rapport.
A final observation on this excerpt might be made at this juncture about Line 32
(“Take a seat pet”). Although this is a directive (i.e. where the dentist is instructing
the patient to sit down), the laughter that precedes it and the informality of the
appellation “pet” (see also Chapter 8 re politeness strategies) that follows make this
phrase difficult to separate from the SRF around it. The simultaneous presence of
more than one frame in a phrase or momentary interaction like this will be discussed
in more detail in section 6.6.
Excerpt 6.11 below involves the first visit and interaction between Dympna and
Peggy. In this instance, the non-dental topics include the ‘time of year’ (Line 37), the
‘weather’ (Line 33) and ‘weddings’ (Line 41), topics that recur throughout the data
(see examples below^°). Here again are informal constructions (Line 37: “and all
that”), the marked prosodic phenomena (Line 34: “Horrible”), the laughter (Line 38),
and the emphatic evaluation of the safe topic (Line 33: “It’s miserable out”).
See Appendix 18 (Transcripts) for other examples (Weather: Case 6, Lines 52-61; Case 12,
Lines 28-35; Case 16, Lines 7-10; Time o f year: Case 19, Lines 10-12; Events: Case IB, Lines
144-188)
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Excerpt 6.11 Case 4A “M idsum m er’s day”
32.

(7)

33.

D ym pna (D): It's m iserable out isn't it |

34.

P eggy (P): Horrible

35.

D ym pna (D): Y eah it's really gone cold as [w ell

36.

P eggy (P):

37.

D ym pna (D ): M idsum m er's day and all that

38.

P eggy (P): Y eah (laughing)

39.

(5)

40.

D ym pna (D ): I just feel sorry for people w h o have events like w h o are

41.

D ym pna (D ): at you know w h o are at a w edding or som ething

42.

D ym pna (D ): [planned you know

43.

P eggy (P):

44.

(7)

[Yeah

[Y eah

It is notable that each o f Peggy’s speaking turns involve agreement with
(“Y eah”), or endorsement o f (Line 34) D ym pna’s utterances as the dentist elaborates
on her topic, and Peggy aligns herself to this footing. Looking back to Excerpt 6.10,
the laughter o f nurse and dentist (Excerpt 6.10: Lines 31-32) might be seen as a
vocalisation o f agreement or endorsement, o f mutual alignment. Across the data,
there is only one example o f disagreement in a Socio-Relational Frame (Case 6, Lines
52-61), and this is discussed in later chapters. This sequence o f interaction in Excerpt
6.11 occurs as the patient is being directed to sit in the dental chair and prepare for an
examination. The inter-tum pauses at Lines 32 and 44 help demarcate the frame,
separating it from the procedural instructions. The mid-frame pause o f 5 seconds at
Line 39 is reflective o f the physical movements occurring during this sequence.

The interaction in Excerpt 6.12 is useful in defining a SRF. In Lines 23-24,
Derek asks the patient “Is this your first time here tell me y e a h f ’ This is a potentially
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ambiguous discourse activity: is it a relational question, or is it part o f the
consultation?

Excerpt 6.12 Case 21 “How do you like the clinic
22.

Priscilla (P); (S o 1 put that there | )

23.

Derek (D): Y eah... is this your first tim e here tell

24.

Derek (D): m e yeah |

25.

Priscilla (P): It is this is m y first tim e [{to be here)

26.

D erek (D):

27.

Derek (D): do you like the clin ic |

28.

Priscilla (P): It's lovely it's very bright

29.

Derek (D): Very good

[H ow how

As Derek continues, asking now “How do you like the clinic

(Lines 26-7),

Priscilla appears to interpret the interaction retrospectively as a SRF. Her response in
Line 28 (“It’s lovely it’s very bright”), with it’s marked prosody and em phatic
evaluation, establishes a footing in a SRF, and appears to contrast with her initial,
more formal response in Line 6. Again,

there isagreement between the interactants

and an equal distribution o f turn taking. Text box 6.1below summarises

these

contextuahsation cues for SRF Openings.

Text box 6.1: Contextuaiisation cues for SRF Openings
Phatic communion; ‘H A Y ?’ sequences; use o f first names; informal lexis;
informal style and syntactic choices; laughter and joking; formulaic
expressions; equal distribution o f turns; topics initiated by either patient or
dentist; non-dental topics; vocal agreement between interactants.
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6.3.2 Socio-Relational Frame (SRF) Closing sequences
The closing stages o f the interactions in the data routinely feature a Sociorelational Frame (SRF), although the two other sub-frames- the Operational and the
Consultation frames (discussed below)- may also include closing sequences. Excerpt
6.13 below is an example o f a SRF closing sequence, and it displays some
recognisable features.

Excerpt 6.13 Case 4A “Thanks now”
509. D ym pna (D): A nd then em w e can schedule the fillin gs [ok ayt
510. P eggy (P):

[That's perfect

511. D ym pna (D ); A lright okay [thanks now
512. P eggy (P):

[(Thanks) bye

In Line 509, Dympna the dentist is giving final procedural instructions within
an Operational Frame (OF). The transition to socio-relational concerns via a SRF
begins in Line 510 (“That’s perfecf’) as Peggy expresses an emphatic and conclusive
evaluation, which could be seen as aligning to a SRF and simultaneously aligning to
the OF by accepting the plan. In Chapter 5, there was a brief discussion o f the
discourse marker “Okay” (Line 511), considered by Schiffrin to be “a pre-closing
device” (Schiffrin, 1987:102). Dympna then expresses the first half of an adjacency
pair (“Thanks now”) to close the interaction, and Peggy simultaneously completes the
pair with her equally formulaic expression (Line 512; “Thanks bye”). This closing
sequence, although brief and simple, has nonetheless a formulaic, ritual nature. The
repetitive, simultaneous “Thanks” uttered by both participants occurs because it is
ritualistic. The conventional closing SRF closing sequence appears to comprise
adjacency pairs (sometimes multiple pairs) of, for example, “thank you/ thank you”
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and “see you/ see you” with additional formulaic farewells (such as “have a nice
Christm as”)^'.

Excerpt 6.14 below has a more unconventional ending (Line 525, Dermot (D);
“Oh yeah”) but is included here as it demonstrates another common feature o f closing
sequences.

Excerpt 6.14 Case 5 “Trotting around Boston”
516. N oreen (N): H ave a seat then and I'll com e out to you in
517. N oreen (N): [two minutes
518. Parker (P);

[That's great

519. N oreen (N): Is that alright |
520. Parker (P): N ow ...I'll think o f you now when I'm trotting
521. Parker (P): around B oston (laughing)
522. Derm ot (D): Hmm t
523. Parker (P): I'll think o f you when I'm trotting around Boston
524. Parker (P): now
525. Derm ot (D): Oh yeah

Following the end-of-session evaluation by Parker,the patient (Line 518:
“That’s great”), she proceeds to re-introduce a non-dental topic that had arisen during
the opening sequence o f this interaction: her impending holiday in Boston. This topic
re-introduction is also marked by informal lexis and constructions (Line 520-1:
“trotting around Boston”), and laughter, all contextualisation cues for the SocioRelational Frame. By returning to this earlier topic, Parker is providing a
recapitulation o f the earlier narrative, and a ‘coda’ o f sorts to the interaction. This
coda is repeated by Parker, but does not seem to elicit a strong response from Dermot.
In Excerpt 6.15 below Dorothy, the dentist, re-introduces the topic o f the cold
Other exam ples include (see A ppendix 18 (Transcripts)): C ase 10, L ines 692-4; C ase 12, Lines 86-91;
Case 13, Lines 212-222; C ase 18B, Lines 463-7.
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weather as a coda to the interaction with patient Petra, using a foiTnulaic expression
(Line 471: “Y ou’ll want to wrap up warm ”).

Excerpt 6.15 Case 16 “Wrap up warm”
468. Dorothy (D):

[It w as lovely m eeting you...I'll just

469. Dorothy (D): grab your jacket for you
470. (3)
471. Dorothy (D): Y ou'll want to wrap up [warm
472. Dorothy (D): (laughing) yeah
473. Petra (P):

[(laughing)

474. Petra (P): (?)
475. D orothy (D): It's cold outside...there you go
476. Petra (P): Thanks a m illion...[cheers
477. D orothy (D):

[N o problem take care

The circular nature o f this sequence, recapitulating the topic from the opening
sequence, and reverting to formulaic expressions (Line 476, Petra: “Thanks a
m illion.. .cheers”), with laughter and agreement (Line 472, 473), might be construed
as an attempt by the interactants to consolidate the rapport achieved in the beginning,
before they part. Dorothy establishes a footing within a SRF around the topic o f the
cold w eather and Petra, the patient, aligns to it with her laughter.

In Excerpt 6.12 above, Derek and his patient Priscilla negotiated a SRF opening
sequence that included a discussion o f the clinic itself. In excerpt 6.16 below, as the
same interaction comes to a close, the SRF is established as the topic is re-introduced
(Line 607), is developed and becomes a subject for hum our (Line 615, Priscilla: “I
didn’t have my glasses on”).
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Excerpt 6.16 Case 21 “I didn’t have my glasses on”
606. (3)
607. Priscilla (P): 1 though this w as just a cosm etic for
608. Priscilla (P): cosm etic dentistry in here that's w hy
609. Priscilla (P): 1 never cam e in before
610. Derek (D): R eally f
611. Priscilla (P): Yeah
612. Derek (D);

w e are doing everything you you

613. Derek (D): can see everything it's on the door
614. Derek (D): it's written (there w e are)
615. Priscilla (P): Oh 1 didn't have m y [glasses on
616. Priscilla (P): w hen I passed it (laughing)

617. Derek

(D):

[(laughing)

Closing sequences, it seems, share many o f the features o f opening sequences in
Socio-Relational Frames. The additional contextualisation cues discussed here are
included in the text box below for closing sequences.

Text box 6.2: Contextualisation cues for SRF Closings

The ‘coda’ (re-introduction o f SRF topic from opening); formulaic
expressions o f gratitude and farewell; “Okay” as a discourse marker

6.3.3 Socio-Relational Frame (SRF) Narratives
Narratives, discussed in Chapter 2, are a feature o f Socio-Relational Frames
(SRFs) and the contextualisation cues for these sequences are discussed below. To
avoid repetition, only the briefest o f definitions o f ‘narrative’ offered by Labov is
presented here: “a minimal narrative (can be defined) as a sequence o f two clauses
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which are tem porally ordered” (Labov, 1972: 360-361). Excerpt 6.17 below is a
truncated exam ple o f a narrative arising in a SRF and based around a non-dental
topic, the patient’s young daughter, and the child’s immunisation injections.

Excerpt 6.17 Case IB “Smack bang”
41. Pam ela (P): She's brilliant she had the last o f her injections this w eek
42. Deirdre (D ): Oh [brilliant
43. Pam ela (P):

[S o the night before she w as goin g for injections 1

44. Pam ela (P): brought her out for a w alk and [she's w alking about a
45. Pam ela (P): month
46. Deirdre (D ):

[A w

47. Pam ela (P): And she w ent sm ack bang on the pavem ent big graze on
48. Pam ela (P): the forehead
49. Deirdre (D ): Oh [iw (laughing)
50. Pam ela (P):

[The follow in g m orning I had to bring her for the

51. Pam ela (P): injections

52.

Deirdre (D ): [(laughing)

There are a num ber o f distinctive features in an example like this , but the first
derives from the definition o f narrative: the temporal sequencing. In Line 43 (“So the
night before”), Pamela explicitly invokes a timeline for the connected events. As the
narrative continues in sequence (Line 50: “The following m om ing”), a syntactic
feature is the use o f the past tense for the key clauses (Line 47: “And she went smack
bang”).

In exam ining the sequencing o f the interaction, it is clear that Pam ela’s
speaking turns are considerably longer than D eirdre’s (the dentist’s). D eirdre’s role in
For further exam p les o f narratives in SR Fs, please see A ppendix 18 (Transcripts): C ase 1A , Lines 117129; C ase IB 144-188; C ase 8, L ines 5-22; C ase 9A: 901-921.
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the interaction amounts to back-channel responses (Line 49: “Oh no”), emphatic
evaluations (Line 42: “Oh brilliant”; Line 46: “Aw”) and indirect positive evaluation
through laughter (Line 49). Deirdre, in the extended excerpt (see Appendix 18),
utilises a number of style features to enhance her narrative, including irony and
reported speech. In this excerpt, there is evidence o f metaphor and imagery, with
further evaluation (Line 47: “she went smack bang on the pavement”), but these
features are discussed again in Chapter 8. The Text box below (6.3) lists the
contextualization cues for SRF Narratives.

Text Box 6.3: Contextualisation cues for SRF Narratives

Past tense; temporal sequencing; longer turns for narrator; back-channel
responses by audience; imagery; metaphor; and emphatic evaluations.

6.3.4 Socio-Relational Frame (SRF) Teasing and joking sequences

In Chapter 8 there is a discussion offace (Goffman, 1972b) and how threats to face
are dealt with in dental interaction. Interaction that occurs while a Socio-Relational
frame is in operation aims to initiate, foster and maintain rapport between the
interactants. Two features of such discourse are joking and teasing. Excerpt 6.10
above featured a joke about the patient’s mother-in-law and Excerpt 6.16 featured a
joke about the patient’s poor eyesight. Another example occurs in Excerpt 6.18
below, this time initiated by the dentist, Dominic.
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Excerpt 6.18 Case 18A “Y ou’re practically Irish now”
62.

D om inic (D): where are you from y o u rselff

70.

D om inic (D): Y ou've been in Ireland for a w h ile t

71.

Patrick (P): O ver four years

72.

D om inic (D): Oh very good so you're practically Irish now h u h |

73.

D om inic (D): (laughing)

74.

Patrick (P): Y es (laughing)

75.

D om inic (D): N o I'm from I'm from U A E m y se lf

76.

Patrick (P): Okay

Having previously requested information about the patient’s social history
(Line 62: “W here are you from y o u rs e lff’), in what might be seen as a part o f the
formal consultation, the sequence is aligned to as a SRF in Line 72 as Dominic
jokingly describes his patient Patrick as “practically Irish now” . There is laughter
from both participants (Lines 73,74) and some disclosure o f personal biographical
details by the dentist (Line 75: “I ’m from UAE m y se lf’), as Patrick aligns to the SRF
and to D om inic’s footing. It is perhaps useful to point out that the three examples o f
joking above involve patient-dentist dyads who are meeting each other for the first
time, whereas Straehle (1993) suggests that when teasing occurs, especially
“ ‘successful’ or felicitous teasing” , it

“Suggests that participants have relationships in which they already enjoy
considerable rapport” (1993: 226).
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In Excerpt 6.19, below, Philomena is a returning patient, and has been engaging
with David in an interaction around the topic o f weather, notable for the marked
prosodic features, hyperbolic lexical choices (Line 17: ““I'm frozen” like you know”)
and laughter (Line 18).

Excerpt 6.19 Case 8 “Yous have no blood in you”
14.

D avid (D): Oh yeah please and em yeah it's fine there's absolutely you

15.

D avid (D); can take a seat there for m e and it w as only when sort o f 1

16.

D avid (D): w ent out for som ething a m essage there this morning

17.

D avid (D):

18.

Philom ena (P); [(laughing)

19.

David (D): So 1 realised m y m istake 1 should have wrapped up more

20.

N o clle (N): Y ous have no blood in y o u | 1 usually feel the cold and I'm

21.

N o elle (N): not cold today [(laughing)

["I'm frozen" like you know

At this point in the interaction, Noelle (the nurse) interjects and seizes a
speaking turn with an emphatic declarative (Line 20: “Yous have no blood in y o u t”).
What might be interpreted as an insult, or a threat to the face o f her audience, is cued
as a light-hearted ‘tease’ by a number o f features similar to those discussed by
Straehle (1993): marked prosodic features, laughter, conspicuous use o f personal
pronouns and formulaic expressions. Aside from the emphatic delivery o f Line 20,
Noelle uses a more obviously informal lexis ( ‘yous’ for the plural ‘you’) and the
colloquial expression ‘no blood in y o u ’ (meaning ‘more prone to feeling cold’). With
the use o f the pronoun ‘yous’, Noelle excludes herself from the triad. Straehle notes
how the use o f pronouns can also signify ignoring the presence o f a participant, but
here it serves to ‘distance’ Noelle from the other two, the dentist and the patient.
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N oelle’s laughter in Line 21 “underscores the nonseriousness o f the otherwise
disputatious exchange” (Straehle, 1993: 218)^^.

In Excerpt 6.20 below, the same dentist, David, teases a different returning
patient, Phoebe. As he tries to fit an interdental hygiene brush between Phoebe’s teeth
it becomes stuck, and he jokes about leaving it there (Line 408).

Excerpt 6.20 Case 9A “I ’ll just leave it there alrig h tf”
404. D avid (D ): let m e see 1 probably (?) it's a t o snug there I’d go the
405. D avid (D ): half-size you know it's too tight I'm sorry you okay with
406. D avid (D): that theret
407. Phoebe (P): M m-hmm
4 0 8 . D avid (D): I'll just leave it there alright f [(?)
409. Phoebe (P):

[(Laughing)

410. D avid (D): There w e go sorry about that
411. Phoebe (P): [N o you're grand it's my fault (laughing)
412. N o e lle (N ): [(?) (L aughing)

It is possible that David has not made it clear enough that he is teasing in this
instance. Line 408 is apparently intended to be understood ironically (“I ’ll just leave
it there a lrig h t!”), but it mirrors the form o f his more earnest enquiries as to the
patient’s well-being (Lines 405-6: “I ’m sorry you okay with that th e re t”). Once the
brush is removed, Phoebe feels the need to do some facework to mitigate the threat to
the rapport between herself and David, apologising as she and Noelle laugh (Line
411: “No you're grand it's my fault (laughing)”). Phoebe, with her laughter in Line

A very sim ilar exchange occurs in C ase 15, Lines 3-16 (see A ppendix 18 (Transcripts)), but with the
patient initiating the teasing sequence.
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409, interprets D avid’s comments as establishing a footing within a SRF, and aligns
to that footing.

Although Straehle expects to find teasing sequences in interactions where there
is already “considerable rapport” (1993: 226), there are examples in the data where
teasing behaviour occurs on a first visit. These examples^"* occur towards the end o f
these first consultations, and perhaps this constitutes sufficient opportunity to build
rapport in these interactions. Text box 6.4 lists these additional contextualisation cues
for SRF Teasing sequences.

Text Box 6.4 Contextualisation cues for SRF Teasing sequences

Marked prosodic phenomena; informal lexis; formulaic expressions;
laughter; use o f personal pronouns; irony.

6.3.5 Socio-Relational Frames (SRFs) between phases

A socio-relational fi"ame may emerge in the pauses between different phases o f
activity in the dental interaction, as a social ‘filler’. Excerpt 6.21 overleaf occurs after
Derek (the dentist) has questioned Priscilla about her presenting complaint, but before
he commences the physical examination.

See Case lA , Lines 943-951 and Case 2, Lines 252-258 (Appendix 18 (Transcripts)).
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Excerpt 6.21 Case 21 “Silly season”
131. N ell (N ): Y o u can p o p on th e g lasses |
132. P riscilla (P): Y ou w an t m e to p u t th ese on |
133. N ell (N ): Y eah
134. D erek (D ): Y ou p re p arin g for C h ristm as n o w h u h f
135. D erek (D ): (lau g h in g )
136. P riscilla (P); S illy season
137. D erek (D ): (lau g h in g ) Y eah
138. P riscilla (P); Y eah
139. D erek (D ): S h o p p in g clea n in g ev ery th in g h u h |
140. P riscilla (P): 1 k n o w ... it's all the h y p e b efo re
141. P riscilla (P): C h ristm as isn 't it | it's like b efo re
142. P riscilla (P): [C h ristm as it's all an d [then C h ristm a s
143. P riscilla (P): day
144. D erek (D ):

[Y es

[ex actly

145. P riscilla (P): [(S ig h s) T h at's it so
146. D erek (D ):

[(lau g h in g )

147. D erek (D ): T h ere is the one day and then that's
148. D erek (D ): it (lau g h in g )
149. P riscilla (P): (lau g h in g ) It's all o v er
150. D erek (D ): Y eah ...I'm ju s t g o n n a give you a tissu e
151. D erek (D ): co u ld you p lease clean y o u r lips | y eah

This sequence shows a SRF demarcated from Lines 134-149 by the directives
that book-end the sequence (Lines 131-133, 150). The contextualisation cues in this
example include the introduction o f a non-dental topic (Line 134: “preparing for
Christm as”), the formulaic expression (Line 136, Priscilla (P): “ Silly season”), the
relatively equal sequence o f turns, the laughter (Lines 135, 137, 146, 148, 149), the
coordinated agreement (Line 144: Derek (D): “Y es... exactly”), and a general
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informality. The contextualisation cues in this sequence are secondary to the fact that
it is occurring between phases o f a consultation, a phenomenon seen across the data^^.

6.3.6 Socio-Relational Frames (SRFs) during consultation phases

A SRF can also arise during a phase o f the dental interaction. In Excerpt 6.22
below, the sequence occurs during a ‘treatment planning and explanation’ phase
towards the end o f the consultation.

Excerpt 6.22 Case 2 “Internal risk”
436. D ym pna (D): [And I'll ju st print this off for you now
437. Pearl (P): Thanks
438. (7)
439. Dym pna (D): So are you do you do accountancy then with Cuddy's
440. D ym pna (D): Ltd. or [what do you d o t
441. Pearl (P):

[No risk and com pliance

442. D ym pna (D): Oh right
443. Pearl (P): Yeah internal risk so I'm the person everyone loves to
444. Pearl (P): hate [(laughing)
445. Dym pna (D): [(Laughing) okay
446. Pearl (P): Tell people they can't do stuff
447. D ym pna (D): Okay
448. Pearl (P): (laughing)
449. [Sound o f printer]
450. (56)

451 .D ym pna (D): N ow so I'll give you those to take away

See exam ples: Case 6, Lines 51-64, Case 11, Lines 19-29, Case 14B, Lines 53-73 (Appendix 18
(Transcripts))
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The frame is dem arcated by long inter-tum pauses at Line 438 and Line 450.
Dympna establishes a footing around a non-dental topic in Line 439 (“do you do
accountancy”). Pearl aligns to this footing in Line 441 and then employs a formulaic
phrase in Lines 443-4 (“the person everyone loves to hate”) ironically to comedic
effect. There is shared laughter in Lines 444 and 445 and informal lexical choices
(Line 446: “do s tu ff’)- Although Dympna initiates this sequence with a question
(Line 440) it does not follow the structure o f an Initiation-Response-Feedback (IRP)
loop. Rather, it is Pearl, the patient, who dominates the interaction in terms o f turns,
with Dympna prim arily giving back-channel supportive responses (Lines 445, 447).
As with the examples o f SRFs occurring between phases, SRFs appear during phases
too, and throughout these interactions^^, for both new and returning patients.

Table 6.3 overleaf collates the contextualisation cues for the various discourse
activity sequences examined in this section. Cumulatively they represent the
contextualisation cues for the Socio-Relational Frame.

See exam ples: Case 9A , L ines 5 1 4 -5 3 5 , C ase 19, Lines 160-74 (A ppendix 18 (Transcripts))
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Table 6.3 Contextualisation cues for Socio-Relational Frames
S R F d isc o u rse activity

A ssociated co n tex tu alisatio n cues

Opening sequences

Phatic com m union, ‘H A Y ?’ sequences, use o f first nam es,
inform al lexis, inform al style and syntactic choices, laughter and
joking, form ulaic expressions, equal distribution o f turns, topics
initiated by either patient or dentist, non-dental topics, vocal
agreem ent betw een interactants.

Closing sequences

The ‘coda’ (Re-introduction o f SRF topic from opening),
form ulaic expressions o f gratitude and farew ell, “O kay” as a
discourse m arker

Narratives

Past tense. Tem poral sequencing, Longer turns for narrator, Backchannel responses by audience, imagery, m etaphor, and Emphatic
evaluations.

Teasing/Joking

M arked prosodic phenom ena, informal lexis, form ulaic

sequences

expressions, laughter, use o f personal pronouns, irony.

SRFs occurring between

All the above

and during phases o f
consultation

6.4 Operational Frame (OF)
The follow ing section outlines the second o f the three sub-frames o f the Dental
Visit frame: the Operational Frame (OF). A s previously discussed in Chapter 5, the
OF is a frame where the interactants exchange instructions, information and guidance
to maintain the procedural flow o f the interaction. Operational Frames comm only
have socio-relational elements in them (e.g. politeness strategies (see below)). This is
further discussed in Section 6.7 on interactive frames. Examples are drawn (and
subsequently discussed) from across the data, and these examples are organised
according to the anticipated discourse activities as listed in Table 6.1 above: (i)
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Directives, (ii) Reporting sequences, (iii) Procedural sequences, (iv) Financial
discussion sequences, (v) Closing/Scheduling sequences.

6.4.1 Operational Frame (OF) Directives
Exam ples o f directives are presented here in two forms, those given in opening
sequences to maintain the procedural flow o f the interaction, and then those given to
arrange the position and movement o f the patient to facilitate clinical work, such as a
physical examination. In Excerpt 6.23 below, Dorothy (the dentist) has met the
patient at the reception desk and directs the patient to follow her.

Excerpt 6.23 Case 16 “Just follow”
6.

D orothy (D): If you'd just fo llo w [m e around here

It is worth noting that there are two politeness strategies at play here (see also
Chapter 8 for further discussion o f politeness strategies). In qualifying the directive to
follow with “ju st”, Dorothy is minimising the perceived imposition on her patient in
what Brown and Levinson (1987) refer to as a ‘negative’ politeness strategy. Her use
o f the conditional tense (“If you’d”) adds a layer o f indirectness to the directive, again
mitigating the “on-record” (Brown and Levinson, 2000: 327) approach, and giving
the patient a (perceived) option not to comply. In Excerpt 6.24, as the patient reaches
the dental chair, Nell (the nurse) directs her to w ear some safety glasses.

Excerpt 6.24 Case 22A “Just wear”
10.

(3)

11.

N ell (N ); Just wear these please

12.

(3)
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Once more, politeness strategies come into play. There is another exam ple o f
‘ju s t’ as mitigation, along with the conventional “please”. By saying please, the
perception is created that this is a request, but the reality is that a physical
examination cannot safely occur without the use o f the glasses. By not responding
verbally, (and presumably complying with the request), the patient in this case aligns
to the OF. In Excerpt 6.25, there is a directive from the opening sequence with an
unusual mixture o f lack and presence o f politeness strategies.

E x cerp t 6.25 Case 6 “I ’ll let you”
6.

Derm ot (D): Very good look at I'll let you pop your gear over there

The use o f the verb “pop” (in place o f ‘p u t’) softens the directive and is a
negative politeness strategy. In contrast to this, the preceding phrase “I’ll let you”,
with its inference that dentist, Dermot, is the figure o f authority appears to enhance
the potential perceived ‘face-threat’ to the patient. Blum-Kulka (1987) argues that

“ A certain adherence to the pragmatic clarity o f the m essage is an essential
part o f politeness” (Blum -Kulka, 1987;1).

Therefore, although it appears that a negative politeness strategy may be a
common feature o f these directives^^, the clarity o f the message is important too.

See also C ase 15, Line 4 (A ppendix 18 (Transcripts))
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The second type o f directive to look at in an Operational Frame relates to
physical movem ent around a clinical dental task or procedure. Excerpt 6.26 below
represents a moment during a physical examination.

Excerpt 6.26 Case 4B “You can close”
64.

(4)

65.

D ym pna (D ): N o w you can clo se there for m e that's it

66.

(5)

In this excerpt, there is again evidence o f indirectness (“you can close” rather
than “Close!”). Notable too is the use o f “now ” (Line 65) asadiscourse marker to
signify a new instruction, and the long inter-tum pauses at Line 64 and 66 on either
side o f the directive. With her use o f politeness strategies, Dympna, the dentist, is
simultaneously establishing footing within an OF and a SRF. This phenomenon
appears to be a common feature to these examples o f OF directives. Excerpt 6.27,
below, also has a long inter-tum pause at Line 44, immediately following the
directive.

Excerpt 6.27 Case 12 “A tiny bit”
39.

(225)

40.

N atalie (N ): Are you o k ayt

41.

Philip (P): M m-hm

42.

D anielle (D): Philip i f you could turn your head to the right a little bit

43.

D anielle (D): and then push it back a tiny bit... very careful

44.

(151)

Once again there are negative politeness strategies (Line 42: “a little bit” ; Line
43: “A tiny bit”). The use o f the patient’s first name (Line 42: “Philip”) might be
construed as a positive politeness strategy, to enhance his “positive face... the
positive self-image that he claims for h im se lf’ (Brown and Levinson, 2000: 328).
Indirectness is another strategy in play here again (Line 42: “If you could”).

The directives discussed above involve dentists or nurses speaking to patients,
but there are examples throughout the data o f directives involving the dentist and
nurse. In these instances^^, the dental team ’s directives also feature politeness
strategies, but often to a lesser extent than in directives to the patient. This tendency
may be a reflection o f a greater degree o f pre-existing rapport between dentist and
nurse. In Excerpt 6.28 below, the indirectness that mitigates the imposition on the
nurse is expressed by the dentist’s syntactical choice.

Excerpt 6.28 Case 3B “I ’ll take”

369. D ym pna (D): I’ll take the light now (alright)t

Rather than directing the nurse to “Give me the lig h f’, the dentist assumes an active
role with a declarative, “I ’ll take the light” . This is one o f a number o f
contextualisation cues for OF Directives listed in Text box 6.5 overleaf

See C ase lA , Lines 187-191; C ase 4 B , Line 82, (A ppendix 18)
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Text Box 6.5: Contextualisation cues for OF Directives

Directives; negative politeness strategies; positive politeness strategies;
indirectness; conditional verbs; inter-tum pauses around directives; “now ”
as a discourse marker.

6.4.2 Operational Fram e (OF) Reporting sequences

Reporting sequences occur when the dentist is dictating findings to the nurse (to
transcribe into the patient’s record) or the patient, or when the nurse or dentist is
reading out from the historical record. In Excerpt 6.29 below, Dympna is reporting on
the existing condition o f the patient’s mouth.

Excerpt 6.29 Case 4A “Eight is partially-erupted”
75.

(3)

76.

D ym pna (D): And the low er right eight is partially-erupted as w ell

77.

(3)

78.

D ym pna (D): There's a com posite em filling on the low er right seven

79.

D ym pna (D): occlusal

80 .

(4 )

81.

D ym pna (D): And the low er right six

82.

(3)

83.

[Sound o f com pressed air]

84.

D ym pna (D ): M -0 com posite present

85.

(9)
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As the teeth are assigned coded numbers from one to eight in each of the four
quadrants of the mouth, and as a dentist typically examines the teeth in a systematic
order (e.g. upper teeth first, from right to left), the process of a dentist reporting the
results of an examination to the nurse might take on a somewhat ritualised form.
Numbers are called out in descending and then ascending order, and are accompanied
by a specialised lexis, generally unintelligible to the laj^jerson. In the excerpt above,
the ritual is already underway at Line 76 (“the lower right eight”), and continues as
the dentist describes the “lower right seven” (Line 78) and then the “lower right six”
(Line 81). Only the dentist speaks in this sequence, albeit with frequent inter-tum
pauses (e.g. Lines 77, 80, 82). The lexis is specialised (Line 84: “M -0 composite
present”), and the degree of specialisation is enhanced by the use of acronyms in
describing tooth surfaces (e.g. where “M -0” stands for ‘mesial-occlusal’). The
dominant verb tense is the present, as the dentist describes what is the current
situation.
There are similar features in Excerpt 6.30 below, where David (the dentist)
reports on the condition of the patient’s gum. In this example however, there is
interaction between David and Noelle, the nurse. Although there does not appear to
be a specialised lexis in operation, the numbers (Line 121; “One two”) refer to a
coding system (British Society of Periodontology, 2011) for the health of the patient’s
gum, and therefore reflect a specialised level of knowledge to which the patient may
not be privy.
Excerpt 6.30 Case 11 “Hold on”
120. (19)
121. David (D): One two or actually not two make that two two
122. N oelle (N); Hold on I've got three zero
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123. David (D): Three zero three
124. N oelle (N): Three
125. David (D); Yeah
126. N oelle (N): Then whatf
127. David (D): And then whatf
128. N oelle (N); And then yeah two two three
129. (6)

A notable feature of the interaction in this excerpt is the absence of politeness
strategies (Line 121, David (D): “make that”; Line 122, Noelle (N): “Hold on”). This
feature may arise because of the ritual nature of the discourse activity. In a number of
other examples of such interaction in the data, the same pattern continues- an absence
of politeness strategies- only for the politeness strategies to return as soon as there is
a directive for the patient^^.
Other features of the excerpt above include repetition (Lines 126-128), and
reformulation (Line 121), which are both indicators of the importance of recording
the detailed findings of the examination. These feature among the list of
contextualisation cues for OF Reporting sequences found in Text box 6.6 below.

Text Box 6.6: Contextualisation cues for OF Reporting sequences
Ritualised sequences; present tense; dentist-tums only; inter-tum pauses;
absence of politeness strategies; specialised lexis; repetition and
reformulations.

See also Case 13, 34-48; Case 18A, 135-153; Case 20,1 1 4 -1 2 7 (Appendix 18)
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6.4.3 Operational Frame (OF) Procedural sequences

Procedural sequences include those where the dentist, nurse and patient discuss
the agenda for the consultation and the organisation of the events. In a second visit,
the agenda might involve a discussion of the previously-agreed treatment plan (e.g.
Case 3B, Lines 46-51). In Excerpt 6.31 below David announces his intention to sit the
patient chair upright to facilitate a discussion of his clinical findings. As might be
anticipated, this sequence features the future tense (Line 146: “I’ll just sit you up”).

Excerpt 6.31 Case 11 “A wee second”
145. Prunella (P): [Mm
146. David (D);

147. David (D):

[Just keep an eye on itj, em I'll just sit you up there a wee
second I'll just have a little chat hang on em

This excerpt also features verbs in the first person singular (Lines 146, 147). It
might be expected that the dentist is the most likely one to set the agenda, or to at
least propose it. The dentist is furthermore the most likely to be the agent of action in
the clinical dental setting, and therefore more likely to use this first person singular
verb form. It is noteworthy in this excerpt that ‘just’ is used three times (in Lines 1467). Given the presence of other evidence of a negative politeness strategy (Line 146:
“wee second”; Line 147: “little chat”), ‘just’ is most likely also functioning in this
respect (as a type o f ‘understatement’ (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 217)). However, it
is possible that ‘just’ is also functioning as a temporal marker (i.e. as an elliptical
form of the expression ‘just now’). In Excerpt 6.32 below, there is a further use of
‘just’ (Line 184), to introduce a justification for the announced intention to palpate a
muscle.
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Excerpt 6.32 Case 5 “Squeeze”
182. (15)
183. Dermot (D): N ow I just want to...I'm going to squeeze this part
184. Dermot (D); o f your cheek here just to see what this muscle
185. Dermot (D): feels like and this is your good side
186. Parker (P):

[Mm-hmm

In this excerpt, there is a recurrence of the first person of the future tense
(Line 183: “I ’m going to squeeze”), with the same effect of temporal sequencing or
agenda setting. These examples of procedural sequences, with the first person of the
future tense of verbs, are replicated across the data^®, albeit with the variation of the
first person plural (“We”) appearing at times. The examples cited involve a dentist
speaking to a patient. There is a lack of examples of dentists and nurses speaking
directly to each other in procedural sequences. Excerpt 6.33 below is one possible
example.

Excerpt 6.33 Case 3B “Matrix Band”
89.

Dympna (D): So I'll need a matrix band as w ell Nancy please

In this excerpt, the same cues are present: the first person of the future tense of
the verb, along with in this case the specialised lexis of dentistry (“Matrix band”) and
the use of the first name. It is possible, however, that this utterance might be better
categorised as a directive with a considerable amount of indirectness being used as a
See Case 13, Lines 61-63; Case 18B, Line 60; Case 20, Lines 314-7 (Appendix 18).
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negative politeness strategy. Text box 6.7 below lists the contextualisation cues for
OF Procedural sequences.

Text Box 6.7: Contextualisation cues for OF Procedural sequences

First person singular/plural verb forms; future tenses; use o f ‘ju s t’ and
other negative politeness strategies.

6.4.4 Operational Frame (OF) Financial discussion sequences

There are many examples across the data where participants (only dentists and
patients, not the nurses) establish footings around financial discussion, namely the
cost o f treatments. These sequences are often initiated by the patient, and involve
politeness strategies, hedging, justifications and overt attempts at maintenance o f
rapport such as laughter or joking (see Case 1A, Lines 1207-1226, Appendix 20). In
this regard, these sequences often have elements o f a Socio-Relational Frame about
them although they occur within an Operational Frame. Some o f these features can be
observed in Excerpt 6.34 below.

Excerpt 6.34 Case 18A “How much will it cost?”

526. Patrick (P): So o f course the usual question is em [how m uch w ill it
527. Patrick (P): c o stf
528. D om inic (D):

[how much
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529. D om inic (D): (laughing)
530. Patrick (P): Yeah
531. D om inic (D ): W ell the root canal treatmen- treatment w ill cost you
532. D om inic (D ): three fi- fifty t
533. Patrick (P): Mm
534. D om inic (D ): Three hundred and fifty that is the root canal treatment
535. Patrick (P): Y es
536. D om inic (D): And then you w ill 1 w ill need to put a permanent
537. D om inic (D ): fillin g
538. Patrick (P): Mm
539. D om inic (D): A fter the root canal so that w ill be another eighty euro
540. Patrick (P): Okay
541. D om inic (D ): Okay so three-fifty plus eighty

In Line 526, it is the patient who broaches the subject o f cost (“how m uch?”).
In doing so, Patrick employs a negative politeness strategy o f indirectness (“The
usual question is”). As dentist Dominic predicts Patrick’s question (Line 528) it
becomes a source o f laughter (Line 529). Although Dominic begins to tell the price in
Line 531, the total cost is not apparent until Line 541, as a consequence o f hesitations
and re-formulations (Lines 531-532: “treatmen- treatm ent... three fi- fifty”),
repetition (Line 534), and a somewhat indirect approach involving a discussion o f the
component costs o f the treatment. This process m ight be seen as hesitation, but
equally it might be interpreted as a process o f justification o f cost. Dominic appears
to be distancing him self from the charges, at least to the extent that he has lost some

agency over the task. In Line 536, he explains that he “will need to” place a filling, in
other words he is justifying it as a necessary treatment.

Dominic is here using a combination o f financial and dental lexical items, and
dominates the sequence. The patient, Patrick, after his initial turn in Line 526, is
limited to back-channel responses (e.g. Line 530: “Yeah” ; Line 533: “M m”; Line
535: “Yes”, etc.)

Excerpt 6.35 below shows just part o f another financial discussion sequence.
Once more it is the patient, Philomena, who initiates the topic (Line 687-688).

Excerpt 6.35 Case 8 “There’s an efficiency there”
685. David (D): Yeah but you're ju st probably ju st more aware o f it because
686. David (D): you're m issing those other teeth you see when [you (say)
687. Philom ena (P):

[And how

688. Philom ena (P): much would w ould they b e | for [my
689. David (D):

m outh... say if

[Em oh for for

690. Philom ena (P): You had to do me m outh [you know
691. David (D):

[Yeah if

692. David (D): you're doing both yeah I m ean well a s- single I mean it's not
693. D avid (D): it's not ju st the num ber o f teeth it's the fram ew ork's the
694. David (D): expensive bit you [know so
695. Philom ena (P):

[Yeah

696. David (D); I mean a single one o f those is about eleven hundred euros

Again there is an indirect approach to Philom ena’s query, with the use o f the
conditional tense (“How m u ch ... would they be?”) and a hypothetical construction,
removing a sense o f agency from the dentist (“say if you had to do me mouth”). Once
more, there are hesitations and re-formulations on D avid’s part (Line 691-2), and a
justification o f the cost o f the treatment (Lines 693-4) before the actual cost is
revealed (Line 696). In an example o f more extreme indirectness, the dentist in Case
13 (Lines 168-9) neglects to mention the cost o f a proposed crown, suggesting instead
that she write it down for the patient on a treatment plan. Excerpt 6.36 below shows
Derek, the dentist, initiating an interaction around the topic o f treatment cost.

Excerpt 6.36 Case 20 “A big panoramic x-ray”
168. Derek (D): Very good...okay what w e w ill have to do
169. Derek (D): first o f all... because as 1 can see the w isdom
170. Derek (D): are are com ing out as w ell okay f
171. Pia (P): Okay
172. Derek (D ); W e have to take a big panoramic x-ray
173. P ia(P ): Okay
174. Derek (D ): It's goin g to cost you thirty-five euro
175. Pia (P):

[Yeah

176. Derek (D ): [Is that okay |
177. P ia(P ): Fine (?)

It is possible that the imminent provision o f the treatm ent in this case is a factor
influencing the dentist to initiate the discussion. In this instance, the justification for
an additional charge (Line 169-170) to the patient precedes the revelation o f the

actual amount (Line 174). There are specialised lexical items here from the worlds o f
dentistry (“panoramic x-ray”) and finance (“thirty-five euro”), and there are SRF
elements to the interaction too as the dentist tries to maintain rapport (for example
Line 176: “Is that okay?”) throughout the interaction. Once again, the patient is
limited to back-channel responses (e.g. Line 171: “Okay” ; Line 175: “Yeah” etc.).
Text box 6.8 below lists the contextualisation cues for OF Financial discussion
sequences.

Text Box 6.8: Contextualisation cues for OF Financial discussion sequences

Negative politeness strategies; hedging; re-fonnulations; hesitations; SRP
components; justifications; laughter and joking; distancing/loss o f agency;
patient-dentist interactions; patient/dentist-initiated.

6.4.5 Operational Frame (OF) Closing/Scheduling sequences

The closing sequences o f a Dental Visit Frame appear to involve two forms o f
Operational Frame- a scheduling sequence, or a sequence o f mixed Operational
Frame activities. Excerpt 6.37 below, is an example o f a scheduling sequence at the
end o f a consultation, where the dentist explains the arrangements for the patient
coming back.
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E x cerp t 6.37 Case 10 “In due course”
690. D avid (D ): And sure we'll see you in due course and any problem s or
691. D avid (D ): d ifficulties with that in the m eantim e just g iv e m e a shout
692. D avid (D): ob viou sly [ok ayf

David takes a long turn and mixes a formal style (using phrases like “in due
course”) with a more informal style (“give me a shout”). In checking back with the
patient (Line 692: “O k a y f”), David is both co-ordinating the scheduling plan and
doing relational work to ensure the patient has understood and is in agreement. Other
examples o f scheduling sequences^' also include socio-relational features, such as
negative politeness strategies, which perhaps function to mitigate the effect o f the
dentist wielding control over the schedule.

Excerpt 6.38 presents a different type o f closing sequence in an Operational
Frame. It is different both in form and participation framework to the above (the
dentist is not involved).

E x cerp t 6.38 Case 5 “There you go”
505. (9)
506. Noreen (N ): (?)
507. Parker (P): Okay yeah
508. [Sound o f suction stops]
509. N oreen (N ): N o w ju st to get this bib o f f you [and I'll
510. Parker (P):

[Yeah

511. N oreen (N ): Take those glasses and I'll g iv e you your own
512. N oreen (N ): on es back okay f
513. Parker (P): Grand

See C ase 2, L ines 4 9 7 -5 1 4 ; C ase 14A, Line 140; C ase 14B, L ines 194-8; C ase 19, Line 333 (A ppendix
18).
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514. N oreen (N): N ow ...there you go [if you want to
515. Parker (P):

[(Thanks)

516. N oreen (N ): Have a seat then and I'll com e out to you in
517. N oreen (N): [two minutes

In this example, there is a swifter transition from the end o f operative treatment
(Line 508, where Parker finishes rinsing out) to closing the session (Line 517, where
Parker is sent to sit outside). In the situation where there is no summary advice from
the dentist, the Operational Frame sequences are more likely to be a combination o f
those described previously. In Line 509, Noreen commences a procedural sequence,
announcing (in the first person o f the future tense) her intention to remove the safety
bib and glasses from the patient. This procedural sequence is rich with negative
politeness strategies (Line 509: “Just”, and the indirect construction “to get this bib
o ff you”). The patient is limited to back-channel responses (Lines 510, 513, 515) as
the nurse controls the exchanges. It is interesting to note the use o f discourse markers
(e.g. Lines 509, 514: “N ow ” ; Line 514: “there you go”) to signify the end o f a phase
o f an interaction. The phrase “there you go” recurs in the data (see Case 14B, Line
181), and appears to operate as a formulaic expression o f closing. In Lines 514-7,
Noreen closes the session with a combination: a directive with politeness strategies
(“if you want to have a seat”) and a procedural announcement with temporal
qualification (“I ’ll come out to you in two m inutes”). The contextualisation cues for
OF Closing/Scheduling sequences are listed in Text box 6.9 below.

Text Box 6.9: Contextualisation Cues for OF Closing/Scheduling sequences

Schedule planning; future tenses; negative politeness (SRF elements);
discourse markers to signal end o f activity ( ‘N ow ’, ‘There you g o ’).
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Table 6.4 below collates the contextualisation cues for Operational Frames into a
single table.

Table 6.4 Contextualisation cues for Operational Frames
O F D isc o u rse A c tiv itie s

C o n te x tu a lis a tio n cu es

D irectives

D irectiv es, N eg a tiv e p o lite n e ss strateg ies, P o sitiv e
p o liten ess strate g ie s. In d ire c tn e ss, C o n d itio n al v erb s,
In te r-tu m p a u se s aro u n d d irectiv es, “n o w ” as a
d isc o u rse m a rk er

R eporting seq u en ces

R itu alised seq u en c e s, P re se n t ten se, D e n tist-tu m s only,
In ter-tu m p au ses, A b sen c e o f p o liten ess strateg ies.
S p ecialised lexis, R ep etitio n and refo rm u latio n s.

Procedural seq u en ces

F irst p erso n sin g u lar/p lu ra l verb fo rm s, F u tu re ten ses,
use o f ‘j u s t’ an d o th e r n eg a tiv e p o liten ess strateg ies

F inancial d iscu ssio n
sequences

N eg ativ e P o liten ess stra te g ie s, H ed g in g , R e
fo rm u latio n s, H esitatio n s, S R F c o m p o n en ts,
Ju stific atio n s, L a u g h ter an d jo k in g , D ista n cin g /L o ss o f
ag en cy , P atie n t-D e n tist in teractio n s, P atien t/D e n tistinitiated

C losing/S cfied u lin g
sequences

S ch ed u le p lan n in g , F u ture ten ses, N e g ativ e P o liten ess
(S R F elem en ts). D isco u rse m ark ers to signal end o f
a ctiv ity ( ‘N o w ’, ‘T h ere y o u g o ’)

6.5 Consultation Frame (CF)
The following section outlines the third o f the three sub-frames o f the Dental
Visit frame: the Consultation Frame (CF). As previously discussed in Chapter 5, the
CF is a frame where the dental team and patient interact in a num ber o f dental healthrelated activities such as interview, examination, assessment, diagnosis, planning and
treatment. Excerpts from the data are discussed below under the headings o f the
following discourse activities: (i) Opening sequences, (ii) M edical History sequences
and Illness narratives, (iii) Information-gathering and Diagnosis sequences, (iv)
Explanation and planning, and health promotion sequences, (v) Closing sequences.
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6.5.1 Consultation Frame (CF) Opening sequences
The Consultation Frame interactions that occur during the opening sequences o f
an encounter appear to fall into three categories: those initiated by the dentist with a
suggested purpose, those initiated by the dentist with a formulaic opening phrase, and
those initiated by the patient. In Excerpt 6.39 below, David (the dentist) opens the
consultative part o f the interaction with the formulaic query “ju st for a check today t ”
(Line 15).

Excerpt 6.39 Case 11 “A bit o f a clean?”
15.

D a v id (D ): Let's h ave a look an y w a y so it's it's ju st f o r a c h e ck to d a y !

16.

D avid (D ): is that right t

17.

Prunella (P): Em

18.

D avid (D ): A bit o f a [c le a n t

19.

Prunella (P):

20.

D avid (D ): Y eah o f cou rse yeah yeah [a b so lu tely n o p roblem

21.

Prunella (P):

[A bit o f a c le a n |

[Y eah

In this excerpt, there are a few formulaic phrases that seem to recur across the
data in the opening sequences o f Consultation Frames (“Have a look”, “for a check”,
“a bit o f a clean”). Although these phrases are in an informal style, the use o f terms
such as ‘check’ or ‘check-up’ and ‘cleaning’ have a particular contextual meaning in
a dental clinic and in that sense constitute a specialised lexis. The “bit o f a clean”
(Line 19), with ‘b it’ mitigating the prospect o f the cleaning procedure, is a negative
politeness strategy (Brown and Levinson, 1987). Its presence, along with the use o f
repetition by the patient Prunella in Line 19 and an informality o f style, suggests an
effort by David and Prunella to maintain their rapport while initiating the business o f
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the day. There are many similar examples throughout the data , mirroring the
interrogative nature of this excerpt where the dentist initiates the consultation and
then patient and dentist establish the purpose of the visit.
In Section 6 . 3.1 above, there was a discussion of ‘How are you?’ (HAY?)
sequences, in relation to opening sequences in Socio-Relational Frames. Coupland et
al. (1992) discussed HAY? sequences in medical interactions, where they found that
rather than having a relational or social interpretation, they were typically seen as the
invitation to commence the consultation proper.
In Excerpt 6.40 below, there is a variation on the ‘How are you?’ form. In Line
4 , dentist Danielle asks “what can I do for you today?” and this prompts Peter, the
patient to request “a check-up and a clean”.

Excerpt 6.40 Case 14A “I guess a check up and a clean”
3.

D anielle (D ): I'm D anielle I’m one o f the dentists here nice to m eet

4.

D anielle (D ): y o u ...e m what can I do for you today Peterf

5.

Peter (P): Em it's just em just I guess a check-up and a clean

6.

D anielle (D ): Perfect no problem at [all

7.

Peter (P):

8.

D anielle (D ): A nd em any problem s at all with the teeth at a llt

9.

Peter (P): Em no (laughing) but 1 haven't the last tim e 1 w as here w as

10.

Peter (P): about m aybe year and a h a lf or tw o years ago so em I hope

11.

Peter (P); nothing's gone seriously w rong in betw een (laughing)

12.

D anielle (D ); N o problem I'll have a w ee look th ere...

[Thanks

S ee C ase 2, Line 16; C ase 4 A , L ines 17-18; C ase 6, Line 18-19; C ase 9A , L ines 61 -6 2 (A ppendix 18).

As previously referred to, M ishler (1984) described how the signature structure
o f medical interaction consists o f a three-part sequence; an initial question from the
clinician, a response from the patient, and an evaluation o f that response or a further
question (or Initiation-Response-Feedback/follow-up (IRJF))^^. In the excerpt above,
after the initiation and response, Danielle provides feedback in Line 6 (“Perfect no
problem at all”) and then a follow-up question. This second question (Line 8) starts
the cycle again, with Peter’s response evaluated as before (Line 12). The same
formulaic phrases “check-up and a clean” appear again. It is also noteworthy that
there are socio-relational elements to this sequence too, such as the laughter (Lines 9,
11) and the negative politeness strategy at Line 12 (“have a wee look”). The same
sort o f sequence occurs in Case 8 (Lines 34-37), and in Case 16 (Line 20 ff.) the
structure is similar but the formulation o f the opening line is different (“What brings
you to us today t ”).

For Gafaranga and Britten (2003), the formulation “W hat brings you to us
today?” constitutes a flouting o f the conventions o f HAY? sequences as a “first
concern elicitor” (2003: 244) in a healthcare interaction. A deviation from the two
standard openings (“How are you?” and “W hat can I do for you?”) can be used, say
Gafaranga and Britten, either “to create distance from patients perceived as difficult
(or) to emphasise mutual alignment with patients perceived positively” (2003: 246).
There is a similar variant o f the formulaic opening in Excerpt 6.41 below (Lines 1314: “W hat brings you today h e re f”).

For further exam ples o f IRF structures in opening sequences o f Consultation Frames see: Case 8, Line
36ff.; C ase 16, Line 2 0 f f (A ppendix 18)
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Excerpt 6.41 Case 22A “I’ve been bold”
12.

(3)

13.

Derek (D); Prudence tell m e what brings you today

14.

Derek (D); heret

15.

Prudence (P): (C oughing) I've been bold em 1 had

16.

Prudence (P): 1 think it w as March or April last year

17.

Prudence (P): 1 had a fillin g |

18.

Derek (D ): Okay

19.

Prudence (P): W hich is broken

20.

Derek (D ): Alright

In this excerpt, the opening elicitation does not lead to three-part IRF sequence
seen previously, but instead results in an account from the patient. Here it is the
patient who takes and holds the floor, with back-channel responses from the dentist
(Line 18: “Okay”; Line 20: “Alright”) rather than evaluations or follow-up questions.
Other features that are notable include the use of the informal Hiberno-English phrase
“I’ve been bold” (meaning ‘naughty’ (Kallen, 2013:148)), and the temporal
sequencing of the patient’s account (Line 16: “March or April last year”). There are
other examples^"' across the data where the ‘concern elicitor’ results in a patient
account with long turns for the patient.
Variations occur across the data in the formulation of the opening elicitation. A
further variation occurs in those Consultation Frame opening sequences where the
patient returns for a second visit. As described by Candlin et al. (1980), those opening
sequences are characterised by an elicitation relating to the previous visit or

See C ase 18A, Line 3-4; C ase 5, Line 5-7; C ase 2 1 , Lines 15-16 (A ppendix 18)
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treatments (see Case 3B, Lines 19-20; Case IB, Line 63), rather than an elicitation o f
any new concerns.

A final variation involves the initiation o f the consultation by the patient. This
happens only once in the data set in Case lA , (see Excerpt 6.42 below) where the
•j c

patient appears to invoke a Consultation Frame within the Socio-Relational Frame .

Excerpt 6.42 Case lA “Em barrassed”
41.

Pamela (P): I’m actually embarrassed for you to see m y teeth

Text box 6.10 below lists the contextualisation cues for CF Opening Sequences.

Text Box 6.10: Contextualisation cues for CF Opening sequences

Specialised lexis; formulaic expressions (‘check-up’, ‘cleaning’);
IRF sequences; HAY? sequences with variations; interrogative
sequences to establish presenting concern; negative politeness
strategies and other SRF elements (laughing); patient accounts;
review o f preceding treatment/visit.

6.5.2 Consultation Frame (CF) M edical History sequences and Illness narratives

The majority o f the dental practices involved in this research provided patients
with printed questionnaires about their health, which the dentists then discussed as
necessary with the patients. In Excerpt 6.43 below, there is a more traditional
sequence o f asking a patient questions about her medical history.

The notion o f ‘em barrassm ent’ in this excerpt m akes it seem related to both frames.
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Excerpt 6.43 Case 6 “The old general health”

36.

Dermot (D ): [Okay alright okay

37.

Dermot (D): So it's not m aking it o k a y ...b e sid es your teeth how's the

38.

Dermot (D ): old general health since w e last [saw y o u f

39.

Pippa (P):

40.

Derm ot (D ): A ny are you taking any special m edications from a

41.

Derm ot (D): doctor or anythingt

42.

Pippa (P): N o [no

43.

Derm ot (D):

44.

Pippa (P): N o [nothing (?)

45.

Dermot (D ):

46.

Pippa (P); Em no [no

47.

Dermot (D ):

48.

Pippa (P): Yeah [(?)

[Great

[B een hospitalised for anything recently t

[Okay any heart conditions diabetic stu fff

[N o pretty healthy all-roundj,

Although this sequence might not be described as a com prehensive enquiry o f
all potential illnesses and diseases, it is long enough to establish a clear structure.
Dermot, the dentist, asks Pippa four general questions and gives one summary line
(Line 47: “Pretty healthy all-round”). Pippa in turn gives five short responses, many
o f which are cut short as Dermot moves on to the next question (e.g. Lines 44-45).
This rigid Initiation/ Response/Follow-up structure ( ‘I/R /F’), where Dermot enjoys
much longer turns than Pippa, coupled with the overlapping o f these turns renders the
exchange into a ritual o f sorts, a “ceremonial order” (Strong, 1979). This sense o f
ritual is enhanced by the very specific medical lexis Dermot uses (“hospitalised...
heart conditions... diabetic”) and Pippa’s antiphonal responses. Despite this formality
o f structure and style, there is a simultaneous informality about this exchange too.
Dermot couches his jargon with a more informal lexis to construct more colloquial
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phrases (Line 38: “the old general health” ; Line 45: “ diabetic s tu ff’). Both Pippa
(Line 39: “G reaf’) and Dermot express evaluations regarding Pippa’s health, and
Dermot’s evaluation (Line 47: “Pretty healthy all-round”) might be interpreted as a
positive politeness strategy aimed at enhancing Pippa’s face and hence the rapport
between them.

Excerpt 6.44 is a more representative example from the data, as it reflects a
situation where Dominic, the dentist, has the opportunity to refer to a ‘medical history
questionnaire’ that Patrick has completed.

Excerpt 6.44 Case 18A “Couple o f quick questions”
46.

D o m in ic (D ): O kay that's fin e that's fin e I'm ju st g o in g to ask y o u a

47.

D o m in ic (D ): c o u p le o f q u ick q u estio n s about your m ed i- so you're

48.

D o m in ic (D ): a llerg ic to p e n ic illin is that right [ y e a h |

49.

Patrick (P):

50.

D o m in ic (D ): Em d o y o u take any m e d ica tio n s for anyth in g at a llf

51.

Patrick (P): N o

52.

D o m in ic (D ): W h a tso ev er no okay that's fin e no A spirin or P la v ix or

53.

D o m in ic (D ): an yth in g like thatf [at all

54.

Patrick (P):

[Y e sm m -h m m

[N o

Dominic has fewer questions to ask as he is confirming the written information.
The sequence however displays the same ‘I/R/F’ structure as the preceding example,
with the patient, Patrick, again limited to monosyllabic responses (Lines 49, 51, 54).
Dominic enjoys much longer speaking turns and employs a specialised lexis
(“allergic... Penicillin... A spirin... Plavix”). There are numerous similar examples in
the data o f these truncated medical history enquiries, both those confirming a written
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questionnaire (Case 2, Lines 32-36; Case 17, Lines 25-33) and verbal reviews o f
medical histories for returning patients (Case 8, Lines 88-113; Case 11, Lines 26-36).

A variant on the medical history sequence is presented in Excerpt 6.45 below.

Excerpt 6.45 Case 21 “My back is not too good”
58.

Priscilla (P): Em

59.

Derek (D): You're healthy |

60.

Priscilla (P): W ell m y back is not too good and [m y em

61.

Derek (D):

62.

Derek (D ): the problem |

63.

Priscilla (P): 1 have arthritis in my back and em

64.

Derek (D ): M m-hmm

65.

Priscilla (P): 1 have to go for an M Rl on Tuesday [because

66.

Derek (D):

67.

Priscilla (P): This leg keeps goin g numb

68.

Derek (D ): Numb yeah f

69.

Priscilla (P): Apart from that I'm fine [(laughing)

70.

Derek (D ):

[What's

[Okay

[M m

In this example Derek employs open-ended questions (e.g. Line 59: “Y ou’re
healthy t ”) to elicit information on the patient’s health. The patient as a consequence
is more expansive, with longer turns and use o f a specialised medical lexis
(“arthritis... M R L .. going num b”). Derek employs a combination o f simple backchannel responses (e.g. Line 66: “Okay”), and open-ended follow-up questions (Lines
61-2: “W hat’s the p ro b lem f”). A similar exchange occurs in Excerpt 6.46 below,
w here Deirdre elicits Pam ela’s medical history with an open-ended enquiry (Lines
89-90: “how about your medical history y o u ’re very healthy f ”).
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Excerpt 6.46 Case 1A “Cellulitis”
88.

D eirdre (D);

[The tartar o k ay ...b rillia n t...o k ay ...

89.

D eirdre (D): su p er...an d how about your m edical history you’re very

90.

D eirdre (D): healthy!

91.

Pamela (P): I am I’m fine I m ean I’ve the only tim e Iwas hospitalised

92.

Pamela (P): there was em after I had Rachel I had cellulitis

93.

D eirdre (D): O k ay ...o k ay ...o k ay

94.

Pam ela (P): Sorry I did n ’t put that in

95.

D eirdre (D): T hat’s okay I’ll ju st pop it in

96.

Pam ela (P): Yes I was in for tw elve days after I had her

97.

Pamela (P); [I was on antibiotics for that

98.

D eirdre (D): [Y eah... o k ay ...an d how are you now

99.

Pamela (P): Fine [absolutely fine

100. Deirdre (D):

so

[Okay good good great good overall very healthy

101. Pam ela (P): Overall perfect yes

The resulting account o f Pam ela’s health constitutes an illness narrative, that is
to say, an account o f an occasion o f ill-health in the form o f a Labovian narrative
(Labov, 1972). In Line 91 there is an abstract (“I was hospitalised”), two temporally
dependent clauses (Lines 92, 96: “After [the baby] I had cellulitis... I was in for
twelve days”), a resolution and coda (Lines 97, 99: “I was on antibiotics... fine
absolutely fine”). Labovian narratives are not common in the data, but there are other
examples^^ where an elicitation by the dentist leads to a non-Labovian account of
illness by the patient.

Text box 6.11 overleaf lists the contextualisation cues for CF Medical
History/Illness Narratives.

See Case ISA, Lines 5-33; Case 22A, Lines 12-27 (Appendix 18)
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Text Box 6.11: Contextualisation cues for CF M edical History/ Illness Narratives

IRF structures (with dentist dominating turns); specialised (M edical/dental)
lexis; Open-ended questions; Illness Narratives & Illness accounts (Patient
dominating turns); Formal style; SRF elements (including politeness
strategies); absence o f comprehensive list o f medical history questions.

6.5.3 Consultation Frame (CF) Inform ation-gathering and Diagnosis sequences

Excerpt 6.47 below is an example o f an information-gathering sequence. It is
representative o f numerous sequences in the data where the dentist elicits information
and the patient responds. Both dentist (Dermot) and patient (Parker) establish a
footing around a dental topic with the dentist employing a specialised lexis (Line 136:
“discharge”) and a formal style.

Excerpt 6.46 Case 5 “Are you clogged up?”
134. Parker (P):

[Right right

135. Derm ot (D ): But as as it stands at the m om ent have you got
136. Dermot (D ); a discharge from your n ose or are you [you
137. Dermot (D ): clogged up t
138. Parker (P):

[A v e r y

139. Parker (P); no nothing really it's just today now is the first
140. Parker (P); day I can say I'm feeling that so

It is notable in this excerpt that both dentist and patient enjoy long speaking
turns. The reformulation (Lines 138-140) by Parker as she strives to give an accurate
history o f her symptoms might be seen as her aligning to the formal style o f Dermot,

and hence to the Consultation Frame. This excerpt does not display the Initiation/'
Response/Follow-up (‘I/R7F’) structure- rather it is an elicitation developing from an
account by the patient. Elsewhere (see Case 18A, Lines 34-45), an elicitation by the
dentist results in an account from the patient. In other examples, the information
gathering assumes the I/R/F structure (see Case 20, Lines 149-155). Excerpt 6.48,
below, exhibits the I/R/F structure, but this is not immediately obvious because o f the
informal style and the longer turns from the patient. David elicits information with a
question about Poppy’s treatment with a specialist dentist (Lines 17-18) to which
Poppy responds, and David provides feedback (Lines 20, 23).

Excerpt 6.48 Case 15 “G rand”

17.

D avid (D): Em how did it g o w ith Dr Murphy

18.

D avid (D): [anyway | so it's

19.

Poppy (P): [Em it w ent grand

20.

D avid (D): Y ea h f

21.

Poppy (P): It w as very sore em but it it

22.

Poppy (P): w as grand after a [w h ile it's just

23.

D avid (D):

24.

Poppy (P): Em

25.

D avid (D): And how's it been sin ce it w as since it

26.

D avid (D): [w as com plete | it's been okay |

27.

Poppy (P): [It's grand but 1 think it's sort o f like

28.

Poppy (P): last w eek em I just haven't had a

29.

Poppy (P): chance to get dow n em [and

30.

D avid (D):

31,

Poppy (P): Last w eek I sort o f . . 1 think the

32.

Poppy (P): side o f it chipped

[R ight okay

[M m -hm m
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In Line 25, the I/R/F sequence recommences with a follow-up question (“how ’s
it been since?”). It is principally the patient’s lexical and syntactic choices and use o f
repetition (Lines 19, 22, 27: “Grand” ; Lines 27, 31; “ sort o f ’) that constitute an
informal style to this sequence.

Excerpt 6.49 is an example o f a diagnosis sequence.

Excerpt 6.49 Case 3A “Definitely a little bit o f decay”
152. D ym pna (D): there's definitely a little bit o f decay in one o f these
153. D ym pna (D): low er teeth and potentially over here as w ell

What is notable in this sequence is the declarative structure o f dentist D ym pna’s
utterance, which is a cue that a Consultation Frame is in operation. The diagnosis, o f
“decay”, is mitigated (“a little bit”) with a negative politeness strategy. This sequence
occurs as part o f a monologue by Dympna, and the diagnosis sequence in Excerpt
6.50 similarly comprises a monologue by the dentist David that is interrupted only by
back-channel responses from Phoebe (Lines 167, 171).

Excerpt 6.50 Case 9A “Just broken away”
164. David (D ): ...y e a h it's just the back
165. D avid (D ); the w h ole back o f this tooth b asically or a large portion o f
166. D avid (D ); it i-is is is fillin g [effectively
167. Phoebe (P):

[Mm

168. D avid (D): and it's just that a piece o f that has just broken away on
169. D avid (D ): you it's not 1 don't think it's the tooth itse lf that's broken it's
170. David (D ): just the it's just part o f the fillin g
171. Phoebe (P): Okay
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Here also is the declarative structure, used by David, and couched in a negative
politeness strategy (Lines 168-70: “it’s just that a piece o f that has just broken
aw ay... just part o f the filling”). In this example, the patient’s turns are limited (Line
167: “M m” ; Line 171: “Okay”), but there are examples o f diagnostic sequences
where the patient makes more substantial contributions (see Case 22A, Lines 489496).

Text box 6.12 below lists the contextualisation cues for CF Information
Gathering/ Diagnosis.

Text Box 6.12: Contextualisation cues for CF Information Gathering/ diagnosis

Interrogative and declarative structures by dentist; specialised dental
lexis; monologues by dentist; I/R/F sequences; range o f style from formal
to informal; negative politeness strategies; patient turns range from backchannel responses to longer accounts.

6.5.4 Consultation Frame (CF): Explanation, Planning, and Health Promotion

Excerpt 6.51 involves an explanation and planning sequence where Dermot, the
dentist describes the findings o f an x-ray to the patient, Pippa, and advises that the
best plan for her involves extracting her wisdom tooth.

Excerpt 6.51 Case 6 “This little guy”

186. Derm ot (D): But em this little guy is sitting over h ere... can you see
187. Derm ot (D ): the little black halo the little black ring just at the back
188.

Derm ot (D ): there
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189.

Pippa (P): Y eah j

190.

Derm ot (D ): That's the infection that's part o f the infection o k ayf

191.

Pippa (P): Okay

192.

Dermot (D): A lright so that's (w here) you're in trou b le... look at in a

193.

Derm ot (D): n u tsh ell...it's like a carpark with tw enty cars with room

194.

Derm ot (D): for tw enty ca r s...a ll the cars are in but som e o f them are

195.

D erm ot (D): too big and som ebody's up on the footpath and this

196.

D erm ot (D): particular last tooth is the one that's up on the footpath

197.

Pippa (P): Okay

198.

D erm ot (D): Okay alright so look at it's purely m echanical you just

199.

Dermot (D ): need to get the damn thing out

200.

Pippa (P): Okay

The noteworthy features o f this sequence, as Dermot explains his findings to
Pippa, include the use o f imagery and the informal style. As he describes the
radiographic appearance o f the wisdom tooth, Dermot uses metaphor (Lines 186-188;
“this little guy... the little black halo the little black ring”) and then simile (Lines
193-196: “ like a car-park... one that’s up on the footpath”). Throughout the
monologic sequence there is evidence o f a specialised lexis (e.g. Line 189:
“infection”), but there is also a notable use o f a more informal lexis (Line 198-9: “you
just need to get the damn thing out”) and syntax (Line 198: “Okay alright look at”).
The phrase “look at” (Line 192, 198) is a recurring filler used by this dentist
throughout the data, and it seems to serve a fiinction as a positive politeness strategy,
enhancing the social involvement (Brown and Levinson, 1987) with the patient.
Although Dermot is explaining a clinical matter, his informal style belongs more to
what M ishler (1984) describes as the “voice o f the lifeworld” .

In Excerpt 6.52 below, a number o f the same features are apparent as dentist
Dominic explains the progress o f a root canal treatment. The sequence is essentially a
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monologue by Dominic, with back-channel responses from Patrick (Lines 283, 286,
291) - apart from Line 279 where Patrick anticipates and initiates the sequence.

Excerpt 6.52 Case 18B “Basically not so good news”
278. (3)
279. Patrick (P): N ow basically not so good new s
280. D om inic (D):

no unfortunately basically what is what happened is that

281. D om inic (D): I've exp osed the kind o f the pulp chamber on that side which
282. D om inic (D): is basically where the nerve is okayT
283. Patrick (P): Okay
284. D om inic (D): 1 1 w as able to identify just one canal w hich is m ost likely it
285. D om inic (D): is this one herej
286. Patrick (P); Mm
287. D om inic (D ): But according to the x-ray you you've alm ost got like what
288. D om inic (D): w e call them 'sclerosed canals' w hich is basically w hen the
289. D om inic (D): chronic inflam m ation has been going on what happens is
290. D om inic (D): that the canals start closing
291. Patrick (P): M m-hmm

Where this excerpt differs from the preceding one is in the consistent use o f a
specialised lexis (e.g. Line 281: “exposed ... pulp chamber”), a more formal style o f
construction (Line 287: “But according to the x -ray ...”), and the evocation o f the
‘voice o f m edicine’ (Mishler, 1984), which appears to be the dominant style in these
sequences^^. This ‘voice o f m edicine’ is apparent to the extent that Dominic, by the
use o f jargon, makes him self distinct from Patrick (Line 288: “we call them
‘sclerosed canals’”). The repetition o f the word ‘basically’ (Lines 279, 280, 282, 288)

See also C ase 21, Lines 298-329; C ase 16, Line 4 17-433 (A ppendix 18)
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by both interactants, in a sequence started by Patrick the patient, is perhaps an
indicator that ‘explanation’ is underway.

A somewhat different discourse activity is involved in sequences where oral
health promotion is the main topic. In Excerpt 6.53 below, dentist Danielle
encourages Peter to floss more frequently.

E x cerp t 6.53 Case 14A “The habit o f trying to do it”
131. D anielle (D): Em it just the bit o f tartar is all gone there now em so it's
132. D anielle (D): just to be able to get the floss betw een the teeth
133. Peter (P): M m-hmm
134. D anielle (D): Em it's good to g- you know to get in the habit o f trying
135. D anielle (D): to do it every day [you know
136. Peter (P):

[Y ea h ...em

What is most notable in this sequence is the degree o f indirectness involved in
the advice to floss more frequently. The syntactic choices include the use o f
infinitive, “it’s just to be able to g e f’ (Line 132), rendering the instruction impersonal
and distanced. Danielle hedges, reformulates, hesitates, uses fillers, and generally
tries to mitigate (Brown and Levinson, 1987) the threat to Peter’s face im plicit in the
oral hygiene advice (Line 134-5: “Em it's good to g- you know to get in the habit o f
trying to do it every day you know”). Peter, meanwhile, replies with back-channel
responses (Lines 133, 136). In Excerpt 6.54, there is a similar scenario involving
flossing. Dorothy, the dentist, in this case uses a positive politeness strategy, fostering
social inclusion with Paul as she identifies with the difficulty o f regular hygiene
practice (Line 167: “I get i f ’).
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E x cerp t 6.54 Case 17 “Flossing is a big thing”
163. Paul (P):

[Mm

164. Dorothy (D); All the w ay to the [back about thirty seconds in each
165. Dorothy (D): area
166. Paul (P):

[M m -hm m ...okay

167. Dorothy (D): It's hard to to spend that long 1 1 get it but and pull your
168. Dorothy (D): lip down and in betw een your lower front teeth em
169. Dorothy (D): flossing is a big thing
170. Paul (P): Okay
171. Dorothy (D): B ecause that's the main thing with tartar but otherwise
172. Dorothy (D): keep doing what you're doing
173. Paul (P): M m-hmm

The recommendation to floss is hedged by rendering it as a gnomic abstraction
(Line 169; “flossing is a big thing”), and then the sequence is ended by a further
positive politeness strategy, implicitly commending the patient for his current efforts
(Line 172: “keep doing what you're doing”). In both cases, the dentist dominates the
exchange with long speaking turns, and back-channel responses from the patient. In
other examples, the dentists mitigate the use o f the second person singular verb form
(“you”) by interchanging it with the more inclusive “we” (see Case lA , Lines, 605624; Case 11, Lines 329-392).

Text box 6.13 below lists the contextualisation cues for CF Explanation and
Planning/Health Promotion.
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Text Box 6.13: Contextualisation cues for CF Explanation and Planning/ Health
Promotion

Imagery (metaphor, simile); ‘voice o f m edicine’; ‘voice o f the lifeworld’;
range from informal to formal style; range from specialised lexis to
informal lexis; positive and negative politeness strategies (includes
hedging, indirectness, reformulation, fillers); dentist typically takes
longer turns; patient typically back-channel responses.

6.5.5 Consultation Frame (CF) Closing sequences

Consultation Frames that arise in the closing sequences o f the dental visit
appear to fall into two categories: post-operative instructions and warnings for the
immediate future, and discussion o f future treatments. In Excerpt 6.55 below, there is
an example o f the former, a warning to Petra that she may experience some
sensitivity. A socio-relational frame is in operation as the excerpt opens with a
formulaic farewell greeting from Petra (“cheers”). Dorothy, the dentist, completes the
adjacency pair with her formulaic response (“No problem take care”) before shifting
her alignment to a Consultation Frame in Line 478 (“the only thing”).

Excerpt 6.55 Case 16 “It should settle”
476. Petra (P): Thanks a m illion...[cheers
477. Dorolhy (D):

[N o problem take care

478. Dorothy (D): Take it easy the only thing to watch
479. Dorothy (D): out for is em you m ay get a bit o f
480. Dorothy (D ): sensitivity today and tom orrow after
481. Dorothy (D ): a cleaning... that's normal just avoid
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482. Dorothy (D): ice-cold drinks and that and it should settle
483. Petra (P): Alright
484. Dorothy (D): Okay |

Here Dorothy is co-creating a “hypothetical narrative” (Linde, 1986: 186), a
consultative “emplotment” (M attingly, 1998: 2) o f Petra’s likely post-treatment
experience. This emplotment may be considered a co-creation because o f Petra’s
retrospective alignment to D orothy’s footing (from Line 478) with her back-channel
response (Line 483: “Alright”).

Excerpt 6.56 below is an example o f another type o f Consultation Frame
closing sequence - the discussion o f future treatment. While it is once more futureoriented, this ‘planning’ sequence is distinct from an Operational Frame in that the
discourse activity involved is not an administrative task o f scheduling an appointment
but rather a consultative task o f advising as to the best way to plan a treatment.

Excerpt 6.56 Case 18B “I know how to deal with it”
450. D om inic (D): So 1 m ight as w ell do it m y se lf
451. Patrick (P): Mm [okay
452. D om inic (D):

[O kayt because the tooth is very h eavily restored

453. Patrick (P): Mm
4 54. D om inic (D): And there is a high chance that when I try to take it out it
4 55. D om inic (D): m ight break
4 56. Patrick (P): Okay
4 57. D om inic (D): So at least i f it breaks with m e 1 know how to deal with it
458. D om inic (D); you k n ow f
459. Patrick (P): Okay
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There are back-channel responses again from the patient, Patrick, (Lines 451,
453, 456, 459), and it is notable that the discourse is focussed around the dentist’s
action, and the use o f the first person singular o f the verb forms (Line 457: “I know
how to deal with it”). It is interesting at this point to consider how Dominic is
constructing an identity for him self as a competent oral surgeon (however, a
discussion o f identity will follow in more detail in Chapter 10).

Other examples in the data o f closing sequences involving discussion o f future
treatment (see Case IB , Lines 912-918) and post-operative instructions and warnings
(see Case 7, Lines 405-409) also feature long turns by the dentist, with back-channel
responses from the patient. An exception to this occurs in Case 3B (Lines 527-567)
where the patient interrupts the instructions with a related anecdote.

Text box 6.14 lists the contextualisation cues for CF Closing sequences.

T ext Box 6.14: Contextualisation cues for CF Closing sequences
Future orientation o f discourse (post-operative instructions and warnings,
discussion o f future treatments); long tum s by the dentist; patient limited
to back-channel responses.

Table 6.5 overleaf collates the contextualisation cues for Consultation Frames into a
single table.
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T able 6.5 Contextualisation cues for Consultation Frame.

Consultation Frame

Contextualisation cues

Discourse activities
Opening sequences

Specialised lexis, formulaic expressions (‘check-up’,
‘cleaning’), IRF sequences, HAY? sequences with
variations, interrogative sequences to establish presenting
concern, negative politeness strategies and other SRF
elements (laughing), patient accounts, review o f preceding
treatment/visit.

Medical History and

IRF structures (with dentist dom inating turns), specialised
(M edical/dental) lexis, open-ended questions, illness
narratives & illness accounts (patient dom inating turns),
formal style, SRF elements (including politeness
strategies), absence o f comprehensive list o f medical
history questions.

Illness narratives
sequences

Inform ation-gathering
and Diagnosis sequence

Explanation and
planning, and health
promotion sequences

Closing sequences

Interrogative and declarative structures by dentist,
specialised dental lexis, monologues by dentist, IRF
sequences, range o f style from formal to informal, negative
politeness strategies, patient turns range from back-channel
responses to longer accounts.

Imagery (metaphor, simile), ‘voice o f m edicine’, ‘voice o f
the lifew orld’, range from informal to formal style, range
from specialised lexis to informal lexis, positive and
negative politeness strategies (includes hedging,
indirectness, reformulation, fillers), dentist typically takes
longer turns, patient typically back-channel responses.

Future orientation o f discourse (post-operative instructions
and warnings, discussion o f future treatments), long turns
by the dentist, patient limited to back-channel responses.
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Table 6.6 overleaf, collates the information from Table 6.3, Table 6.4, and
Table 6.5, to form an overall guide to the discourse activities and contextualisation
cues for the three sub-frames evident in the Dental Visit Frame.
This table represents an analysis o f the twenty-nine recorded interactions that
comprise the primary data set. There is individual variation from Case 1 to Case 22,
and what is represented below is a summary of the trends and patterns that have
emerged from the analysis. Features that appear in bold within the body of the table
represent an overlapping o f sub-frames, where cues that typically suggest that one
frame is in operation frequently occur (in the data) in the midst of cues that suggest a
different frame. An example of this is the apparent prevalence of politeness strategies
(Brown and Levinson, 1987) within Operational Frames, where politeness strategies
could be considered as a typical feature of a Socio-Relational Frame. What is evident
from the briefest look at this table is that cues associated with SRFs do appear
consistently in Operational and Consultation Frames.
This process, of demonstrating and collating contextualisation cues for the subframes in the Dental Visit frame (and which concludes with Table 6.6 overleaf), has
been, to a certain extent, a descriptive one, a necessary first step in the “definition”
(Goffman, 1974: 10) o f the three sub-frames. The next section, looking at shifts
between and within frames, provides further opportunity to demonstrate fram e
analysis in action, as interactants shift footings and alignments.

Table 6.6 C ontextualisation cues for the three sub-fram es o f the Dental Visit Frame (crossover features in bold)
The Dental Visit Fram e
Socio-Relational Frame

Operational Frame

Consultation Frame

C o n te x tu a lis a tio n C u e s ( b y a c tiv ity )

C o n te x tu a lis a tio n C u e s (b y a c tiv ity )

C o n te x tu a lis a tio n C u e s (b y a c tiv ity )

G eneral: M ark ed p ro so d ic p h en o m en a ; In fo rm ality o f

G eneral: D irectives, Im peratives, R equests. S R F

G eneral: S pecialised lexis, form ulaic expressions

style, lexis, syn tax ; P o sitiv e p o liten ess strateg ies

c o m p o n e n ts (in cl. p o lite n ess stra te g ie s);

(“ch eck -u p ” , “ clean in g ”); R anges o f form al to
in fo n n al styles, lexis ( ‘V oice o f M e d ic in e ’ and

(in clu d es em p h atic ev alu a tio n ); E qual tu rn -tak in g ;
L aughter, jo k in g ; N o n -d en tal to p ics, topic in itiation by

D irectives: L ong inter-tum pauses, indirectness,

‘V oice o f L ifew o rld ’); In terrogative sequences

all. Initiatio n , fo sterin g an d m a in ten an ce o f rapport;

conditio n al verb tenses, ‘n o w ’ as discourse m arker.

including IR F s by dentist; S R F c o m p o n e n ts

N e g a tiv e a n d p o sitiv e p o lite n e ss s tra te g ie s;

(in c h p o lite n e s s stra te g ie s);

R eporting: Long inter-turn pauses, ritualised

O penings: H A Y ? sequ en ces and v ariations,

seq u en ces, use o f presen t tense, specialised lexis,

p atien t acco u n ts/ review s o f p rev io u s visits;

O pening: F o rm u laic e x p ressio n s o f g reetin g , Phatic
com m u n io n , H A Y ? seq u en ces, use o f first nam es;
C losing: F o rm u laic ex p ressio n s o f th an k s, farew ell.

rep etitio n s and reform ulations, m ultiple turns for

R e-in tro d u ctio n o f ea rlie r S R F to p ic, “ o k ay ” as

d en tist only, absence o f p oliteness strategies;

M edical history: Illness n arratives and accounts
(lo n g turns for p atien t), tru n cated m edical history

disco u rse m arker;
P rocedural: V erbs in 1®‘ person singular/plural and
N arrative: L ab o v ian n arrativ es an d ‘n e w sw o rth y ’

future tenses, ‘j u s t ’ as s t a n d a r d n e g a tiv e p o lite n ess

n arrative acco u n ts (w ith tem p o ral seq u en cin g ,

s tra te g y ;

interview , form al style;
Inform ation gathering and diagnosis:
M onologues and declarativ es by dentist;

im agery, e v alu a tio n s, use o f p ast ten se, long tu rn s for
n arrato r and b ack -ch an n el resp o n ses from au dience);

F inancial: interaction b etw een dentist and p atient only,
initiated by eith er, neg. p o lite n ess, distancing,

E xp. and P lanning. H ealth P rom otion: Im agery

T easing/Jo k in g : use o f p erso n al p ro n o u n s as

hedg in g , h esitation, S R F fe a tu re s (la u g h te r/jo k in g );

(sim ile, m etaph or), longer turns for dentist,
sh o rter fo r patient;

d istan cin g d ev ice , irony (an d lau g h ter, m ark ed
p ro so d ic p h en o m en a ).

C losing /S ch ed u lin g : future tenses, “now ” and “ there
you g o ” as d iscourse m arkers, neg. p o liten e ss

C losing: Future o rientation (p o st-o p erativ e
instruction s, discussion o f treatm ent) and
m o nologues by dentist, back-channel responses
by p atient
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6.6 Interactive Frames
This section on Interactive Frames explores the data as it was done in Chapter 5 for
the four different scenarios developed in that chapter where there is movement
between or within frames. These scenarios, represented by Figure 5.5 below, are;

(i)

Intra-fram e sh ift - a sh ift o f fo o tin g w i th in a fram e;

Frame^ Footing

(ii)

/Frame^ Footing2

Inter-fram e sh ift - a c h a n g e from o n e fram e to another;

Considtation
Frame

Operational
Frame

(iii) Fram e ‘on h o ld ’ (G o ffm a n , 1981a: 1 5 6 ) - a fram e b r iefly e x is tin g w ith in anoth er fram e;

Consultation
Frame

(iv ) S im u lta n eo u s fram es (T an n en and W allat, 1 9 9 3 :6 5 ) -u tteran ces w ith m u ltip le la y er s o f
interpretation.

?

SRF&
Consultation
frame

Figure 5.5 (Repeated) Interactive Frames; (i) Intra-Frame shift, (ii) Inter-Frame
shift, (iii) Frame ‘on hold’, (iv) Simultaneous Frames.
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6.6.1 Intra-Frame Shifts
‘Intra-frame shifts’ represent changes in ahgnment M’ithin a frame. In Excerpt
6.57, Deirdre, the dentist, changes her footing within an Operational Frame.

Excerpt 6.57 Case lA “Just pop your chin up”
184. Pam ela (P): It is kind o f s-1 kind o f have to
185. Deirdre (D ): W iggle it
186. Pamela (P): W iggle it around a bit
187. Deirdre (D): Okay so that’s just the left TMJ Nuala i f you w ou ld n ’t
188. Deirdre (D ): mind making a note o f that... okay just pop your chin up
189. Deirdre (D ): nice and high I’m go in g to just check under your chin to
190. Deirdre (D): make sure there’s no sw ollen glands or anything like that
191. (8)

This excerpt opens with Deirdre and Pamela, the patient, interacting within a
Consultation Frame as they discuss Pam ela’s jaw-joint ( ‘T M J’). Starting with the
discourse marker ‘okay’ (in Line 187) Deirdre establishes a new footing, and a new
frame, as she invokes an Operational Frame in a reporting sequence in Lines 187-8.
A ddressing Nuala, the nurse, Deirdre requests her to note the dictated findings about
the patient’s jaw (“if you w ouldn’t mind making a note o f that”). There are negative
politeness strategies in operation here too (“Just”, and the formulaic negative
politeness phrase “if you w ouldn’t m ind”). After a brief inter-tum pause in Line 188,
the discourse marker “okay” signals another shift, but this time the shift o f footing
occurs within frame. Deirdre establishes a new participation framework as she
addresses the patient in a directive sequence, her directive once more accompanied by
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negative politeness strategies (Line 188: “just pop your chin up”)^^. It is interesting to
note that the dentist addresses Nuala by name (Line 187), but does not apparently
need to use the patient’s name when addressing Pamela (Line 188: “your chin”). It
seems implicit that Pamela (the patient) is being addressed, as the contextualisation
cues for the directive sequence, and then those for the procedural sequence which
follows (Line 189: “I ’m going to just check”), infer that it is Pamela to whom Deirdre
is speaking. Over the four lines o f the sequence there is a shift by the dentist within
an Operational Frame (OF), as she establishes a footing with the nurse around the OF
activity o f reporting, and then a shift to a new footing around the OF activity o f
directives, a footing to which the patient aligns by (apparently) cooperating.

In Excerpt 6.58 there is a similar shift within an Operational Frame. In this
case, the dentist, Dympna, establishes a footing with the nurse around reporting
(Lines 68-9: “the lower left eight is partially-erupted”) and then shifts to a footing
around the OF activity o f giving directives (Line 71: “And close again there for me”)
with the patient as the addressed recipient. This shift is more clearly marked by the
long inter-tum pause o f eight seconds (Line 70), and again, making the assumption
that the patient has cooperated, this cooperation signals the patient’s alignment to the
dentist’s new footing.

Excerpt 6.58 Case 4A “I ’ll just em call out”
62. (39)
63. [Sound o f com pressed air]
64. D ym pna (D ): OkayJ, (cou gh s) so I'll just em call o u t... ju st goin g to
65. D ym pna (D ): call out P eggy what's here in your mouth at the mom ent

See C ase 20, Lines 127-134 (A ppendix 18), for another exam ple where b rief inter-tum pauses mark
intra-frame shifts.
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66. D ym pna (D ); [first o f all
67. P eggy (P):

[M m -hm m

68. D ym pna (D ): And em I'll just m ake a note that the low er left eight is
69. D ym pna (D): partially-erupted
70. (8)
71. D ym pna (D): And clo se again there for m e all the w ay that's it
72. (5)
73. D ym pna (D ); Okay I....n o w open
74. [Sound o f com pressed air]
75. (3)

Earlier in this excerpt, there is a procedural sequence (Lines 64-66: “so I'll just
em call o u t...”) where Dympna tells patient Peggy o f her imminent reporting activity
and, as in the last excerpt, the patient is identified by name as the intended addressee.
There is an interesting moment in Line 68-9, however, where a lack o f verbal
response leads to an ambiguity as to who is the prim ary addressee (Line 68-9: “And
em I'll just make a note that the lower left eight is partially-erupted”). Is Dympna
advising Peggy about what she is going to do, is she already reporting to the nurse, or
is she doing both?

In Excerpt 6.59, there is a shift from a procedural activity (Line 40: “Are you
o k a y t”^') to a directive activity within an OF (Line 42: “Turn your head”).

Excerpt 6.59 Case 12 “Push it back a tiny bit”
39.

(225)

40.

N atalie (N): Are you o k a y |

41.

Philip (P); M m-hm

This line suggests relation work, but it appears to be primarily, or sim ultaneously, aimed at
maintaining procedural progress
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42.

D anielle (D): Philip i f you could turn your head to the right a little bit

43.

D anielle (D): and then push it back a tiny bit... very careful

44.

(151)

In this example, the use o f the patient’s first name (Line 42: “Philip if you
could”) serves as a marker to the new footing established by Danielle within the
Operational Frame around giving directives. “N ow ” is another commonly used
discourse m arker in intra-frame shifts (see Case 18B, Lines 351-362, where “now”
signals a shift in footing from a procedural to a financial discourse activity). It is
perhaps significant that the examples above refer to Operational Frames as these
frames might exemplify best the demands on the dental clinician to keep “different
circles in play” (Goffman, 1981a: 156) in the discourse around procedural flow.

6.6.2 Inter-Fram e Shifts
‘Inter-frame shifts’ are those that occur between the three distinct sub-frames o f
the ‘Dental V isit’, namely the Socio-Relational, the Operational, and the Consultation
Frames. In Excerpt 6.60 below there is a shift in Line 237 shift from an Operational
Frame to a Consultation Frame.

Excerpt 6.60 Case lA “When we say w atch”
233. Deirdre (D ): Okay so upper right eight is m issin g ...se v e n is present
234. Deirdre (D ): and so u n d ...six has an occlu sal a m a lg a m ...fiv e and four
235. Deirdre (D ): are so u n d ...three tw o one on e tw o three four five six and
236. Deirdre (D ): seven w e might just put a w atch on that seven and eight
237. Deirdre (D ): is m issin g ... w hen w e say w atch it’s just to there’s a
238. Deirdre (D ): stain on the surface and w e just keep an ey e on it
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239. Pamela (P): Okay and eight is m issing [is that the w isdom tooth f
240. Deirdre (D):

[Eight is m issing that’s the

241. Deirdre (D): w isdom tooth

This shift between frames is marked by a brief pause (Line 237) and a switch in
style. In the preceding lines, the cues suggesting a reporting sequence within an
Operational Frame are apparent: the specialised lexis (“occlusal amalgam”), the intratum pauses and the monologic turn by the dentist. There is a switch in style at Line
237 where the dentist establishes a new footing around explaining the jargon (“when
we say watch”) to the patient as part o f a Consultation Frame. It is notable that,
despite a number o f previous opportunities to take a speaking turn, it is only after this
frame shift that the patient chooses to claim a turn (Line 239), thereby aligning
herself to the frame.

In Excerpt 6.61 there are shifts, first from a Consultation Frame to an
Operational Frame (OF), then from the OF to a Socio-Relational Frame.

Excerpt 6.61 Case 4A “M iserable out isn’t it?”
26.

P eggy (P): Em 1 notice kind o f a brown spot in a tooth and tooth h ere|

27.

Dympna (D): Okay [okay okay okay that's fine

28.

P eggy (P):

29.

(4)

30.

D ym pna (D): N ow I'll ask you to com e over and have a seat there

31.

Dym pna (D): please

32.

(7)

33.

D ym pna (D): It's m iserable out isn't it |

34.

P eggy (P): Horrible

35.

Dym pna (D): Yeah it's really gon e cold as [w ell

36.

P eggy (P):

[So I'm just afraid that (I m ight em)

[Yeah
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37.

D ym pna (D ): M idsummer's day and all lhat

38.

P eggy (P): Y eah (laughing)

39.

(5)

The excerpt opens with the patient, Peggy, voicing her concerns over a “brown
spot” (Line 26) on her tooth as she establishes a footing within a Consultation Frame
(CF). In Line 27 Dympna aligns to this footing with her acknowledgement (“okay”).
The full extent o f Peggy’s ‘presenting com plaint’ is not revealed as Peggy does not
complete her thought (Line 28: “I'm just afraid that (I might em)”), and then there is
an inter-tum pause. The cues suggestive o f a CF include the specialised lexis (“brown
spot in a tooth”), the dental topic, and the evaluation o f Peggy’s declaration by
Dympna (Line 27: “okay that’s fine”). After the four-second inter-tum pause at Line
29, Lines 30-31 mark a frame shift as Dympna establishes a new footing within an
Operational Frame. “N ow ”, at the start o f Line 30, functions as a discourse marker,
signaling the shift to the OF. “Now” is an appropriate way to move the attention o f all
to the task o f the moment, proceeding with the consultation. The directive (“come
over and have a seat there”), given by the dentist to the patient is a cue that an OF is
in operation, but it is also important to note the use o f the negative politeness strategy
(indirectness: “I ’ll ask you to”). Following another long inter-tum pause o f seven
seconds (Line 32), Dympna then establishes a new footing within a Socio-Relational
Frame (SRF) around the topic o f bad weather, to which Peggy aligns emphatically in
Line 34^^. There are a number o f contextualisation cues for SRFs in this sequence: the
marked prosodic phenomena (Line 34: “Horrible”; Line 35: “Y eah”), the alignment
to emphatic evaluations (Line 33: “miserable”), the shared speaking turns and the
laughter (Line 38).
See also C ase 3 A , L ines 211 -223 (A ppendix 18), for another exam ple o f inter-tum pauses demarcating a
frame shift around the topic o f weather
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The shift o f frames in Excerpt 6.62 is less obvious, although it also is marked by a
(brief) pause.

Excerpt 6.62 Case 14A
1.

D anielle (D): Hi Peter how are you tod ayf

2.

Peter (P): Hi there how are you d o in g t

3.

D anielle (D): I'm D anielle I'm one o f the dentists here nice to m eet

4.

D anielle (D): y o u ...e m what can 1 do for you today Peterf

5.

Peter (P): Em it's just em just I guess a check-up and a clean

In Line 3, Danielle, the dentist, brings an SRP opening sequence to an end with
a formulaic phrase (“nice to meet you”). After that brief pause (Line 4), Danielle
establishes a new footing around the opening o f the consultation (and a shift to a
Consultation Frame) with another formulaic phrase (“what can I do for you today
P e te rt”). Peter, in Line 5, with some hesitation and reformulation, aligns to this new
footing to help establish the Consultation Frame. D anielle’s hesitation here in Line 4
(“em”) might appear to be inconsequential but it in fact serves as a discourse marker,
enhancing the effect o f the pause in separating the discourse activities.

6.6.3 ‘On holdVMomentary Frames

M omentary frames occur as brief examples circumscribed by a longer frame.
This surrounding frame is temporarily suspended, or put ‘on-hold’ as Goffman
(1981a; 156) put it. In Excerpt 6.63 below, the main business underw ay is a
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consultation involving a discussion, within a Consultation Frame, o f Polly’s
mouthguard (Line 11), but this is suspended three times.

Excerpt 6.63 Case 10 “Nearly the weekend anyway”
11.

P olly (P): 1 brought m y mouthguard as [w ell for you to look at (I'll

12.

P olly (P): leave m y jacket here as w ell)

13.

D avid (D):

14.

D avid (D): a look yeah o f course yeah you can hang that up I'll... I'll

15.

D avid (D): look and see what you've been what you've been doing to

16.

D avid (D): this ...n o w so I just want (?) nearly the w eekend

17.

D avid (D); an yw ayf

18.

P olly (P): 1 know

19.

D avid (D): Y eah w ell at least you're w earing it anyw ay [you've got

20.

D avid (D): th e...y ea h

21.

P olly (P):

[Oh good excellen t let's have

[Yeah 1 know

The Consultation Frame is put on hold initially by Polly. She invokes an
Operational Frame in Lines 11-12 (“I ’ll leave my jacket here as well”) as she
establishes a footing (briefly) around finding a suitable place for her belongings.
David immediately aligns to the Consultation Frame (Lines 13-14: “Oh good
excellent let’s have a look”) and then he takes up a footing briefly around dealing
'y 'i

with Polly’s coat (Line 14: “yeah o f course yeah you can hang that up”) . That this
footing is momentary is indicated by the seamless transition back to a footing around
the consultation (Lines 14-16: “you can hang that up I'll... I'll look and see what
you've been what you've been doing to this”). As David commences examining the
mouthguard, he once more takes up a new temporary footing around ‘weekend talk’

For another exam ple o f a Consultation Frame briefly put on hold for a procedural m om ent in an
Operational Frame, see C ase 11, L ines 140-150 (A ppendix 18)
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(Line 16), establishing a momentary SRP, to which Polly aligns (Line 18: “I know”).
David then immediately re-establishes his footing around the Consultation Frame
(Line 19), and Polly reahgns in Line 21 (“Yeah I know”).

Excerpt 6.64 involves a slightly longer suspension o f a frame- it is not
‘m om entary’, but the surrounding SRF is put ‘on hold’.

Excerpt 6.64 Case 16 “Just avoid ice-cold drinks”
467. Petra (P): A lright [thanks very much
468. Dorothy (D):

[It was lovely meeting you...I'll ju st

469. Dorothy (D): grab your jacket for you
470. (3)
471. Dorothy (D): You'll w ant to w rap up [warm
472. Dorothy (D): (laughing) yeah
473. Petra (P):

[(laughing)

474. Petra (P): (?)
475. Dorothy (D): It's cold outside...there you go
476. Petra (P); Thanks a m illion...[cheers
477. Dorothy (D):

[No problem take care

478. Dorothy (D): Take it easy the only thing to watch
479. Dorothy (D): out for is em you may get a bit o f
480. Dorothy (D): sensitivity today and tom orrow after
481. Dorothy (D): a cleaning... that's normal ju st avoid
482. Dorothy (D): ice-cold drinks and that and it should settle
483. Petra (P): Alright
484. Dorothy (D): O kay f
485. Petra (P): Cheers thanks very much
486. Dorothy (D): Bye bye
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As Dorothy and Petra negotiate a Socio-Relational Frame in the closing
moments o f an interaction, Dorothy puts this SRF on hold and establishes a footing
within a Consultation Frame (at Line 478: “the only thing to w atch”) around giving
post-operative advice. The shift to a Consultation Frame is clear from the differences
in turn sequence, lexis, style and verb forms evident when com paring Lines 478-483
to the rest o f the excerpt. Dorothy speaks in a m onologue in contrast to the shared
turns o f the SRF. The laughter and formulaic phrasing (Line 476: “Thanks a million...
cheers”) o f the surrounding interaction make way for a more formal style involving a
specialised lexis (“ Sensitivity...cleaning”). Although Petra aligns to this frame in
Line 483 (“alright”), when Dorothy asks, “Okay?” in Line 484, with the implicit
possibility o f further consultative explanation, Petra instead opts to re-align to the
SRF (Line 485: “Cheers thanks very much”).

The final example in this section is certainly only a mom entary suspension o f
frame. In Excerpt 6.65 below, Deirdre and Pamela are interacting within a
Consultation Frame.

Excerpt 6.65 Case lA “Brilliant okay super”
85.

Pamela (P):

[Oh you can you can actually

86.

Pamela (P): feel the tartar [on the back o f m y low er teeth anyw ay

87.

Pamela (P): definitely

88.

Deirdre (D );

89.

Deirdre (D ): su p er...an d how about your m edical history y o u ’re very

90.

Deirdre (D ): healthy |

[The tartar o k a y ...b r illia n t...o k a y ...

At the moment where there is a shift between discourse activities within the
Consultation Frame (Line 88), there is a momentary SRF. Having discussed the tartar
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in Pamela’s mouth, and before discussing her medical history there are four brief
intra-tum pauses (Lines 88-89). Deirdre partly fills these pauses with a string of
evaluative terms of positive emotional reinforcement (Lines 88-89: “brilliant...
okay... super...”). The purpose o f these words is either to enhance the positive face
(Brown and Levinson, 1987) of the patient, or more simply to enhance the rapport
between the two: it is relational work, and constitutes a discrete footing around this
work. Ultimately, it establishes a momentary SRP that causes the Consultation Frame
to be put on hold. An alternative reading of this moment is that it is an example of an
SRF operating simultaneously within the Consultation Frame, with Deirdre trying to
encourage the telling o f Pamela’s account.

6.6.4 Simultaneous Frames
Evidence of more than one frame occurring simultaneously supports the
hypothesis that frames interact in a dynamic way. Examples of simultaneous frames
exhibit discourse activities that have more than one function at a given moment.
In excerpt 6.66 below Dympna is discussing tooth-whitening with patient Pearl.
It is common that the provision of dental healthcare is organised as a commercial
transaction, and this excerpt is an example of those two elements (treatment provision
and commercial transaction) occurring simultaneously.

Excerpt 6.66 Case 2 “The home treatment is 300”
2 92. Dym pna (D): N o w the hom e treatment is 300 euro and it includes
293. Dym pna (D): em the trays and a kit w hich has em (cou gh s) sort o f
294. Dym pna (D): six syringes in it and again the syringes then you
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295. Dym pna (D): w ould probably use three to four for the first cy cle
296. Dym pna (D): and then you have som e left over usually
297. Pearl (P): Sure

Dympna invokes an Operational Frame in Line 292 with the financial sequence
(“Now the home treatment is 300 euro”) where she discusses the price of the toothwhitening kit, and what is provided for that price (Lines 293-4: “the trays and a k it...
six syringes in it”). However, these lines might also be described as establishing a
footing within a Consultation Frame, around the explanation and planning of
treatment - it is a clinical treatment and it needs to be explained as such.
In Excerpt 6 . 61^^ below Pamela initiates the opening sequence o f a
Consultation Frame with her declaration “I’m actually embarrassed for you to see my
teeth” (Line 41), to which the dentist Deirdre aligns (Line 42) with the follow-up
question, “W h y t”.

Excerpt 6.67 Case lA
41.

Pamela (P): [I’m actually embarrassed for you to see m y teeth

42.

Deirdre (D): W h yt

43.

Pamela (P): I just am because they are so [bad (laughing)

44.

Deirdre (D );

45.

Deirdre (D): embarrassed at a ll... don ’t be em barrassed you have

46.

Deirdre (D): beautiful teeth

47.

Pamela (P): N o they are terrible I h aven ’t had them cleaned sin c e ...

48.

Pamela (P): 1 think since 1 got married about three years ago

[N o you sh ou ld n ’t be

Part o f th is e x c e r p t w a s p r e v io u s ly m e n tio n e d in S e c tio n 6 .5 .1 a b o v e

As the interaction unfolds, Pamela establishes the nature of her complaint (Line
47: “I haven’t had them cleaned”) and the length of time since her previous treatment
(Line 48: “about three years ago”). These discourse activities are what one might
expect in the opening sequence o f a Consultation Frame. However, this interaction
also has very evident features of a Socio-Relational Frame. Going back to Line 41, it
might be claimed that the affective content of Pamela’s presenting complaint (“I ’m
actually embarrassed for you to see my teeth”) points to a relationship-building
activity. This claim is further strengthened as Deirdre addresses this affective concern
(Lines 44-45: “No you shouldn’t be embarrassed at all... don’t be embarrassed”) and
then proceeds to offer an emphatic evaluation of Pamela’s mouth (Lines 45-46: “you
have beautiful teeth”).
In Excerpt 6.68 below, there are possibly three frames in play over the two
turns. Dermot, the dentist, is about to administer a local anesthetic injection to Parker.
This speaking turn might be interpreted as constituting an Operational Frame given
that it displays features of procedural sequences, with the dentist declaring what is
going to happen next. Equally, it might be interpreted as a Consultation Frame, with
the dentist involved in an explanation sequence (i.e. that the purpose of the injection
is “to numb you up”. Line 319) .

Excerpt 6.68 Case 5 “A little freeze”
318. (16)
319. Derm ot (D ): Okay just em a little freeze just to numb you up
320. Derm ot (D ): here Parker
321. (16)

S ee also Case 12, L ines 6 3 -7 0 (A ppendix 20) for another exam ple o f OF and CF operating
sim ultaneously
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What is very clear is that this excerpt has features o f a SRF also. There are
negative politeness features such as “ju st” and “a little” . The informal style, at the
level o f phrase (“numb you up”) and lexis (“freeze”) is at odds with the expectation
for a Consultation Frame. The word “freeze” is used as a euphemism for the
anaesthetic injection and in that sense also operates as a negative politeness strategy.

In Excerpt 6.69 below there is another example o f frames in operation
simultaneously. In Lines 17-18 (“we'll have a little look for you there”) it appears that
Danielle is establishing a footing within an Operational Frame around directing the
patient (e.g. “big stretch”) and maintaining the procedural flow o f the interaction.

Excerpt 6.69 Case 14A “Pop your wee head back”
16.

(10)

17.

D anielle (D): N o w pop your w ee head back and we'll have a little look

18.

D anielle (D): for you there (and a nice big stretch) for a minute

19.

(3)

In Line 17 Danielle gives her patient a directive (“Now pop your wee head back
there”). Although this clearly invokes an Operative Frame, the obvious negative
politeness strategies (“pop”, “wee head”) imply a rapport-building or rapportmaintaining purpose to the discourse, and hence simultaneously invoke a SocioRelational Frame. As outlined in Table 6.6 above, Socio-Relational discourse
activities pervade the interaction, and there are multiple examples
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throughout the

data o f overlapping frames such as in this example.

■*’ See C ase 5, Lines 141-143 (SR F & OF); C ase 8, L ines 167-176 (SRF & C F/D iagnosis); C ase 16, Lines
183-191 (SR F & C F /ln form ation -gath ering); C ase 14A , Lines 4 -1 2 (SRF & C F/O pening) (A ppendix 18)
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6.7 Dynamic Nature of Phases

‘Phases’ of medical interactions, as described by Byrne and Long (1976),
correspond to discrete behavioural activities, such as ‘explanation and planning’. This
concept of phases has been used in conceptualisations of medical interactions (Kurtz
et a i, 1996) and specifically dental models (Candlin et a l, 1980), and, as an aid to
teaching in the health sciences, these phases are often structured into a checklist of
tasks. The natural tendency with such a checklist is to view these
tasks/phases/activities as a linear progression. While more recent versions of
conceptualised models for medical interactions (Silverman et a l, 2005) acknowledge
that some of these tasks (such as building and maintaining rapport) are ongoing
throughout a consultation, the basic linear structure is still the dominant one.
‘Phases’ do not equate to ‘Frames’, as a frame has been described here as a
discourse activity defined and interpreted with predictable contextualisation cues. The
shared features of phases and frames does, however, hint at the dynamic nature of
these phases, in so far as the analysis above has resulted in numerous examples of
interactive frames. ‘Rapport-building’, for example, is understandable as a discourse
activity and as a task. The excerpts above indicate that, whether the researcher looks
for Socio-Relational Frames, or ‘phases’ of the interaction devoted to rapportbuilding, the resultant relational work pervades the whole interaction.
In Excerpt 6.70 below, Dympna commences the physical examination of
Peggy’s mouth. This represents the first time that Peggy has attended Dympna’s
dental practice, and is therefore Dympna’s first opportunity to assess her mouth.
Moments before, at the very beginning of the interaction, Peggy had mentioned her
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concern at noticing a “brown spot” on her tooth as referred to above (see Excerpt
6.61).

Excerpt 6.70 Case 4A “N ot everything that looks b ro w n ..
49. Dym pna (D): Okay J,
50. (9)
51. Dym pna (D): Em close together now for m e ... and open that's great so
52. Dym pna (D): yeah there's definitely som e decay there's em not
53. Dym pna (D); [everything
54. Peggy (P):

[Yeah

55. Dympna (D): That looks brown in your mouth is alw ays decay like
56. Dym pna (D): you can ju st haye som e areas w here there'll be stain in
57. Dym pna (D): deep grooves but em these guys are so we'll do a full
58. D ympna (D): check-up now for you okayf
59. (12)

The physical examination commences in Line 49 (“O k a y i”), and, following a
pause o f nine seconds, Dympna announces her diagnosis in Line 52 (“yeah there's
definitely some decay”), confirming Peggy’s self-diagnosis. In terms o f ‘phases’, the
diagnostic phase has happened just after the opening o f the consultation, and before
the examination and investigations have been completed. This view is supported by
D ym pna’s announcement a number o f lines later, “ so we'll do a ftill check-up now for
you” (Line 58).

In another first-time encounter, in Excerpt 6.71 below, Derek has commenced
his initial examination o f Priscilla’s mouth.
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Excerpt 6.71 Case 21 “Let me tell you something in advance”
184. Derek (D): O k ay... so one is sound tw o is sound
185. Derek (D): ... pain h e r e|
186. Priscilla (P): N ot really
187. Derek (D): N ot really [okay
188. Priscilla (P):

[N o

189. Derek (D): Here t
190. Priscilla (P): Yeah
191. Derek (D): Y eah... three has a buccal decay... let
192. Derek (D): me tell you som ething in advance
193. Derek (D): you are brushing very very hard
194. Priscilla (P): 1 know
195. Derek (D): Yeah that's not good ... that's why they
196. Derek (D): are sensitive your teeth
197. Priscilla (P): Is it t
198. Derek (D): E specially yeah I'm gonna show you
199. Derek (D); later on in the mirror... four has a
200. Derek (D): M -O -D com posite filling...
201. (3)

Derek breaks o ff from reporting his findings to the nurse (in Line 191) to
pronounce and explain his initial diagnosis to Priscilla, the patient. Derek
acknowledges that he is transgressing the typical order o f the consultation in Lines
191-2 (“let me tell you something in advance”) before describing how Priscilla’s
tooth-brushing is causing a problem, and explaining “that's why they are sensitive
your teeth” (Lines 195-6). In Line 199, Derek then resumes his scheduled task,
reporting his findings to the nurse once more. Heritage and d a y m a n (2010; 356)
describe how “online com mentary”, the reporting o f findings o f a physical
examination to a nurse, can be an effective means o f shaping the patient’s
expectations for treatment. This example, however, goes beyond ‘online
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com m entary’. Derek suspends his initial examination o f a new patient, provides a
diagnosis, explanation and advice, and then returns to his examination. This example
suggests a consultation with an emergent structure, with interactive phases rather than
a rigid checklist' .

In Excerpt 6.72, this time with a returning patient, there is another example o f
what m ight be termed ‘online commentary to the patient’.

E x ce rp t 6.72 Case 8 “As plain as day”
167. D a v id (D ): Em no there's a little there's a little there's a little area ju st a
168. D a v id (D ): fillin g further forw ard s in b e tw e en tw o teeth here okay"!" ju st
169. D a v id (D ): sort o f right up about there ju st in b e tw e e n the the ca n in e
170. D a v id (D ): and the o n e b ehin d it and it's ju st a a little bit d am aged at the
171. D a v id (D ): tim e that's d e fin ite lv p ro g ressed okay'f so 1 think w e n eed to
172. D a v id (D ); do a little sm all fillin g there at so m e sta g e o k a y f it's n o th in g
173. D a v id (D ): m ajor but em y o u k n o w it n e e - it's it's at the p oin t n o w
174. D a v id (D ): w h ere w e w e d e fin ite lv n eed to deal w ith it it's m ore than
175. D a v id (D ): ju st su p e r fic ia l...y e a h it's d e fin ite ly c h a lk y (to fe e l) no that's
176. D a v id (D ): as plain as day on that yeah em

During the examination phase, David appears to diagnose the need for “a little
area just a filling” (Lines 167-8). From Lines 169-175 he explains his findings to the
patient and continues to plan the filling. In Line 175, he returns to his physical
examination (“yeah it’s definitely chalky (to feel)”) before reconfirm ing his diagnosis
in Line 176. As the interaction continues (see Appendix 18), David once more reverts
to the examination.

S e e a lso C a se 3 A , L in es 1 5 0 -1 5 4 ; C a se 6, L in e s 2 8 -3 9 (A p p e n d ix 18) for further e x a m p le s o f the
d ia g n o sis p h a se occu rrin g on a d v a n ce o f c o m p le tin g in form ation -gath erin g
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Excerpt 6.73 below finds dentist David again, this time with returning patient
Polly. The excerpt begins as David opens the consultation (Line 288 “is it just for a
check-up today isn’t it t sorry”).

Excerpt 6,73 Case 10 “I got distracted with you earlier”
288. D avid (D): Let's have a is it ju st for a check-up today isn't itf sorry
289. D avid (D): [I yeah exactly o f course yeah exactly no sorry
290. Polly (P):

[Check-up scale and polish yeah my six-m onth one

291. D avid (D): 1 got distracted with you [earlier
292. Polly (P);

[(laughing)

293. David (D): and didn't actually ask you apologies em and there's no
294. David (D): change in medical history not taking any new [medics
295. D avid (D): m edicines m edications fi296. Polly (P):

[No no all the same

297. David (D); fit and well yeah that's great lovely now that's it
298. D avid (D): n o w ...(ju st write up on that) from before that's fine we
299. David (D): have that already and have a look here there's a couple o f
300. D avid (D): spots were down to keep an eye on so obviously we'll em
301. [Sound o f com pressed air syringe blowing]
302. David (D): take a quick look at those in particular but we'll have a
303. D avid (D): look at everything...okay
304. [Sound o f com pressed air syringe blowing]
305. (13)

The significance o f the consultation opening becomes apparent when the
transcript is seen in total (Appendix 18). The reader will note the excerpt begins at
Line 288, at which point there is the ritual opening o f the consultation. In Line 291,
David tells Polly, “I got distracted with you earlier” . Indeed the chronology o f the
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interaction up to this point unfolded as follows: (i) Social greetings, (ii) a partial
examination of the patient and an examination o f the patient’s mouthguard, (iii) an
‘explanation and planning’ phase involving a discussion of treatment options and a
review of the patient’s symptoms, (iv) a social discussion about the patient’s mother
and her specialist dental treatment, (v) ‘opening’ of the consultation (Line 288).
Thus, it was only after a number o f social and clinical ‘phases’ were finished
that the consultation was formally opened, the patient was asked the reason for her
attendance, and her medical history was checked, phases that one might typically
expect at the start.

6.8 Conclusion
The initial Guiding Premise stated at the beginning of this chapter
proposed that:
Structural m odels o f the phases/activities during a dental consultation may not best
reflect the dynam ic/fluid nature o f institutional discourse. This dynam ic discourse affects
the phase structure, upsetting its “standard shape” (D rew & Heritage, 1992: 4 3 ), and
dem anding a re-thinking o f the structure o f dental interactions.

The findings presented in this chapter have included a discussion o f the
differences between ‘phases’ (or behavioural activities) and frames (which are a
reflection o f discourse activities). A conceptual model for the structure (in phases) of
a dental interaction cannot by definition encompass the complexity of the discourse
as it emerges in interaction, but, inversely, an analysis of the discourse may provide
insights into the interaction’s structure. As this discourse has been shown to be
dynamic and interactive, a similar interactive nature might be ascribed to phases.
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There are a number o f key findings in this chapter. It is possible to demonstrate
the presence o f three sub-frames within the Dental Visit Frame (see Figure 5.6 at the
start o f this chapter): the Socio-Relational Frame, the Operational Frame, and the
Consultation Frame. It is possible to establish distinct characteristics and
contextualisation cues for these sub-frames. It is apparent that, having distinguished
these frames, they are demonstrably interactive, shifting from one to the other, and
operating simultaneously. The Socio-Relational Frame is pervasive, and it is difficult
to isolate sequences that do not exhibit a socio-relational element. Consequently, the
initiation, development and maintenance o f rapport are near-constant features o f these
data.

Shifts o f alignment and footing occur frequently within frames and between
frames. These shifts may be clearly marked or not, may be temporary or more
definitive, and may occur at the turn o f a phrase or even a word. Frames are
established in interaction, and by the participants’ alignment to those frames. Frames
display a dynamic nature, with shifts o f interpretation between participants and
moments, and even within moments. M ultiple frames may be described as operating
simultaneously in a sequence o f interaction. As frames behave in a dynamic way,
resisting a fixed structure, so the phases o f a dental consultation may be described in
a similar way. The data suggests an emergent structure. W hy this may be a useful
finding, in terms o f promoting patient engagement, is discussed in Chapter 10.

Where this chapter has looked at the organisation o f discourse at the level o f
frames, addressing the question posed by Heritage and d a y m a n , “W hy that now?”
(2010:52), the next chapter focuses on the participants, and how the discourse is
organised in terms o f participation framework. The next question is “W ho is speaking
and who is listening?”

7
Findings: The Participation Framework

7.1 Introduction

It might be anticipated that, in a study looking at interactional involvement, the
structure of interactional participation is o f interest. The context of primary care
dentistry has been discussed previously: although there is not necessarily a dental
nurse in attendance for every consultation, this setting commonly involves a triad of
dentist, dental nurse and patient. The relative involvement of each in talk-ininteraction is discussed below. Where Chapter 6 looked at interactive fram es of
discourse, this chapter analyses the data from a different perspective: the relative
roles o f those speaking and hearing the interaction at a given moment. As Goffman
puts it,

“W hen a word is spoken, all those who happen to be in perceptual range o f the
event w ill have som e sort o f participation status relative to it” (Goffm an, 1981a:

3).

As was discussed in Chapter 2, and demonstrated in Chapter 5 then, the
anticipated participation roles in interaction are those of “speaker and hearer”
(1981a: 129). These lay-terms were further categorised by Goffman under the terms
“production format” (for ‘speaker’) and “participation framework” (for ‘audience’)
(1981a: 226). The ‘production format’ comprises the "‘'animator...the sounding box
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from which the utterances come” {ibid.), the ’''author.. .the agent
w ho.. .composes.. .the Hnes” {ibid.), and the ‘''principal.. .the party to whose
position... the words attest” {ibid., italics in original). This ‘production format’ of
animator, author and principal is not the primary focus of this chapter. Rather, this
chapter analyses the participation frameworks in excerpts from the data.
Levinson (1988), who prefers the term ‘reception roles’ to ‘participation
framework, provides a useful synopsis of Coffman’s categorisation. Those who hear
an utterance may be “ratified” or “unratified” (Levinson, 1988; 169). Unratified
listeners (“bystanders” or “eavesdroppers” {ibid.)) are not anticipated in the context
of the dental interaction. In the “ratified” category are found “addressed recipients”
and “unaddressed recipients” {ibid.). Levinson suggests that Coffman’s system is
incomplete, not taking into account, for example, the possibility of being addressed
indirectly (1988:210).
For Coffman, a key factor in assessing participation roles is “the assessment of
reception through visual back-channel cues” (198la: 130). These cues, including
things like facial gesture and direction of glance, are not included here. The unusual
context of the dental surgery, where the participants interact in close physical
proximity, and where faces are frequently obscured by personal protective equipment
(masks, etc.) or by intra-oral procedures, may render visual cues a less important
feature.
The exploratory, sample analysis carried out in Chapter 5 included an initial
look at participation frameworks. This led to the generation of a second Guiding
Premise, which this chapter now seeks to test:
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G uiding Prem ise 2: A n analysis o f the participation fram ew ork in triadic
in teractions can u n cover the com plexity o f the interaction, and dem onstrate
m ore p athw ays o f interactional involvem ent than are directly apparent.

As the chapter unfolds, patterns in participation framework will be sought in the data,
under the following proposed structural models;
(i)

The Default model

(ii)

The Team M ember

(iii)

Pivot 1: The Social Catalyst

(iv)

Pivot 2: The M averick

(V)

Pivot 3: The Conduit

(vi)

Triadic Interaction

7.2 The D efault M odel

As described in Section 5.3, traditional conceptions o f a medical interview (and the
dental variant, see Candlin et a i, 1980) suggest a relatively rigid participation
framework in these settings, with the dentist as the principal speaker (or “central
participant” as Candlin et al. (1980:59) put it), the patient and nurse speaking mostly
in response to the dentist, and infrequently speaking to each other. The model
proposed to “describe the verbal activity” in a dental interaction by Candlin et al.
{ibid.) was represented by a diagram on which Figure 5.7 (repeated overleaf) is based.
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Dentist

/
Patient I

\
I Nurse

Figure 5.7 Dentist as the “central participant” in verbal activity (Based on a diagram
in Candlin et al. (1980:59)), with weak interaction between patient and nurse.

Excerpt 7.1 below appears to show Deirdre, the dentist, as just such a ‘central
participant’.

Excerpt 7.1 Case 1A “The left TMJ”
187. D eirdre (D ): O kay so th a t’s ju s t th e left TM J N uala if you w o u ld n ’t
188. D eirdre (D ): m ind m ak in g a n o te o f th a t... okay ju s t p o p y o u r chin up
189. D eird re (D ): nice an d high I ’m g o in g to ju s t ch eck u n d er y o u r chin to
190. D eird re (D ): m ake sure th e re ’s n o sw ollen glan d s or a n y th in g like that

In Line 187, Deirdre, the dentist, speaks to the nurse Nuala (using her first
name to nominate her as the addressed recipient), before shifting her footing in Line
188, where Deirdre addresses the patient (“okay just pop your chin up”). It is clear
from the context that the patient is the current addressed recipient here (as she is the
only one of the two undergoing a physical examination) and does not apparently need
to be addressed by name. In this excerpt, Deirdre is central to the discourse. It also
appears that in this excerpt the interaction with Nuala is secondary or subordinate.
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requiring the parenthetical use o f her name. Goffman describes such “subordinate
communication” as,

“Talk that is manned, timed, and pitched to constitute a perceivedly limited
interference to what might be called the “dominating com m unication” in its
vicinity” (Goffm an 1981a: 133).

There is abundant evidence throughout the data o f the nurse taking up this
subordinate discoursal role. As was dem onstrated in Chapter 6, there are numerous
instances o f sequences where the dentist, and (less frequently) the patient, speak in
monologues or otherwise dominate the interaction. This is much less common in the
case o f the nurse.
In Excerpt 7.2 below, Nadia, the nurse, is mentioned in Line 7, before fading
into the background again.

Excerpt 7.2 Case 4A “N adia’s helping me now”
5.

D ym pna (D); I'm D ym pna [nice to m eet you it's P eggy y ea h |

6.

P eggy (P);

7.

D ym pna (D): And Nadia's helping m e now today [and

8.

P eggy (P):

[Hi D ym pna I'm P eggy

[Hi

9.

D ym pna (D):

Thank you for em doing this like w e just have little

10.

D ym pna (D):

m ikes [don't worry

1 1.

P eggy (P):

[Oh yeah

When Peggy returns for her second visit, she is introduced to another nurse,
Nancy, who at least has the opportunity to say hello (see Case 4B, Lines 16-22,
Appendix 18) before resuming a mostly silent role. In fact. Excerpt 7.3 below
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represents a fairly common phenomenon in the data - the invisible (or at least
inaudible) presence o f the nurse.

E x ce rp t 7.3 Case 22B “Suction please”
307. (28)
308. Derek (D ); Suction please
309. [Sound o f suction unit and dental drill]
310. (37)

In this example, Derek directs his nurse to use the suction tip in the patient’s
mouth (Line 308), without referring by name to the nurse, and without requesting or
receiving a response. In these examples, whether the patient is returning^’ to the
practice, or a new patient"^*, the nurse has minimal vocal input to the discourse (often
without even an initial greeting), and her speaking turns are typically short procedural
or directive sequences, dealing with the practicalities o f the visit.
In Excerpt 7.4 below, this situation also applies, but in this case the nurse also
has to wait until Line 208 to have a speaking turn.

E x ce rp t 7.4 Case 1BA “PA or OPG”
207. D om inic (D): Okay
208. N icola (N ); PA or O P G t
209. D om inic (D): OPG please yeah yeah th an k s...okay let's com e over

The question being asked o f the data in this chapter is, ‘Is this model (Figure
5.7 above) truly the default structure o f participation in the dental interview?’
Returning patient: see C ase 5, L ines 1-7 (A ppendix 18)
N ew patient: see Case 12, Line 23; C ase 13, Line 3; Case 16, Lines 1-18; C ase 21, Line 32; Case 22A ,
Lines 1-12 (A ll A ppendix 18).
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Given that Chapter 6 already features extensive exam ples o f dentists and patients
interacting as a dyad, this section and the sections that follow focus on the
participation role o f the nurse in interaction. It is proposed that this is more likely to
result in the emergence o f participation frameworks that differ from this current
‘defauh m odel’.

7.3 The Team Member

As was discussed in Section 5.3, Simmel (1964) described the tendency for
there to be a dominant dyad with triadic groups. M uch o f what the dental nurse says
in these interactions falls under the description o f an Operational Frame - discourse
aimed at maintaining procedural flow. It is proposed therefore that the dentist and
nurse are often speaking in concert, as a team, with this team-unit in dyadic
interaction with the patient, as suggested in Figure 7.1 below.

Nurse

Dentist

Patient
F ig u re 7.1 The Dentist-Nurse ‘Team M em ber’ model o f dental interaction
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In Excerpt 7.5 below, there is an example o f a nurse involved in this team
discourse, around the Operational Frame activity o f organising the patient’s
belongings.

Excerpt 7.5 Case 1A “W e’ll hang it up”
9.

Pamela (P): I’ll put this stu ff here out o f the w ay w ill If

10.

Deirdre (D ): Yeah that’s fine

11.

Nuala (N): Yeah w e ’ll hang it up for you here on the ...th e co a t...

In this excerpt, both dentist (Line 10) and dental nurse (Line 11) respond to the
patient’s query about storing her belongings (Line 9). Not only do the dentist and
nurse both respond, but they also have the same ‘team ’ message o f facilitation and
reassurance. It is interesting to note the use o f the pronoun ‘w e’ by Nuala, the nurse,
in Line 11 (“W e’ll hang it up”) which further emphasises the unity o f the
dentist/nurse team. There are numerous examples throughout the data o f the nurse
adopting this team-member role in relation to, for example, dealing with
belongings'*^, providing the patient with safety glasses^*^, and encouraging the patient
to rinse out after treatment^'.
A variation on this team-member role is found in Excerpt 7.6 below, where
Noreen, the nurse, reinforces the dentist D erm ot’s message.

Excerpt 7.6 Case 7 “Open up a fraction”
355. Dermot (D ): Penny just open a little fraction

B elongings: see also C ase IB , Line 12; Case 5, Lines 1-7 (A ppendix 18).
Safety glasses; see also C ase 12, L ines 20-25; C ase 3 A , L ines 85-93; C ase 8, Lines 21 3 -2 1 7 ; C ase 22B ,
Lines 61-71 (A ppendix 18).
R insing out: see also C ase 14A , L ines 114-122; C a se l5 , Lines 669-674; C ase 22B , L ines 8 9 0 -8 9 4
(A ppendix 18).
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356. Derm ot (D ); ... w ell done... hold it there
357. (6)
358. Derm ot (D ): N o w I'll let you do it from the
359. Derm ot (D ); from the bottom up for me
360. Derm ot (D ); N oreen from the occlusal
361. (3)
362. N oreen (N): Can you open up a fraction
363. N oreen (N): Penny | that's it yeah
364. D en n ot (D); W ell done...

In this example, Dermot (Line 355) requests the patient Penny to “open a Httle
fraction...well done”. Following a couple of inter-tum pauses (Lines 357, 361), and
some instructions for Noreen (Lines 358-360), Noreen repeats and re-emphasises
Dermot’s request to the patient (Line 362: “Can you open up a fraction”). Dermot
then completes the repetition of his earlier turn in Line 364 (“Well done”). This, then,
C'y

is dentist and nurse discursively working as one .
There is also a more subtle variation of message reinforcement evident in the
data: reinforcement of the dentist’s evaluations. In Excerpt 7.6 below, Noelle, the
nurse, is called on as a member o f the dental team to reinforce the dentist’s
evaluations of patient Polly.

Excerpt 7.6 Case 10 “She’s a very good girl”
370. D avid (D): It's not too bad here (just b leeding) a little bit (? at the
371. D avid (D): corners and) at the inside at the bottom h ere...n o th in g
372. D avid (D): nothing nothing to worry about you're d oing very w e ll...
373. D avid (D): put a zero all around on the CPITN

R einforcem ent: see also Case IB , Lines 393 -3 9 9 ; C ase 22B , L ines 2 4 7 -2 5 6 (A ppendix 18)
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374. N oelle (N):

[Okay

375. David (D):

[It '11 be okay ju st afterw ards but w e're but w e're holding

376. David (D): we're fine (we'll try and do the perio thing after that)
377. N oelle (N): She's a very good girl [(laughing)
378. David (D):

[She is ...( if everyone ?)

379. N oelle (N): Yeah if only
380. David (D): Did you see the night guard tho u g h t
381. N oelle (N): No
382. David (D): I thought it was a year and a h alf old [I have to be honest
383. David (D): when 1 looked at it
384. Polly (P):

[(Laughing)

385. N oelle (N): And how old was i t |
386. David (D): Three months
387. Noelle (N): Oh no

424. David (D): (Show you) ju st very quickly
425. Polly (P): Like Jaws or som ething (laughing)
426. N oelle (N); (laughing) Oh veah
427. David (D): You're going [fairly you're going fairly hard on that
428. N oelle (N):

[God (laughing)

In this long excerpt, N oelle provides two contrasting evaluations both o f which
confirm earlier evaluations by David. Early in the excerpt, David positively evaluates
P olly’s gingival (gum) health (Line 372: “nothing to worry about you're doing very
w ell”), which is an indirect positive evaluation o f P olly’s efforts at oral hygiene. A
few tums later, N oelle supports this evaluation in her turn (Line 377: “She's a very
good girl”). W hile this might seem to have a patronising tone, it is follow ed by
laughter from N oelle, so it is more likely intended as informal positive reinforcement.
Throughout the interaction, there has also been discussion o f Polly’s mouthguard.
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w hich has been w orn dow n rapidly as a consequence o f her aggressively grinding her
teeth. In Line 380, D avid puts N o elle’s positive sentim ent on hold as he sw itches
topic to the m outhguard (“D id you see the night guard th o u g h t”). It is clear from the
exchanges in Lines 380-386 that D avid is concerned at the rate o f w ear on the
m outhguard, and N oelle duly responds w ith an em phatic negative evaluation (Line
387: “O h no”). A little later, in Line 424, D avid show s the m outhguard to N oelle,
looking for w hat perhaps m ight be term ed a ‘second opinion’, and once m ore N oelle
responds w ith an em phatic negative evaluation (L ine 428: “G o d (laughing)”),
m itigated som ew hat by the ensuing laughter. Thus N oelle has tw ice backed up the
evaluation o f the dental team^^, w hile w ith her inform al style she has perhaps also
given som e encouragem ent to the patient even w ith the negative appraisal^"*. In this
sense N oelle appears to be acting as a social ‘b rid g e ’, m itigating the ‘bad n e w s’ with
her laughter and inform ality.

7.4 Pivot 1: The Social Catalyst
In Section 5.3, there w as a discussion o f how G offm an coined the term “pivot”
(1981a: 135). This term described how a taxi passenger, sitting in the front seat,
m ight engage w ith fellow -passengers in the back seat, or involve the driver in
conversation, acting as a link betw een the two. The follow ing three sections present
variations on this idea o f an interactional ‘p iv o t’, once m ore focussing on the role o f
the nurse in the dental interaction.

S e e a lso C ase 9 B , L in es 9 8 -1 1 4 for a further e x a m p le o f b a c k in g -u p a p o s itiv e e v a lu a tio n (A p p e n d ix
'

S e e a lso C ase 8, L in es 3 2 3 - 3 3 3 for a further e x a m p le o f r ein fo r cin g an en c o u r a g in g m e ssa g e .
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The first of these pivots, as presented in Figure 7.2 below, presents the nurse as
an agent for fostering socio-relational interaction, and thereby encouraging
interactional involvement. In this model, it is often the nurse who initiates and
maintains social interactions, where the socio-relational element of interaction
between dentist and patient might otherwise be relatively sparse. This socio-relational
interaction pivots around the involvement of the nurse. The context of the
interactions, with physical constraints often hindering the patient’s ability to
contribute, might also provide the nurse with an opportunity to interact on behalf of
the patient, ‘speaking for another’ as Schiffrin (1993) puts it.

Nurse

Dentist

Patient

Figure 7.2 Pivot 1: the nurse as social catalyst

In Excerpt 7.8 below, Naomi, the nurse, initiates a socio-relational interaction
around the topic of Christmas.

Excerpt 7.8 Case 19 “All set for Christmas f
9.

(4)

10.

N aom i (N): Are you all set for C hristm ast
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11.

Pierce (P): Yeah just I'm not a lover o f Christmas though to be honest

12.

Pierce (P): with you you know

24.

Pierce (P): It's great for the kids don't get m e w rong it'sgreatfor the

25.

Pierce (P); kids you know Christmas but

26.

N aom i (N); M m -hm m m m -hm m

27.

Pierce (P); [But w hen you get to m y ...w h en you get to m-

28.

Donal (D): [Y eah if you are a kid the more expense is the best

29.

Donal (D): (laughing)

30.

Pierce (P): But when you get to m y age it's just like another day really

3 1.

Pierce (P): you know apart from the Christmas dinner and [that

32.

Naom i (N):

33.

Naom i (N): a good party that (laughing)

[Yeah but it's

The opening remark by Naomi (Line 10: “Are you all set for Christmas t ”) gets
an immediate response from Pierce. The flow is interrupted briefly as the interactants
settle in for the appointment, but Pierce takes it up again in Line 24 (“It's great for the
k id s ...”). This results in exchanges involving all three present (dentist, nurse and
patient -L ines 24-33) before Donal, the dentist, returns to the business o f the day.
W hat this example shows is that there is a Socio-Relational Frame in operation here,
enhancing the rapport between dentist, nurse and patient; this sequence is initiated by
the nurse Naomi, and her discoursal role might be described as being a ‘social
catalyst’ in this context. The excerpt above represents a return visit for Pierce, but
sim ilar sequences occur in first-time visits too^^.
In Excerpt 7.9 below, Noreen attempts to initiate a socio-relational sequence.

See also: (First visit) Case lA . L ines 11-17; (Return visits) C ase IB , Lines 11-33; C ase 3B , Line 25-26;
C ase 4B , Lines 23-24; Case 9B , L ines 2 3 -7 0 & 231-93; C ase 15, L ines 30 7 -3 5 4 (A ppendix 18)
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Excerpt 7.9 Case 6 “Your ring is nice”
5.

P ip p a (P): Hi

6.

D erm o t (D ): V ery g o o d look at I'll let you p o p y o u r g ear o v er there

7.

N o reen (N ): Y o u r ring is nice

8.

D erm o t (D ): N ow P ippa em how long has it b een since y o u 'v e been

9.

D erm o t (D ): h e re f [or is this y o u r first tim e t

In this instance, N oreen’s opening in Line 7 (“Your ring is nice”) is not taken
up by either Pippa or Dermot, and they carry on with the consultation.
The dental nurse does not necessarily need to be the initiator o f a sociorelational sequence to have a catalysing effect. In Excerpt 7.10 below, Deirdre, the
dentist, introduces the topic o f the local funfair (Line 114).

Excerpt 7.10 Case IB “The funfair”
113. D eird re (D ): [I k n o w alth o u g h o u r v iew has kin d o f ch an g ed a bit
114. D eird re (D ): w ith the fu n fair
115. P am ela (P): Y eah I k n o w ah b u t still th o u g h it's [lovely

130. P am ela (P):

[N o I k n o w it's

131. P am ela (P): not th e best ey e -c atc h e r in the w o rld 1 know
132. N u a la (N ):

[Y eah

133. P am ela (P): [B ut m y little sister loves it though
134. N u a la (N ): O h m in e loves it too
135. P am ela (P): [She lives in to w n and she's elev e n and she's d y in g for
136. P am ela (P): Jim to co m e out to h er
137. D eird re (D ): [(lau g h in g ) T o go on the fu n fair
138. P am ela (P): [A n y th in g th at's fast w ith h er yeah
139. N u ala (N ): O h no I can't w ait I've got em I'v e b o o k ed in em a child
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140. N uala (N ): for half-tw o today so he can go on the
141. Pam ela (P): Jesus [Christ
142. Deirdre (D ):

[The funfair yeah

143. N uala (N ):

[The funfair

Pamela reintroduces the topic in Line 130, and Nuala’s contributions from Line
132 help to maintain the topic. The sequence culminates in Lines 141-143 with nearsimultaneous on-topic contributions from dentist, nurse and patient^^. It might be
argued that each interactant takes a dominant turn in this sequence. The dentist
initiates the sequence (Lines 113-114), the patient gives an account of her sister
(Lines 133-138), and the nurse reciprocates with a similar account (Lines 139-40).

Excerpt 7.11 below highlights a third scenario where the nurse might be said to
perform a ‘social catalyst’ role. In this example, David and Noelle are in the process
of cleaning Polly’s teeth, thereby making it (at least) difficult for Polly to take a
speaking turn. As seen in Excerpt 7.7 above,David is concerned by how

much tooth-

grinding Polly appears to be doing. David starts the sequencewith anironic
suggestion that Polly should become a lighthouse keeper, meaning she should change
jobs and take up a more relaxed lifestyle. Excerpt 7.11 is a long excerpt, and is
contracted here to allow space to show the key moments.

Excerpt 7.11 Case 10 “The twin towers”
450. D avid (D ): Did you ever think about becom ing a lighthouse keeper
451. D avid (D ): or [som ething like that you k n ow t
452. N o elle (N ):

[(laughing)

S ee also C ase 8, Lines 266-278; C ase 19, Lines 166-180 (A ppendix 18) for further exam ples o f sociorelational seq uences initiated by the dentist but maintained and contributed to by the nurse.
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453. Polly (P):

[(lau g h in g )

454. D avid (D ): W ith low p re ssu re y o u k n o w (stick ) to the sea w atch the
455. D avid (D ); seag u lls read a book
456. N o elle (N ): W hat h a p p en s if th ere's a ts u n a m if (lau g h in g )
457. N o elle (N ); [(lau g h in g )
458. Polly (P):

[1 know

469. D avid (D ): W ell m in d y o u it's am azin g h o w som e o f those
470. D avid (D ): lig h th o u ses are b u ilt to survive
471. N o elle (N ): Y eah

477. (19)
478. D avid (D ): A lot o f them are b u ilt w ith in terlo ck in g b lo ck s like
479. D avid (D ): lego n early you k n ow [so
480. N oelle (N ):

[Y eah

481. D avid (D ): O nce it's p u t to g e th e r u nless you take it ap art in exactly
482. D avid (D ): the rig h t [o rd er
483. N oelle (N ):

[O ne piece b y piece

484. D avid (D ): E x actly [it can 't a c tu a lly be dism antled

491. N oelle (N ): [W hy w hy
492. N oelle (N ): did n 't they bu ild the the tw in to w ers like th at [th e n f
493. P olly (P);

[1 know

494. N oelle (N ): Y ou k n o w w h at [1 m e a n t (lau g h in g )
495. D avid (D ):

[H ard to build h ard to build so m eth in g

496. D avid (D ): je t-p ro o f now
497. N oelle (N ): (lau g h in g )
498. D avid (D ): Y ou o kay th e re f [a lrig h tl
499. Polly (P):
500. (7)

[M m -h m m
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504. P olly (P); I know that's the thing with the work 1 do it's all project
505. P olly (P): work

The excerpt above involves discourse within a Socio-Relational Frame, with a
wide range o f non-dental topics being discussed. The principal contributor is the
dentist, who talks about the construction o f lighthouses, the nature o f tsunamis, and
the terrorist attacks on the Twin Towers. The long inter-tum pauses (at Lines 477 and
500) are reflective o f the fact that there is a clinical activity underway (the toothcleaning procedure). As the sequence commences, Polly is limited to brief backchannel behaviour (Line 453: (Laughing)) and responses (Line 458; “I know”). Even
these minimal utterances cease then until Line 493 (“1 know”), with a further backchannel response at Line 499 (“M m -hm m ”). Finally, with the tooth-cleaning
procedure completed, Polly resumes taking a more lengthy turn at Lines 504-5. It
might be argued that Polly’s speaking turns are reduced at each end o f this sequence,
and that she does not speak at all in the middle section. M eanwhile, while Polly’s
speaking turns are ‘on hold’, Noelle makes a variety o f contributions. She gives backchannel responses (Line 471; “Y eah”), she maintains the topic (Line 483; “Piece by
piece”), develops the topic (Line 456; “W hat happens if there's a tsunami t ”), and
even introduces new topics (Line 491-2; “W hy didn't they build the the twin towers
like th a tf”). The suggestion here is that Noelle is speaking in lieu o f Polly. Noelle
maintains the conversational mom entum and rapport with David on behalf o f Polly,
until such time (Line 504) as Polly can re-engage in the interaction^^.

See also C ase 9 A , Lines 513-93; C ase 19, L ines 1 81-239 (A ppendix 18) for sim ilar exam ples.

7.5 Pivot 2: The M averick
The second variation o f the pivot role occurs when the nurse breaks free o f the
‘team -m em ber’ role (see Section 7.3) and interacts with a greater degree o f
independence from the dentist (see Figure 7.3 below).

Nurse

tl
Dentist

Patient

Figure 7.3 Pivot 2: the nurse as ‘M averick’, interacting independently o f the dentist
or contesting the status o f the dentist.

This role is described here as a ‘m averick’, because it includes examples where
the nurse ignores the common schema o f the dentist as an authority in the dental
surgery in terms o f knowledge and interactional power. W hat is the significance o f
the ‘m averick’ role? By contesting the dentist’s opinions or status, the nurse might
create a new alliance with the patient that might in turn impact on the patient’s
engagement with the interaction and the process o f dental treatment itself. Two
representative cases are analysed in this section. The next few excerpts are all taken
from Case 8, to illustrate the trajectory o f a ‘m averick’ interaction over a longer
sequence. Part o f Excerpt 7.12 below was previously discussed in Section 6.3.4 under
the heading o f teasing sequences in SRFs.
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As Excerpt 7.12 opens, David is com plaining about the cold w eather (Line 17)
and Philomena agrees with him.

Excerpt 8.4.1 Case 8 “Yous have no blood in you”
15.

D avid (D ): ... and it w as o n ly w hen so rt o f 1

16.

D avid (D ): w en t o u t for so m e th in g a m e ssa g e th ere th is m o rn in g

17.

D avid (D ):

18.

P h ilo m en a (P): [(lau g h in g )

19.

D avid (D ): So 1 re alise d m y m istak e 1 sh o u ld h av e w ra p p e d up m o re

20.

N o elle (N ): Y ous h av e n o b lo o d in y o u t I u su ally feel th e co ld and I'm

21.

N o elle (N ): n o t cold to d ay [(lau g h in g )

["I'm fro z e n " like you know

22.

D avid (D ):

[Y eah any w ay

23.

P h ilo m en a (P): Y eah b u t y o u 'v e a [y o u 'v e

a

u n ifo rm on you yeah

24.

N o elle (N ):

[I'm all w ra p p e d up (lau g h in g )

25.

N o elle (N ): O r th e re ... [(you w ant to k n o w the s t o r y |) w e a r m ore

26.

N o elle (N ): clothesj,

27.

P h ilo m en a (P);

28.

N o elle (N ): 1 ^

29.

D avid (D ): (lau g h in g )

30.

N o elle (N ): T h an k G o d

[(Y o u 're in a) nice w arm o ffic e
in a nice w arm office

31.

D avid (D ): N o [aye it c o u ld b e w orse

32.

N o elle (N ):

33.

D av id (D ):

[1 w o u ld n 't b e h ere i f it w a sn 't [w arm b eliev e m e
[(lau g h in g )

In Line 20, Noelle, the nurse, interjects with a contrary statement (“Yous have
no blood in you”), which, by her laughter in Line 21, she signals as an informal,
teasing comment. W hether teasing or not, N oelle’s comment sets her up in opposition
to the other two, and creates a de facto alliance between the dentist and patient.
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Philomena, the patient, aligns herself to this footing (in opposition to Noelle) in Line
23 as she protests (“you've a uniform on you”) and again in Line 27 (“(You're in a)
nice warm office”). David, the dentist, maintains the alliance with Philomena as he
agrees in Line 31 (“No aye it could be w orse”). In Line 32 however, Noelle reaffirms
her claims on status and independence relative to David (“I wouldn't be here if it
wasn't warm believe me”). In this sequence, despite the light-hearted, informal style
o f interaction, Noelle has made a status claim for herself as independent o f David,
and has encouraged an interactional alignment between David and Philomena.
In Excerpt 7.13 below, some minutes later, it is Philomena who takes up a
dissenting stance with the apparent encouragement o f Noelle.

Excerpt 7.13 Case 8 “When these s- specialists start messing around with you”
107. David (D): Fit and w ell still basically y ea h f
108. Philom ena (P): W ell (laughing)
109. D avid (D): That's alri- (laughing) that's gran d ...as best you know then
110. D avid (D): we'll [say is that it y e a h f
111. Philom ena (P): [B est 1 know what 1 don't know won't kill m e
112. Philom ena (P): (laughing)
113. D avid (D): Em [(laughing)
114. N o elle (N):

[(laughing)

115. Philom ena (P): Or it might kill m e [one or the other
116. N o elle (N ):

[(Laughing) but you won't know

117. N o elle (N ): you're dying
118. Philom ena (P):

[Yeah (laughing)

119. D avid (D ):

[Oh don't be don't be so negative], .. .n ow let's have

120. David (D): a look em
121. Philom ena (P): Y ou know when these s- specialists start m essing
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122. Pliilom ena (P): aro un d w ith you yo u k n o w f
123. N oelle (N):

[(laughing)

In the excerpt above, David is trying to clarify questions about Philom ena’s
general health before proceeding with treatment. Philom ena appears at first vague or
even evasive (Line 108 “Well (laughing)”), and when David offers a descriptive
formulation (Line 109; “as best you know”) Philomena reformulates this into a comic
phrase (Line 111: “Best I know what I don't know won't kill m e”). This digression
from the normal style, structure and degree o f cooperation typically anticipated in a
medical interview (c f M ishler’s ‘three-part structure’ (1984), Section 6.5.2) suggests
that Philomena is also adopting a ‘m averick’ role in this sequence. If she is, it is with
the encouragement o f the nurse, Noelle, first with N oelle’s laughter (Lines 114, 116)
and then by Noelle establishing a footing as a partner in Philom ena’s wordplay (Lines
116-7: “but you won't know you’re dying”). This new participation framework, a
mutually encouraging audience, hinders the progression o f the consultation. David
tries to re-establish control o f the interaction, first with a (perhaps playful)
admonition followed by a re-invocation o f the consultation frame (Lines 119-120:
“Oh don't be don't be so negative! .. .now let's have a look”). Philomena, though,
does not follow D avid’s cue and continues with an irreverent tease about healthcare
workers (Lines 121-122: “You know when these s- specialists start messing around
with you you know”). Noelle maintains her footing with her laughter at Philom ena’s
comment. It appears at this point that a strong rapport has been established between
Noelle and Philomena, but it is questionable whether their interaction is helpful to the
therapeutic encounter. In the next excerpt. Excerpt 7.14 below, the benefit o f this
alliance begins to become apparent.
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Excerpt 7.14 Case 8 “Four labours”
323. D avid (D ): (?) You're doing great are you okay there yea iij

324. D avid (D):

[doing wellt

325. Philom ena (P): [Ah yeah
326. D avid (D ): So far so [good
327. Philom ena (P):

[1 haven't gone through four labours for nothing

328. N o elie (N):

[(laughing)

329. D avid (D):

[Ah 1 suppose

330. Philom ena (P): (laughing)
331. N o elle (N): This is a walk [in the park
332. D avid (D):

[I'm I'm glad you're saying that anyway

333. Philom ena (P): (laughing)

As David carries out a tooth-cleaning procedure, he checks on Philom ena’s
well-being (Lines 323-26). Philomena responds in Line 327 (“I haven't gone through
four labours for nothing”), comparing the experience o f dental treatment, and her
ability to tolerate it, to her experiences o f childbirth. This is a helpful development
from D avid’s perspective, as he can continue his treatment. W hat is interesting is that
the patient expresses her status in terms that exclude David. David has no direct
experience o f childbirth (although he later references his w ife’s experience), and
Philom ena’s comparison re-invokes the footing she had earlier established with
Noelle as a dyad excluding David. Noelle aligns to this once more, with her laughter
at Line 328 and her comment at Line 331 (“This is a walk in the park”) where she
appears to speak on behalf o f Philomena. The dyadic interaction m ight exclude
David, but it has facilitated the progress o f the appointment.
The culmination o f N oelle’s maverick role is evident in Excerpt 7.15 below,
where David attempts to give Philomena some smoking cessation advice.

Excerpt 7.15 Case 8 “A lost cause”
457. D avid

(D ): H ow m an y do you sm o k e at the m in u te a n y w a y f

458. P h ilo m en a

(P): D on't ask th at I'd say a b o u t fifteen

465. D avid (D ): Y o u 're co n v in ce d i f w e said n o th in g y o u 'd stop [then is that
466. D avid (D ); itj
467. P h ilo m en a (P):

[Y eah

468. P h ilo m en a (P): (lau g h in g )
469. (6)
470. D avid (D ): I'll go for the m a k in g -a -n u isa n c e o f m y s e lf strateg y if you
471. D avid (D ): don 't m in d like y o u know
472. P h ilo m en a (P): (lau g h in g )
473. D avid

(D ): (lau g h in g ) A h no look I m ean at the en d o f the day it's up to

4 74. D avid

(D ): you you know no one can m ak e y o u do it [tha- that is true

475. P h ilo m en a (P):

[M m

476. (3)
477. N o elle (N ): 1 think he finally re alise d th at C ath e rin e o r em P h ilo m en a
478. N o elle (N ): cause I h av en 't sto p p ed [(lau g h in g )
479. D avid (D ):

[(lau g h in g ) M ind y o u that's a lost

480. D avid (D ): cau se [un- u n fo rtu n ate ly
481. N oelle (N ):

[(lau g h in g )

740. D avid (D ): S end [you h om e
741. P h ilo m en a (P):
742. N o elle (N ):

[A nd stop sm o k in g [( if I can)
[(la u g h in g )
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Philomena appears to express resistance to D avid’s smoking cessation
intervention, first expressing a reluctance to discuss her smoking (Line 458: “D on’t
ask”), and then making it clear to David that an intervention was likely to be
counterproductive (she agrees with D avid’s summary in Line 465: “You're convinced
if we said nothing you'd stop”). David however, pointedly persists in Line 470 (“I'll
go for the making-a-nuisance o f m yself strategy”), although he acknowledges that
when it comes to behaviour change, “no one can make you do it” (Line 474). At this
point in the sequence, Noelle once more distances herself from David and re
establishes a footing with Philomena around a discourse o f dissent: David failed to
‘m ake’ Noelle stop smoking (Line 478: “cause I haven't stopped”). Noelle here is
undermining David’s attempts at encouraging smoking cessation, but in doing so she
is providing Philomena with a way to withdraw from the discussion without a loss o f
face. In fact, there is now a majority in the group who have resisted D avid’s attempts
at smoking cessation advice. While this exchange with Noelle has not resulted in the
desired clinical outcome (smoking cessation), it has helped to maintain the rapport
and avert the face-threatening act o f a disagreement. David appears to recognise the
opportunity provided by Noelle as he shifts from a Consultation frame to establish a
footing in a Socio-Relational frame around teasing Noelle (Line 479-80: “M ind you
that's a lost cause”). It might be significant that, considerably later in the interaction,
it is Philomena who re-introduces the topic o f smoking cessation (Line 741).
The second example o f the ‘m averick’ role also involves David and Noelle, this
time with Poppy in Case 15. It is included here because once more there is an
interesting trajectory to the discoursal role claimed by Noelle.
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In Excerpt 7.16 below, at the beginning o f the interaction, it is clear that Poppy
is a reluctant patient who is keen to distance herself from the dental team (Lines 9-10:
“I thought I'd seen the last o f yous two”).

Excerpt 7.16 Case 15 “ Sick o f the sight o f us”
9.

P o p p y (P): I th o u g h t I'd seen the last o f y ous

10.

Poppy (P ): tw o [(lau g h in g )

11.

N o e lle ( N ) :

[(lau g h in g )

12.

D avid (D ):

[(lau g h in g ) Y o u 're sick o f the

13.

D avid (D ): sight o f us at th is stag e [are y o u |

14.

P oppy (P):

15.

D avid (D ): [G od h elp you

16.

N o elle (N ): [(lau g h in g )

[Y eah

David and Noelle, the nurse, interpret Poppy’s turn as an informal, teasing
sequence, and respond accordingly with laughter and with D avid’s formulaic
reworking o f Poppy’s phrase in Lines 12-13 (“Y ou’re sick o f the sight o f us at this
stage”). Poppy’s experience o f the encounter does not seem to improve and appears
to reach a nadir in Lines 216-7 o f Excerpt 7.17 below (“oh god I hate dentists”).

Excerpt 7.17 Case 15 “Oh god I hate dentists”
215. N o elle (N ): A re you o k ay t (lau g h in g )
216. P o p p y (P ): Y eah (lau g h in g ) ...oh god 1 hate
217. P o p p y (P ): d en tists
218. N o elle (N ): [A w
219. D av id (D ): |1 k n o w ... [not y o u r favour220. P o p p y (P):

[Sorry

221. D avid (D ): Y o u 're [fine it's o k ay I k n o w 1 k n o w
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222. Poppy (P):

[N o 1 hate it

223. D avid (D): [(?)
224. N o elle (N): [W e know it's nothing personal
225. Poppy (P); 1 know

It is important to note that at this stage Poppy is stilldistancing herself from
David and Noelle, and both David (Line 221 :”I know I

know”) and Noelle align to

this framework. Indeed, Noelle overtly establishes that the dental team are a unit with
her choice o f pronoun in Line 224 (“We know it's nothing personal”).
There is a change o f trajectory in Excerpt 7.18 below, which commences with
Poppy complaining o f the bad taste in her mouth during the preparation for a filling.

Excerpt 7.18 Case 15 “The taste is rotten”
490. D avid (D): Sorry are you okay there t [(?)
491. Poppy (P);

[N o it's the

492. Poppy (P): taste [is rotten
4 93. D avid (D ):

[It's the dust from that 1 [know apologies

494. N o elle (N ):

[(laughing)

495. D avid (D): We try and get [m ost o f it with the suction
496. N o elle (N):

[1 I know it sounds stupid but

497. N o elle (N ); I'd rather have a tooth out than a filling
498. N o elle (N ): because I hate the sm ell and the [taste o f that
499. Poppy (P):

[Mm

500. D avid (D): Mm [but you shouldn't really sm ell it
501. N o elle (N ):

[(laughing)

Following on from Poppy’s complaint (Lines 491-2; “the taste is rotten”),
David and Noelle offer different responses. David, the dentist, maintains his formal
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style and his footing around the clinical procedure; Noelle, the nurse, in contrast
establishes a new footing more closely aligned to Poppy’s complaint. W hat is notable
about N oelle’s speaking turn (Lines 496-498) is that it differs in style and tone to
D avid’s. Noelle speaks in an informal style (Line 496 “I know it sounds stupid but”),
includes personal, affective content along with emphatic evaluations (Line 498:
“because I hate the smell and the taste”). This m ight be described in terms o f a shift
from D avid’s Consultation Frame to N oelle’s Socio-Relational Frame, but equally it
might be described as Noelle establishing a new footing where she is more a ‘fellowpatient’ o f Poppy than a co-worker o f David. This analysis seems more plausible as
the excerpt continues and, in Line 500, David challenges N oelle’s statement (“but
you shouldn't really smell it”). David and Noelle seem to be less o f a team.
In Excerpt 7.19, an example from the latter stages o f the interaction, there is a
series o f teasing sequences. The overall tone o f the sequence is light-hearted and
informal, and in marked contrast to Excerpts 7.16 and 7.17 from the opening o f the
interaction. As this excerpt starts, at Line 545, David has just assured Poppy that he
has nearly finished.

Excerpt 7.19 Case 15 “The sisterhood sticking together”
545. D avid (D ): (?) Shape it actually (?) w ould [be best here
546. N oelle (N ):

[She's okay

547. N oelle (N): she only has you h a lf an hour 1 have you
548. N oelle (N ): since [eight o'clock this morning (laughing)
549. D avid (D ):

[(laughing)

550. N oelle (N ): (laughing)
551. Poppy (P): You're getting w ell paid for it
552. N oelle (N ): (laughing)...[true
553. David (D ):

[N ow
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554. [Sound o f suction unit]
555. (7)
556. David (D): You've made my day Poppy I should
557. David (D): make her pay for the privilege o f me
558. David (D): working [here (?)
559. Poppy (P):

[Mm

560. David (D):

[(laughing)

561. (3)
562. David (D): Do you hav563. Noelle (N): What about the mental torture
564. Noelle (N): do 1 not get paid for that no

1

565. David (D): Do you have any idea how hard she
566. David (D): is to keep entertained for a whole day t
567. Noelle (N): (laughing)
568. Poppy (P): Well it's very hard to come across
569. Poppy (P): good dental nurses I'd say
570. Noelle (N): Thank [you Poppy
571. David (D):

[(laughing)

572. Poppy (P); You should cherish the one you have
573. David (D): Exactly
574. Noelle (N): Ah good girl [(laughing)
575. David (D):

[Ah you've got... 1 think

576. David (D): I'm out-voted here
577. Noelle (N): (laughing)
578. David (D): The sisterhood sticking together
579. David (D): [(?)
580. Poppy (P): [(laughing)
581. Noelle (N): [(laughing)
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This long excerpt opens with Noelle teasing David (Line 547: “she only has
you half an hour”). Although Noelle uses the pronoun “she” rather than Poppy’s
name, which might be interpreted as a distancing strategy, the laughter that follows
this tease suggests that the message is to be read ironically. In what might be taken as
evidence o f their “considerable rapport” (Straehle, 1993:226), Poppy, the patient,
immediately teases Noelle in turn (Line 551: “Y ou’re getting well paid for it”). Next,
there is some verbal sparring, as first David (Lines 556-558: “I should make her pay
for the privileg e...”), then Noelle (Lines 563-4: “W hat about the mental to rtu re...”)
and then David again (Lines 565-6: “Do you have any id ea...”) proceed to tease each
other. At this point Poppy intervenes again, and it is clear that she has once more
taken up the footing established earlier in her interaction with Noelle. “Good dental
nurses”. Poppy says, are “very hard to come across” (Lines 568-569). Finally, in Line
572, she tells David, “You should cherish the one you have” . David acknowledges
that he has been “out-voted here” (Line 576). In terms o f the trajectory o f the
participation roles across the excerpt, David aptly summarises it as “the sisterhood
sticking together” (Line 578).
Rather than remaining as one part o f a dental-team discourse unit, or acting as a
catalyst for the discourse between the dentist and patient, Noelle, the nurse, in these
examples, has operated independently o f David, establishing her own personal
rapport with the patient. She has often appeared to challenge or undermine the
dentist’s role in the discourse, but her contribution has resulted in greater
CO

mvolvement by the patient .

See also: C ase lA , L ines 3 78-395 (w here the nurse again uses teasing to challenge the participation
framework); C ase 9B , Lines 5 4 -7 6 & 2 2 5 -2 2 8 (w here the nurse resolves face-threats with teasing and
status-claim s). A ppendix 18.
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7.6 Pivot 3: The Conduit
The third type o f pivot role is the ‘conduit’, where, for example, the dentist’s
communication is indirectly relayed to either the nurse or the patient, via the third
party. Kang refers to this process as a “triadic exchange” (1998: 383) as the utterance
goes from a speaker via a mediator to an ultimate target. For Levinson, the preferred
term was ‘indirect target’ (Levinson, 1988: 210). Sticking with the term ‘conduit’ for
now, this model is illustrated in Figure 7.4 below.

N urse/ Patient

Dentist

Patient/
Nurse

Figure 7.4 Pivot 3: the nurse/patient as conduit, facilitating indirect interaction.

The first variation o f the ‘conduit’, involves the dentist speaking to the nurse
indirectly through his/her communication with the patient. As was described in
Section 7.2, the nurse is often a relatively silent presence in the interaction, taking
his/her verbal and behavioural cues from the interaction between dentist and patient.
In Excerpt 7.20 below, Dominic is planning to take an x-ray (radiograph) to assist in
diagnosing Patrick’s toothache (part o f this sequence was discussed as Excerpt 7.4
above).
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Excerpt 8.5.1 Case 18A “So we'll take an an x-ray”
200. D om inic (D): So just to make sure that w e are not m issin g anything
201. Patrick (P):

[Y es

202. D om inic (D): [So we'll take an an x-ray w hich [basically
203. Patrick (P):

[Okay

204. D om inic (D): S how s the w h ole teeth y ea h j so I'll ju st sit you up and
205. D om inic (D ): then we'll do that for you
206. Patrick (P): Y es
207. D om inic (D): Okay
208. N icola (N): PA o r O P G t
209. D om inic (D): OPG please yeah yeah th a n k s...o k a y let's com e over

210. D om inic

(D): [yeah

As mentioned in Section 7.2 above, N icola’s speaking turn in Line 208 (“PA or
OPG?”) is her first utterance, coming at an advanced stage o f the consultation. This
signifies that the interaction up to this point is dominated by Dominic and Patrick
(dentist and patient). Having completed the physical examination, Dominic advises
Patrick that “we'll take an an x-ray” (Line 202), to complete the examination and “to
make sure that we are not missing anything” (Line 200). It is worth noting at this
point that Dominic consistently uses the plural pronoun and verb forms (Line 205:
“we'll do that for you”) to potentially include Nicola as an active agent in the process.
That these utterances are directed at Patrick is evidenced by Patrick’s back-channel
responses (Lines 201, 203, 206), and the jargon-free explanatory content (Lines 204,
206: “which basically shows the whole teeth yeah”). Taking the radiograph requires
N icola’s assistance however, and D om inic’s utterances also function indirectly to
alert Nicola to the imminent task. Nicola signals her cooperation and understanding
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o f the procedural flow by her turn in Line 208 (“PA or OPG?”) where she clarifies
the type o f radiograph required.
In Excerpt 7.21, a similar process plays out around the beginning o f a reporting
sequence.

E x cerp t 7.21 Case 20 “A quick chart up here o f your teeth”
113. Derek (D ): stick your tongue out please
114. (3)
115. Derek (D): (Very good)...open please...I'm just going
116. Derek (D): to take a quick chart up here o f your teeth
117. Pia (P): M m-hmm
118. Derek (D): Upper right eight it's m issin g...seven
119. Derek (D): occlusal m esial d ecay...six occlusal mesial
120. Derek (D ): am algam ...five occlusal distal amalgam...

Derek is carrying out an intra-oral examination for Pia. In Line 115, after giving
Pia the directive to “open please”, he proceeds to explain that as the next stage in the
examination, he is “just going to take a quick chart up here o f your teeth” (Line 1156). Again, the evidence that this is directed at the patient includes the fact that Pia
responds (Line 117: “M m-hmm”), the use o f the personal pronoun (“your teeth”) and
the continuity o f address from the preceding directive sequence (“Open please”).
Furthermore, there is no verbal response from the nurse. D erek’s stated intention to
chart Pia’s teeth is by necessity also intended for the nurse’s ears. In Line 118, as
Derek begins to report his findings (“Upper right eight it's m issing...”), the nurse is
the one recording the notes^^.

See also Case 3A , Lines 119-125; C ase 14a, Lines 20-22 (A ppendix 18) for similar.
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The inverse situation is presented in Excerpt 7.22, where the nurse serves as the
conduit for the dentist’s message to the patient.

Excerpt 7.22 Case 9A “A small portion o f it actually”
181. D avid (D): Em low er seven low er right [seven sorry
182. N o elle (N);

[D |

183. D avid (D): Put dow n as a d-o basically yeah but it's only a par- a sm all
184. D avid (D): portion o f it actu ally... 1 mean you could m ake an
185. D avid (D): argument that long- term this tooth should actually be
186. D avid (D): crow ned just given you know that the [back's
187. Phoebe (P):

[Y eah

188. D avid (D): Kind o f m issing

As this excerpt begins, David is reporting his findings to the dental nurse, Noelle
(Line 181: “lower seven lower right seven”), describing the extent o f a lesion on a
tooth using a specialised dental lexis (Line 182, Noelle: “D | ”; Line 183, David: “Put
down as a d-o basically y e a h ...”). As David continues, Phoebe’s participation role
shifts, from ‘ratified unaddressed recipient’ to (potentially) ‘addressed recipient’
(Goffman, 1981a: 133). There is some ambiguity as to whether David continues to
address Noelle alone (Lines 183-4: “a d-o basically yeah but it's only a par- a small
portion o f it actually”), but this turn signals a transition towards addressing Phoebe,
the patient. As Line 184 continues, and after a brief intra-tum pause, there appears to
be a frame shift to an explanation and planning sequence in a Consultation frame as
he addresses Phoebe, “I mean you could make an argument that long- term this tooth
should actually be crowned” (Lines 184-6). Phoebe’s response in Line 187 (“Y eah”)
confirms that she has assumed the role o f addressed recipient.
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In Excerpt 7.23 below, it appears that both variations o f conduit are evident as
participation roles switch around during Dorothy’s, the dentist’s, monologue.

Excerpt 7.23 Case 17 “A really small little hole here it's tiny”
119. D orothy (D ); I'm just going to check the rest o f your teeth there just
120. D orothy (D ): big w id e f just to write them top right eight sound and
121. D orothy (D): present seven is an occlusal amalgam that's fine six
122. D orothy (D): occlusal amalgam sound five four sound three tw o one

128. D orothy (D): sound four sound three tw o one one tw o three four five
129. D orothy (D ): sound six is a really sm all little hole here it's tiny and
130. D orothy (D): there's a bit o f shadow ing underneath it so there som e
131. Dorothy (D): occlusal caries very minimal
132. Paul (P): M m-hmm

In Lines 119-120 there is a sequence similar to the one discussed in Excerpt
7.21. Dorothy explains the agenda to the patient, Paul; a continuation o f the
examination and a report o f the findings (Lines 119-20: “check the rest o f your
teeth... just to write them”). This advice to the patient also serves as an alert to the
nurse to start recording the notes, which commence without further warning (Line
120: “ ...top right eight so u n d ...”). So, as before, in describing the sequence in Lines
119-120 it m ight be reasonable to say that Paul has the role o f conduit assigned to
him. The reporting sequence continues over the following lines, with the nurse
(Nicola) as the addressed recipient. There is a shift again in Lines 128-131, where
Dorothy continues to report her findings, but phrases these findings in a way that
appears to be tailored for Paul (Lines 128-130: “ ... five sound six is a reallv small
little hole here it's tiny and there's a bit o f shadowing underneath...”). In Line 131,
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the lesion is described to Nicola as “occlusal caries very minimal”, a phrase using
specialised lexis and in the formal style that might be anticipated in reporting clinical
findings. The initial description, in the previous line, uses a much less specialised
lexis (“little hole”), a more informal style (“it's tiny”), and negative politeness
strategies (“really small little”) that suggest the broader audience of nurse and patient:
a sequence then that seems to show Nicola in the role o f conduit^®.
A final variation on the ‘conduit’ model is demonstrated in Excerpt 7.24 below,
where Derek (dentist) and Priscilla (patient) are agreeing on a treatment plan, having
discussed the possibilities of tooth-cleaning and tooth-whitening procedures for
Priscilla.

Excerpt 7.24 Case 21 “You have lovely teeth anyway”
523. Priscilla (P): At least you're guaranteed to have
524. Priscilla (P): lovely teeth
525. N ell (N): Yeah (laughing)
526. Priscilla (P): Y ou have lo v ely teeth anyw ay
527. Priscilla (P): (laughing)
528. N ell (N): Thanks
529. Derek (D ): I w as doing yesterday for her the
530. Derek (D ): cleaning
531. Priscilla (P): Yeah they're lovely
532. N ell (N): (laughing)
533. Derek (D ): Yeah

In this sequence Nell, the nurse, has only two speaking turns (Line 525: “Yeah
(laughing)”; Line 528: “Thanks”), where she responds to Priscilla’s evaluation of her
See also C ase 2, Lines 76-77; C ase 7, Lines 26 2 -2 6 5 (A ppendix 18) for further exam ples o f the nurse as
‘conduit’.

(N ell’s) teeth as “lovely” (Lines 524, 526, 531). As Priscilla compliments N ell’s
teeth, Derek points out that he can take some o f the credit (Lines 529-30: “I was
doing yesterday for her the cleaning”). The discussion o f Priscilla’s future treatment,
including the appearance o f her teeth, is conducted partly via the physical (more so
than discoursal) conduit or model o f N ell’s teeth. The message that Derek is capable
o f improving the appearance o f Priscilla’s teeth is delivered via N ell’s
acknowledgement o f the positive appraisal and the physical evidence o f her smile^'.
Regardless o f the variation, the role o f ‘conduit’- or as Levinson describes the
model, the ‘indirect target’ (1988:210) - appears to have as its primary purpose the
intention to foster and maintain relations with the patient. This happens either through
indirectness, mitigating a face-threat or bad news, or through inclusion, maintaining
interactional contact with the patient while proceeding with the clinical tasks.

7.7 Triadic Interaction

The last model discussed in this chapter considers triadic interaction, what Goffman
might have referred to as "a multifocused gathering" (Goffman, 1966: 91), where
there is a relative equivalence o f turn-taking and involvement among those present.
Such a scenario is presented in Figure 7.5 overleaf

See also C ase 11, Lines 5 89-605 (A ppendix 18) where the nurse is teased in lieu o f the patient re
sm oking: a m odel o f ‘bad’ behavior; a conduit for a reprimand.
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Dentist

/ \
Nurse

Patient

Figure 7.5 Triadic interaction - equivalent involvement in interaction

In Excerpt 7.25 below comes from the interaction between David, Noelle and
Philomena once more. Philomena, at the end o f the consultation, has just suggested
that she will try to give up smoking. David has enthusiastically endorsed this, and
begins to discuss the financial benefits o f doing so.

Excerpt 7.25 Case 8 “Home from the Leb”^‘
746. D avid (D ); S ure if you did th at y o u 'd h av e p a id for y o u r d en tu res in a
747. D avid (D ): few m o n th s h k e y o u know 'f sm o k in g fifteen a d a y ...th at's
748. D av id (D ): ab o u t th ree th o u san d a y ear
749. P h ilo m e n a (P): O h w ell like I m ean [m e son
750. N oelle (N ):

[(Y eah )

751. P h ilo m e n a (P): C am e h o m e from th e L eb th ere a few w eek s ago an d he
752. P h ilo m e n a (P): b ro u g h t m e b a c k six h u n d re d (lau g h in g )
753. N o elle (N ): N ice [(lau g h in g ) any e x cu se
754. D avid (D ):

[(lau g h in g ) O h I'll tell y o u

755. P h ilo m e n a (P): A nd he's b ack n o w n e x t w e e k as w ell he's fin ish e d his
756. P h ilo m e n a (P): six m o n th s stin t so [I w o u ld n 't be su rp rised i f he's

“T h e L eb ” refers to Irish so ld iers on U n ited N atio n s p e a c ek e e p in g m issio n s in L eb an o n , and th eir
o p p o rtu n ity to b rin g h om e ch eap c ig arettes w h en on furlough.
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757. Philom ena (P): another few packs ( if he has)
758. D avid (D):

[W e'll have to we'll have to w e have

759. D avid (D): w e have to w e have to con vin ce him to stop bringing them
760. D avid (D): to you now [you know
761. N o e lle (N ):

[(laughing)

762. D avid (D); M ake you suffer the full [consequences
763. N o e lle (N ):

[Yeah tell him to bring m e them

764. N o elle (N): instead [(laughing)

Although it is interesting that Philomena, the patient, rejects D avid’s financial
incentive (Line 748: “(saving) about three thousand a year”) because her son will
return “from the Leb” (Line 751- see footnote 62) with potentially another “ six
hundred” (Line 752) cheap or free cigarettes, this is not the reason for inclusion o f
this example. Nor is it included for the humorous exchange that follows, which
culminates in N oelle’s request that Philomena “tell him to bring me them instead”
(Lines 763-4). Rather, this excerpt is here as an example o f triadic interaction.
There is not an exact parity o f speaking turns between participants, but they all
have a substantial contribution to make to the interaction. No one interactant might be
said to dominate the exchange. Although the sequence begins with a long turn for
David as he describes the savings made by not smoking, Philomena straightaway
takes her turn to give an account o f her son and the duty-free cigarettes. Noelle does
not take a particularly long turn, but she is active throughout the excerpt, first with
back-channel responses to maintain the conversational momentum (Lines 750, 761),
then adding a comment to maintain the topic (Line 753), before having a more
substantial contribution in Lines 763-4, by which stage the interaction has developed
into a teasing sequence.
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It might be argued (albeit with some difficulty) that this whole excerpt is
constructed o f a sequence o f dyadic exchanges. However, previous sections have
shown how participation roles are emergent, interactionally negotiated, and very
difficult to precisely, discretely define in a given moment. Furthermore, the rapid
switches o f speaker, addressed and unaddressed recipients in this excerpt, with
overlapping to the extent that there is a queuing for turns (see Lines 758-9, David:
“W e'll have to we'll have to we have we have to we have to convince him ”), and
where all three appear to be directly involved in the interaction, make it seem
reasonable to consider the excerpt as a whole to reflect triadic interaction®^.
A somewhat different type o f interaction unfolds in Excerpt 7.26 below, taken
from the opening sequence o f Case 6. It involves a discussion o f the weather between
Dermot, Pippa and Noreen, commencing just before the examination begins, but
ending without a consensus.
Excerpt 7.26 Case 6 “It’s not raining at all”
51.

(14)

52.

Derm ot (D): Em there's an old drizzle rain out there this morning isn't

53.

Derm ot (D): there [yeah t

54.

Pippa (P):

55.

Derm ot (D):

56.

Pippa (P): It's just like

57.

N oreen (N): Y ou need the lights on at hom e nearly it's that dark

58.

D en n ot (D): Dark yeah it's not cold though [you know it's em

59.

N oreen (N):

60.

D erm ot (D): Okay look at let's get a a look around here and see how

61.

Derm ot (D): you're getting on

62.

(5)

[It's actually okay [it's not raining at all
[Y eah no no

[1 don't know

See also C ase IB , Lines 152-187; C ase 19, Lines 7 4 9 -7 6 8 (A ppendix 18) for sim ilar exam ples.

At first glance, this excerpt seems to be an example o f the second model
discussed above, the nurse as ‘team m em ber’. It appears that Dermot and Noreen are
working in unison, establishing footings in relation to each other and the patient
around the topic o f weather as a way to foster rapport during the opening sequence o f
the dental visit. In Line 52, Dermot adopts an informal style as he suggests there is
“an old drizzle rain out there”. Pippa contradicts him in Line 54 (“it's not raining at
all”), and D erm ot’s equivocal response (Line 55: “Yeah no no”) suggests that it was
consensus and alignment he was seeking rather than meteorological accuracy. In Line
56, Pippa appears to make an aborted attempt at repair, and then in Line 57 Noreen
tries to achieve consensus again with a safe topic (“You need the lights on at home
nearly it's that dark”). There is agreement from Dermot regarding the darkness, but
his attempts to broaden the consensus to include the temperature fails, with Pippa’s
silence and N oreen’s equivocal response (Line 59: “I don't know”).
In Line 60, the discourse marker “okay” signals a shift in frame, and Dermot,
the dentist, establishes a footing as the consultant in control o f the interaction (“Okay
look at let's get a a look around h e re ...”).
So why might this excerpt be considered an example o f triadic interaction? It
appears to be an example o f a failure to achieve rapport, but it might be argued that
each interactant establishes a footing around the socio-relational discourse activity as
an accurate weather reporter. Certainly, all three contribute to the interaction in
approximately equal measure, and their individual involvement is reflected in the lack
o f an easy accord in the relatively trivial matter. Perhaps the definition o f a triadic
interaction needs to include such circumstances as these, where a lack o f consensus
and a failure o f rapport building occur.
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7.8 Conclusion
Perhaps too, the discussion o f models o f participation roles and participation
frameworks in triads also needs to be more inclusive. Goffman cites a quote from
Hymes in his consideration o f footing:

“The common dyadic model o f speaker-hearer specifies som etimes too many,
som etimes too few, som etimes the wrong participants” (Hym es (1974) cited in
Goffm an, 1981a: 144)

Starting with a model that imagines the dentist as the “central participant”
(Candlin et a l, 1980:59) in the discourse o f the dental interaction, this chapter has
described and discussed five alternative models for the structure o f the participation
framework, thus establishing the validity o f Guiding Premise 2 (proposed in Chapter
5:
Guiding Premise 2: An analysis o f the participation framework in triadic
interactions can uncover the com plexity o f the interaction, and dem onstrate
m ore pathways o f interactional involvem ent than are directly apparent.

Perhaps less important than the prevalence o f each model in a typical
interaction is the evidence that each one might occur. As a consequence, with a view
to constructing a unifying model for these interactions, it may be necessary to include
all the above, one super-imposed on the other. In a given interaction, the central
participant might be any o f the participants, even if only momentarily, and even if a
lot o f the time it is the dentist. It is also evident that while examples o f ‘triadic
interaction’ as discussed in the preceding section may not represent the most
prevalent model, all the examples discussed in the chapter are triadic in the sense that
they m ust involve all the interactants, albeit to varying degrees o f indirectness. Those
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not directly involved in interaction are still ‘unaddressed recipients’, and will shape
what is said in their presence, and how it is received.
This chapter has explored some of the complexities of the participatory
structure of a triadic institutional interaction. The discussion of these varied
participation frameworks has led to similar conclusions regarding their interactional
purposes: to foster rapport, to encourage interactional involvement and to enhance
rather than threaten the patient’s ‘face’.

The next chapter follows this thread by examining the evidence for the use of
involvement strategies and facework on a line-by-line basis in the data.

8
Findings: Face-work and Involvement
Strategies
8.1 Introduction
Preceding chapters have addressed the data in terms o f the over-arching
structure of the discourse (frames), and the variations of production and reception
roles among the participants (triadic interaction). In this chapter, there is an analysis
of what discourse strategies are employed to impact on rapport and involvement at
the level of an interaction or exchange. A sample analysis in Chapter 5 o f pilot data,
looking for the presence of these strategies, led to the generation o f the following
guiding premise:

Guiding Premise 3: Politeness and Involvem ent strategies, operating respectively
by m eans o f facework, and sense and sound patterns, are often interlinked and are
as dem onstrable in institutional discourse as in everyday interaction.

Under discussion then in this chapter, and applied to the research data, is the
analysis of the presence and effect of facework (including politeness strategies) and
involvement strategies. There follows below a brief recap o f involvement strategies,
and then of facework.
Tannen describes as ‘involvement strategies’ (Tannen, 2007: 32) features of
everyday conversation that create “emotional involvement” {ibid.) by “means of their
sound and sense patterns” (2007: 31). Tannen goes on to list features that work on the
level of (i) sound.
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“Rhythm; Patterns based on repetition and variation (at the level o f phonem es,
m orphemes, words, collocations o f words, longer sequences o f discourse); Style
figures o f speech” (2007:32);

And at the level o f (ii) meaning'.

“Indirectness, Ellipsis, Tropes, D ialogue, Imagery and detail, and Narrative”
{ibid.).

These strategies are emergent features o f discourse, and present “the subject o f
discourse in a way that shapes how the hearer...w ill view it” (Tannen, 2007: 42).
Tannen’s work examined both everyday interaction and more formal, structured
discourses such as speeches and story-telling. Citing Labov’s 1972 work on
evaluation in narrative, Tannen sees involvement strategies as having an evaluative
function that “apply equally to nonnarrative discourse” (2007:42).
Theories o ffa ce (Goffman, 1972b) and politeness strategies (Brown and
Levinson, 1987) have been described in Chapter 2. Goffman described fa c e as

“The positive social value a person effectively claim s for h im self by the line others
assume he has taken during a particular contact” (Goffman, 1972b: 5).

Brown and Levinson’s work developed G offm an’s definition, and hypothesised
a ‘negative face’ (“the want (to be) unimpeded by others” (1987: 62)) and a ‘positive
face’ (“(that a person’s) wants be desirable to...others” {ibid.)). A ‘positive politeness
strategy’ (1987:70) then addresses person’s need for social inclusion, while a
‘negative politeness strategy’ {ibid.) aims to mitigate or minimise any imposition.
Further theories o f politeness and face have expanded this paradigm. Arundale (2006)
has described ‘face’ as something that is interactionally achieved, and relationally
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determined. In this chapter, examples are sought o f positive and negative politeness
strategies, as well as evidence o f face-work as an emergent and relational
phenomenon.
In Section 6.2 there was a discussion o f the notion a ‘schem a’, a “structure o f
expectation” (Tannen, 1993c) for a specific scenario such as a dental visit. There is a
certain amount o f overlap in discussing involvement strategies and schemata, with
regard to features such as repetition and inference. W here a schema is a tool by which
one might anticipate and understand an event, the process o f sense-making renders
the person more involved in the interaction.
Following on from a discussion o f examples o f the various strategies in the
data, this chapter concludes with a discussion o f three extended examples where a
threat to the face o f the dentist or the patient arises and is negotiated.

8.2 Involvem ent Strategies

8.2.1 Repetition
Repetition works at different syntactic levels (words, phrases, etc.) and through
different functions as Tannen explains:

“R epetition... bonds participants to the discourse and to each other, linking
individual speakers in a conversation and in relationships. B y facilitating
production, com prehension, connection, and interaction in these and other ways,
repetition serves an over-arching purpose o f creating interpersonal involvem ent”
(Tannen, 2007:61).
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For example, dentist and patient might repeat each other’s words and thereby signal
involvement, and at the same time signal that they are paying attention to the
discourse. In Excerpt 8.1 below, there are multiple examples o f repetition.

Excerpt 8.1 Case 22A “Excise the nerve”
545. Derek (D):

[To get an access to the nerve

546. Prudence (P): E xcise the nerve
547. Derek (D): And w e gonna pull out the nerve

1021. Derek (D): Have a [lovely night then see you
1022. Prudence (P):

[L ovely to m eet you

1023. Prudence (P): Y es [and I'll buy m y toothbrush
1024. Derek (D):

[B ye bye take care see you bye bye (laughing)

In Lines 545-7 there are three phrases in sequence with a repeated structure, all
concerned with doing something to “the nerve” . There is also a phonemic similarity
between “access” (Line 545) and “excise” (Line 546). The repetition in these lines
serves an elaborative function, allowing greater comprehension between the patient.
Prudence, and Derek, the dentist. In Lines 1021- 1024, coming right at the end o f the
same interaction, there is a complex interweaving o f repetition in the four lines. There
is repetition o f individual words (“lovely”), phrases (“see you”) and phonemes
(“buy”/ “bye”), and repetition within a turn (Line 1024: “Bye bye... bye bye”). There
is a rhythmic repetition (“see you”/ “meet you”/ “see you”) that is matched by the
synchrony o f the overlapping discourse: (Line 1021, Derek: “Lovely”; Line 1022,
Prudence: “Lovely”). The overall effect o f the sequence appears to be an overt
emphasis o f the connection between Derek and Prudence.
In Excerpt 8.2 below, there is repetition o f a single phrase.
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Excerpt 8.2 Case 17 “A buzzy noise”
181 Dorothy (D): So let's start there just a buzzy noise a squeaky noise
182 Dorothy (D): from the m achine o k ayt

In explaining the treatment, Dorothy offers two similar explanations (“a buzzy
noise a squeaky noise”). Tannen suggests that tautology such as this enhances
comprehension as it slows the rate at which the hearer receives new information.
Excerpt 8.3 below is an example o f what Tannen calls “participatory listenership”
(2007: 68).

Excerpt 8.3 Case 18A “You need your glasses”
254. Patrick (P): N ow [1 can't see without my glasses
255. D om inic (D):

[It's o k a y f h uht oh yes you need

your glasses so

256. D om inic (D): you can see [yeah yeah

Although Dominic does not repeat Patrick’s phrase exactly, he repeats the sense
o f it in his reformulation (Line 255), thereby signalling the fact that he is listening
and comprehends Patrick’s statement. There are many examples throughout the data
o f repetition, ranging in size, form and structure^'*.

8.2.2 Imagery and Detail
For Tannen, the use o f imagery and detail create involvement as they compel
the hearer to “provide internal evaluation... the hearer does the work” (Tannen, 2007:
136). This ‘w ork’ might include imagining a dental crown as a type o f ‘hat’, as
proposed in Excerpt 8.4 below.
See Case 5, Lines 56-7; C ase 3B , L ines 48 0 -1 ; C ase 7, L ines 378-9. S ee C ase 4 A /4 B and 3 A /3B for
repetition o f com m entary on the w eather at op en in gs/closin g (A ppendix 18)
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Excerpt 8.4 Case 9A “A little hat”
451. David (D): A crown is basically like a little hat that sits across the
452. David (D): tooth okay

The inclusion o f detail in an account or narrative can have a similar effect. In
Excerpt 8.5 below, David explains that he has seen a dental technician’s business.

Excerpt 8.5 Case 8 “On the bicycle”
723. David (D): I might have seen the actual you know' his p lace actually
724. David (D): going past on the bicycle

The added detail o f “on the bicycle” encourages the audience to picture the
scene o f David cycling past a premises. This imaginative work, Tannen maintains,
involves the audience more in the interaction. A combination o f features are evident
in Excerpt 8.6, below.

Excerpt 8.6 Case 7 “ Special K”
3.

Penny (P):

[Bit o f Special K

4.

Dermot (D): Bit o f Special K did the damage on you

As Penny recounts how her tooth broke, she explains that itfractured on a piece
o f breakfast cereal (“Special K”). Again, the detail prompts a visualimage o f the
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moment of fracture. Dermot then repeats the phrase with embellishment in Line 4 as a
reflection of participatory listenership^^.

8.2.3 Metaphor, Tropes, Style Figures of Speech
In describing involvement strategies, Tannen distinguishes between rhetorical
features that work on the level of sound, such as “style figures o f speech” (2007:32),
and “tropes” {ibid.), “figures of speech that operate on meaning” (2007: 38). The
“four master tropes” (Sapir (1977), cited in Tannen, 2007: 38) of metaphor,
metonymy, irony and synecdoche all describe things in terms o f something similar or
related to that thing.
Excerpt 8.7 below is an example of a very common synecdoche in these dental
interactions (i.e. ‘a look’).

Excerpt 8.7 Case 8 “A look”
98.

D a v id (D ): Y o u k n o w let's ju st h ave a lo o k an y w a y

When David talks about taking ‘a look’, the look is just part o f the whole
examination (which might involve touching, tapping, scraping, drying, moving,
counting, x-raying etc. of teeth along with looking).
In Excerpt 8.8 below, there is an example of metonymy, where a thing is named
in terms of one of its attributes or something associated with it.

Excerpt 8.8 Case 7 “The zapper”
2 6 2 . D erm ot (D ): O kay can y o u put the zap p er on this

]...

S e e a lso C ase 5, L ine 52 3 ; C a se 3 A , L in e s 8 0 -8 4 ; C ase 2 2 A , L ine 7 2 4 (A p p e n d ix 18) for further
e x a m p le s o f im agery and detail.
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263. Derm ot (D): okay this little light it just m akes the
264. D erm ot (D): w hole thing start to go hard okay t

In this example, Dermot asks the nurse for the curing light^^, but calls it “the
zapper” . Here he is using a function o f the light to describe it (metonymy). He goes
on to shift his footing after a brief pause and in Line 263 he aligns him self to a
consultation frame, explaining the use o f the light to the patient (Lines 263-264: “it
just m akes the whole thing start to go hard okay”). Even if it had been used before,
this explanation was not immediately available to the nurse, and his use o f the term
‘zapper’ required a degree o f ‘sense-m aking’ involvement from her.
By far the most prevalent o f the tropes in the data is metaphor, “speaking o f one
thing in terms o f another” (Tannen, 2007; 38). In Excerpt 8.9 below, Dympna is
trying to explain the anatomy o f healthy gums.

Excerpt 8.9 Case 3A “A very tight c u f f ’
168. D ym pna (D); And the gum s like the gum s should be a very tight
169. Pauline (P): M m-hmm
170. D ym pna (D): C u ff around the tooth [do you know what 1 m eanf
171. Pauline (P):

[Y eah yeah

In Line 170, Dympna adopts the metaphor o f a cuff on an item o f clothing to
explain to Pauline how the gingivae (i.e. the gums) attach to the teeth. W hile Dympna
is working to produce a reasonable ‘lay’ explanation for the gums, Pauline is now
encouraged to interact with this metaphor o f a cuff to deepen her understanding.
In Excerpt 8.10 below, Dermot is discussing a lesion o f tooth decay towards the
back o f the patient’s mouth.
^ The curing light is a h igh-in tensity light source that hardens, or sets, the fillin g m aterial
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Excerpt 8.10 Case 5 “ This little fella”
377. Derm ot (D): N o w I'm go in g to make a tiny little hole em
378. Derm ot (D); in betw een the tw o last teeth em get down to

379. D ermot

(D); w here this little fella's hiding is that okay |

Dermot employs a vivid combination o f metaphors in Line 379 (“this little
fella’s hiding”), where the caries (i.e. dental decay) is anthropom orphised into a ‘little
fella’, and where the little fella is actively ‘hiding’, as the source o f the previously
undiagnosed pain.
In Excerpt 8.11, David proposes to start a tooth-cleaning treatment.

Excerpt 8.11 Case 8 “A good whizz around”
262. D avid (D): em let's give things a good w h izz around here

D avid’s m etaphor for the procedure (“A good whizz around”) m ight also be
described as metonymy, given that it is suggestive o f some o f the features o f a toothcleaning procedure such as speed, noise and perhaps water®^.
Excerpt 8.12 below is an example o f irony, the rhetorical strategy o f saying the
opposite o f what one means (Tannen, 2007:38). Like the other tropes discussed
above, irony requires the interaction o f the audience to interpret it. This intellectual
work, however simple, draws the hearer into the sense-making process. It involves
them in the interaction, as follows:

S ee also Case 7, L ines 92-94; C ase 4B , Line 465; C ase 6, L ines 177-191 (A ppendix 18) for further
exam ples o f metaphor. S ee also Section 7.4.4.
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Excerpt 8.12 Case 10 “A lighthouse keeper”
450. D avid (D): Did you ever think about b ecom in g a lighthouse keeper
451. D avid (D): or [som ething like that you k n o w f
452. N o elle (N):

[(laughing)

453. Polly (P):

[(laughing)

454. D avid (D): With low pressure you know (stick) to the sea watch the
455. D avid (D): seagulls read a book

In this example, David, the dentist, has previously been discussing the fact that
Polly grinds her teeth excessively, and has hypothesised that work-related stress may
be encouraging this damaging habit. In Line 450 , he suggests that Polly, an urban
office-worker should change career and become a “lighthouse keeper”. It is clear that
this suggestion is intended ironically from the immediate laughter it generates from
Polly and Noelle (Lines 452 - 3 ). One m ight surmise that David is actually suggesting
a more reasonable lifestyle or career change rather than the one proposed. In Lines
454 - 455 , David persists with the ironic suggestion, adding detail to enhance the
image (“Watch the seagulls read a book”).
Tannen describes “style figures o f speech” as rhetorical strategies that appeal at
the level o f sound, many o f which involve repetition. In Excerpt 8.13 below, Parker,
one o f the patients, is describing how she plans to spend an upcoming trip to Boston.

Excerpt 8.13 Case 5 “Fifty percent”
359. Parker (P): So it's it's a fifty percent shopping and fifty
360. Parker (P): percent si- sigh t-seein g anyw ay
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The repetition o f the first part of the phrase {‘‘‘'fifty percent shopping/sight
seeing”) is termed epanaphora. A different kind of soundscape is described in Excerpt
8.14 below, where Dermot encourages his patient to bite her teeth to check on the size
of a new filling.

Excerpt 8.14 Case 7 “Chu chu chu”
375. (7)
376. D erm ot (D): Okay last tim e ju st chop up
377. D erm ot (D): and dow n on that for me a
378. D ennot (D): few tim es chu chu chu
379. D ennot (D): chu chu chu chu
380. [Dentist makes 'biting' noise]

In this example, Dermot produces the sound o f teeth biting together, what
might be termed onomatopoeia, and what Tannen refers to as “sound words”
(Tannen, 2007:126). Dermot’s repeated string of sounds serves as a description and a
template for the patient to copy. It might be described as an involvement strategy
working at the levels o f both sound and meaning. A further example o f sound
patterning is found in Excerpt 8.15, one of multiple similar examples throughout the
data.

Excerpt 8.15 Case 14A “Five four three two one”
24.

D anielle (D); Six occlusal caries... five four three two one o k ay ...o n e

25.

Danielle (D): two three four five okay

There is no great rhetorical flourish involved in this example - rather it is a
typical recitation or reporting of the patient’s teeth in sequence. Itsounds different to
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the rest o f the discourse o f the dental visit, because it has a rhythmic flow as the teeth
are described in code, and by number, in descending and then ascending order. It has
a ritual, formulaic nature, so it is initially questionable whether it constitutes what
Tannen would describe as creative or an involvement strategy. It is perhaps more
likely that a patient would ‘tune out’ from such a discourse. It is not primarily
intended for the patient’s ears though; it is intended for the nurse. As part o f a ritual
soundscape for a dental examination, it involves the dental nurse, who is reacting to it
and taking notes, and at the level o f sound at least, picking up cues regarding the
findings o f the examination and the procedural flow o f the visit.
Another involvement strategy in discourse is the use o f narrative, particularly
when reported speech is involved.

8.2.4 Narratives and Dialogue
As described in previous chapters, the definition o f narrative adopted in this
research is derived from the work o f Labov (1972), according to whom narrative is
“one method o f recapitulating past experience by matching a verbal sequence of
clauses to the sequence o f events which (it is inferred) actually occurred” (1972: 35960). There are not many examples o f Labovian narratives found in the data. Instead,
there are many fragments o f narrative, what might be termed ‘accounts’. In this
section then are considered a range o f excerpts: personal narratives (see also Section
6.3.3), illness narratives (see also Section 6.5.2), accounts, and sequences o f reported
speech (referred to as “dialogue” by Tannen (2007: 32)). W hat these strategies all
have in common is an evaluative ftinction. Labov described evaluation as an intrinsic
element o f narrative, answering the question, “So what?” (Labov, 1972: 370). Tannen
considers that evaluation is the active element o f these narrative and “nonnarrative
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discourses” (2007: 42), whether it is “external” (Labov, 1972: 371) or “internal”
(Tannen, 2007:136). For Tannen, “images provide internal evaluation” {ibid.).
In Excerpt 8.16 below, Polly uses dialogue to illustrate a typical interaction
with her m other about oral hygiene habits.

Excerpt 8.16 Case 10 “Yes, M other”
341. P olly (P);

[Y eah even w hen 1 go

342. P o lly (P): h o m e to at w ee k en d s
343. D avid (D ): M m -h m m
344. P olly (P): A n d m y M u m w o u ld be like 'W hat are y o u doing in the
345. P olly (P): b a th ro o m f I'm [like 'F lo ssin g ' she's like 'F o r that lo n g f 1
346. P olly (P): said 'Y es M o th e rj'
347. D avid (D ):

[(lau g h in g )

348. P olly (P): A n d 1 w as like 'T h at's w h at y o u sh o u ld h av e donej.'

W hat is pertinent here is not so much the subject matter but rather the
evaluation implicit in the reported interaction. It is noteworthy that Polly does not
com ment on or contextualise the reported speech with an external evaluation; it is all
dramatised. The emphatic question from Polly’s mother in Line 344 (“W hat are you
doing t ”) and her follow-up question about the duration o f Polly’s flossing (Line 345:
“For that lo n g t”) serve to emphasise the unusual levels o f dedication and compliance
on Polly’s part with her oral hygiene practices. That her account is a reflection o f
com pliance with treatment is evident once more in Line 348, where Polly reports
telling her mother, “T hat’s what you should have done” . This reported line may or
may not reflect an actual interaction between Polly and her mother - Tannen holds
that it is likely such reported speech “was never uttered by anyone else” (2007:104).
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Polly’s com ment (in Line 348) reflects how she is choosing to represent an
interaction with her mother for an audience o f her dentist and the dental nurse. Citing
Bakhtin (2000), Tannen refers to the “polyphonic” (2007:103) nature o f “every
word”, and Bakhtin’s view that,

“Each utterance is filled with echoes and reverberations o f other utterances”
(Bakhtin, 2000, 130).

It might be argued then that Polly’s reported words to her mother (“T hat’s what
you should have done”) reflect words that may have been spoken to Polly by David
or previous dentists. By dramatising a moment where Polly is giving oral hygiene
advice to her mother, she is perhaps also demonstrating her status as a good patient.
The context o f where Polly is reporting the interaction with her mother (to her
dentist) modifies the meaning o f what she says. As Bakhtin puts it,

“The speech o f another, once enclosed in a context, is- no matter how accurately
transmitted- alw ays subject to certain semantic changes” (Bakhtin, 1981: 340).

And so it might be argued that Polly’s account o f her domestic interaction is
concerned with Polly presenting an identity o f herself, to be negotiated with the
dentist, David, and the nurse, Noelle, by their response to this account and their
ongoing interaction. The notion o f identity will be addressed some more in the next
section, and more fully in the next chapter^*.
Excerpt 8.17 below represents a Labovian narrative, involving Pauline’s friend who
bit her lip while it was still anaesthetised.

For further examples o f reported speech or dialogue, see also Case 2, Lines 418-9; Case 3B, Lines
235-6; Case 13, Lines 100-102 (Appendix 18)
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Excerpt 8.17 Case 3B “Happened to a good friend o f mine”
533. D ym pna (D): So the filling it's set straight away em but em with the
534. D ym pna (D): num bness it is important to wait until you [feel that
535. D ym pna (D): sensation
536. Pauline (P):

[Yeah

537. D ym pna (D): C om e back and be careful you don't bite your lip or your
538. D ym pna (D): [tongue when you're not numb o k ayf
539. Pauline (P):

[Y eah yeah

540. D ym pna (D): And [em
541. Pauline (P):

[H appened to a good friend o f m ine last [w eek

542. Pauline (P): actually yeah
543. D ym pna (D):

[Oh really

544. Pauline (P): really^
545. Pauline (P): Yeah and it w as quite serious because she's sick she's she
546. Pauline (P): has cancer [and she bit it and she got infected
547. D ym pna (D):

[Yeah

The narrative in this excerpt is very brief and starts at Line 541 with an orientation
(“Happened to a good friend o f mine last w eek”) in response to D ym pna’s warning
(Line 537: “be careful you don't bite your lip”). As the orientation continues, Pauline
provides an external evaluation o f her story (Line 545: “it was quite serious because
she's sick”), and then there are two independent temporal clauses in Line 546 (“and
she bit it and she got infected”), which contain an internal evaluation regarding the
risk o f damage and infection. From D ym pna’s perspective, the detail (“ she has
cancer”) and imagery o f Pauline’s narrative work as involvement strategies; from
Pauline’s perspective, her evaluation o f what happened to her friend (“quite serious”)
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appears to be superimposed onto Dympna’s warning for Pauline herself Pauline’s
narrative acts at least as a signal o f her involvement in the interaction.
Excerpt 8.18 presents another narrative. In this example, David is recounting
the episode where he placed dental fillings in the mouth o f a three year-old girl. He is
telling the story to Phoebe, a doctor, and in this instance, David’s patient.

Excerpt 8.18 Case 9A “Very relaxed customer”
942. David (D): Em 1 also rem em ber a little three year old and and
943. David (D): unfortunately she needed about five fillings and [first visit
944. David (D): and
945. Phoebe (P):

[Oh

946. David (D): Very relaxed custom er you know
947. Phoebe (P): [Mm-hmm
948. D avid (D): [I thought hm let's see if we can make a start here you
949. David (D): know as we're looking good you know ... quite happy
950. Phoebe (P): [Mm
951. David (D): [Ended up ended up doing anaesthetic two fillings first
952. David (D): visit no bother to her
953. Phoebe (P): [Wow
954. David (D):

[Turn- turns around to me at the end and goes 'W hat are

955. David (D): we doing n e x tf
956. Phoebe (P): [(laughing)
957. D avid (D): ['No no w e're finished for today' 'Oh okay' quite happy to
958. David (D): continue on and do som e more [and that's some good
959. Phoebe (P):

[Gas

960. D avid (D): The guts o f forty m inutes I'd say she's in the chair [at this
961. David (D): point
962. Phoebe (P):

[W ow

963. David (D): Not a bother to her you know and you [get those like that
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964. D avid (D): you know
965. Phoebe (P):

[Mm

966. D avid (D ): They'd let you do anything you know

This narrative features external and internal evaluation by the narrator, and
evaluation by the addressed recipient (Phoebe, the patient). This narrative seems to
impact the relative ‘face’ and identities o f the interactants. In Line 946 (“Very relaxed
custom er you know”), David provides an external evaluation o f the child. There is a
similar, internal evaluation in Line 949 (“we're looking good”) as he reports his
contemporaneous thought process. In Lines 954-5, David dramatises the exchange
with the child (“W hat are we doing next?”), and in the process suggests, through the
internal evaluation, how comfortable and happy the child appeared. As David
continues with his narrative o f a highly successful, and impressive, clinical encounter,
Phoebe responds with her own positive (evaluative) appraisal (Lines 953, 956, 959,
962). Identity-work will be discussed further in the next chapter, but it appears that
David is making claims here about his identity as a proficient dentist, and claiming
‘face’ here in two ways relative to Phoebe. He is making a claim that he is capable
and skilled to Phoebe the patient (as someone currently under his care), and he is
m aking a claim o f prowess to Phoebe as a fellow healthcare worker (although in a
different field). This latter claim appears to take pre-em inence in the coda o f the
narrative (Line 966: “They'd let you do anything you know”), as D avid’s choice o f
the third person pronoun appears to suggest that patients are a group distinct from
him and Phoebe, both being healthcare workers. Phoebe meanwhile, with her active
back-channel responses to D avid’s narrative, plays an important role in, apparently,
endorsing D avid’s face-claims.
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This narrative is rich with dialogue, imagery, and humour. At that level, it
serves as an involvement strategy, drawing Phoebe into the interaction. As a sequence
o f multiple evaluations, it works too as part o f the negotiation o f identity and face^^.

8.2.5 Indirectness and Ellipsis
Excerpt 8.19 below sees a combination o f involvement strategies in operation as
David gives oral hygiene advice to his patient, Prunella.

Excerpt 8.19 Case 11 “Eighty percent your work”
941. David (D): 1 alw ays tell patients 'It's eighty percent your work and
942. David (D); twenty percent my work' [okayt so you k n ow f
943. Prunella (P);

[And you're right David yeah

The overall impact o f D avid’s advice is indirect. Although he is giving Prunella
advice, it is couched in terms o f what he “always tell(s) patients” (Line 941). He
presents his advice as dialogue in Lines 941-2, and the advice itself is a somewhat
complex metaphor meaning that the patient ought to do more o f the work to maintain
her oral hygiene than the dentist (“It's eighty percent your work and twenty percent
my work”). The metaphor itself requires a degree o f mathematical understanding and
thereby involves Prunella in the sense-making process. The advice is concluded in
Line 942 with the elliptic, “so you k n o w f”, which overlaps with Prunella’s turn in
Line 943 (“And you're right David yeah”). Prunella is aligning to D avid’s footing,
and making it clear that she does “know” what David means. This phrase requires
Prunella to provide the conclusion to David’s advice. Telling a patient that she needs

For further exam ples o f narratives and accounts, see also C ase 5, Lines 34-39; C ase 10, Lines 240267; Case 9, Lines 891-933 (A ppendix 18)
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to improve her personal hygiene habits is a potential threat to her social status, or
‘face’. David has managed to do this indirectly, both mitigating the face-threat to
Prunella and involving her in the process o f comprehending and discussing her
treatment needs.
In Excerpt 8.20, Pearl is discussing her work situation.

Excerpt 8.20 Case 2 “Everything that’s going on”
47.

Pearl (P):

[1 w as delighted to get a job

4R,

D ym pna (D): [Okay yeah yeah yeah

49.

Pearl (P): Just with everything that's goin g on

Pearl adds a coda to the account o f getting a new job with the elliptic statement
in Line 49, “Just with everything that's going on” . Having previously been talking
about a period o f unemployment, Pearl is most likely referring to the turbulent
econom ic conditions, but the point o f this interaction is that by requiring Dympna, the
dentist, to do the work to make sense o f her statement, she is involving Dympna in
the story o f her life.
There is another example o f ellipsis in Excerpt 8.21 below, where Dympna and
Pauline have been sharing stories o f their experiences o f being in Spain.

Excerpt 8.21 Case 3B “And he looked like... you k n o w f ’
162. D ym pna (D): I I caught up with som e friends w e w ere in the U K and
163. D ym pna (D): one o f the guys lives in Barcelona and is like you know
164. D ym pna (D): [bottom line thirty degrees and
165. Pauline (P):

[A lw ays perfect really really'f

166. D ym pna (D): Yeah and he looked lik e ... you k n o w f (laughing)
167. Pauline (P): (laughing)
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Dympna describes a friend o f hers who lives in Barcelona and enjoys the good
weather. In Line 166 Dympna does not complete her description o f her friend (“Yeah
and he looked like... “), but her subsequent appeal to Pauline for comprehension
(“you k n o w f”) results in shared laughter and some degree o f shared understanding.
Here again Pauline is drawn into the sense making. Pauline and Dympna have
collaborated here, and have found some common ground, perhaps around an
appreciation for Spain, for good weather, or even simply as women™.
The discussion up to this point has focused on the discourse strategies evident
in the data that involve the participants in interaction. Next, the discussion focuses on
the negotiation o f relative status within that interaction

8.3 Facework

8.3.1 Politeness Strategies

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter. Brown and Levinson’s (1987)
development o f G offm an’s (1972b) notion o f face made the distinction between
positive and negative fa ce. They proposed that the nature o f facework involved
positive politeness strategies to promote inclusiveness, or a “social accelerating
function” (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 130), and negative politeness strategies to
minimise imposition and to provide a “social brake” (1987: 130).
In Excerpt 8.221 below Derek is about to administer local anaesthetic prior to
commencing treatment on Prudence.

™ For further exam ples o f Indirectness and E llipsis, see also C ase 3A , Lines 585-8; C ase 3B , Lines
3 32-338; C ase 4 A Lines 2 6 -2 9 , L ines 338-340; Lines 4 1 7 -4 2 4 (A ppendix 18)
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Excerpt 8.22 Case 22A “Special patients”
787. Derek (D): I'm gonna give you som e o f m y m agic
788. Derek (D): brush here
789. Prudence (P); Mm 'f
790. Derek (D): From m y m agic gel
791. Prudence (P): Mm
792. Derek (D ): So you won't feel the needle
793. Prudence (P): Good
794. Derek (D): Special patients (laughing)
795. Prudence (P): (Laughing)

In Line 794, having promised to use a topical anaesthetic to make the injection
less uncomfortable, Derek promises that he is doing so (only?) because Prudence is a
“special patient”. Although Derek and Prudence’s laughter register that this comment
is intended as a humorous one it does enhance Prudence’s ‘positive face’, and
possibly reflects an earlier exchange between them when Derek comments on the fact
that Prudence is a fellow healthcare worker, a nurse (Case 22A, Line 63 , Appendix
18).
In Excerpt 8.23 below, there are a number of examples of positive politeness in
operation.

Excerpt 8.23 Case 5 “That’s brilliant well done”
231. Derm ot (D ): together |. . . th a t's lo v ely and ju st hold it in that
232. Dermot (D ): little platform okay can you just open slightly
233. Derm ot (D ): again t and I'll just change this around for you...
234. Derm ot (D ): now you're doing great w ell done can you close
235. Dermot (D): on that one | that's brilliant w ell done
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Dermot provides his patient with a cascade o f positive reinforcement in this
sequence, with evaluative comments and positive appraisals (Line 231: “that’s
lovely”; Line 234; “you're doing great well done”; Line 235: “that's brilliant well
done”)^’.
This excerpt is interesting because it also features examples o f negative
politeness strategies. There has previously been a discussion o f politeness strategies
in relation to directives given in an Operational Frame in Chapter 6 (Section 6.4.1). In
this example, in Line 232, Dermot wishes the patient to open her mouth. A number o f
‘social brakes’ are applied in concert, minimising the challenge to the patient (Line
232: “little platform okay can you just open slightly” (diminutives highlighted in
bold)) and employing an indirect approach to the directive (“can you ...o p en ”). In
Line 233, Dermot again tries to mitigate any imposition by highlighting that the task
underway is being done on behalf o f the patient (“just change this around for you”
(here in bold)). In Excerpt 9.3.3 below, there are further examples o f negative
politeness. In this sequence, Danielle is at the beginning o f a consultation with Paige.

Excerpt 8.24 Case 13 “The wee chair”
26.

(4)

27.

D anielle (D): Just put the w ee chair back here

28.

Paige (P): M m-hmm

29.

D anielle (D): And have a little look

30.

Paige (P): Yeah

31.

(5)

For further exam ples o f positive politen ess strategies see also C ase 2, Lines 370-377; C ase 3A ,
Lines 600-604; Case 4B , Line 146; C ase 6, Line 7; Case 13, Line 89 (A ppendix 18).
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In Line 29, Danielle proposes having a “little look” in Paige’s mouth,
minimising the extent o f the examination. Earlier (Line 27), Danielle had announced
that she was about to recline the dental chair, “ju st put the wee chair back” . Here is
another instance o f ‘ju s t’ as a minimising adverb, in the sense o f ‘m erely’ or ‘only’.
What is also interesting is the use o f ‘w ee’, a colloquial, informal variant o f ‘little’.
This adjective is applied to the chair but it might well be a case o f a transferred
epithet, referring again to the dental examination^^.

8.3.2 Face as Em ergent and Relational
Other writers have developed politeness theory since Brown and Levinson’s (1987)
work. Watts (2003), Locher and Watts (2005), and Arundale (2006) have challenged
the notion o f face as a fixed, static phenomenon and have suggested that it be viewed
as interactionally produced or emergent, and that it be seen as having a relational
meaning rather than a fixed ‘value’ (see Section 2.4). In the dental surgery for
example, many situations may arise that might appear to be a threat to the /ace o f one
or more participants. In observing such an interaction, and analysing how the
situation unfolds, it is important to consider the schemas the participants bring to bear
on their situation. In Excerpt 8.25 below, David is asking Prunella whether she
continues to smoke, and how many cigarettes she smokes daily.

Excerpt 8.25 Case 11 “Honestly now c ’mon”
256. D avid (D ): ... sm o k in g t
257. Prunella (P): I am
258. D avid (D ): Yeah how m any a d a y | at the minute [honestly now c'mon
259. Prunella (P):

[Em

For further exam ples o f negative politeness strategies see C ase 4A , Lines 124-7; C ase 12, Lines 2021; C ase 17, Lines 129-131 (A ppendix 18)
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When David follows up his question in Line 258 with the advice, “honestly
now c ’mon”, one might describe it as a^ace-threatening act (FTA). Certainly, such a
direct style, asking the question “bald on record, without redressive action” as Brown
and Levinson (1987; 60) would describe it, might be construed as threatening to
Prunella’s status, particularly with the implication that Prunella might be dishonest. It
might be reasonable to expect that Prunella has had similar exchanges with dentists
and doctors previously, and as such includes in her schema for the dental visit the
expectation o f being asked such a question. W hat might in another context lead to a
loss o ffa ce for Prunella does not necessarily result in the same outcome here’^.
In Chapter 7 there was a discussion o f the varying relational structures evident
in the data. Many o f the examples cited in that chapter included sequences where the
relationship between a dyad or a triad was constructed interactionally. Arundale sees
the “social self as arising in relationships” (2006; 201), and face-'woxk having less to
do with individual identity or status, and more to do with establishing and
maintaining relationships. In Excerpt 8.26 below, Dympna is explaining the
appearance o f Pearl’s teeth on the x-ray (radiograph).

Excerpt 8.26 Case 2 “Not so obvious to you”
200. D ym pna (D): ... it it's not so obvious
201. D ym pna (D ); on the x-ray m aybe to you but it again g iv es m e
202. D ym pna (D): another bit o f information about where the how far
203. D ym pna (D): dow n into the tooth that that cavity is goin g I'll just
204. Dym pna (D): darken it up a little you'll probably see it a bit better
205. Dym pna (D): see this sort o f... 1 don't know can you see on [that
206. D ym pna (D): outline

For further exam ples o f face as an em ergent and interactionally-negotiated phenom enon see Case
4A , Lines 4 35-4 4 5 ; C ase 19, Lines 37-38; C ase 21, Lines 2 0 3 -2 2 5 (A ppendix 18)
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207. Pearl (P):

[Oh

208. Pearl (P): yeah yeah
209. Dym pna (D ): That's that's decay [alright
210. Pearl (P):

[Yeah

In Lines 200 - 201 , Dympna quite clearly defines the relationship between
herself and Pearl in terms o f expertise in the dental surgery (“it’s not so obvious on
the x-ray maybe to you”). The move in this sequence could be seen as a potential
threat to face but this may not be the case here. It could be interpreted as simply an
indication o f how their relationship is defined, that is: Dympna is the expert in this
domain and is the one who diagnoses, “that's decay” (Line 209 ).
The negotiation o f relationship is more complex in Excerpt 8.27 below, where
Pierce, an Irish man is interacting with dentist Donal, who comes from a northern
European country. The initial part o f the sequence involves a disagreement between
Pierce and Donal.

Excerpt 8.27 Case 19 “All the foreigners come here”
130. Pierce (P): This is a great country for em benefits you know w e don't
131. Pierce (P): realise how lucky w e are
132. D onal (D ); But Germans are or [Germans French and Scandinavians are
133. Donal (D ): even luckier
134. Pierce (P):

[Yeah yeah yeah

135. D onal (D ): One cause in Germ any you have more ben efits than France
136. Pierce (P): Yeah but you see that's w hy all the f- [foreigners com e here
137. D onal (D ):

[(Laughing) That's

138. D onal (D): w hy m any have com e here
139. Pierce (P): Cause they get [they get better dole here than they w ould in
140. Donal (D ):

[(coughs)
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141. Pierce (P): Their ow n country
142. D onal (D): Mm that's true
143. Pierce (P): And who's pa- sorry who's paying for it all you k n o w j
144. D onal (D): W e
145. Pierce (P): Yeah exactly
146. D onal (D): Open please

Pierce, who later in the recording mentions that he receives unemployment
benefit, praises the level o f unemployment benefit in Ireland (Lines 130-131). In
Lines 132-135, Donal claims that the unemployed are actually “even luckier” in some
other European countries. Pierce persists with his view in Line 136, claiming that
“that's why all the f- foreigners come here”. At this point, the relationship between
Pierce and Donal is defined more by difference than common ground: Pierce is
unemployed, Irish, and somewhat suspicious o f the motives o f ‘foreigners’; Donal is
employed and a foreigner. Although in Line 142 Donal concedes to Pierce’s point
(“M m that's true”), the face-work between them continues. In Lines 143-145 Donal
and Pierce establish more solid ground for their relationship as they find common
ground to complain over paying taxes (Line 143, Pierce (P): “And who's pa- sorry
who's paying for it all you know?”; Line 144, Donal (D): “W e”)'^'^.

Having looked at examples o f involvement strategies and face-work in the data,
and having seen some o f the effects in terms o f establishing and maintaining
involvement and rapport, the next question is: how might these features work
together in a longer sequence o f interaction? The three case studies below look at
instances where there has been a challenge to the relationship as a consequence o f

For further exam ples o f face-work as a relational phenom enon see also Case 3A , Lines 321-4; Case 9A ,
Lines 9 3 3 -9 3 9 (A ppendix 18)
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bad news, a breakdown o f rapport, or a complication o f treatment. In each case, there
is an analysis o f the involvement strategies employed and the face-work undertaken,
and what effect these features have on the outcome.

8.4 Case Studies

8.4.1 Case 9B: Bad news
In the second visit o f Case 9 (Case 9B) there is a moment when David has to
break some bad news to his patient Phoebe. Prior to analysing that sequence, and to
provide more context for the analysis. Excerpt 8.28 below is drawn from the first visit
in Case 9. In this visit, David, and Phoebe, who is a medical doctor, have established
footings in relation to each other as healthcare workers, and they shift back and forth
between this footing, and a footing based on the dentist-patient relationship. In
Excerpt 8.28, David has just commented on a localised gum problem in Phoebe’s
mouth, and he proceeds to enquire about her family.

Excerpt 8.28 Case 9A “H ow ’s everyone elsef ’
813, D avid (D): H ow 's everyone else in the fam ily keeping an y w a y t

827. Phoebe (P): Y ea h ... m y mam is actually having chem o [she has lung
828. Phoebe (P): cancer
829. David (D):

[Oh crikey

Following the revelation in Lines 827-8 that Phoebe’s mother “has lung cancer”
the visit continues, and then an arrangement is made for Phoebe to return to check
that the condition o f her gums has improved. Excerpt 8.29 below is taken from that
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second visit. David has established that Phoebe’s gums are healthy once more, but he
has noticed what looks like a cavity on one o f her teeth.

Excerpt 8.29 Case 9B “You w eren’t supposed to find anything”
223. D avid (D ): Exactly that's looks like it's through there
224. Phoebe (P): Yeah
225. N o e lle (N): You weren't supposed to find anything
226. D avid (D ): I know 1 wasn't supposed to find anything
227. Phoebe (P): [Drat
228. N o e lle (N):

[(laughing)

229. D avid (D):

[I decided at the last minute to have a look just have a

230. D avid (D): look at the previous x-ray as w ell just have [a look
231. N o e lle (N):

[H ow's your

232. N o e lle (N): m um t
233. Phoebe (P): She's good now she's just over her second chem o she
234. Phoebe (P): said this one w as m uch w orse than the [last one
235. N o e lle (N):

[A w

236. Phoebe (P): But it is a cum ulative thing it does get w orse everytim e
237. Phoebe (P): so

In Line 223, David appears to diagnose a cavity (“that's looks like it's through
there”). Although this ‘diagnosis’ is not explicit, Phoebe responds (“Line 224:
“Y eah”). D avid’s partial description o f the process o f cavitation (“through”) serves
as a metonymy, and Phoebe’s response hints at her involvement in making sense o f
what David has said. Having returned to have her gums checked, Phoebe was not
expecting to be told she has a cavity. Noelle, the nurse, reflects this in Line 225
(“You weren't supposed to find anything”). N oelle’s comment, which appears to
challenge D avid’s authority, might well be explained with the sort o f discussion o f
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production and reception roles found in Chapter Eight. In this sense, Noelle seems to
be speaking on behalf o f Phoebe. But this exchange m ight also be described in terms
o f face-work. Noelle is opening up a negotiation here about the relative status o f
members o f the group. This challenges the idea that David is the “central participant”
(Candlin et al., 1980), and reflects both the earlier face-work between David and
Phoebe as healthcare worker peers, and face-work as an emergent phenomenon. How
will David react to this challenge? When David does respond to Noelle in Line 226
(“I know I wasn't supposed to find anything”) he endorses her contribution. His use
o f repetition (with a slight reformulation) is an involvement strategy that operates at a
couple o f levels at least. He ratifies N oelle’s listenership (Tannen, 2007:70) by
repeating her phrase, and his repetition also serves to render his comment humorous.
The element o f humour involves both Noelle (with her laughter in Line 228) and
Phoebe, whose response (Line 227: “Drat”), despite being a negative evaluation, is
still informal and light-hearted. N oelle’s initial response might be said to establish the
right o f D avid’s audience to evaluate the bad news; D avid’s reaction to N oelle serves
to maintain the connection and involvement o f his audience.
In Lines 229-230, David proceeds to elaborate with a repeated justification for
his unexpected diagnosis: he wanted to “ju st have a look” . At this point, Noelle
interjects once more, asking Phoebe, “H ow ’s you mum” (Lines 231-232). This
appears to be an anaphoric reference to the sequence in Excerpt 8.28 above, when
during the first visit David followed bad news about Phoebe’s gums with an enquiry
about Phoebe’s family.
In this closing part o f the excerpt, Phoebe (Lines 233-237) gives an account o f
her m other’s status that is rich with detail and evaluation. This account might be
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considered in terms o ffram es or participation fram ew ork but, for now, this
discussion will be limited to involvement strategies and /ace-w ork.
Noelle invites Phoebe to talk about her m other’s illness. The repetition o f this
enquiry (repeated from the first visit) serves to re-establish the emotional
involvement o f Phoebe in the discourse. Without necessarily ascribing a strategic
intent on N oelle’s part, it is interesting that this invitation occurs directly after the
exchange regarding bad (dental) news. Tannen claims that repetition,

“Not only ties parts o f discourse to other parts, but it bonds participants to the
discourse and to each other” (2007: 61).

What follows is a prolonged exchange, first between Noelle and Phoebe, and
then including David too. The three discuss members o f Phoebe’s family who also
attend the dental practice. This interaction is rich with the sort o f detail and evaluation
that is evident in Lines 233-237 (e.g. “this one was much worse”, Line 234), and
including features o f storytelling such as repetition and recapitulation (Line 236: “it is
a cumulative thing it does get worse”). And so Phoebe takes her turn at employing
involvement strategies. As the visit progresses, there is a further involved discussion
around Phoebe’s tooth and treatment planning. The challenge for David, o f giving
bad news, seems to have been overcome. Phoebe has been allowed to engage in
troubles telling o f her own. The discourse strategies used by all three interactants
have maintained their mutual involvement, and there has been a successful
negotiation over questions o f face. Interestingly, Phoebe’s overall view o f her
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encounter was recorded in her patient questionnaire response: “I ’m really happy with
my dentist. H e’s very nice and approachable.”

7c

8.4.2 Case 22B: Difficulty with treatment.
Case 22B is the second visit involving new patient Prudence, dentist Derek, and
Nurse Nell. Prudence is returning for further treatment having recently had a rootcanal procedure completed by Derek. During that first visit, Prudence felt “there was
nothing left to improve on”^^ with regard to her communication with Derek.
Derek had noticed in that first visit that Prudence is a nurse (see Excerpt 8.30
below).

Excerpt 8.30 Case 22A “Occupation nurse”
63.

Derek (D): Occupation nurset

64.

Prudence (P): Y eah

65.

Derek (D): What kind o f nurse you arej

66.

Prudence (P): U rology

67.

Derek (D): Ah very good

D erek’s highlighting o f Prudence’s healthcare occupation, and his follow-up
enquiry (Line 65, “W hat kind o f nurse t ”) constitute a positive politeness strategy,
fostering the sense o f social inclusion in the triad. In Excerpt 8.31, also from
Prudence’s first visit, there is a further example o f positive politeness, where Derek
compares his job responsibilities around injections with those o f Prudence.Although
he is emphasising a difference in the two medicalsettings, the effecto f what he is
saying is an inclusive one: they are both healthcare worker who administer injections.
See Patient questionnaire transcripts, Appendix 20.
See Patient questionnaire transcripts, Appendix 20.
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Excerpt 8.31 Case 22A
808. Derek (D): Here ^

are doing with the needles the

809. Derek (D): job not like the nurse (laughing)
810. Prudence (P): (Laughing)
811. Derek (D): In the hospital [(laughing)

Here in this sequence is another example offace as an interactional and
relational phenomenon. Derek’s interaction, where he tries to clarify the respective
roles o f dentist, (general) nurse, and (dental) nurse, makes explicit the negotiation to
clarify the social hierarchy of the dental surgery so that all may proceed smoothly.
Prudence was experiencing some pain at the time of her second visit, but felt it
was unrelated to the recent root-canal treatment. The ‘difficulty’ in this second
encounter relates to Prudence continuing to feel pain during treatment even after the
local anaesthetic has been administered.
After the second visit. Prudence again expressed her satisfaction with how she
interacted with Derek. He “listened to all my input” she said. In Excerpt 8.32 below,
edited down from a longer excerpt, there is evidence that this may be because
Prudence is using repetition as an involvement strategy.

Excerpt 8.32 Case 22B “Not the root canal”
18.

Prudence (P); And it's not the root canal

19.

Derek (D): It's not the root canal

35.

Prudence (P): But it's not the root canal

61.

Prudence (P): That's why 1 was saying it's not the root canal

\
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74.

Prudence (P): And that's w hy 1 say the root canal is fine

75.

Prudence (P): it's not

76.

Derek (D ): Okay

Prudence first declares in Line 18 that it is “not the root canal” that is the
source o f her pain. Although directly after this (Line 19), Derek repeats Prudence’s
statement (in a moment o f participatory listenership). Prudence repeats her statement
three more times (in slightly different forms- Lines 35, 61, 74) to emphasise her point
and presumably to assist Derek in comprehending it, until it is acknowledged again
by him in Line 76 (“Okay”). Repetition is evident elsewhere too as Excerpt 8.33
demonstrates.

Excerpt 8.33 Case 22B “No w orries”
62.

Prudence (P): [it's it's fine yeah so no worries about that

63.

Derek (D ):

64.

Derek (D ): didn't know that sorry about that

65.

Prudence (P): N o worries

[Ah alright alright alright alright because 1

229. Derek (D ): (laughing) N o worries

314. Derek (D ): N o worries

In Lines 62 and 65 Prudence repeats the phrase “no w orries”- a phrase used
initially by Derek in their first meeting (Case 22A, Line 58) - and much later in this
interaction Derek re-adopts the phrase and repeats it twice more (Lines 229, 314). In
Line 63 there is a quadruple repetition o f “alright” by Derek, and in Excerpt 8.34

below there is another instance o f participatory listenership as Prudence this time
repeats D erek’s phrase.

Excerpt 8.34 Case 22B “In the future”
164. D erek (D): In the future
165. Prudence (P): In the future

In all the above examples, repetition by one interactant involves the other, in a
process o f comprehension, clarity, reassurance or participation. Excerpt 8.35 below
charts the beginning o f a difficulty in the encounter, as Derek assesses whether the
local anaesthetic injection has been successful.

Excerpt 8.35 Case 22B “Is it numb?”
166. Derek (D): (laughing) Is it getting numb tell m e f how do
167. Derek (D): you fe elf
168. Prudence (P): N o it doesn't seem to be
169. Derek (D): On the tip o f the tongue
170. Prudence (P): N o not at all
171. D erek (D): What about the lip here |
172. Prudence (P): N o
173. Derek (D): W e can just check t ...pain here t
174. Prudence (P): M m-hmm

Things go from bad to worse as, first. Prudence delivers her negative evaluation
(that the anaesthetic has not worked “at all” (Line 170)), then Derek checks to see if
she is mistaken only to find that he can, indeed, elicit pain (“M m-hmm”, Line 174).
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In Excerpt 8.36 below, Derek then decides to add more anaesthetic, reassuring
Prudence that this time she “will not feel anything” (Line 183).

Excerpt 8.36 Case 22B “It’s already num b”
181. Derek (D): Let m e g iv e you just tiny bit more okay "f
182. Prudence (P): Mm
183. Derek (D): Y ou w ill not feel anything now because it's
184. Derek (D): already numb
185. Prudence (P): (laughing)
186. Derek (D): In there
187. Prudence (P): Okay
188. (5)
189. Derek (D): N ow open please
190. (13)
191. Prudence (P): Mm
192. Derek (D): Pain t
193. Prudence (P): Mm

Unfortunately, Prudence does feel pain again (Line 193), and the situation is
beginning to become difficult for both Derek and Prudence. There is a need for facew ork here to maintain their relationship and their footings relative to one another as
proficient dentist and co-operative patient. It is Prudence who commences this
reparative work, as shown in Excerpt 8.37, where the anaesthetic begins to take
effect.
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Excerpt 8.37 Case 22B “Like fire”
202. Prudence (P): That's strange from that
203. Derek (D): Yeah the the nerve is
204. Prudence (P): It's like fire yeah [(weird)
205. Derek (D):

[Yeah

206. Prudence (P); Ah it's [numb n ow (laughing)
207. Derek (D):

[1 suspect it's com in g now

208. Derek (D): the [nerve is com in g like that
209. Prudence (P): [Yeah yeah yeah... 1 feel it... crikey

Prudence uses a simile, comparing the experience o f the injection as being “like
fire” (Line 204). This image functions as an involvement strategy, and both Prudence
and Derek become involved in a discussion about what is happening in Prudence’s
mouth. This discussion is a high-involvement one (Tannen, 2007: 41) with the
repetition o f the overlapping ends o f phrases (Lines 204-5: “Like fire yeah”, “Yeah”;
Lines 206-207: “Numb now”, “Coming now ”) and repetition within speaking turns
too (Lines 207-8: “it's coming now the nerve is coming like that”; Line 209: “Yeah
yeah yeah”). Along with the imagery o f ‘fire’, there are unusual evaluative terms here
too (Line 204: “W eird”; Line 209: “Crikey”). This involved interaction has
transformed the potentially difficult event o f a painful injection (“like fire”) into
jointly sharing the curiosity o f the source o f the pain. Now, in Excerpt 8.38,
Prudence’s mouth begins to go numb, although still not to the desired extent.

Excerpt 8.38 Case 22B “A little b if ’
230. Prudence (P): Ah yeah it's beginning to numb up now
231. Derek (D): Again
232. Prudence (P): N othing down there yeah
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233. Derek (D ); Okay
234. Prudence (P): But not the tongue
235. Derek (D ): Just part o f the tongue not all tongue
236. Prudence (P): N on e o f it
237. Derek (D ): N othing
238. Prudence (P): N o (laughing)
239. Derek (D ): The right
240. Prudence (P): N o
241. Derek (D): There... yeah
242. Prudence (P): M aybe a little
243. Derek (D ): A little bit yeah

244. Prudence

(P): A little bit (at the back) o f the tongue

Now, although Pnjdence and Derek are still discussing the same lack o f
anaesthetic effect, the discussion is characterised by word-play and repetition, as
Derek elaborates on Prudence’s declaration in Line 234 (“But not the tongue”) with
his reformulation in Line 235 (“Just part o f the tongue not ^ tongue”). From Lines
232-240 there are multiple variations on Prudence’s negative response (“Nothing
down th ere... not the to n g u e... not ^ tongue... None o f it ... N othing... N o ... N o”).
The sequence that follows, from Line 242 to 244, again involves repetition, this time
o f the phrase “a little” . These lines appear to be a collaborative construction o f a
description o f the extent o f numbness in Prudence’s tongue (Line 244: “A little bit (at
the back) o f the tongue”). Looked at as a whole, this excerpt seems to be a
negotiation o f meaning (Thomas, 1995) between the participants, driven by the
involvement strategy o f repetition and resulting in a greater involvement as a
consequence o f the shared understanding.
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It is a good thing that Prudence and Derek are enjoying a good rapport, because
as the interaction proceeds in Excerpt 8 .39 , things are still not going smoothly on the
clinical side.

Excerpt 8.39 Case 22B “Not em numb”
328. Prudence (P): Mm
329. Derek (D): Pain t
330. Prudence (P): Mm
331. Derek (D ): Yeah T
332. Prudence (P): Mm
333. Derek (D ): There is not em numb fully numb
334. (5)
335. Prudence (P): Mm
336. Derek (D ): That's it we're finished with the drilling

In Line 328 , after a protracted period of work on her tooth. Prudence indicates
that she is still experiencing pain. In Line 333 , Derek concludes that Prudence has
been correct and that her tooth is “not em numb fully numb”. This coincides with
Derek’s decision to finish working on the tooth (Line 336 : “That's it we're finished
with the drilling”), and so the issue of insufficient anaesthesia ends abruptly.
Once the filling is placed, and Prudence has had an opportunity to rinse out her
mouth, there is a coda to the event, as shown in Excerpt 8.40 below.

Excerpt 8.40 Case 22B “Torture”
418. (3)
419. Derek (D ); Sorry about the torture hmm f (laughing)
420. Prudence (P): Hmm t oh T (laughing)
421. (29)
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In this excerpt, Derek offers an apology to Prudence for what must have been
an uncom fortable experience. In Line 419, Derek employs a metaphor ironically,
referring to the dental procedure as “torture” . That it is m eant as humour is indicated
by D erek’s laughter; Prudence also interprets it as such by reciprocating the laughter
in Line 421. The use o f a metaphor invites Prudence to decode it: the image o f
torture, with its suggestion o f pain and suffering, implies an acknowledgement that is
has been an uncomfortable experience for Prudence.
It may be that the earlier face-work in the first visit created a buffer for
Prudence and Derek that helped them overcome their difficult moment while still
apparently maintaining their rapport. The involvement strategies employed helped
them to achieve a shared understanding o f what was happening to Prudence.
Interestingly, once again in her questionnaire, Prudence reported being happy with
the encounter, saying that she felt more relaxed during this second visit.

8.4.3 Case 6: A factual dispute
In Case 6 Pippa attends Dermot and N oreen’s surgery complaining o f a
problem with her wisdom tooth. It is a couple o f years since she last attended, and the
exact date o f this last visit becomes a contested issue early on in the interaction, as
can be seen in Excerpt 8.41 below.

Excerpt 8.41 Case 6 “That’s making me think”
14.

Pippa (P): Yeah it was about a year m aybe a year and a h a lf

15.

Derm ot (D ); Okay alright okay because w e've nothing on the

16.

Derm ot (D ): com puter for you [so that's m aking m e think em okay

17.

Pippa (P):

[Alright
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Dermot disputes Pippa’s memory o f the date for her previous attendance, as it
is not listed on Pippa’s electronic health record. Shortly after this excerpt, Pippa,
Dermot and Noreen have a disharmonious discussion about the weather (Lines 5259), which has already been discussed in Section 7.7 (Excerpt 7.26).
Excerpt 8.42 below is a long excerpt taken from near the end o f the transcript. At
this point, after the physical and radiographic examinations have been completed,
Dermot returns to the contentious issue o f Pippa’s last attendance. In Line 313,
Dermot challenges Pippa to “guess” the date that he is reading from the computer.

Excerpt 8.42 Case 6 “I swear to you”
313.

D erm ot (D): Em when did you think you were here lastj

314.

Pippa (P): It was about a year or two ago

315.

D ennot (D): Do you do you w ant to guess ag ain f

316.

Pippa (P): Oh God what was i t |

317.

D erm ot (D): Seventeenth o f M ay zero eight

318.

Pippa (P): Zero eig h t|

319. D ennot (D): Yeah
320.

Pippa (P): Ah it couldn't have been [zero eight

321.

D ennot (D):

322.

D erm ot (D): in the top right filling in the top left and you were

323.

D ennot (D): having problem s w ith your w ith your em em your

[Yeah yeah I did a filling for you

324. D ennot (D): w isdom tooth back there yeah
325. Pippa (P): The last time 1 was here 1 had no work done 1 sw ear to you
326. Pippa (P): that
327.

D erm ot (D): Is that you the nineteenth o f the third eighty-threef

328. Pippa (P): Yeah
329.

D erm ot (D): W ere you on beta-blockersf

330.

Pippa (P): Yeah
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331.

Derm ot (D ): Yeah that's you and [(?)

332.

Pippa (P):

333.

Pippa (P): but 1 w as definitely here with the w isdom tooth 1 didn't

334.

Pippa (P): have any fillings

344.

Dermot (D): Seventeenth o f the fifth oh eight that's all w e have and

345.

Derm ot (D): there's nothing on the computer look at it doesn't matter

346.

Pippa (P): Yeah

347.

Derm ot (D): Doesn't matter doesn't matter

348.

(3)

349.

Derm ot (D): Yeah there you are

350.

Pippa (P): Yeah

351.

Derm ot (D ); That's you okay em alright look at listen it doesn't

352.

Derm ot (D): matter

[1 probably w as here in zero eight

Dermot invokes the authority o f the computer record in this excerpt, and backs
up his claims for the disputed date (Line 317: “ Seventeenth o f May zero eight”) with
corroborative detail about the treatment Pippa received on that date (Lines 321-322:
“ 1 did a filling for you in the top right filling in the top left”). In response, Pippa
responds in Line 325 the disagreement appears to escalate as Pippa claims, “The last
time I was here I had no work done I swear to you” . Rather than change the topic,
Dermot goes back once more to the com puter for corroborative detail, checking
Pippa’s date o f birth (Line 327: “Is that you the nineteenth o f the third eightythree t ”)? her medical history (Line 329: “Were you on beta-blockersf”) and her
em ployment details. When Pippa proposes the explanation that there was an
additional, unrecorded appointment more recently (Lines 332-334), Dermot once
more cites the authority o f the computer record (Line 344: “ Seventeenth o f the fifth
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oh eight that's all we have”). In Lines 336-8 it appears that a repair is finally
underway as Dermot repeats “it doesn’t m atter” (Lines 345, 347) and Pippa agrees
(Line 346: “Yeah”). After a brief inter-tum pause (Line 348) however, Dermot
reasserts his position in Lines 349 and 351-2 (“That's you okay em alright look at
listen it doesn't matter”), this time hedged with the conciliatory phrase “it doesn’t
m atter” . Incidentally, Pippa did not return a patient questionnaire, but in Excerpt 8.43
below she appears to be satisfied by the encounter.

Excerpt 8.43 Case 6 “Help and advice”
409.

Pippa (P): Thanks for all your help and advice

If it might be assumed that Pippa was speaking earnestly, this raises a question:
what factors helped achieve a successftil interactional encounter despite this ongoing
threat to rapport? There is a lot o f evidence o f face-work and involvement strategies
throughout this transcript. Perhaps most prevalent are the positive evaluative
statements uttered by Dermot (see Table 8.1 below).
These evaluations might be described as positive politeness strategies aimed at
“social acceleration” (Brown and Levinson, 1987:130), enhancing the positive/ace o f
the addressee. There are some negative politeness strategies here too. In Section 6.4.1
there was a discussion o f Line 6 o f Case 6 (“Very good look at I'll let you pop your
gear over there”), which is a complex example o f emergent facework, a blend o f
positive politeness (“Very good”), negative politeness (“pop”) and then the absence
of politeness strategies (“I ’ll let you”).
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Table 8.1 D erm ol’s positive appraisals by line number

Phrase of positive appraisal
“Good s tu ff’
“Great s tu ff’
“A -one”
“E xcellenf’
“Well done”
“Very good”
“T hat’s perfect”

Line number(s)
157, 297
3 ,2 2 , 161
49, 401
69,281
161, 408
6
401

In the excerpts involving Dermot, it appears that he predominantly employs
positive politeness strategies with some idiomatic phrases used repeatedly as
involvement strategies. Table 9.1 has already shown how positive appraisals are
repeated throughout the transcript. Dermot frequently uses the phrase “look at” too,
mostly in conjunction with discourse markers such as “okay” (at Lines 49, 60, 138,
151, 259, 297) or “alright” (Lines 249, 351, 355). “Look at” is used idiomatically by
Dermot, as a filler, or perhaps as a positive politeness strategy o f inclusion, in the
way that “Listen” (see Lines 351, 408) might be used informally at the start o f a
clause to involve the audience. In Excerpt 8.44, there is a combination o f what might
be termed D erm ot’s signature style: positive politeness, his stock figure o f speech
“look at” and an absence o f negative politeness strategies as he announces his
intention to let Pippa “fall back” in the chair.

Excerpt 8.44 Case 6 “Look at”
49.

Dermot (D):

[O kay A -on e look at I'm going to let you fall back

50.

Derm ot (D): and let's get a look in
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Dermot frequently makes use o f metaphor in this interaction. His metaphor o f a
crowded car park has previously been discussed in Section 6 .5 .4 , but Excerpt 8.45
below shows his extended metaphor o f the wisdom tooth as a “little guy”.

Excerpt 8.45 Case 6 “This little guy”
171.

D erm o t (D ): A n d this is w h ere y o u 're h av in g y o u r p ro b lem see this

172.

D erm o t (D ): little guy o v er h e re f

186.

D e n n o t (D ): B ut em this little g u y is sittin g o v e r h e r e ... can you see

187.

D erm o t (D ): the little b lack halo the little b la ck ring ju s t at the back

188.

D erm o t (D ): there

In Excerpt 8 .46 , Dermot uses the image o f one side o f a scissors to persuade Pippa
to have her upper wisdom tooth removed at the same time as the lower one.

Excerpt 8.46 Case 6 “Scissors”
192. D erm o t (D ): O k ay a lrig h tj n o w w hen y o u 're g ettin g that o u t em
201.

D erm o t (D ): D arren m ay d ecid e to say to y o u he'll tak e o u t the top

202.

D erm o t (D ): one as w ell b e c a u se w hen th at one go es that top one is

203.

D erm o t (D ): only b itin g in the fresh air

204.

P ip p a (P): O h 1 [get y o u yeah

205.

D erm o t (D ):

206.

D erm o t (D ): scisso rs o kay y o u 're n o t m ak in g co n tac t o k a y t

207.

P ip p a (P): R ight

[Y ou u n d erstan d okay alrig h t it's like one side o f a

Dermot’s use o f metaphor and imagery occurs throughout the interaction and
involves Pippa in meaning making as is evident in the example above (Line 204 : “Oh
I get you yeah”). He has an informal style that results in vivid and unusual metaphor
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choices (e.g. the “overcrowded car-park”). In Excerpt 8.47 below, Dermot explains
that he wishes an oral surgeon colleague o f his to proceed with Pippa’s wisdom tooth
extraction.

Excerpt 8.47 Case 6 “Rock’n ’roll”
267.

D e rm o t (D ): S o I'll let m y frie n d m y c o lle a g u e e m ( c o u g h s ) th is is h is

268.

D e rm o t (D ): a re a o f e x p e rtis e w e 'll let h im r o c k 'n 'r o ll o n th is o n e is

269.

D e rm o t (D ): th a t o k a y f

The incongruous metaphor “rock’n ’roll” (Line 268) could also be perceived to
work as an involvement strategy. Pippa is drawn into the process o f decision-making
by the informality o f D erm ot’s style and by his use o f unusual metaphors.
In the last excerpt from Case 6, Excerpt 8.48 below, both Pippa and Dermot
employ involvement strategies.

Excerpt 8.48 Case 6 “It was terrible”

362.

P ip p a (P ):

[C a n 1 a sk y o u is it p a in fu l t

363.

D e rm o t (D ); O h n o n o n o n o n o n o n o lo o k a t e m i f I'd d o n e m o re o f

364.

D e rm o t (D ): th e m I'd d o it m y s e lf o k a y b u t e m n o n o a r e g u la r

365.

D e rm o t (D ): in je c tio n j u s t to e m a lo c a l a n a e s th e tic y -y o u y o u 'll b e in

366.

D e rm o t (D ): a n d o u t in fo rty m in u te s

367.

P ip p a (P ): D o y o u th in k s o f

368.

D e rm o t (D ): O h y e a h y e a h s tra ig h tfo rw a rd

369.

P ip p a (P ): I'm h e a rin g h o rro r sto rie s th e re a re p e o p le "O h 1 g o t m y

370.

P ip p a (P ): w is d o m to o th o u t it w a s te r rib le " a n d th is th a t a n d th e

371.

P ip p a (P ): o th e r [y o u k n o w t
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372.

Derm ot (D):

[N o no no no 1 don't

373.

D eim ot (D ): envisage that being a terrible one trust m e on that okay f

374.

Pippa (P): Okay

Pippa asks Dermot whether the wisdom tooth procedure will be painful. In
response, in Lines 363-4, Dermot repeats the word “no” nine times in total (“Oh no
no no no no no no look at em if I'd done more o f them I'd do it m yself okay but em no
no”). If this is not enough to persuade Pippa, then in Line 372 he repeats his response
(“No no no no I don't). In an effort to reassure Pippa, Dermot provides some detail for
what the procedure will involve (Lines 364-366: “a regular injection just to em a local
anaesthetic y-you you'll be in and out in forty minutes”). Dermot’s evocation o f the
process appears to draw in Pippa, and she responds in Line 369 with reported speech
evaluating the experience, both externally (Line 369: “horror stories”) and internally
(Line 370: “it was terrible”). She finishes her turn with a powerfully alliterative
ellipsis (Lines 370-371: “and this that and the other”). In response, Dermot repeats
his string o f negatives from the earlier turn (Line 372: “No no no no”), acknowledges
that he has listened to Pippa by repeating her term (Line 373: “terrible”), and then
makes an affective appeal to her (Line 373: “trust me on that okay?”) to which Pippa
provides the (repetitive) answer (“Okay”). This excerpt is in marked contrast to the
one discussed earlier (Excerpt 8.42) where Pippa made an affective appeal to be
believed (Line 325: “I had no work done I swear to you”). In this excerpt, Pippa and
Dermot are working together, negotiating meaning, and involved in the interaction.
Despite the apparently strained interaction regarding Pippa’s last attendance, the
combination o f face-work and involvement strategies employed by both interactants
effectively maintain the relationship and result in interactional goals being achieved
for both.
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8.5 Conclusion
This chapter has looked at examples o f involvement strategies and face-work
throughout the data. With regard to Guiding Premise 3 below, it is evident that both
features permeate this institutional data. Taking examples o f face-threats and
breakdowns in rapport from among the cases has shown how involvement might be
induced, and /ace maintained even in apparently difficult circumstances where threats
to face are likely.

G uiding P rem ise 3: Politeness and Involvem ent strategies, operating respectively
by m eans o f facew ork, and sense and sound patterns, are often interlinked and are
as d em o n strab le in institutional discourse as in everyday interaction.

This chapter and the two that preceded it have looked at the data from different
perspectives. The chapter on framing discussed the interactive and often simultaneous
nature o f frames, and how socio-relational frames were found throughout the
interactions. The chapter on participation frameworks discussed how the organisation
o f speaker and audience in a triadic group appears to have an impact on involvement
in that group. This chapter has looked at how involvement strategies and facework
can foster involvement and may help to repair “uncomfortable m om ents” (Kovarsky
and W alsh, 2011) in the clinic. How might these three analytic strategies work
together to provide a coherent picture? This question is addressed in Chapter 9, a case
study o f the two-visit encounter in Case 1.
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An Integrated Analysis: Case 1

9.1 Introduction

The preceding three chapters (Chapters 6, 7, 8) have analysed the data in three
different ways: analysing the primary data in terms o f interactive frames,
participation frameworks, and facework and involvement strategies. In Chapter 5,
there was a discussion o f how these distinct analytic approaches to the primary data
had in common a relationship with the notion o f ‘footing’ as defined by Goffman:

“A change in footing im plies a change in the alignment w e take up to ourselves
and the others present as expressed in the way w e manage the production or
reception o f an utterance. A change in our footing is another way o f talking about
a change in our frame for events.” (Goffman, 1981a: 128)

This idea o f footing is at the core o f such an analysis o f interactional
engagement as this, and is represented in Figure 9.1 overleaf The purpose o f this
chapter, then, is to integrate the three approaches in a single analysis o f one
representative case from the data, Case 1, and to augment that analysis with findings
from the thematic analysis and some aspects o f the secondary data. The sample
analysis o f pilot data in Chapter 5 presented a combination o f these approaches, and
consequently generated an overall guiding premise, repeated below, that suggested it
might be possible to map interactional engagement. This chapter aims to test this
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guiding premise, by mapping the engagement that emerges from the interaction in
Case 1. The guiding premise contends that it is the combination of approaches that
enables such a mapping, and enhances the understanding of what is meant by
‘engagement’:

O verall G u idin g Prem ise; A co nsideration o f footing shifts in dental institutional
interactions, through analyses o f interactive fram es, the participation fram ew orks,
facew ork and involv em en t strategies used in com bination, m ight lead to a better
understanding o f interactional engagem ent.

Frame
Analysis

Footing

Participation
Framework

Facework &
Involvement
strategies

Figure 9.1 Footing at the core of an analysis of interactional engagement.

This chapter looks at footing shifts in different planes or levels: in relation to
frames, participation framework, and facework and politeness strategies. If
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engagement is a complex phenom enon, these analyses are intended to provide
different pieces o f the puzzle o f understanding and mapping engagement, with further
contextualisation by integrating some o f the findings from the secondary data and the
thematic analysis from Chapter 4. In Section 9.3 the process o f engagement is
mapped through a chronological sequence o f excerpts taken from Case 1. The
analysis explores the notion o f engagement as a composite, emergent phenomenon. In
commencing an analysis with the aim o f mapping engagement, it is necessary to have
a working definition o f the term, which, in the context o f this research, is the one
proposed by Simmons-M ackie and Damico:

Engagem ent is a process ...(o f) collaborative interactions... (involving)
affective engrossm ent (Sim m ons-M ackie and D am ico, 2009:19).

Section 9.2 by necessity precedes the mapping o f engagement in Section 9.3, as
it (9.2) concerns itself with the question o f how to recognise engagement. If it is, as
Simmons-M ackie and Damico (2009) suggest, a process o f collaborative interactions,
then what form do those collaborations take? Section 9.2 therefore explains what
phenom ena one might be looking for in mapping engagement - the co-construction o f
meaning, o f narrative, o f identity. Section 9.3 demonstrates how the analytic
methodologies that centre on footing can map engagement in the example o f Case 1.
In Section 9.4, there is a focus on the co-construction o f identity, as the culmination
o f the process o f engagement in Case I .
The remainder o f this chapter is focused on Case 1, drawing from the data for
brief examples o f components o f engagement, and then using longer excerpts to track
the development o f engagement over the two visits that constitute Case 1. The final
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section o f this chapter aims to integrate the analysis o f engagement with a discussion
o f co-constructed identities in Case 1.
As this chapter represents a synthesis o f the previous chapters, what follows
contains some overlap, both in the phenomena o f interest and the examples cited from
the data. Along with a discussion o f footing shifts, interactive frames and triadic
interaction, topics o f interest include politeness strategies (Brown and Levinson,
1987) such as positive politeness (e.g. paying a compliment, lA , Line 12, Nuala (N):
“it’s a beautiful bag”’’), involvement strategies (Tannen, 2007) such as reported
speech (lA , Line 175, Pamela (P): “He said em ‘You will notice the bite kind o f
clicks’” ), repetition (lA , Line 112, Deirdre (D): “Y ou’re the boss”; IB, Line 100,
Deirdre (D): “Y ou’re the boss”), metaphor (1 A, Line 49, Deirdre (D): “Well look
w e’ll have a good look the NCT today”), and narrative (IB, Line 47, Pamela (P):
“ ...and she went smack bang on the pavem ent...”).
Case 1 comprises two consultations between Deirdre the dentist, Nuala the
nurse, and Pamela the patient. All three are female, Irish, and approximately 30 years
old. Prior to the first meeting, Pamela had not met either Deirdre or Nuala before,
although Pam ela’s mother was known to both o f them as an existing patient. Pamela
works in an administrative job, and is training to work as an alternative health
therapist. She is married, and the mother o f a small child. She describes herself as an
‘anxious’ dental patient (see Patient Questionnaires, Appendix 20). Deirdre and
Nuala have worked together for a number o f years.
During the first visit (an exam ination- ‘lA ’), Deirdre explains to Pamela that
she needs to have her teeth and gums cleaned, needs the remains ( ‘a root’) o f a

To remind the reader, where a case in volves tw o dental appointments, they are referred to as, for
exam ple, IA and IB.
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broken tooth removed, and that another tooth needs to have a filling placed. During
the second appointment, Deirdre and Nuala clean Pam ela’s teeth.

9.2 The Process of Engagement
Definitions o f engagement, as discussed in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.7), are
varied. In the context o f this research, non-verbal aspects o f engagement (e.g. gaze,
body posture) have not been considered. Gallivan et al. (2012), in a review o f the
term ‘patient engagem ent’, conclude that finding a “clear definition” was not “a
simple task” . Grande et al. (2014) acknowledged that there are “multiple definitions”
but presented a composite definition o f their own:

“T he p rocess o f activ ely in v o lv in g and supporting patients in health care and
treatm ent d ecision m aking a ctiv itie s” (G rande e t al. 2 0 1 4 :2 8 1 ).

The problem with the definition above, in relation to the analysis that follows,
is the ab initio linking o f ‘active involvem ent’ with “health care and treatment
decision making activities” {ibid.). If the development o f engagement is to be
mapped, it might prove unhelpfiil to limit the ‘activities’ o f interest. By focusing on
the phenomenon o f ‘engagem ent’, rather than the clinical variant, ‘patient
engagem ent’, the entire interaction, including greetings and social exchanges, might
be analysed for the emergence o f engagement. Simmons-M ackie and Damico (2009),
although also describing a medical context (group therapy for aphasia, the language
disorder that often follows a stroke), discuss engagement as a general, interactional
phenomenon as can be seen in the extended version o f the definition quoted in the
previous section:
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Engagem ent is a process through which people establish, maintain, and
terminate collaborative interactions, and it im plies a degree o f affective
engrossm ent in the process (Sim m ons-M ackie et al. 2009:19).

The key phrase from this quote is “collaborative interactions”. The emergence
o f engagement is tracked in the data in the analysis below, through collaborative
interactions as Deirdre, Nuala and Pamela “negotiate meaning in interaction”
(Thomas, 1995: 183).
Collaboration, or co-construction, in interaction can occur at many different
levels, including: the rhythm o f interaction, voice, maintenance and development o f
topic, narratives, meaning, and, ultimately, identity. It is proposed that ‘the process’
o f engagement is the cumulative total o f these collaborations.
In Excerpt 9.1 below, there is an example o f Deirdre and Pamela collaborating
to maintain the rhythm o f the interaction.

Excerpt 9.1 (lA ) “Slanted”
1059, Deirdre (D): But w e d on ’t have to jum p into that s- you know
1060. Pamela (P): Straightaway there’s not an urgency
1061. Deirdre (D): N o exactly
1062. Pam ela (P): Can 1 may 1 ask you you see the w ay the teeth look like
1063. Pam ela (P): th ey’re going
1064. Deirdre (D): Slanted]'
1065. Pam ela (P): Slanted yeah what is that]

Tannen (2007) refers to the collaborative maintenance o f rhythm as indicative
o f involvement, and in Chapter 4 a basic theme that emerged from the Patient
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Questionnaires was that successful communication with the dentist “was like talking
to a friend”. There are a number o f potential manifestations o f such a rhythm- such as
synchrony o f utterances, or regular turn-taking- but in Excerpt 9.1 above, both
Pamela and Deirdre maintain conversational flow by finishing each other’s sentences
and preventing extended pauses. In Line 1059, Deirdre hesitates at the end o f her turn
(“s- you know ”); in the following turn Pamela supplies the word “straightaway”, and
her suggestion is endorsed by Deirdre in Line 1061 (“No exactly”). The same process
happens in reverse directly after; Deirdre supplies the word “slanted” in Line 1064,
and once more a pause m the interaction is averted.
In Excerpt 9.2 below, Pamela appears to model her way o f speaking, or voice,
on the ‘voice o f m edicine’ (Mishler, 1984:63) employed by Deirdre.

E x cerp t 9.2 ( l A) “Concerned about”
558. Deirdre (D ): It’s not som ething that 1 w ould be overly concerned
559. Deirdre (D ); [about

1071. Pam ela (P): That’s 1 suppose m y concern yeah

1113. Deirdre (D ): A nd as 1 said the extraction isn ’t as urgent the cleaning
1114. Deirdre (D ): and fillin g [are the tw o that are urgent
1115. Pam ela (P):

[Y eah they w ould be the tw o w e w ere

1116. Pamela (P); concerned about
1117. Deirdre (D ): Yeah exactly

By repeating D eirdre’s phrasing from Lines 558-9 (“something that I would be
overly concerned about”), Pamela, sometime later, first in Line 1071, then in Lines
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1115-6 (“they would be the two we were concerned about” ), is negotiating a co
constructed way of speaking with Deirdre. Deirdre, meanwhile, appears to adopt a
more informal ‘voice of the lifeworld’ {ibid.) in Line 1114. There is a contrast
between Pamela’s phrase “concerned about”, and Deirdre’s synonymous phrase in the
preceding line, “the two that are urgent” . Both participants appear to be
accommodating (Giles et al. 1991) their communication toward each other.
“Concerned about”, with an implication of a duty of care, suggests the ‘voice of
medicine’ (Mishler, 1984).
In Excerpt 9.3 below, the collaboration between Deirdre, Nuala and Pamela
involves maintaining and developing the topic under discussion.

Excerpt 9.3 lA “Beautiful bag”
11.

N u a la (N ): Y eah w e ’ll hang it up for y o u here on the . ..th e c o a t...

12.

N u a la (N ); it’s a beautiful bag

13.

D eird re (D ): Y eah fabu lou s

14.

P a m ela (P): Thank y o u it w a s m y birthday present last year as a treat

15.

D eird re (D ): M m

16.

N u a la (N ): R e a lly really n ice

17.

P a m ela (P): T hanks

As Pamela settles in to her seat at the start of the first visit, Nuala hangs up
Pamela’s coat and bag. First Nuala (Line 12: “a beautiful bag”) and then Deirdre
(Line 13; “fabulous”) offer positive appraisals of the bag, enhancing Pamela’s ‘face’
or status. Pamela in turn takes up the offer o f involvement around the topic of her bag
in Line 14 as she describes when she got it (“my birthday present”). The next three

The ‘w e’ in ‘we were concerned about’ seems to operate as positive politeness here
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turns, one by each o f the three participants, maintain the focus on the same topic. This
interaction appears to have two effects. At the immediate level, it appears to enhance
the rapport among the triad, and their engagement with each other. This effect is
further apparent when the topic o f Pam ela’s ‘beautiful’ bag(s) recurs in the opening
sequence o f her second visit (see Excerpt 9.9 below). On another level, this
interaction, and others like it, appear to be part o f a cumulative phenomenon
discussed in Section 9.4 (Identity) below wherein the triad co-construct meaning and
identities around the theme o f appearance and beauty.
In Excerpt 9.4 below, there is an example o f the collaborative production o f a
narrative by Pamela and Deirdre. The narrative recounts an episode when Pamela
required root canal treatment. It is not reproduced entirely below, just sufficiently to
demonstrate D eirdre’s involvement in the construction o f the narrative.

Excerpt 9.4 lA “The root canal”
1045. Pamela (P):

[I still remember it it was

1046. Pamela (P): years ago and 1 still rem em ber it
1047. Deirdre (D ): The root can alt
1048. Pamela (P): Mm
1049. Deirdre (D): Yeah no it’s it’s not a nice experience to have an
1050.

Deirdre (D ): infected tooth [like that

1051.

Pamela (P):

1052.

Pamela (P): tooth just shattered on a W erther’s Original

1053.

Deirdre (D): Oh god (la u g h in g )... have you touched W erther’s

1054.

Deirdre (D): Original sin c e f

[The w h ole

Deirdre is an active collaborator in the construction o f Pam ela’s narrative. In
Line 1047, she clarifies that Pamela is referring to the “root canal” in the previous

turn. In Lines 1049-1050 Deirdre contributes a negative evaluation (“not a nice
experience”) of the incident. This evaluation suggests that Deirdre is interpreting
Pamela’s remark in Line 1046 (“I still remember it”) as an elliptical phrase inferring a
negative experience. Deirdre’s turn in Lines 1053-4 appears to be an elicitation of a
coda to Pamela’s story (“Have you touched Werther’s Original since”^^) - Pamela’s
subsequent response is not clearly audible in the recording. If Deirdre appears to be
actively involved in the construction of this story with Pamela, they also appear to be
co-constructing here part of a story on a grander scale (see also Section 9.4) - the
construction of an idealised ‘patient’ identity, the sort of patient who recognises that
it may not be the ‘root canal’ (treatment) that is the unpleasant experience, rather the
“infected tooth” (the cause).
Thomas (1995) describes the notion of “ambivalence” (1995:196) in
interaction, how “the intended (illocutionary) force of an utterance” {ibid.) may need
to be interpreted by the listener (e.g. whether what was said was a statement or
intended as a question), and consequently leads to co-construction. Collaboration may
also occur at the level of a single word. Excerpt 9.5 involves a sequence of short
excerpts from the transcript of 1A showing the evolution in co-constructed meaning
of a particular metaphor, “wiggle”*'’.

Excerpt 9.5 lA “Wiggle”
154. Deirdre (D): D o you want to w ig g le up in the chair there

180. Deirdre (D ): Okay okay so you get tenderness up here
181. Deirdre (D): [som etim es do you
182. Pamela (P): [1 do get it 1 can feel it does click the odd time

‘Werther’s Original’ is a brand o f hard sweet/candy.
80

See also another exam ple o f ‘w ig g le ’ in lA , Line 207- excerpted below (Excerpt 9.8).
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183. D eird re (D ): O kay
184. P am ela (P): It is kin d o f s - 1 kin d o f h ave to
185. D eird re (D ): W ig g le it
186. P am ela (P): W ig g le it around a bit

1030 . P am ela (P):

[It’s it’s eh

1031 . P am ela (P): eh and th at’s w h at they 1 rem em b er w h en I w a s in the
1032 . P am ela (P): dental h osp ital the last tim e th ey said that [that it w o u ld
1033 . P am ela (P): actu a lly e v e n tu a lly w ig g le its o w n w a y out

112 6 .

P am ela (P): 1 think it’s so c lo s e to the su rface [Ithink it w ill b e

112 7 .

P am ela (P): eh m in im al in v a siv e

1128.

D eirdre (D ):

1129.

very

[It w ill ju st w ig g le out

D eird re (D ): y e a h e x a c tly ...

8]

In the first two sequences in the Excerpt above, ‘w iggle’

is used in a

conventional sense, with the approximate meaning o f ‘small movement(s) to increase
com fort’. Deirdre, near the start o f the consultation (Line 154), invites Pamela to
“wiggle up in the chair”, presumably into a better position. A short time later, in Line
185, Deirdre suggests that “wiggle it” is the phrase Pamela is looking for to describe
moving a somewhat stiff jaw joint. In Line 186, Pamela appears to accept D eirdre’s
suggestion, as she repeats and develops the phrase (Pamela: “W iggle it around a bit”).
Co-construction has at this point commenced around the appropriate meaning o f
‘w iggle’.
Towards the end o f this forty-minute consultation, in Line 1033, the term
reappears. The initial usage was in an intransitive form (“wiggle up in the chair”); the
second usage was in a transitive form (“wiggle it around”). In Lines 1032-3, Pamela
‘W ig g le ’ can be used tran sitively and intransitively
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switches back to an intransitive form as she anthropomorphises the tooth root,
ascribing agency to it as she reports a previous dentist’s suggestion that “it would
actually eventually wiggle its own way out” (Lines 1032-3). “Wiggle”, a term used
initially to refer to innocuous instructions in the dental chair (see also Excerpt 9.7
below), is in this last example being used in a way that transfers that sense o f a lack
of threat, to the loss or removal of a broken tooth. For Pamela, the anxious dental
patient, a tooth ‘wiggling out’ of its own accord, might be seen as preferable to a
surgical extraction. In the final section of Excerpt 9.5 above (Lines 1126-1129), there
is a consolidation of this new meaning for ‘wiggle’. Both Deirdre and Pamela
accommodate their communication to one another, Pamela adopting once more

the

“voice o f medicine” as she proposes that the procedure for removing the tooth would
be “minimal invasive” (Line 1127), and Deirdre corroborating this with the co
constructed phrase, “it will just wiggle out yeah exactly” (Lines 1128-9).
Cameron describes how this repetition of imagery emerges as “shared
metaphorical lexico-conceptual pacts” (Cameron, 2012:350). Cameron describes a
co-constructed and sustained metaphor (such as the “wiggle” metaphor above) as a
“framing metaphor” {ibid.), and if the “metaphor trajectory” {ibid.) is traced through
the transcript, an emplotment emerges, co-constructed by the interactants. The
emplotment, or co-constructed prospective narrative here, is the simple extraction of
Pamela’s broken tooth. This emplotment feeds into the identity work carried out by
the triad, further discussed below in Section 9.4. The co-construction of meaning,
above, could be described as both Pamela and Deirdre tailoring their communication
for each other. In a way, this echoes the basic theme, ‘'Explained everything in a way I
could relate to' from the thematic analysis of patient data in Chapter 4. The

As above where Pamela adopts the ‘voice o f medicine’ with ‘we were concerned’.
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difference here is that it is not only the dentist who tailors her communication- both
patient and dentist are actively contributing to negotiating a meaning.
In Excerpt 9.6 below, there is a further example of co-constructed meaning, the
co-construction of imagery. In this excerpt, Deirdre is talking to Pamela about
inflamed gums, or gingivitis. One of the obvious symptoms of gingivitis is visible
bleeding from the gums during cleaning.

Excerpt 9.6 1A “Jesus Christ”
877. Deirdre (D ): So our parents alw ays teil us when your gum s bleed “Ah
878. Deirdre (D ): don ’t worry that’s normal” it’s not norm al... if w e bled
879. Deirdre (D ): from our eyes w e w ou ld n ’t think it w as normal
880. Deirdre (D): [yet w e think it’s normal to bleed from our mouth
881. Deirdre (D): (laughing)
882. Pamela (P): [N o ...n o ... unless it w as it w as Jesus Christ [but no
883. Deirdre (D ):

[Yeah

884. Deirdre (D ); exactly (laughing) ...s o it’s really really important that
885. Deirdre (D ): w e floss and that when it’s bleeding that w e continue to
886. Deirdre (D): floss because it is a sign that there’s plaque and tartar
887. Deirdre (D): there and the gum is irritated o k ayf
888. Pam ela (P): Okay

In highlighting the importance of paying attention to bleeding gums, Deirdre
invokes the contrasting image of bleeding from the eyes, and suggests that Pamela
would be less likely to ignore such bleeding (Lines 878-9: “if we bled from our eyes
we wouldn’t think it was normal”). As was mentioned in Chapter 8 (Section 8.2.4),
Bakhtin suggests that:
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“Each utterance is filled with echoes and reverberations o f other utterances”
(Bakhtin, 2000, 130).

Deirdre is already echoing other utterances, both in the dismissed advice that
she ascribes to “our parents” (Lines 877-8: “So our parents always tell us when your
gums bleed “Ah don’t worry that’s normal” it’s not normal”), and in the image o f
bleeding from the eyes, which echoes a contemporary and widely-published
advertisement for a medicated mouthwash^^. There are involvement strategies at play
here, both in Deirdre’s choice o f pronouns (“om/- parents... we w ouldn’t think it was
normal”), and in invoking an image from the media that requires Pam ela’s
involvement to visualise it. Pam ela’s response (Line 882: “N o ...n o ... unless it was it
was Jesus Christ”) might also be interpreted as an involvement strategy on the basis
o f D eirdre’s reaction to it as humour (Line 884; laughter), but Pam ela’s reference to
Christianity*"^ further serves to extend the cultural associations o f the image. Both
Pamela and Deirdre have contributed to, and collaborated in, the development o f this
image.
The different elements discussed in this section do not exhaust the notion o f co
construction. One common aspect to the discussions is that they all feed into a bigger
phenomenon, the co-construction o f identity. Identity construction in this context is a
one important part o f the discussion o f interactional engagement, and as such is
discussed in greater detail in Section 9.4 below.
For now, the two most pertinent features o f ‘identity’ are (i) that it is
“relational” (Caldas-Coulthard, 2008:6) or constructed in interaction, and (ii) that it is

The product is ‘Corsodyl’ mouthwash, and the particular advertising campaign mentioned was reported
in the British Dental Journal: BDJ 212, 611 (2012) | doi: 10.1038/sj.bdj.2012.544
Luke’s Gospel (22:44) (in the New Testament) refers to Jesus sweating blood in the Garden o f
Gethsemane- rather than shedding tears o f blood.
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a composite structure, with an ‘identity’ comprising “multiple roles” (Sarangi, 2010b;
82). In this regard, there are similarities between engagement and the co-construction
o f identity. As described above, engagement is a collaborative “process” (SimmonsMackie et al. 2009:19), arising in interaction. As well as a process, it is an
interactional achievement, or rather “a complex and multilayered collaborative
achievement” {ibid.). The suggestion then, is that engagement is a phenomenon, a
state of interactional involvement, achieved through a process of collaboration. This
collaborative interaction, multi-layered and contributing to a co-construction of
identity (see Figure 9.2 below) is to be examined below through the analyses of
footings, facework and involvement strategies.

Topic
Narrative

Voice
Co-constructed
Identity

Rhythm

(Engagem ent as
collaborative
interaction)

IH Meaning

Figure 9.2 Engagement as collaborative interaction: a multi-layered process
contributing to the co-construction of identity.
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9.3 The Chronology of Engagement in Case 1
In this section eight excerpts from the data are presented, reflecting the
progression o f the interactions between Deirdre the dentist, Nuala the nurse and
Pamela the patient, in the two recorded visits, lA and IB, that comprise Case 1.
The first excerpt. Excerpt 9.7 below, is taken from the beginning o f the first
visit. Pamela describes how her mother and her mother-in-law are both minding her
daughter.

Excerpt 9.7 lA “Y ou’re the boss”
33.

Pam ela (P): But yeah she cam e in last night so em the two o f them are

34.

Pam ela (P): at hom e yapping with my little one [Rachel so

35.

D eirdre (D):

36.

D eirdre (D): congrats

37.

Pam ela (P): Aw she’s brilliant thank you

[Ah yeah how is sh ef

38. N uala (N): So exciting
39.

Pam ela (P): Yeah she’s ju st over a year now she’s she’s great

40. N uala (N):

[(?)

41.

Pam ela (P): [I’m actually em barrassed for you to see my teeth

42.

D eirdre (D): W h y t

43.

Pam ela (P): 1 ju st am because they are so [bad (laughing)

44.

D eirdre (D):

45.

D eirdre (D); em barrassed at all... don’t be em barrassed you have

46.

D eirdre (D): beautiful teeth

47.

Pam ela (P): No they are terrible I haven’t had them cleaned since...

48.

Pam ela (P): I think since I got married about three years ago

49.

D eirdre (D): W ell look w e’ll have a good look the NCT today

50.

D eirdre (D): [see w hat needs to be done

51.

Pam ela (P): [N C T ...N C T ... okay let’s go

[No you shouldn’t be
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109. Deirdre (D): Then I’m goin g to have a look at the skin inside your
110. Deirdre (D): mouth and then your teeth and then your gum s o k ayt
111. Pamela (P): Okay
112. Deirdre (D): Y o u ’re the b o ss if you want to stop at any stage you just
113. Deirdre (D ): put your hand up and I’ll stop straight aw ay [o k a y f
114. Pamela (P):

[A bsolutely

115. Pamela (P): no problem that’s great

As this excerpts starts, there is an established Socio-Relalional Frame (SRF)
already in play, as evidenced by the small talk around a non-dental topic (Line 34,
Pamela: “my little one Rachel”), the unstructured turn-taking, and the informal style,
with slang expressions (Line 34: “at home yapping”) and abbreviated words (Line 36,
Deirdre: “congrats”). Nuala aligns herself to this frame in Line 38 (“So exciting”),
and in doing so establishes a triadic interaction, with a footing in relation to Deirdre
(Nuala endorses D eirdre’s congratulations, and aligns herself to Deirdre as a fellow
‘team m em ber’), and in relation to Pamela (Nuala establishes herself as an active,
ratified listener in the interaction). Such signals o f interest constitute facework
(Brown and Levinson, 1987), as Nuala and Deirdre acknowledge and positively
evaluate Pam ela’s tale o f parenthood. There is a shift o f footing then at Line 41
(Pamela: “I’m actually em barrassed...”), when Pamela re-establishes a dyadic
interaction with Deirdre only. As has been discussed in Chapter 6 (in Section 6.5.1 on
the openings o f Consultation Frames, and Section 6.6.4 on Simultaneous Frames),
Pamela establishes the opening o f a Consultation Frame (CF) with this line as she
abruptly redirects the interaction back to the topic o f her teeth. The affective
component o f her statement (“em barrassed”) leads to the simultaneous negotiation o f
an ongoing SRF with Deirdre. Deirdre addresses Pam ela’s face-needs by repeating

Pamela’s phrase twice in Line 45 (“don’t be embarrassed”) to minimise the facethreat, before going on to enhance Pamela’s ‘positive’ face (Brown and Levinson,
1987) with her evaluation in Lines 45-6 (“you have beautifiil teeth”)^^. Over the next
few lines, it becomes clearer that the consultation is truly underway, but it is a
consultation that maintains a simultaneous socio-relational element. As Pamela
explains when she last had her teeth cleaned, she does so in relation to her personal
history (Line 48, Pamela: “since I got married about three years ago”). From chatting
about her daughter, to the emotional disclosure that opened the consultation, to her
choice o f detail when discussing her dental history, Pamela has established footings
throughout this excerpt that have foregrounded elements of her personal life. In doing
so, she has constructed different elements o f identity for herself: her roles as mother,
as wife, as a woman, embarrassed by her appearance, and as a dental patient. Deirdre
has aligned herself to these footings, and thereby, has co-constructed these personal
identities with Pamela: by maintaining the topic around Pamela’s daughter (in concert
with Nuala), by positively evaluating Pamela’s physical appearance (“beautiful
teeth”), and then by maintaining an informal, ‘voice of the lifeworld’ as the
consultation proceeds. With Pamela declaring herself “embarrassed”, and later
reporting herself an “anxious” patient (see Patient Questionnaires, Appendix 20),
Deirdre, the dentist, appears to maintain her patient’s (Pamela’s) engagement in the
clinical aspect of the consultation with the invocation of SRFs and informal style
throughout. In Chapter 4, it emerged that, for some patients, the experience of
dentistry was "’A bit shocking and kind o f embarrassing", to the extent that it could
impair their communication. Despite Pamela’s stated ‘embarrassment’, it appears that
the triad in this case are overcoming any communicative barrier.
85

See also Case lA , Lines 932-7 (Appendix 18) for further repetition o f Deirdre’s evaluation o f
Pam ela’s teeth as “beautiful”.
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In Lines 49-50, Deirdre employs a metaphor for the dental check-up (Line 49,
Deirdre: “w e’ll have a good look the NCT today”**^), which acts at once as both an
involvement strategy (Tannen, 2007) requiring sense making by Pamela, and a
negative politeness strategy (Brown and Levinson, 1987) that minimises the potential
threat o f a dental check-up for this anxious patient. In Line 5 1 (“N C T .. .N C T ... okay
let’s go”), Pamela accepts the invitation to commence the examination by engaging
with D eirdre’s metaphor, first repeating it, and then extending the m etaphor’s
vehicular connotation with the ambiguous phrase “let’s go” ^’.
Both dentist and patient, Pamela and Deirdre, have maintained engagement as
the interaction has progressed by negotiating footings around the Consultation Frame
that include aspects o f the Socio-Relational Frame (e.g. the informal style and
incorporation o f non-dental topics). In Line 112, Deirdre subverts the conventional
power structure o f a medical consultation (as described by M ishler (1984) for
example) with her ‘boss’ metaphor (Line 112-3: “Y ou’re the boss if you want to stop
at any stage you just put up your hand”) suggesting that Pamela, the patient, is the
‘boss’ o f the interaction. Here again Deirdre is drawing on the ‘voice o f the lifeworld’
for her metaphor. The ‘boss’ metaphor works as an involvement strategy,
encouraging Pam ela’s involvement in understanding D eirdre’s metaphor, and as a
politeness strategy, both minimising the face-threat to Pamela and enhancing her
status- ‘the boss’.
The use o f the metaphor also represents a footing shift within an Operational
Frame, as Deirdre negotiates her alignment towards Pamela, ceding interactional

The NCT, or National Car Test, is a com pulsory annual road-worthiness test for vehicles in
Ireland.
87
“L et’s g o ” appears to be another metaphor (L akoff et al, 1980), the suggestion o f m ovem ent
being a metaphor for the progress o f the consultation.
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control in this aspect of the consultation. In doing so, she is negotiating Pamela’s
identity as a patient, in this instance a more empowered patient.
As the transcript runs on beyond the excerpt above (see Case 1A, Lines 117135, Appendix 18), Deirdre proceeds to relate a personal narrative rich with affective
content, and this disclosure could be said to act as a ‘social accelerator’ (Brown and
Levinson, 1987: 103), bringing speaker and hearer ‘closer’ together in the interaction.
Once more Deirdre is establishing a new footing within a Socio-Relational Frame
where she reduces the distance between dentist and patient, co-constructing a new
identity for Pamela as a social peer, an identity at some remove from her starting
point as ‘embarrassed’ and ‘anxious’.
In Excerpt 9.8 below, the physical examination is underway, and Deirdre has
established a footing within an Operational Frame (OF) as she directs Pamela to
facilitate the examination.

Excerpt 9.8 1A “Any lumps or bumps”
206. Deirdre (D): O k a y ...so I’m going to ask you to stick your tongue out
207. Deirdre (D ): as far as you can and w ig g le it over to the side and over
208. Deirdre (D): to this side and now roll your tongue back up into your
209. Deirdre (D): mouth that’s it and it’s a little bit em uncomfortable for a
210. Deirdre (D ): second I’m just going to check under your tongue
2 11. Pam ela (P): N o problem
212. Deirdre (D): And I’m going to do the sam e on this sid e...b rillian t w ell
213. Deirdre (D): done y o u ... and just open really big again that’s great...
214. Deirdre (D ); everything looks good th ere...w h at w e ’re checking when
215. Deirdre (D ): w e ’re looking at the skin inside your mouth is for any
216. Deirdre (D): lum ps or bumps or ulcers som etim es they can em
217. Deirdre (D ): indicate mouth cancer there’s nothing in your mouth that
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218. Deirdre (D ): worries m e but it is really important if you do have a
219. Deirdre (D ); lum p or a bump or an ulcer that d o esn ’t go aw ay you
220. Deirdre (D): know after seven to ten days [that you com e and get it
221. Deirdre (D): checked out okay
222. Pam ela (P):

[Y ea h ...o k a y it’s great that

223. Pamela (P): you check that you checked that actually
224. Deirdre (D): Yeah no it’s all part o f the package
225. Pam ela (P); Yeah no it’s good

The features of the Operational Frame (OF) include the sequence of directives
(e.g. Line 206: “stick your tongue out”), and the way that Deirdre, the dentist,
dominates the turns from Line 206 to 221, a monologue broken only by Pamela’s
brief response in Line 211 (“No problem”). Also evident is the specialised lexis
employed as instructions are given to ensure the progress of the examination (e.g
“tongue...ulcers”).
However, as this sequence unfolds, it also becomes clear that what is happening
in the discourse is more complex. Deirdre accomplishes her discourse tasks within
the OF (i.e. directing Pamela through the examination), while simultaneously
attending to Pamela’s face-needs and performing relational work. As described
below, Deirdre aligns herself to the OF while repeatedly establishing a footing around
socio-relational interaction with her patient, Pamela, keeping her ‘on-side’ so to
speak. As with the preceding excerpt, it appears that an SRF and an OF are in
operation simultaneously.
This phenomenon is evident in the first line of the excerpt, where Deirdre uses
indirectness as a negative politeness strategy (see italics) to minimise the imposition
of her directive to Pamela (Line 206, Deirdre: “So I ’m going to ask you to stick your
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tongue out”^*). With this facework, Deirdre invokes an SRF as she strives to
accomplish the twin tasks of directing Pamela and maintaining the relationship. The
same process is seen in Lines 209-10 as Deirdre minimises, mitigates and hesitates in
performing a potentially “uncomfortable” part of the examination (“it’s a little bit em
uncomfoitable for a second I’m ju st going to” (italics here for emphasis)).
Alongside this ‘damage limitation’, Deirdre employs involvement strategies
and positive politeness to engender ‘social acceleration’ (Brown and Levinson, 1987:
103) in the interaction. In Line 207, there is the recurrence of the metaphor “wiggle”
as Deirdre directs Pamela to move her tongue (“wiggle it over to the side”). After the
“wiggle” exchanges (detailed above in Lines 154, 185, 186), this usage involves the
patient, Pamela again in meaning-making, and consolidates the co-constructed
“lexico-conceptual pact” (Cameron, 2012:350) before its return at the end o f the
interaction (Lines 1033, 1128).
In Lines 212-3, Deirdre uses positive politeness with her emphatic evaluation
(“brilliant well done you”), enhancing Pamela’s face. In a further instance of positive
politeness, Deirdre evaluates the appearance of Pamela’s mouth in Line 214
(“everything looks good there”). Deirdre’s use of the phrase ‘looks good’ is possibly
intended to suggest ‘normal/ healthy’ (i.e. not “mouth cancer”, Line 217), but it is
interesting that it allows the interpretation of an aesthetic judgement, following as it
does the (less ambiguous) aesthetic evaluations in Lines 45-6 (Deirdre: “you have
beautiful teeth”) and Line 203 (Deirdre: “fantastic gorgeous teeth”).
In Lines 215-6, Deirdre explains that as part of the examination she is checking
Pamela’s mouth for “any lumps or bumps or ulcers”. This phrase, repeated for
emphasis in Line 219, operates as an involvement strategy and a negative politeness

** Deirdre is being indirect here as she could more succinctly say “Stick you tongue out”
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strategy, reducing the imposition of a comment that may otherwise pose a threat to
face, that of a more serious examination for oral cancer. Tannen (2007) describes
involvement strategies operating at the levels o f sound and meaning, and this phrase
does both. The rhyme between ‘lumps’ and ‘bumps’, and the tricolon o f ‘lumps,
bumps, ulcers’ makes this phrase stand out, and Tannen suggests phrases such as
these can draw the listener into involvement. The playful sound of the phrase might
encourage the listener to interpret the meaning as innocuous, but, as indicated,
Deirdre is using the phrase here as a euphemism for something indicative o f “mouth
cancer” (Line 217). As an involvement strategy, the phrase draws Pamela m to
meaning-making, and as a negative politeness strategy it shields her to an extent from
the potential of a negative diagnosis. It is interesting to note the phrase “lumps or
bumps” appears elsewhere in the literature on medical interaction in Ireland
(O ’Malley, 2007; 157), but in that instance it is shown to work in the opposite way,
depersonalising the patient’s body and creating a distance between patient and
clinician.
The last lines of this excerpt show a degree o f synchrony between dentist and
patient as they mirror each other’s language (Lines 220-1, Deirdre: “come and get it
checked out”; Lines 222-3, Pamela: “great that you check you checked that” ; (italics
here for emphasis)), up to the point where one repeats the other’s phrase (Lines 224,
225, Deirdre/Pamela: “Yeah no it’s ...”).
In terms of the footings established by Deirdre and Pamela in this sequence, it
is apparent that both align themselves to an OF and an SRF simultaneously. It seems
that the negotiation of these multiple shifts between frames allows two interactional
achievements. Firstly, the examination proceeds smoothly while Deirdre and Pamela
continue to foster their working relationship. Secondly, as Deirdre and Pamela change
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their footings in relation to each other, they can be seen to co-construct different
aspects o f identity. Deirdre, in her role as ‘dentist’ is emerging as a dentist who is
paying close attention to her patient’s comfort and well-being. Pamela, in her role as
a ‘patient’, is becoming more actively involved (Lines 222-3: “its great that you
checked that”). Another aspect o f identity that emerges from the first two excerpts is
that o f physical appearance: Pam ela’s teeth have gone from being a source of
embarrassment to being evaluated as “gorgeous” .
In Excerpt 9.9 below, Deirdre, Pamela and dental nurse, Nuala, deal with two
potentially difficult interactional situations: a conversation about money, and the
elicitation o f personal information from a patient.

Excerpt 9.9 lA “Did I say that too quickly?”
293. Deirdre (D): So it’s a really important part o f the process [is that
294. Deirdre (D): ok ayj
295. Pam ela (P):
296.

[Okay yeah

Pamela (P); fine

297. Deirdre (D): Em did Nuala did you g o through prices with Pamela
298. Deirdre (D): beforehand on the p h on et
299.

N uala (N): Pamela is covered for the medical em [PRSl

300.

Deirdre (D);

301.

Deirdre (D): your PRSlw ill cover the exam and the x-rays

[PRS m ed P R Sl so

302. Pamela (P): Great [brilliant yes
303. Deirdre (D):

[Okay so up to now nothing is [(laughing) nothing

304. Deirdre (D ): is a cost
305.

Pamela (P):

[Yay (laughing)

306. Deirdre (D): Em there’s no chance y o u ’re pregnant is there
307. Pam ela (P): A bsolutely none
308. Deirdre (D): N one (laughing) [okay good
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3 0 9 . P am ela (P):

[Y e s oh sorry did 1 say that to o q u ic k ly !

3 1 0 . D eirdre (D ): [(la u g h in g )
3 1 1 . N u a la (N ):

[(la u g h in g )

3 1 2 . P am ela (P): (la u g h in g )

As the excerpt starts, there is a Consultation Frame in operation as Deirdre
explains the need to take x-rays o f Pam ela’s teeth. In Line 297, there is a frame shift
to an Operational Frame as Deirdre seeks to clarify if Pamela qualifies for a free,
og

state-subsidised

dental examination (“Em did Nuala did you go through prices with

Pam ela”). A notable feature in the frame is the administrative-themed lexis (e.g. Line
301: “PRSI will cover the exam”). This frame shift is marked by Deirdre establishing
a new footing as she addresses Nuala directly (Line 297, Deirdre; “Nuala did you go
through prices with Pamela”). In addressing Nuala, the nurse, Deirdre is nominating
her as the intended recipient, but her turn in Line 297 might also be seen as
addressing Pamela indirectly. In this reading, Nuala serves as the ‘conduit’ (see
Section 7.6), and Deirdre’s question pivots through Nuala to address Pamela
indirectly. An indirect enquiry such as this, establishing that Pamela knows what
costs to expect, minimises the risk o f a disagreement while avoiding a direct
interaction with its attendant face-threat. When the financial discussion recurs^® later
on in the interaction, it is Pamela who on that occasion mitigates the threat o f her
enquiry by relating it to her domestic situation (Lines 1230-1: “W e’re saving for a
house”).
In shifting her footing toward Nuala, Deirdre also establishes the opportunity
for dentist and nurse to put on a “performance” (Goffman, 1990: 26) as a team in
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PRSI refers to the Pay Related Social Insurance schem e, under which the Irish Dept, o f Health
pays for an annual dental exam ination for qualified, tax-paying adults.
See discussion o f costs o f future treatment: Case 1A, Lines 1227-1233 (Appendix 18)
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front o f Pamela and helps to construct the emergent ‘dental team ’ identity”'. In Line
299, N uala aligns to the frame and to the footing that Deirdre has established, to the
extent that their turns overlap and Deirdre is able to complete her sentence in Lines
300-1 (Deirdre: “PRSI so your PRSI will cover the exam and the x-rays”). N uala’s
response (Line 299) might also be considered an indirect communication for
Pam ela’s benefit.
In Line 302, Pamela responds with an emphatic positive evaluation to the news
that her examination will not cost her anything (“Great brilliant yes”). This turn,
where Pam ela’s response employs a degree o f hyperbole, informality and acts as
positive politeness (enhancing Deirdre’s positive face), suggests that Pamela is
invoking a Socio-Relational Frame. Deirdre’s response in Lines 303-4 (“Okay so up
to now nothing is (laughing) nothing is a cost”) suggest that both an OF and an SRF
are simultaneously in operation, as she continues to explain the costs o f treatment, but
also aligns to Pam ela’s more informal style with her laughter. Deirdre’s laughter
coincides with an informal “Yay”, and then laughter from Pamela, as the two
maintain an informal footing around the topic. The shared laughter over these lines
suggests not just a mutual alignment, but also a strong degree o f rapport between
dentist and patient.
The hesitation (“Em”) by Deirdre in Line 306, marks a frame shift as she
prepares to switch back to the clinical task o f taking x-rays. Deirdre’s question (Line
306, Deirdre: “Em there’s no chance you’re pregnant is there?”) represents a
discourse activity from a Consultation Frame, and as such is a shift from the
Operational discourse activity (financial discussion) that prevailed before. However,
the footing established by Deirdre in posing this question to Pamela is more informal

See also pronoun use in Excerpt 10.8 (Lines 214-5, Deirdre: “what w e ’re checking when
w e ’re looking a t ...”) as an exam ple o f an emerging ‘dental team ’ identity.
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than might be anticipated. Both Pamela and Deirdre have, throughout this sequence,
negotiated informal, personal footings in relation to each other, even as they have
aligned to the discourse activities o f Consultation and Operational Frames. Here
again, Deirdre appears to simultaneously invoke a CF and an SRF as she elicits
personal information from Pamela. Her tasks are to elicit the information and to do so
without threatening the patient’s face. She achieves this by asking her question in an
informal style (“there’s no chance you’re pregnant”). Pamela aligns to this informal
footing with her response in Line 307 (“Absolutely none”). As Deirdre laughs in her
response in Line 308, and then Pamela subsequently goes on to make a humorous
comment (Line 309: “Yes oh sorry did I say that too quickly”), this whole sequence
from Line 306 to Line 312 can be described as a negotiation. In Lines 310-312, all
three participants join in the laughter, and what started at Line 306 as a Consultation
Frame ends at Line 312 with all three participants aligned to a Socio-Relational
Frame where the relationship between the triad is foregrounded.
It is worth noting that the theme o f parenthood and pregnancy has recurred in
this sequence. The fact that all the participants are female may have influenced the
exchange regarding Pam ela’s status o f not being pregnant. Her question in Line 309
(“Yes oh sorry did I say that too quickly”), prompted perhaps by D eirdre’s laughter in
the preceding line, and responded to with laughter by all three, appears to be
interpreted as irony by the participants. This interpretation suggests that Pamela is
stating a preference for not being pregnant, and at the same time acknowledging,
perhaps, that such a statement is taboo. The shared laughter, in the face o f personal
questions and a potentially risky response, constitutes facework, and evidence o f
engagement. The fact that all three women are engaged in this interaction further
suggests that this is an intra-group joke: a topic developed on account o f their shared
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gender. The consequence o f this interaction appears to be further ‘identity-work’,
around the roles o f ‘w om an’, ‘m other’ and ‘patient’.
In summary therefore, this excerpt contains a complex interchange o f footings
between the three participants, involvement strategies and facework (positive and
negative politeness). Potentially awkward moments, involving financial discussions
and the elicitation o f personal details have been negotiated smoothly. This negotiation
has involved footing shifts resulting in: the invocation o f simultaneous frames, shifts
in participation framework, and facework. Thus, the ‘business-of-the-day’
interactions (the Consultation and Operational Frames) have been rendered more
engaging by the relational work and facework (Socio-Relational Frame) with which
they have been intertwined.

Collaboration progresses
Excerpt 9.10, taken from the end o f the first visit, demonstrates the progression
o f the collaborative identity-work and the culmination o f Pam ela’s engagement
during the consultation. Pamela started off as a new patient, meeting Deirdre and
Nuala for the first time, feeling ‘anxious’ and ‘em barrassed’. The excerpt below
opens as Deirdre and Pamela make a treatment plan, specifically discussing the
broken tooth mentioned at the start. The opening lines o f this excerpt are the
continuation o f Excerpt 9.5, which was discussed in Section 9.2 above. The co
constructed metaphor ‘w iggle’ is once more employed in Line 1128 by Deirdre, as
she suggests that extracting the tooth will be a relatively easy process.

Excerpt 9.10 lA “W e’d hope to go again”
1128. Deirdre (D):

[It w ill just w ig g le out

1129. Deirdre (D): yeah e x a ctly ... but som etim es it’s good to do it
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1130. D eird re (D ); esp e cia lly i f y o u are th in k in g ab o u t h av in g an o th e r kid
1131.

D eird re (D ): o r a n y th in g like th at becau se

1132.

P am ela (P): Ju st to get it o u t o f the w ay

1133.

D eird re (D ): Y eah y o u d o n ’t w an t to h av e an y th in g that co u ld cau se

1134.

D eird re (D ): a p ro b lem y o u k n o w [d o w n the line

1135.

P am ela (P):

1136.

P am ela (P): o f a n y th in g ju s t stick in g [to the gum

[Y eah th a t’s it it co u ld be a sh ard

1137. D eird re (D );

[Y eah it co u ld get in fected

1138. P am ela (P): O r in fected yeah
1139. D eird re (D ): A n d and y o u know you d o n ’t w ant it you know
1140. D eird re (D ): M u rp h y ’s L aw it’ll h ap p en to you on a w eek en d o r
1141. D eird re (D ): w h en y o u ’re p reg n an t o r y o u know [so m eth in g like that
1142. P am ela (P):

[Y eah yeah

1143. D eird re (D ); So it's no harm to think a b o u t rem o v in g it
1144. Pam ela (P); O k ay no 1 1 w o u ld b e c a u se I’d say w e ’d h ope to go
1145. P am ela (P): again n ex t y e a r so
1146. D eird re (D ): Y eah yeah o kay [perfect
1147. P am ela (P):

[P erfect

A feature o f this excerpt is what Tannen terms the “rhythmic synchrony” o f a
“successful conversation” (Tannen, 2007: 32) - when an interaction exhibits patterns
o f sound and co-ordination that are indicative o f strong rapport. In this excerpt, one
can see evidence o f overlapping turns (Lines 1134 and 1135, Lines 1136 and 1137),
repetition (Lines 1137 and 1138: “infected”), and ultimately (Lines 1146 and 1147)
the synchronous expression o f the same utterance (“perfect”). This excerpt, com ing at
the end o f a forty-minute interview, is indicative o f a dyad (Deirdre and Pamela,
dentist and patient) that is actively engaged in the interaction.

In Line 1129, there is a shift marked by the intra-tum pause and the discourse
marker ‘but’ (“but sometimes it’s good to do it”). Schiffrin describes ‘b u t’ in this
context as a “cohesive device” (1987:61), linking two apparently contrasting ideas. In
this case, Deirdre, having encouraged Pamela to have the tooth removed, now
establishes a footing around the idea o f Pamela having another baby. The lexis (Line
1130: “having another kid”) and style (Line 1131: “or anything like th a f’) around this
footing shift are informal, and are suggestive o f a Socio-Relational Frame. Pamela
appears to have equal speaking rights, and aligns herself to this frame with her
informal formulaic phrase in Line 1132 (“Just to get it out o f the way”).
However, the discourse activity underway involves treatment planning, and as
such the expectation is that a Consultation Frame would be in operation. Indeed, there
is evidence o f a specialised lexis in operation (Lines 1135-7: “shard... gum ... could
get infected”). Once more it appears that there are features o f simultaneous frames in
operation, and this is evident in D eirdre’s final recommendation for treatment, which
appears to combine both a Socio-Relational and Consultation Frame (Line 1143: “it’s
no harm to think about removing it”). Pam ela’s response (Lines 1144-5: “I would
because I ’d say w e’d hope to go again next year”) is, it appears, an agreement to
pursue the recommended plan (“I would”). Aligning herself to the footing established
by Deirdre, Pamela uses the informal metaphor “w e’d hope to go again” to reveal her
intention to become pregnant again. Pam ela’s revelation o f her family planning, and
the fam iliar tone she employs, are consistent with the informal footing she has
negotiated with her dentist, Deirdre, throughout the consultation. It represents the
integration o f her ‘lifeworld’ (Mishler, 1984) and the ‘medical w orld’. Deirdre and
Pamela have co-constructed an “emplotment” (Mattingly, 1998), a prospective
narrative for Pamela, where her active decision to remove the fractured tooth is linked
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directly to her future plans to have more children. This holistic approach is clearly a
joint venture, with prompting and probing by Deirdre and active engagement from
Pamela^^. The collaborative work involves the consistent perfiision o f socio-relational
elements throughout the discourse, and the co-construction o f different aspects o f
identity. Pam ela’s identity as a mother continues to emerge, as does her evolving
identity as a patient: once reluctant, now an active, conscientious partner.

The second visit
In Excerpt 9.11 below, Pamela has returned for a second visit, to commence her
operative treatment (to have her teeth cleaned). The first task for the triad is to re
establish the rapport achieved in the preceding visit.

Excerpt 9.11 IB “That was my eternity ring”
6.

Pamela (P): Good to see you (sound o f kiss) that's from Mam

7.

Pamela (P): [and me the hug

8.

Deirdre (D): [Aw (laughing)

9.

Nuala (N):

10.

Deirdre (D): How is sh e|

11.

Pamela (P): Now where will we put this [somewhere out o f the w ayt

12.

Nuala (N):

13.

Nuala (N): you

14.

Pamela (P); Good

15.

Deirdre (D): It's lovely

16.

Pamela (P): I know it's fab [that was from yeah that was

17.

Deirdre (D):

[(laughing)

[I'll pop it I'll hang it up for

[Yeah

P a m e la ’s a ctive role contrasts w ith the b asic them e from Chapter 4 , w here so m e patients felt
they w ere ‘’N ot really sure I h a d a relevan t p o in t o f v ie w '
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18.

Pam ela (P): M y b irth d ay [p ressie tw o y ears ago from jim

19.

D eirdre (D ):

20.

Pam ela (P): O r w as it last y ear 1 can 't rem e m b e r b u t eith er w ay it

21.

Pam ela (P); w as 1 n e v er got the etern ity rin g after h aving [R achel

22.

D eirdre (D ):

[(laughing)

23.

N uala (N ):

[(lau g h ing )

24.

P am ela (P): so that w as m y etern ity ring I don 't have any o th er

25.

P am ela (P): d e sirab le b ag s th at's it

26.

D eirdre (D ): [(lau g h in g )

27.

Pam ela (P): [I'm n o t into labels (lau g h in g ) I ju s t like that one anyw ay

28.

D eirdre (D ); Y eah it's b eau tifu l [so how are th in g s o th e rw ise t

29.

Pam ela (P):

30.

P am ela (P): say no

31.

D eirdre (D ): Y eah yeah 1 know

32.

P am ela (P): (lau g h in g)

33.

D eirdre (D ); (lau g h in g )

[A w lovely

[B ut i f he g iv e m e a G ucci 1 w ou ld n 't

100. D eirdre (D ): Y o u 're the b oss y o u 're in control i f you need to stop you
101. D eirdre (D ): ju s t tell us [o k a y f
102. P am ela (P):

[O kay alrig h t fair en ough

The excerpt opens (Lines 6-10) with the opening sequence in a SocioRelational Frame (SRF) as the interactants exchange greetings. There is a frame shift
at Line 11 as Pamela establishes a footing as a member o f the triad (Line 11: “N ow
where will we put this”) invoking an Operational Frame (OF) around the practicality
o f stowing her bag. Pam ela’s active voice and her use o f the plural pronoun “w e” in
her question point to the re-establishment o f Pamela’s emergent identity as an active,
engaged patient. The “w e” serves a cohesive function as a positive politeness
strategy. Schiffrin describes (1987: 240) how the discourse marker ‘n ow ’ is often
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used to achieve a shift in the participation framework. It is not clear what Pam ela’s
intentions were but it is Nuala, the nurse, who responds, aligning herself to the OF
(Lines 12-13, Nuala: “I'll pop it I'll hang it up for you”). Establishing N uala’s
involvement, initially here as a team member (see Section 8.2), is a significant event
Q -J

as the interaction unfolds , as the triad seek to re-secure and develop the relationship
from the first visit. For example, N uala’s laughter (Line 23) during the sequence
when Pam ela’s bag is (once again) discussed (from Line 15 to Line 33) demonstrates
her involvement there, and clarifies that it is a triadic interaction.
This sequence, which starts when Deirdre establishes a footing around the
discussion o f the bag (Line 15, Deirdre: “It's lovelv”), signifies a frame shift away
from the OF and back to an SRF. Pamela aligns to this frame, her own emphatic
evaluation phrased with an informal lexis (Line 16: “I know it’s fab”). The whole
sequence is a thematic repetition, an anaphoric reference o f sorts, to the similar
discussion o f a different bag at the beginning o f Visit lA^'^.
This sequence appears to achieve two interactional goals. Firstly, it re-invokes
and then develops the camaraderie o f the first visit. The development arises as
Pamela discloses more o f her personal life in describing the ‘narrative’ o f the bag in
this second visit. In Visit 1, the bag was “my birthday present last year” (lA , Line
14). On this occasion, the discussion o f the bag is more involved (Lines 16-30), being
described as a “birthday pressie” (Line 18) and as a substitute for an “eternity ring”^^
(Line 21). The details and imagery o f Pam ela’s account, from the metaphor o f an
‘eternity ring’ to the mention o f her marital relationship, constitute an involvement

” See C ase IB , Lines 34 1 -3 7 4 (A ppendix 20) for further exam ples o f N u a la ’s increased involvem ent in
this second visit.
See Section 9.2, Excerpt 9.3 above- Line 12, Deirdre: “it’s a beautiful b ag”
An ‘eternity ring’ is a ring traditionally given by a husband to his w ife, often follow in g the birth o f their
first child
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strategy; the shared laughter and co-constructed positive appraisals constitute
facework, enhancing the social bond between the interactants.
The second goal achieved in this sequence is a further co-construction o f
identity. There is yet another reference to motherhood (Line 21, Pamela: “I never got
the eternity ring after having Rachel”) to add to that cumulative emergent role. There
is a further sense o f the triad emerging with a group identity as ‘w om en’- in this
instance ‘w om en’ who are appreciative o f beautiful things (i.e. designer bags,
jewellery).
The idea o f ‘w om an’ though, presented by Pamela and co-constructed in
interaction with Deirdre and Nuala, is more complex and nuanced that that. Pamela as
a woman is a wife (to “Jim ”, Line 18), a mother (deserving o f an eternity ring), and a
woman with an aesthetic sensibility. She is appreciative o f “desirable bags” (Line
25) but “not into labels” (Line 27). Her desire not to appear materialistic is one
component o f this projected identity; another is the role o f ‘jo k er’ in interaction
(Lines 29-30; “But if he give me a Gucci I wouldn't say no”). Pam ela’s emergent
identity has multiple components, but perhaps the core role for her in the interaction
is her role as ‘patient’. As the consultation proceeds, there is a shift back to an
Operational Frame. In Line 100, Deirdre, the dentist, revives the ‘patient-as-boss’
m etaphor (IB , Line 100, Deirdre: “You're the boss you're in control”^^), which
contributed to the emergent identity o f ‘patient’ in the first visit. This construct,
suggesting an empowered and engaged participant, is persistent across the two visits,
and recurs later in the second visit (IB , Deirdre, Line 500: “Just remember vou're in
control”).

See also Excerpt 9.7 above (l A, Line 112, Deirdre: “Y ou’re the boss “)
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A ‘good’ mother
Following on chronologically from the discussion o f Pam ela’s handbag in the
previous excerpt, Excerpt 9.12 below presents the second h alf o f a narrative (see
Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3 for a discussion o f the first part o f this narrative). The
narrative concerns Pam ela’s daughter, who fell “smack bang on the pavem ent” (Line
47, Excerpt 6.17) the evening before going for her immunisation injections.

Excerpt 10.12 IB “ Social services should be calling”
50.

Pamela (P);

[The follow in g morning I had to bring her for the

51.

Pamela (P): injections

52.

Deirdre (D): [(laughing)

53.

Pamela (P): [Then 1 had to drop her into the creche and at this stage

54.

Pamela (P): the child is looking [at m e goin g 'Oh seriously't

55.

Deirdre (D):

56.

Pamela (P): Please God (laughing) w ill you g iv e m e a break so she

57.

Pamela (P): just wanted to be brought hom e so 1 1 w as 1 have social

58.

Pamela (P): services should be calling [(at som e stage)

59.

Deirdre (D):

60.

Pamela (P): B y now she's fine she's with Daddy so she's okay

61.

Pamela (P): [(laughing)

62.

Deirdre (D ): [(laughing)

[(laughing)

[Nah not at all

This excerpt as a whole, representing part o f a narrative, works as an
involvement strategy, as Deirdre and Nuala, the nurse, are drawn into the process o f
‘sense-m aking’ (Tannen, 2007). Pamela employs reported speech (Line 54: “the child
is looking [at me going 'Oh seriously'”), detail (Line 53: “I had to drop her into the
creche”), intrinsic evaluation (Line 56-7: “she just wanted to be brought hom e”) and
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irony (Lines 57-58: “I have social services should be calling [(at some stage)”) in her
narrative. Deirdre is a vocal co-constructor o f the narrative, her laughter (Lines 52,
55, 62) and evaluative responses (Line 59: “Nah not at all”) providing feedback
encouragement to Pamela.
If the interactional engagement is clear in this example, the co-construction of
identity is less straightforward to disentangle. When Pamela mentions “social
services” (Lines 57-8), the implicit suggestion is that the appropriate authorities will
take her child into care as a consequence o f her poor parenting. That this is meant
ironically is perhaps evident from the shared laughter in the sequence, along with the
implausibility o f the scenario. If one is then to read the whole narrative as ironic,
Pam ela’s story o f the sequence o f mishaps and difficult events for the child is not in
fact an admission o f poor parenting, but rather an avowal o f parental responsibility
and care. It is another example o f the centrality o f parenthood to her identity, just as a
sense o f parental responsibility contributed to her decisions about dental treatment in
Visit 1. Nettleton (1991) has commented on how debates on “dental health
education” (1991: 102) have produced four constructs o f motherhood that relate to
dental health: “the natural, the ignorant, the responsible and the caring mother”
{ibid.). W hether or not any o f these labels apply to Pamela is not so important for
now as the idea that her identity as mother is already subject to a cultural evaluation.
Her own intensified evaluation o f the fall (Excerpt 6.17, Line 47: smack bang on the
pavement big graze”) implies her emotional attachment or care for the child. Her
active role in the list o f activities (Excerpt 6.17, Lines 43-51: ‘I brought her... a
w alk ... injections... creche”) and the repeated formulation “I had to” implies her
sense o f duty and responsibility. Although we might expect that the patient does not
really anticipate investigation by “social services”, she is adopting an externalised
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view, suggesting that her parenting success is something that might be appraised by
others. This last evaluation, coming at the very beginning o f a second encounter/visit,
follows on chronologically (and dialogically) from an interaction at the end o f the
first encounter/visit, when the dentist appealed to the patient’s identity as a mother to
persuade her to have a broken tooth extracted^’.

A ‘good’ patient
A cognitive and interactional engagement with dental treatment is one thing,
but in Excerpt 9.13 below the operative treatment has commenced, and Pamela is
finding it a difficult experience.

Excerpt 9.13 IB “It can be quite jum py”
399. (27)
400. Pam ela (P): Mm
401. Deirdre (D): Let's have a little break okay"f
4 0 2 . Pamela (P): (?)
4 03. Deirdre (D): N o no (you're grand)
4 04. [N oise o f m achinery stops]
4 05. Deirdre (D): It can be it can be quite jumpy at som e spots
4 06. Pamela (P): M m ...o k a y
4 07. Deirdre (D): You're doing better than 1 do when I'm getting m y teeth
4 08. Deirdre (D): cleaned still (laughing)
4 09. Pamela (P): Ah
4 10. Deirdre (D): Y ou ok ayt
411. Pamela (P): Yeah

C a se l A , L in e 1 0 5 6 ; D eird re (D ): “ g o o d to d o it e s p e c ia lly i f y o u are th in k in g a b o u t h a v in g
an o th er k id or a n y th in g lik e that” (A p p e n d ix 1 8)

After a prolonged period without verbal interaction during the cleaning
procedure (Line 399: (27 seconds)), Deirdre responds to her patient’s (Pam ela’s)
muffled utterance with a suggestion o f a pause in treatment (Line 401: “Let's have a
little break okay?”). Although D eirdre’s utterance is concerned with the procedural
flow o f the appointment, it appears to be primarily a comment expressing concern for
Pam ela’s comfort, and as such invokes a Socio-Relational Frame. Although the audio
quality o f the recording at this point is obscured by the sound o f the dental
equipment, this interpretation is supported by the evidence o f Lines 403 and
(particularly) 405 (“It can be it can be quite jumpy at some spots”). Line 405 displays
an informal lexis and syntax (“can be quite ju m p y ...sp o ts”), and the reformulation
evident at the start o f the line, indicates that Deirdre is being careful in her phrasing,
perhaps wary o f the face-threat to Pamela. If Pamela is in fact the one who is a little
‘jum py’ during the potentially uncomfortable procedure, Deirdre transfers this epithet
to the process itself This indirect approach mitigates the threat to Pam ela’s face, to
her identity as a ‘good’ patient. In Line 406, Pamela still appears to express some
unease or doubt about her situation (“M m ...okay”). In response to this apparent
unease, Deirdre shifts her footing, establishing a new footing around her own
performance as a patient (Lines 407-8: “You're doing better than I do when I'm
getting my teeth cleaned still (laughing)”). In establishing this new footing, Deirdre is
carrying out facework, and attempting to establish a common identity with Pamela as
a patient. Pamela does not reciprocate the laughter, nor is her response enthusiastic
(Line 409: “Pamela (P): “A h”). Deirdre’s intervention, however, first invoking the
SRF and then shifting her footing to disclose a more personal and empathetic
viewpoint, appears to be sufficient to persuade Pamela to re-engage with the
treatment (Line 411: “Yeah”).
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Excerpt 9.14 takes up the story a few minutes later. In this part, the treatment
has resumed and dentist and nurse have encouraged Pamela to practice breathing
deeply to help herself cope with the experience more comfortably.

Excerpt 9.14 IB “You just clench up”
612. (24)
613. Deirdre (D): That's it keep breathing... in through the nose
614. (19)
615. Deirdre (D): Great okay [there you o k a y f
616. N u ala (N ):

[O kayt

617. Pamela (P): M m-hmm
618. (5)
619. Pamela (P): I'm not out o f breath
620. Deirdre (D): (laughing)
621. Nuala (N): N o not at all
622. Pamela (P); (laughing)
623. Deirdre (D): Are you doing ok ayj
624. Pamela (P): Yeah
625. Deirdre (D ): Yeah
626. Pamela (P): It's terrible you don't mean to but you just [clench up
627. Nuala (N):

[1 know it's

628. Nuala (N): it's a u to m a tic...w e all do it
629. Pamela (P): Yeah

As this section opens, Deirdre invokes an Operational Frame as she directs
Pamela regarding her breathing (Line 613: “Deirdre (D): That's it keep breathing... in
through the nose”). After an interval o f nineteen seconds, Deirdre establishes a new
footing and a new Socio-Relational Frame as she engages in facework, giving Pamela
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positive feedback on her efforts (“G reat”), and then, with dental nurse Nuala aligning
to her in synchrony, checking on Pam ela’s welfare (Line 615, Deirdre: “Deirdre (D);
Great okay [there you o k a y j”; Line 616, Nuala: “Nuala (N): [O kayt”). Deirdre and
Nuala, as dentist and nurse, are working in tandem here as a united dental team, so
that the communication is essentially dyadic at this moment, between Pamela and the
dental team.
After a shorter interval (o f five seconds), Pamela establishes a new footing
around a joking interaction within the SRP with her ironic comment in Line 619
(“Pamela (P): I'm not out o f breath”). Deirdre aligns to this footing with her laughter
in Line 620. In the next speaking turn, Nuala also aligns to this footing with her own
ironic comment (Line 621, Nuala: “No not at ^ ”). N uala’s speaking turn might be
considered a teasing comment, and thereby a marker o f “considerable rapport”
(Straehle, 1993: 226). Pamela aligns to this footing again with her laughter in Line
622. Deirdre, having laughed along with the humorous comments, now establishes a
new footing around Pam ela’s welfare in Line 623, asking again, in earnest, “are you
doing okay?” Pamela confirms that she is, but provides a fuller response in Line 626
(Pamela (P): It's terrible you don't mean to but you ju st [clench up”).
If the invocation o f SRFs has helped to personalise Pam ela’s care, and the
footing shifts have led to more informal, and at times comedic, interactions around
the topic o f the difficulty o f treatment, these phenomena also appear to have
deepened Pam ela’s engagement with the process o f treatment. This ‘em barrassed’,
‘anxious’ patient has progressed from giving mono-syllabic back-channel responses
(Line 411: “Yeah”) to enquiries about her welfare to the more eloquent and revealing
comments such as in Line 626 above.
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There is a final, notable footing shift in this sequence. In Lines 627-8, Nuala
shifts away from her footing around the teasing sequence, and aligns herself to the
more earnest footing negotiated between Pamela and Deirdre around Pam ela’s
welfare (Lines 627-8, Nuala: “I know it’s it's autom atic...w e all do it”). N uala’s
comments attend to Pam ela’s face-needs, mitigating the risk to her status as a ‘good
patient’. For Nuala, Pam ela’s difficulties are a marker o f social inclusion rather than
exclusion, because “we all do it” .
The task addressed in this sequence by Deirdre, Nuala and Pamela was to
achieve the treatment goals while maintaining Pam ela’s willing involvement. To be
successful, Deirdre and Nuala have been required to engage in a sort o f interactional
‘dance’, changing their footings around frames, participation status and face while
fostering Pam ela’s emergent identity as an engaged patient.

“I can organise this”
The final excerpt. Excerpt 9.15 below, is significant for two reasons. It captures
some o f the last moments o f the second visit, and it encapsulates some o f the
elements that have brought Pamela on her trajectory o f engagement with this dental
treatment.

Excerpt 9.14 IB “Grand”
906. Deirdre (D): If it's got any w orse then w e know w e do have to do a
907. Deirdre (D ): fillin g [(for that)
908. Pam ela (P):

[Yeah

909. Deirdre (D): B ecau se I don't want to u n n ecessarily... you know
910. Deirdre (D): [try to (treat the to o th )...n o I'm sure you don't
911. Pamela (P): [I don't want you to unnecessarily do (laughing)
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912. Deirdre (D): (laughing) And then the other thing w e have to do is
913. Deirdre (D ): take out that little root
914. Pam ela (P): Yeah
915. Deirdre (D): That's very straightforward
916. Pam ela (P): Okay grand w ell I can organise then this for the next day
917. Pam ela (P): [righ t|
918. Deirdre (D): [Perfect
919. Pam ela (P): Yeah okay perfect thank you so much

At the start o f this excerpt, a Consultation Frame (CF) is in operation as
Deirdre, the dentist, outlines the remaining treatment that Pamela needs and the
justification for that treatment. From Lines 906-909 the specialised lexis (“ filling”)
and long turns for Deirdre suggest the CF. As Deirdre discusses a tooth with a
dubious prognosis, she explains that she does not want to “unnecessarily” (Line 909)
treat this tooth (with a filling). In Pam ela’s next turn. Line 911, she establishes a new
footing in a Socio-Relational frame as she repeats Deirdre’s comment to comic effect
(“I don't want you to unnecessarily do”). This teasing interaction is framed as such by
Pam ela’s laughter at the end o f her turn, and Deirdre aligns herself to this footing
with her own laughter in Line 912.
As Line 912 continues, there is a frame shift as Deirdre establishes a footing
around treatm ent planning in a consultation Frame (“(laughing) And then the other
thing we have to do”). The phrase “And then” marks the shift o f frame and the
temporal succession o f ideas (Schiffrin, 1987: 246) as Deirdre plans the treatment. In
Line 916, there is another frame shift as Pamela establishes a footing around
scheduling the next appointment (Line 916: “Pamela (P): Okay grand well I can
organise then this for the next day”). It is notable that Pamela uses an active voice (“I
can organise... this”) and presents herself as taking charge o f her dental health. As a
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m icrocosm o f the entire two-visit interaction, this sequence is consistent in
representing how, consequent to the suffusion o f socio-relational elements throughout
the clinical interaction, Pamela has gradually emerged as an engaged, active and
empowered patient.

From “em barrassed” to “I can organise...this”
Table 9.1 below summarises the findings from the excerpts in this section. The
table charts the development and trajectory o f engagement by Pamela; first with the
interaction, then with her dental treatment.

Table 9.1 From “em barrassed” to “I can organise...this” : the trajectory o f
engagement in Case 1
N o.

V isit

E x c e rp t

T r a je c to r y o f e n g a g e m e n t: la n d m a r k s

10.7

lA

“ Y o u ’re the b o ss”

“ E m b a rra sse d ” , anx io u s p atien t en g ag es in ‘sm all
ta lk ’: id en tities as m o th e r and p atien t em erg e

10.8

lA

“ A ny lum ps o r b u m p s”

D en tist co n tin u e s using a ‘sm all ta lk ’ re g iste r
d u rin g ex am in atio n : sim u ltan eo u s fram es estab lish
in fo rm ality

10.9

10.10

10.11

lA

lA

IB

“ D id 1 say th at too

C h allen g es to face and rap p o rt o v erco m e: triad ic

q u ick ly ? ”

in teractio n an d inform al footings

“ W e ’d hope to go

In teractio n al e n g ag em en t in teg rated w ith sh ared

ag a in ”

clin ical d ecisio n m aking: the h o listic a p p ro ach

“ T h at w as m y etern ity

In teractio n al en g a g e m e n t re-esta b lish e d at sta rt o f

rin g ”

seco n d visit: m u ltip le em erg en t co m p o n e n ts o f
id en tity

10.12

10.13

IB

IB

“ S ocial serv ices should

In creasin g d e g re e o f in v o lv em en t sig n alled b y

be c allin g ”

p erso n al d isclo su re

“ It can be q u ite ju m p y ”

D iffic u lt m o m en ts d u rin g treatm en t o v erco m e by
c o -c o n stru c tio n o f co m m o n iden tities

10.14

IB

“G ra n d ”

P a tie n t and d en tist (and nu rse) have relax ed
re la tio n sh ip ; p atien t c o m fo rta b ly e n g ag ed w ith
treatm en t: “ I can o rg a n is e ...th is ” .

9.4 Identity
In Chapter 2 there was a discussion o f identity theory, with a focus on two
aspects: (i) that it is “relational” (Caldas-Coulthard, 2008:6), or constructed in
interaction, and (ii) that it is has composite structure, with multiple components such
as those identified by Zimmerman, the “discourse, situational and transportable
identities” (1998:90).
For the purpose o f this analysis, and to impose a degree o f simplification on a
complex and broad concept, the composite nature o f identity is presented here
according to the model proposed by Sarangi (2010b). Sarangi makes the distinction
between ‘role’ as ‘situated’, or locally-produced and defined in interaction, and
‘identity’ as a bigger, cultural construct. So in this instance, the patient, Pamela
performs, or co-constructs “multiple roles” (2010b: 82) which cumulatively constitute
her identity. Within an individual role, according to Sarangi, there is a “role-set”
{ibid.) o f the functions and relationships demanded by that role.
Two further distinctions must be made. This analysis focuses on the co
construction o f an identity for Pamela only; and that focus is further narrowed to that
aspect o f her identity that is pertinent to health communication: Pam ela’s identity as a
patient. If identity is co-constructed, then dentist and nurse, Deirdre and Nuala, are
also having identities constructed for them throughout this encounter in terms o f their
personal, professional and institutional profiles. This identity work is mentioned only
as it relates to Pam ela’s emergent identity. One important aspect o f Deirdre’s identity
as a dentist involves the global theme that emerged from the dentist interviews: the
feeling among the group o f dentists that they are responsible for successful
communication. This notion is linked to the idea o f the dentist as the “central
participant” (Candlin et al., 1980), suggestive not o f a dentist who dominates the
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interaction but rather is guiding it from the centre. The assumption is that for
engagement to arise in interaction, the healthcare workers must themselves be
engaged in the process from the start.
Three roles have been identified for Pamela from the data: mother, patient and
woman. The roles overlap, and are described in sequence below. If these roles are the
starting point, the therapeutic goal for the triad is to co-construct an identity for
Pamela as an engaged patient.

Role 1: Mother
The role o f ‘m other’ was topical even before Pamela arrived for her
appointment, given the pre-existing relationship between her mother and the dental
team. Deirdre refers to Pam ela’s mother at the start o f their encounter (lA , Line 23),
and this leads into Pamela’s account o f the arrival o f her mother-in law to mind her
daughter Rachel (Lines 29-30). The scene portrayed by Pamela, o f the two
grandmothers “yapping” with Rachel, stretches the role o f ‘m other’ to encompass a
sense o f ‘fam ily’. It is, however, Pam ela’s mother-daughter relationship with Rachel
about which she, Deirdre and Nuala are m ost effusive (Lines 36-38). As Pamela
relates her medical history, an association is made between healthcare and
pregnancy/parenthood (lA , Lines 91-2: “after I had Rachel I had cellulitis”). At this
point, the role o f ‘m other’ has been constructed as one incorporating responsibility,
and considerations o f health, along with the anticipated positive affects o f love and
pride. These core values are reinforced later on in the first visit as dentist and patient
associate the role o f ‘m other’ with dental health: the motivation for engaging with the
proposed treatment plan is co-constructed as preparation for a future pregnancy (lA ,
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Line 1144, Pamela: “W e’d hope to go again next year”). As Deirdre explained in her
interview, there was a strategic intent on her part in this regard:

“Pregnant wom en and w om en planning to have children are very easy to
m otivate towards good health so I would try and be aware o f that in that age
group o f fem ales” (Deirdre interview, Dentist interviews, Appendix 19).

The role o f ‘m other’ is, as mentioned above, constructed to include an interest
in (and appreciation of) family-related topics, including references to Pam ela’s
husband (lA , Line 48: “I got married about three years ago” ; IB, Lines 37-60) and
domestic financial concerns that impinge on treatment planning (lA , Lines 1230-1:
“W e’re saving for a house”). At the end o f the first visit (1 A, Line 1252 ff), and then
the beginning o f the second visit (IB , Lines 144-187) there are prolonged discussions
o f weddings and extended family.
The role o f ‘m other’ that emerges over the two visits is not entirely positive or
uncomplicated, however. The interaction in Excerpt 9.9 above (also described below
for the role o f ‘w om an’) appears to demonstrate a certain ambivalence about the
desirability o f being pregnant (lA , Line 309: “did I say that too quickly?”). The triad
appear to construct pregnancy, if not motherhood itself, as an onerous condition.
Pam ela’s narrative (see Excerpt 9.12 above) chronicling the challenges faced by
herself and daughter Rachel echo this view o f motherhood as hard work, and a
responsibility.
The role o f motherhood appears to be integral to Pam ela’s identity. It is the
theme that recurs throughout the interactions, in discussions o f her leisure activities
(IB , Line 342: “Going home to bring Rachel for a w alk”), even in her choice o f
movie (IB , Lines 349-50: “w e’re going to see ‘W hat to expect when you’re
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expecting’”). It is a source o f motivation for her, and the role o f “caring m other”
(Nettleton, 1991:102) feeds into her role as a patient.

Role 2: Woman
There are three distinct elements to the role o f ‘w om an’ as it is negotiated for
Pamela: woman-as-aesthete, woman-as-personality, and woman-as-peer.
Beauty, physical appearance, and discernment are recurrent themes throughout
the interactions. From the appearance o f the dental surgery (lA , Line 3; Line 117;
“Place looks fantastic”) to that o f a television screen (IB , Line 666: “That's a grand
telly”), Pamela expresses an appreciation o f things that are “aesthetically nicer” (1 A,
Line 975: “Yes aesthetically nicer”). In both visits, the triad discuss one “beautiful
bag” (lA , Line 12, Nuala), and then another (IB , Line 15, Deirdre: “It’s lovely”). As
seen above in Excerpt 9.11, Pamela negotiates her role in this second visit as
someone who appreciates beautiful things while not being “into labels” (IB , Line 27).
When Pamela complains that she is “em barrassed” by her teeth (lA , Line 41),
her dentist’s response (lA , Lines 45-6: “D on’t be embarrassed you have beautiful
teeth”) contributes to this foregrounding o f appearance. The initial discussion about
removing the broken tooth includes a deliberation about whether it is visible “when
you smile” (lA , Pamela, Line 73). The appearance o f Pam ela’s “fantastic gorgeous
teeth” (lA , Line 203, Deirdre) continues to be a motivating factor for the dental
treatment- both to complete the required treatment and to improve Pam ela’s
perception o f her own dentition (1 A, Lines 936-7, Deirdre: “No you do have beautiful
teeth”).
These interactions are also characterised by laughter between the participants.
From early on in the first visit, when Pamela makes a joke about the visit o f her

mother and mother-in-law (1 A, Line 29), the role of ‘woman’ is constructed as
someone who is witty, informal and a capable conversationalist. The joking
interactions that characterise the Socio-Relational Frames at the opening and closing
of the interactions appear throughout the operative phases of the interactions too; as
Deirdre is explaining gum disease (lA , Lines 82-83, “Jesus Christ”- Excerpt 9.6
above), even during the tooth-cleaning procedure (IB, Line 619, “Not out of breath”Excerpt 10.13 above). These comedic interludes are mostly initiated by Pamela, but
both dentist and nurse also contribute and respond, co-constructing this aspect of the
‘woman’ role. This aspect of the ‘woman’ role contributes to the engagement of all
the interactants, even during potentially difficult clinical situations.
The third element to the role of ‘woman’ as it emerges for Pamela is the sense
of her as a peer of the other women present, Deirdre and Nuala. As a group of three
young Irish women, this triad may have a particular dynamic specific to their shared
background. Freeman et al. (2004), in a study of gender as a factor in relationships in
primary care dental settings, found that female dentists working with female nurses
were more inclined than male dentists to “make friends with their nurses” and attempt
“to reduce status inequalities” (2004: 161). It is possible that this type of environment
also helps reduce status inequality with the patient. Pamela’s perception was that she
go

was treated “like a normal human being and (the dentist) was very down to earth” .
For Pamela, who attended initially as an ‘anxious’ patient ‘embarrassed’ about
the condition of her teeth, relating to the dentist and nurse on an equal footing appears
to empower her as she joins them in a common endeavour. As mentioned in the
description of the role o f ‘mother’, the triadic exchange about whether Pamela is
currently pregnant (Excerpt 9.9) appears to be also about a shared understanding that

See Pamela questionnaire, Patient questionnaires. Appendix 20
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it is not necessarily a welcome situation (lA , Line 309: “did I say that too quickly?”).
As Deirdre and Nuala help Pamela to negotiate aspects of her identity, there is a sense
across the interactions of a quid pro quo, where Pamela reciprocates as an equal
contributor to the interaction. After Pamela has told her story about Rachel grazing
her forehead (see Excerpt 9.12), she becomes part of the audience for Nuala’s story
about a close friend emigrating (IB, Lines 353-373); after numerous comments about
her beautiful teeth, Pamela responds to Deirdre’s complaint that her (Deirdre’s)
“fingers are too fat” (lA , Lines 853-4, Pamela: “they are not ...are you mad?”); after
discussing the financial management o f her treatment plan (lA , Lines 1227-1233),
Pamela encourages Deirdre and Nuala to elaborate on the impact of the economic
recession on the business o f dentistry.
The role of ‘woman’, as it emerges for Pamela, incorporates the sense of
empowerment, pride in appearance and the ability to foster a close relationship: all
factors that will contribute to a successful engagement with dental treatment.

Role 3: Patient

The role o f ‘patient’ is constructed in different phases that interweave through
the two visits. The starting point, as presented by Pamela, portrays a powerless and
pessimistic persona. Pamela is “embarrassed” (lA , Line 41) because her teeth are “so
bad” (lA , Line 43). This is a patient for whom the words associated with her teeth are
“terrible” (1 A, Line 47), and “infectious smell” (1 A, Line 60), for whom the selfdiagnosis is that “my bite isn’t right” (lA , Line 177) and “you can actually feel the
tartar” (lA , Lines 85-6). This is a patient to whom things happen, just as when her
“tooth shattered” (lA , Line 66).
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A contrasting perspective is presented by the dental team, who perceive
“fantastic gorgeous teeth” (lA , Line 203), and who establish that the patient is “the
boss” (1 A, Line 112). This element o f the identity work around the role o f ‘patient’
acknowledges the difficulties people face in the dental chair (lA , Line 409: “well
done, I know it’s awful”), but tries to alter the paradigm by suggesting that “people
who are anxious love coming here” (lA , Line 127-8). The environment in which a
‘patient’ finds herself might improve the experience.
Deirdre and Nuala continue to challenge Pam ela’s negative evaluation o f
herself as a patient with the suggestion o f solidarity. “Gum disease is something that
affects 92% o f Irish people” (1 A, Line 443), so Pamela is “not alone” . Not only that,
but “Irish people as a general rule aren’t great at flossing” (1 A, Line 544). Tartar
“builds up in everyone” (lA , Line 760). Pamela as ‘patient’ is not just the same as
everyone else, however, she also apparently tolerates tooth-cleaning better than
Deirdre (IB , Line 407).
Pamela, bolstered by encouragement and the notion o f being empowered (“the
boss”, IB, Line 100), collaborates to perform her role as a ‘patient’. This ‘patient’
does not need to apologise for herself (IB , Deirdre, Lines 494, 542, 718, 768: “D on’t
apologise”) but speaks as an active participant (I A, Line 551: “Yeah I ’ve noticed the
gum receding back”), expressing her perspective (IB , Line 626: “It’s terrible you
don’t mean to but you just clench up”), and even adopting the ‘voice o f m edicine’
(lA , Line 1115-6: “they were the two we were concerned about”).
The role o f ‘patient’ has its own trajectory in these interactions. Starting from a
passive role, Pamela as ‘patient’ becomes more empowered, more relaxed and more
active in the clinical stages o f the consultations.
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Identity: The Engaged Patient
Figure 9.3 below represents how the constituent roles cumulatively produce the
identity o f ‘Engaged Patient’ for Pamela across these two interactions. In the figure,
the role of ‘patient’ is given greater prominence than the other two, as this is where
the bulk of the identity work is done, at least overtly. However, as described in the
paragraphs above, the emergent roles of ‘mother’ and ‘woman’ appear to contribute
significantly to the construction of this preferred patient, not least in the negotiation
o f ‘common ground’ among the triad.
What then constitutes an engaged patient? It seems to be a patient who
integrates the social, personal and medical elements o f the consultation in actively
deciding on a treatment plan (lA , Line 1144: “I would because I ’d say we’d hope to
go again next year”). It is a patient who is carrying out the instructions and heeding
the advice from the first visit (IB, Line 69, Pamela: “W e’re flossing”; IB, Line 734,
Deirdre: “You’re doing a great job keeping them clean”). It is a patient who assumes
an active role in arranging the fulfilment of the treatment plan (IB, Line 916, Pamela:
“I can organise then this for the next day”). This patient perhaps no longer sees the
dentist as being ‘in control’ of the communication^^, but rather, in an “evolving
system of interaction” (Bateson, 2000: 192), interacts with dentist and nurse “like a
normal human being” '*’®.
It seems apparent that the identity of an ‘engaged patient’ cannot ultimately be
described in isolation, but rather as a co-constructed phenomenon. In the thematic
analysis (Chapter 4) of the interviews with the dentists, an organising theme was 'A
holistic approach'. This organising theme suggests that, despite the ‘responsibility’

The global theme that emerged from the patient questionnaires was that ‘The comm unication
is controlled by the dentist’
See Pamela questionnaire, Patient questionnaires, Appendix 20
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the dentist might have for ‘successful com munication’, it is useful to take a broader,
interactional view o f communication - “Only connect”, says Forster (E.M. Forster,
1941: 141). If engagement is an interactional process, then by sharing each other’s
perspectives, Nuala, Pamela and Deirdre have all contributed to the construction of
Pamela as an engaged patient.

Patient
Mother

Woman
The
Engaged
Patient

Figure 9.3 The emergence o f the ‘Engaged Patient’ Identity

9.5 Conclusion

This chapter has looked at the emergence o f engagement in interaction in a
specific case from the data, relating it to the findings from the thematic analysis, and
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integrating the three analytic approaches from Chapters 6-8 around the notion o f
footing, testing the overall guiding premise below.

G uiding Premise: A consideration o f footing shifts in dental institutional
interactions, through analyses o f interactive frames, the participation frameworks,
politeness and involvem ent strategies used in com bination, m ight lead to a better
understanding o f interactional engagement.

The analysis has relied on a definition o f engagement as “a complex and
multilayered collaborative achievement” (Simmons-M ackie et al. 2009:19). A
practical demonstration o f some o f these layers, from co-constructed metaphors to co
constructed identities, has helped to map the trajectory o f engagement, but the tools
used to create that map have been analyses centred on footing.
This particular case saw the patient Pamela make the journey from embarrassed
to empowered, and saw the progression o f interactional engagement, between dentist,
nurse, and patient, to the point where Pamela was apparently engaged with her dental
treatment and clinical decision-making.

The next chapter begins with a discussion o f the research process, and o f the
findings presented over the preceding five chapters. These findings are discussed in
relation to the existing theories o f talk-in-interaction and dental science.
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10

Discussion: The Analysis of Talk-inInteraction in Institutional Settings, and
Dental Science

10.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the findings presented over the preceding chapters in
relation to existing theories, both theories of Talk-in-Interaction, and theories of
Dental Science. The sample analysis in Chapter 5 generated three guiding premises
that were then combined into one overall premise. These four propositions related,
respectively, to considerations offrames (and the structure o f the interaction), of
participation framework (and the nature of triadic interaction), o i face (and the
emergent nature of face), and then of engagement (as a collaborative process).
Following on from the findings in the preceding chapters, four insights have emerged
from the analysis:

i.
ii.
iii.

The structure of the dental consultation is shaped by the discourse;
Dental consultations can be characterised by triadic interaction;
The relational and emergent aspects of face are foregrounded in institutional
interaction;

iv.

Engagement may be seen as a collaborative process.
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In this chapter these insights are discussed in relation to the literature and
existing theories about the analysis o f talk-in-interaction in institutional settings, and
existing theories in Dental Science. Prior to this discussion, three sections are
intended to provide more contextual information for the reader. The remainder o f this
introduction recaps first the organisation o f this thesis, and then the evolution o f the
research questions. Section 10.2 then discusses questions arising from the research
process.

A structural review of the thesis
The first two chapters o f this thesis introduced the theory and literature relating
to communication in a healthcare setting, looking specifically at: communication in
dentistry, interactional engagement and related topics, and at the discourse analytic
methodologies employed. The next three chapters focused on these methodologies,
describing what sort o f sample was involved, how the data were processed, a thematic
analysis o f the secondary data, and describing a sample analysis using the three
designated analytic approaches on some pilot data. There then followed four chapters
outlining the findings from the data: one for each o f three analytic approaches for the
primary data (focusing on frames, participation framework and facework and
involvement strategies respectively), and an integrated analysis o f the data collected
from one particular treatment group (Case 1).
The remainder o f this section discusses the gradual development o f the research
questions over the duration o f the research period. These questions, presented
chronologically below, changed in response to a growing appreciation o f the existing
literature and the emergent features in the data.
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Question 1: How do we engage dental patients, and how do we measure it?

The question that started this endeavour was ‘How do we engage dental
patients, and how do we measure the engagement?’ This somewhat vague query
reflects a healthcare worker’s instinct for intervention to promote health, the
researcher’s background in clinical dentistry, and a long-standing interest in the
discourse of the dental surgery. It proposes a reading of ‘engage’ as a transitive verb,
something dentists do to their patients. Although the core topic of this question,
namely ‘engagement’, remained at the centre of the research, the research questions,
aims and objectives of the project evolved over time. ‘How do we engage?’ evolved
into ‘how and when does engagement arise?’- a paradigm shift that took into
consideration the contributions of all participants. The role of the researcher
developed correspondingly, from clinician to an observer employing ‘thick
description’ (Geertz, 1973:3). The second part o f this original question, ‘how do we
measure?’ reflects an early desire to find a correspondence between this perceived
‘skill’ of engaging the patient and a clinical outcome. From this opening query, which
proved to be at once too broad and impractical, the research process began.

Question 2: Can a small-scale exploratory study identify discourse strategies
that support negotiated engagem ent between dentist and patient?

The initial review of the literature demonstrated that there is a relatively small
body of research into the discourse o f the dental clinic. A 1980 report by Candlin et
al. analysed the interactions between dentist and patients in general practice and
hospital settings in terms of the structure o f the interactions and the balance o f power
between the interactants. The Calgary-Cambridge guide, developed by Silverman et
al. (2005), described the structure of medical interviews and the communication skills
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required for a successful interview. These two sources represent an early emphasis in
the present research on the structure o f the interaction. The third influential reference
at this stage was Tannen’s (1993) work on Framing-in-Discourse, particularly a study
by Tannen and Wallat (1993) focusing on the interaction between a child, his mother
and a (medical) paediatrician. Tannen’s development o f Goffman’s (1974) Frame
Analysis was, at this stage, taken on as a model for the proposed analytic approach.

Question 3: How does the co-construction of identity in interaction relate to the
concept of interactional engagement?

The initial analysis of the early data suggested features that were to influence
the analytic approach. It was apparent that the structure of the interactions recorded
did not strictly conform to the structures proposed in the work of, for example,
Silverman et al. (2005), but instead echoed the suggestion of Cordelia (2001) and
others that medical interactions might be characterised as “dynamic consultations”.
Equally, it appeared that the checklist o f a “skills-based approach” (Silverman
et a l, 2005: 2) might not entirely explain the “inherently creative” (Salmon et a l,
2011: 217) interaction that was emerging from the data. Evidence of narratives and
negotiated identity-work in the first recordings encouraged the view that the field of
Narrative Medicine (Mattingly (1994), Charon (2008)) might be an appropriate prism
through which to view engagement.
One of the main tasks of this phase of the research was to formulate an analytic
methodology that would coherently address the diverse aspects o f the data relating to
engagement: from the dynamic structure to the co-construction of identity, from
interactive frames to narratives. The solution was to adopt a twin-pronged approach,
using Frame Analysis (Goffman, 1974) alongside Riessman’s “Dialogic/Performance
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Analysis” (Riessman, 2008; 105). A problem arose whereby a Labovian definition of
‘narrative’ (Labov and W aletsky, 1967), although methodologically rigorous,
appeared to be too exclusive for the rich, but varied, data that was emerging. The
parameters o f the analysis were broadened to include what Tannen refers to as
“involvement strategies” (2007: 32) - see Section 2.5.

Question 4: Can interactional engagem ent be demonstrated in terms of footing?
In the final phase o f the development o f the research question, the topic o f
footing shifts became more prominent.
An analysis o f the full data set revealed that narrative was not a sufficiently
recurrent feature to merit its earlier prominent status. Narrative instead was one
element in a recurrent pattern o f involvement strategies. Consequently, it was
necessary to alter the analytic focus, away from a narrative analysis, to reflect the
nature o f the data. As narrative withdrew to the background, two other phenomena
were foregrounded by the initial analysis o f the data. The first prominent
phenomenon was facework, evident both in terms o f politeness strategies (Brown and
Levinson, 1987) and the emergent and relational aspects o f face (Watts, 2003).
Facework appeared to be central to the process o f engagement. Equally prominent
was the phenomenon o f triadic interaction. The bulk o f the literature on
communication in medical settings has focused on a dyad o f clinician and patient.
This data showed evidence not simply o f participation by the dental nurse, but active
participation in such a way as to fundamentally affect the emergence o f engagement.
With a renewed emphasis on C offm an’s (1981a) work on the notion of
‘footing’, a new methodological paradigm began to emerge. With the adoption o f a
working definition for ‘engagement’ as ‘a collaborative process’, there was an
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analytic focus on footing shifts as the site o f engagement. And so, ultimately, the
research question became, “Can interactional engagement be demonstrated in terms
o f footing shifts?”
The research aims at the start o f this process involved investigating the
structure o f a dental consultation in terms o f the discourse, and considering ‘engaging
the patient’ as a communication skill to be performed by the dentist. As the research
progressed, what was meant by ‘engagem ent’ evolved to be considered as an
emergent phenomenon in a discourse between the triad o f dentist, nurse and patient.
The discourse was analysed at the level o f footing shifts, a point o f overlap between
the analytic approaches, and this process is reflected in the overall guiding premise
tested in the analytic process, and discussed in the previous chapters in relation to the
findings:

A consideration o f footing shifts in dental institutional interactions, through
analyses o f interactive frames, the participation frameworks, facework and
involvem ent strategies used in combination, might lead to a better understanding o f
interactional engagement.

10.2 Considerations of the Research Process
The process o f conducting this research is discussed below under three broad
themes: the potential for bias, issues relating to data collection, and issues relating to
the methodological approach.
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10.2.1 The Potential for Bias

(i) The Researcher, and the potential for observer/analyst bias
The fact that the researcher in this case is a dentist, and that there are an
estimated 2,000 dentists practising in I r e l a n d m i g h t suggest that there is a potential
for bias in two ways: a sense o f obligation among this relatively small pool o f
potential participant dentists to agree to take part, and an impact on the quality o f the
data collected. W hilst there is an advantage for the researcher to have a close
contextual understanding o f the world described in the research (providing what
Geertz has termed “thick description” (Geertz, 1973:3)), it is important to understand
what measures were taken to minimise this potential bias.
The process o f recruitment o f participants was different for members o f the
dental team and for patients. Patients were invited to participate through a gate-keeper
at a participating dental practice, as a requirement o f the ethical approval. The dental
team were approached directly by mail, and then with a follow-up phone-call. In all
cases, the researcher’s follow-up telephone call was, initially at least, conducted with
a practice receptionist. Once the dental team agreed to take part, a further cooling-off
period occurred prior to meeting in person and establishing consent. O f the 96
dentists contacted, 81 declined to participate and a further five changed their minds
about participation (see Figure 3.7, Chapter 3). If the recruitment process was
potentially coercive, it did not result in a high rate o f recruitment.
Sarangi (2007) has addressed the question o f bias and limitation in
“professional discourse studies” (2007:567). He discusses three related concepts:
“O bserver’s paradox...Participant’s paradox (and)...analyst’s paradox” (2007: 577-
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9). “A nalyst’s paradox” (2007: 579) refers to “the activity o f obtaining m em ber’s
insights to inform our interpretive practice” {ibid.), the paradox being that the
researcher wants to get close to the data despite the risk o f contaminating it. The
purpose o f questionnaires and follow up interviews in this study was to achieve
“ecological validity” (2007:581), to share the interpretive practices o f those being
observed. Each interview lasted between six and twenty-four minutes, with some o f
the nine dentists less voluble when talking about their work than they were while
treating the patient, and others more expansive about the general patterns and features
o f dental interaction. Where the researcher’s background as a dentist may have been
an ethnographic help for the clinical recording, it may have been a hindrance for the
dentist to be interviewed by a professional peer. In interviews, says ten Have, “the
moral standing o f both participants is continuously at stake” (ten Have, 2004:70). The
analyst then, had perhaps the potential to contaminate the data by inhibiting the
dentists in terms o f what they felt they could or should say in front o f a professional
colleague. This ‘analyst bias’ may have also had the opposite effect, encouraging the
dentists to discuss with a peer issues that might not be mentioned to an interviewer
from outside the profession. Sarangi suggests that ‘thick description’ can only come
with such “thick participation” (2007: 579).
The potential for a different kind o f bias arose, once more due to the
researcher’s dental background, after the data collection: a potential bias o f analysis.
As a dentist, the researcher might be inclined to interpret the recorded interactions in
a way that was more favourable to the dentist participants and the dental profession.
There is no absolute safeguard against this; no analysis can be free o f subjectivity
(Silverman, 2000), and there is “no ‘golden key’ to validity” (2000:176). It might be
argued that the changes in the direction o f the research mapped out in the previous
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section suggest a project that was not fixed to pre-conceived ideas, one that adopted
the “reflitability principle” (2000:178) in thinking critically about the research
process. Indeed, awareness from the outset of the potential for bias and pre
judgement was the main safeguard against it; the principal benefits accrued for
accepting the risk of bias was the contextual knowledge the researcher brought to the
project, and the privileged access offered by the participating dental teams. This
access may not have been as readily offered to a researcher with a different
background.

(ii) Recording bias

The primary data in this study were audio-recordings o f interactions in dental
surgeries. The choice to collect data in this way had the potential to affect the quality
of the data, but as described in Chapter 3, only one o f the nine dentists reported
feeling that she was affected throughout the consultation by the presence of the
recording device. The majority of the dentists reported feeling that they and the
patients were unaffected, or only initially aware o f its presence. These findings reflect
that of Themessl-Huber et al. (2008) and Candlin et al. (1980)’°^, who concluded that
audio recording was not an obtrusive presence in the surgery.
Returning to Sarangi’s discussion o f bias in data collection, he describes
‘Observer’s paradox’. ‘Observer’s paradox’ (here Sarangi credits Labov (1972) as the
originator of the term) relates to how “the act of observation itself can contaminate
the data being gathered” (2007:577). Labov tries to minimise “the interactive effect of
the outside observer” (1972:355) by asking his participants to share key life
narratives, thereby distracting them into reliving their most intense moments, with the
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au dio-recording equipm ent, although not co n cea led , attracted very little attention from
p atients” (C andlin e t al. 1980: 2 11)

suggestion that such a recapitulation might be less contrived or influenced. In some
w^ays, a dental interview is similar, with both dentist and patient focussed on the
important matter of the patient’s health, stories about the patient’s health, and the
professional clinical aspects o f the day. If the interaction is recorded without the
physical presence of an observer, then it might be suggested that these two factors
(elicitation of life narratives and physical absence of observer) minimise the
‘observer’s paradox’. The “participant’s paradox” (Sarangi, 2007:578) “refers to the
activity of participants observing the observer” (ibid.). With the
researcher’s/observer’s presence in this study reduced to a small digital recorder, this
was hopefully a minimal effect. It is important to remember that the dentists, as
recorders of clinical information'*’^, were also observers in this study, and as such
may have been biased in their observations.
What though, are the limitations of audio recording? The obvious feature of an
audio recording is the lack of visual information. Many definitions of involvement or
engagement include discussions of body-language and gaze. Goffman suggests that
“eye to eye looks, then, play a special role” (1966: 92) in interaction, to the extent
that there is a “requirement that visually open talk lines be maintained” (1966:162) in
successfial interaction. Audio recordings limit the type of data available to the analyst.
Video recordings could have been used, and they would have furnished a different set
of data, but that approach would also have necessitated an entirely different
methodological approach. This, after all, was a study o f talk-in-interaction.
The view taken during this project was that the close physical proximity
between dental team and patient, the use of personal protective equipment (i.e.
goggles and masks), and the operative nature o f dentistry (routinely physically

See Appendix 13 on the recording o f Clinical Indices
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restricting the patient) create a context where gaze and non-verbal communication are
relatively less significant. A further consideration was that, while video recording
would certainly increase the depth of data available, the pilot phase of data collection,
using audio recording only, produced a large volume of data. It was felt that in
recording multiple treatment groups in the same way, audio recordings would result
in quantities of data that would provide a large sample for analysis.

(iii) Participant bias

There is a possibility that the participating dentists, being self-selected
volunteers, were at least more interested (if not more adept) in patient-centred care
and communication than their non-participating peers. Equally, the patients selected
(or at least those patients returning to a practice) by these dentists for invitation into
the study were perhaps more likely to be perceived by the dentist as good talkers,
affable, or open to the idea o f the research, and therefore likely candidates to agree to
volunteer. Some of the dentists claimed (see transcripts of dentist interviews.
Appendix 19) to have been wary of approaching new patients with the suggestion of
participation (although thirteen of the twenty-two participants were new patients). In
other words, there was some degree o f ‘selection’ practiced by the participating
dentists. Consequently, there may be limited representation in the data of patients
perceived as ‘poor communicators’ or ‘difficult’ patients. However, in the absence of
a significant body of literature on discourse analysis in dentistry, all interactions are
interesting. In Chapter 8 (Section 8.4) there is a discussion of some difficult moments
that were captured in the recordings. This research is not intended to categorise
‘good’ or ‘bad’ communicative practice, rather to explore existing practices and
patterns and the consequences of different interactional patterns.
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Although there was a large volume o f data for this kind o f analysis, this study
has involved relatively small numbers o f dentists, nurses and patients. As such any
imbalance in terms o f demographic groups may well have influenced the findings.
Four out o f the nine dentists involved were not o f Irish ethnicity (see Table 3.3,
Chapter 3); all the dental nurses involved were female (see Table 3.4). Some dentists
were recorded with one patient; David the dentist was recorded with five patients: the
data were collected opportunistically. The original aim was to record first-time
interactions, but ultimately nine o f the participating patients were returning to the
dental practice. This was a consequence o f the difficulty o f recruiting participants;
this clearly also shaped the nature o f the data collected, where each returning patient
had a pre-existing relationship o f some sort with the dentist and nurse.
There were seventeen female patients participating in this study compared to
five male. Was this due to a bias o f recruitment, or perhaps a reflection o f a higher
attendance by female patients? The dentists, in their interviews, claimed that this was
a random distribution, or perhaps a reflection o f greater numbers o f female than male
patients. A 2009 survey in the NHS found that 68% o f dentate'®'* women in the UK
and Northern Ireland attended for regular dental check-ups compared to 54% for men
(Adult Dental Health Survey, 2009:14). The Irish Oral Health Survey 2000-2002
(2007:10) had a higher proportion o f women taking part too (a ratio o f 58:42), which
suggests higher levels o f participation by females.
In the case study presented in Chapter 9, the participants in the treatment group
(namely Deirdre, Nuala, and Pamela) were all female, Irish and o f a similar age.
These similarities will no doubt have affected how the interaction unfolded. For
Ragan (2000), w om en’s health-care encounters are where one m ight expect to find

W here ‘dentate’ means ‘having teeth’. See Adult Dental Health Survey, 2009.
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the sort o f blurring o f boundaries between “instrum ental” talk and “relational (small)
talk” (2000; 269) that was found in Case 1. Ragan cautions, though, against assuming
that this is a phenomenon o f all-female encounters only (2000:283). These
phenomena are, after all, emerging in interaction, uniquely for each encounter, and
the analysis aims to improve what Charon m ight refer to as the ‘narrative know ledge’
o f the event;

“Narrative know ledge, by looking closely at individual human beings grappling
with the conditions o f life, attempts to illuminate the universals o f the human
condition by revealing the particular” (Charon, 2008: 9).

In the case o f the participant named Noelle, for example, it is clear that her
distinctive personality strongly shaped the new paradigm o f triadic interaction.
Clearly, not every dental nurse interacts in this way. It is, however, valuable and
interesting to consider the range o f possibilities o f interaction, particularly where
those possibilities are not encompassed in the prevailing models. In a similar way,
where the fact that some participating patients were returning to the practice affected
the nature o f their interactions, those interactions were nonetheless authentic and
unique. It is not in the scope o f this study to delineate comprehensively the full range
o f interactions in the dental surgery; it is an aim o f this study to demonstrate how the
findings differ from the literature.

10.2.2 Data collection
(i) Delay in Ethics approval
The delay in receiving ethical approval to interview the participating dentists has
been discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4.4). The consequence o f the delay was a gap
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of often greater than six months between lime o f the data collection and the
discussion o f the event. As many o f the dentists found it difficult to recall their
perceptions o f the recorded interactions the quality o f these interviews changed. The
loss, in terms o f these recollections, was arguably compensated for by the data that
were collected in the interviews (see Appendix 19). These more general comments
are considered in the Thematic Analysis in Chapter 4.

(ii) Incomplete data collection
The data set for each treatment group consisted o f one or two audio-recorded
interactions, with a dentist questionnaire for each interaction, then a patient
questionnaire and a dentist interview.
There were gaps in the collection o f audio-recording data and patient
questionnaire data. In two cases (two out o f a potential 31 recordings) a second
interaction was not audio-recorded due to operator failure (the dentists forgot to
record the encounter- see Section 3.9).
O f the potential 22 patient questionnaires, eight were not completed and
collected (see Figure 3.13). O f these eight, seven were associated with single-visit
patients. This shortfall o f data collection possibly reflects the fact that patients were
asked to complete their questionnaire at home, rather than on the spot. The intention
was to give the patients more time for reflection on their experiences, but it is worth
considering whether on-the-spot collection o f such data might have increased the
likelihood o f completing this element o f the data. All patients were given a
questionnaire on completion o f treatment. Those who failed to return for completion
o f treatment were sent a questionnaire by post. Those who did not respond were sent
a follow-up questionnaire (this process yielded two further replies). The quantity o f
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primary data collected (approximately thirteen hours o f audio-recordings) renders the
loss o f two recordings insignificant. Further recordings were made and excluded from
the study because they did not fulfil the inclusion criteria. The absence o f a complete
set o f patient questionnaires was unfortunate, but this was deemed secondary data,
and a sufficient quantity was collected to allow a thematic analysis (see Chapter 4).

(iii) Recording quality
An unanticipated challenge was the degree to which the dental nurse was
involved in the discourse. Overlapping discourse, with, at times, three participants
speaking simultaneously, and the dentist at times turned away to look at a computer
screen, led to difficulties in the transcription o f the data. With four female dentists,
ten female nurses and seventeen female patients involved, the gender o f the
participants was at time a hindrance in distinguishing voices during transcription. The
presence o f more than one recorder, and the placement o f those devices in different
areas o f the surgery (see Figure 3.5, Chapter 3), helped to minimise the difficulties
encountered with the recordings.

(iv) Dentist questionnaire: BPE/Plaque Index
As described in Section 3.4.2.1, w here the dentist questionnaire requested the
dentist to record the ‘Plaque Index’ (Silness and Loe (1964)) for each patient, all the
participating dentists instead recorded the ‘B PE ’ (British Society o f Periodontology
(BSP), 2011, Appendix 13) score. Although it is reasonable to assume that most
dentists would be familiar with the Plaque Index, it is a more complex measurement
than the DMFT. These data were support data, collected with the aim o f providing
contextual information about the patients rather than being o f primary analytic
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interest, and were not subsequently used in the analysis (see Appendix 13 for further
discussion).

10.2.3 M ethodology
(i) Number o f participants

Twenty-two treatment groups were recruited to this study, and twenty-nine
interactions were recorded. This group of participants generated a large volume of
data: approximately 13 hours, or 700 pages of primary data, along with the secondary
data (such as interviews and questionnaires). This constitutes a large amount of data
for the interactional micro-analysis undertaken in the previous chapters. Labov and
Fanshel’s (1977) study used a relatively small set of data (“five episodes” (1977:7))
but the authors were confident o f the “validity” {ibid.) o f their findings due to the data
saturation, where there were “enough repetitions of the same phenomena” {ibid.). The
research is not intended to (necessarily) predict patterns of behaviour across a
population, but rather to improve the understanding of engagement in institutional
interaction, and to explore how that might be applicable to dentistry. The findings, as
presented in the previous chapters, demonstrate a number of patterns, in terms of
interactive frames and footing shifts to constitute data saturation. The unusual
findings in relation to triadic interaction, in particular, reflect a richness in the data,
and the fact that the quantity of data allowed an in-depth analysis.

(ii) Multiple analytic approaches

The choice of methodological approach for this research was a difficult one,
and was finalised only after data collection was completed. The two guiding
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questions were, (i) ‘would one analytic approach suffice?’ and (ii) ‘which analytic
methodology or methodologies should be taken?’
It was determined from the outset that a Discourse Analysis approach would be
adopted, to allow the consideration o f the significant contextual factors o f this
research setting, and a focus on emergent interactive phenomena. W ith C offm an’s
(1974) work on frames underpinning the research from the start, the next question
was whether or not an analysis o f frames alone would capture the richness o f the data.
As described in the introduction to this chapter (Section 10.1), an initial focus on
narrative led to the adoption o f a multi-focused approach. The mherent (potential)
limitation in this strategy was the difficulty in analysing the data and then drawing
conclusions from that analysis in a coherent manner. This task was complicated by
the concurrent focus on three distinct groups (dentist, nurse, and patient), and the
consideration o f multiple data sources.
The analytic approach ultimately adopted (and represented in Figure 9.1) was
designed to enhance the benefits o f a multi-focused approach while reducing the
inherent limitations in trying to present a coherent blending o f different analytic
insights. The resulting approach, as described in Chapter 5, is based on the working
definition o f ‘engagem ent’ as not only an emergent phenomenon but also a composite
phenomenon. This composite nature o f ‘engagem ent’ necessitates more than one
perspective to better understand it.
Inspiration came from Sm ith’s 1993 paper, which demonstrated how
“involvement strategies” (Tannen, 2007: 32) m ight be shown to be part o f identity
construction at the level o f footing. And so footing shifts became the phenomenon o f
interest in the data, perceived as the site o f co-construction o f engagement. Although
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looking at different aspects o f the interaction, each separate analysis attempts to map
the co-construction o f engagement at the level o f footing shifts.
What Discourse Analysis ultimately provided to this research was the set o f
methodological tools required to generate the findings described previously. How
those findings relate to existing theories is discussed in the next section.

10.3 Findings in relation to theories of Talk-in-Interaction in
Institutional Settings and Dental Science
As explained above in the introduction, aspects o f the findings will be discussed
below, with the discussion arranged around these four general insights:

1. The structure o f the dental consultation is shaped by the discourse;
2. Dental consultations can be characterised by triadic interaction;
3. The relational and emergent aspects o f face are foregrounded in institutional
interaction;
4. Engagement may be seen as a collaborative process.

10.3.1 The structure o f the dental consultation is shaped by the discourse

(i) Talk-in-Interaction and ‘Structure’
As has been discussed in Chapter 2, the discourse o f the dental clinic may be
described as ‘institutional interaction’, although “a full definition and
conceptualisation o f institutional talk is probably impossible” (Heritage and d ay m an ,
2010: 82). Drew and Heritage (1992) describe such interactions as being
characterised by specific features, namely: “goal orientations, special and particular
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constraints, (and context-specific) inferential frameworks” (1992: 22). Furthermore,
they argue that the identity o f the institution in question is ‘performed’ when a
specific feature, such as the organisation of turn-taking, appears “recurrently and
pervasively” (1992:26) throughout the discourse. So for Mishler, who described a
three-part structure in medical interaction'®^, an “unremarkable (medical) interview”
(1984:59) consisted of “a connected series of such structural units” (1984: 68).
With regard to the overall structural organisation of an institutional interaction,
Drew and Heritage make the distinction between “phases” '®^ of activity which may
be “organised into a ‘standard shape” ’ (1992:43) and discourse during those
interactions, where “there is no “standard pattern” for the overall organisation of
conversations” (ibid). Goffman (1981a), discussing Strong’s Ceremonial Order o f
the Clinic (1979), described that sort of structurally rigid medical interaction as “not a
state of talk but a state of inquiry” (1981a: 143).
How does this relate to the findings of this study, particularly as discussed in
Chapter 6? Does the world o f dentistry conform to this model of institutional
interaction?
Drew and Heritage make the point that the specifics o f goal “implementation
may fluctuate in the local contingencies o f interaction” (1992: 23), and it appears
from the data in this study that ‘local contingencies’ are indeed significant, as
emergent phenomena such as face, identity, and engagement arise in the data. The
question might be reasonably asked, when do local contingencies not affect taskrelated behaviour? The data appear to show a spectrum of formality/informality in the
interactions, regardless of the activity underway at a given moment.

M ishler (1984) described a three-part structural unit in m edical interaction, consisting o f
"three utterances: Physician Question- Patient Response- Physician A ssessm ent/N ext Question"
(1984:61) which helped the doctor to maintain control during the interaction.
Drew and Heritage here cite the work by Byrne and Long (1976) on m edical interactions.

Heritage and daym an suggest that, in institutional interaction, there is “a
reduction in the range of interactional practices deployed by the participants”
(Heritage and daym an, 2010:46). By applying a Frame Analysis to institutional data
(see Chapter 6), one can see such interactional practices emerging through the
contextualisation cues for each specific frame. When Frame Analysis was applied to
talk-in-interaction by Tannen and Wallat (1993) however, it showed that frames can
be interactive. And so, in this analysis, the description of frames that emerged from
the data consisted of a wide variety o f ‘interactional practices’; the frames shifted and
changed throughout the e x c e r p t s ' T h e dynamic, triadic interaction demonstrated in
Case 1 (see Chapter 9) is an example o f how the application of Frame Analysis has
facilitated the emergence of this contradictory finding. Each of the twenty-nine
interactions has a unique emergent quality that suggests a requirement (as proposed
by Salmon et al. (2011)) that the participants display flexibility, adaptability and
creativity for the interactions to proceed smoothly.
In describing the over-arching structure of an institutional interaction as having
a “standard shape” (1992:43), Drew and Heritage are careful not to be categorical.
Referring specifically to the Byrne and Long model o f medical interactions, they
warn, “the overall structure may be disordered” (1992:44). In Section 6.7 (Chapter 6),
examples are discussed showing the dynamic nature of phases in dental interactions,
which appear to corroborate this point. The suggestion here is not so much that the
idea of the ‘standard shape’ is wrong, rather that models of interview structure should
perhaps be seen merely as rough guides, subject, like the interview goals mentioned
above, to ‘local contingencies’. Mishler (1984) suggests that a certain structural
rigidity, imposed by the clinician, is a strategic technique to retain interactional

See Sections 7.5.3, 7.5.4 regarding Sim ultaneous frames and frames ‘On-hold’.
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control. An emergent, ‘non-standard’ stmcture is perhaps reflective o f a dental
consultation that is not characterised so much by this issue o f power-imbalance (also
described in a dental context by Candlin et al. (1980)), but rather more by a
contemporary patient-centred approach (M ead and Bower, 2000).
W hat then o f the distinction made above between ‘phases’ o f activity and
discourse, and the contrast between phases as structured, and discourse as
unstructured? Can existing theories o f talk-in-interaction inform the discussion?
Sarangi’s idea o f “interactional hybridity” (2000: 2) is useful to consider here.
Levinson introduced the term “activity type” (1992: 69) as “a fuzzy category” {ibid.),
which, Sarangi explains, is “a means o f characterising settings (e.g. a medical
consultation)” (2000: 2). This ‘activity type’ is distinct from a “discourse type”
{ibid.), which refers to the /brw o f talk. A history-taking discourse type might occur
within a medical consultation activity type. The interactional hybridity arises
particularly in certain institutional settings (Sarangi cites the examples o f counselling
and psychotherapy) where what is said can be “both an activity and a form o f
discourse” (2000: 2), an idea that reflects Schiffrin’s (1990:98) focus on both the
structural

functional aspects o f discourse. The ‘fuzziness’ o f the category arises

because, as Sarangi explains in relation to a “how are you?” question in a medical
consultation:

“It can be responded to in several w ays as a basis for (re)defining the rolerelations betw een participants as w ell as the very boundaries o f an activity type”

(2000: 2).

At a basic level, o f course, it is clear that ‘activity’ is one thing and ‘talk’ is
another. But there are two reasons why it m ight be advantageous to consider them
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side-by-side. In the first instance, there is the issue o f performativity (Austin, 1975;
Searle, 1976)'°^. A dentist undertakes the activity o f clinical diagnosis when he or she
pronounces the diagnosis. In a perhaps less obvious example o f performativity,
Pamela, the patient in Case 1 (see Chapter 10), brings about the opening o f the dental
consultation when she abruptly starts talking about her teeth (Case lA , Line 41,
Pamela: “I ’m actually embarrassed for you to see my teeth”). In this case, the
discourse itself (and, significantly, the patient) affects the ‘phase’ structure o f the
interaction.
The second point about the discourse o f institutional interactions is that, as
Heritage and d a y m a n (2010) put it, “the boundaries between ordinary conversation
and institutional talk can be surprisingly difficult to define” (2010: 45). To make this
distinction at all, between ‘ordinary’ and ‘institutional’ talk, or as Ragan describes
them, “task or relationship” talk (Ragan, 2000:268), is, for some scholars, to
perpetuate “a false dichotomy” {ibid.). Instead, one might consider that in terms o f
both relational and clinical/transactional goals, “small talk is "big talk" in clinical
discourse” (Walsh, 2007). If talk and behavior are two separate things, it seems clear
that they are closely linked with each other. In this respect. Frame Analysis has been
shown to have a role to play in developing the understanding o f the structures o f
institutional interactions. Activity analysis, which Sarangi (2010) derives from the
notions o f ‘activity types’, ‘discourse types’ and ‘interactional hybridity’,
incorporates G offm an’s (1981a) notions o f frame, footing and face at its core. Frame
Analysis then is the tool that has allowed the exploration o f the boundaries o f activity
and discourse. Frame Analysis facilitates the development o f a structural paradigm,
and linguistic evidence, for institutional interaction as “dynamic” (Cordelia, 2004).

The classic exam ple o f a ‘perform ative’ utterance is when a priest says “I now pronounce you
man and w ife ’ during a wedding cerem ony- his utterance achieves or com pletes the action.
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Service provision in many institutional encounters goes beyond physical
activity. If the discourse can influence the activities, and therefore the structure o f the
encounter; if the discourse can be demonstrated to have a dynamic structure of
interactive frames; if all o f the discourse (including the ‘small talk’) might constitute
the ‘institutional talk’; if the phases o f activity themselves might ‘be disordered’: then
perhaps the notion that an institutional interaction displays a “standard shape” needs
to be re-considered.

(ii) Dental Science and ‘Structure’
A number o f authors (see Chapter 1) have proposed structures for the anticipated
sequence o f the dental consultation. W hether such proposals have been devised as an
educational framework for teaching communication skills (for example the CalgaryCambridge framework (Kurtz et al. 1996)), or as a reference in an assessment o f
communication in a clinical situation (W anless et al. 1994), they all attempt to
address a similar problem implicit in the framework: that the structure is shaped by
the discourse. The finding o f the present research, that the structure is dynamic, does
not suggest that a framework structure is inherently wrong, but rather it clarifies the
limits o f the usefulness o f such a framework, particularly when it comes to applying a
theory o f structure in an educational or clinical context. If one accepts that, in a given
interaction, the sequential “pattern”, such as that described by Wanless et al. (1994:
97, see Section 1.3.4: “Greeting, Preliminary chat. Preliminary explanation. Business,
Summary, Health Education, Dismissal”), occurs in perfect sequence, does it aptly
describe the interaction?
Wanless and Holloway suggest that their ‘pattern’ only occurs in a “limited
proportion” (1994: 97) o f interactions. The bigger problem, however, is that it does
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not account for the emergent nature o f interaction. It seems too reductive to separate
the events into discrete units in this way, without acknowledging the ongoing
relational demands o f an interaction, or the possibility that these stages may overlap,
repeat or occur simultaneously (this point is suggested by Candlin et al. (1980: 30)
who, in their schematic o f the structure allow for “at any point: diagnosis; advicegiving”).
The authors o f the expanded Calgary-Cambridge framework (Silverman et al.
2005:19) resolve the problem o f acknowledging discoursal effects within a rigid
structure by placing them outside, or at least alongside, the structure. Separate from
the five tasks (o f a medical interview), they describe two “continuous threads
throughout the interview” (2005: 18). These two ongoing tasks are: “building the
relationship and structuring the interview” {ibid.).
If a highly-regarded tool such as the Calgary-Cambridge framework, which (by
necessity) bases its structure on ‘tasks’ (some verbal, some non-verbal) rather than
‘discourse activities’, cannot then fully incorporate two key discourse activities inside
that paradigmatic structure, it exposes the limitations o f structural paradigms, and
highlights the value o f discourse analytic studies o f such interactions.
This last task o f the Calgary-Cambridge model, ‘structuring the interview’ throughout
the interaction, is a corroboration o f the finding o f this study: that the structure is
shaped by the discourse. It infers that negotiation o f structure (and o f relationship) in
interaction is a key component o f “effective communication” (Stewart et al. 2003).
This negotiation, this interactional demand, is described by Street et al. (2013) as the
“creative use (of) communication skills” (2013: 27). How might this creativity be
encouraged in education?
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In 1963, M orpurgo called for the development o f a sociology o f dentistry, and
the teaching o f “social dentistry at undergraduate level” (1963: 12). Since then, there
has been much research looking at how education might improve the dentist-patient
relationship. For Orsini et al. (2014), the ideal is to promote:

“Interpersonal and com m unication skills, the use o f psychosocial and behavioural
principles, and effective com m unication with individuals from various patient
p op u lation s.... (the) basic com ponents o f the concept o f Emotional Intelligence”
(2014:

1405 )

Although Nash (2006) is not specifically talking about Emotional Intelligence,
he calls for the development o f skills that have “the effect o f ‘humanising’ the
relationship” (2006: 459). Nestel and Betson (1999) demonstrated success (at least in
the short-term) in teaching “Patient-centred interview techniques” to dentists. Hottel
and Hardigan (2005: 281) found that a similar training course could refine “effective
com munication”.
Ratzmann et al. (2007) outlined the “Griefswald model” o f undergraduate
dental communication training, involving early patient contact, reflective practice and
core communication skills training. For Carey et al. (2010), their review o f
undergraduate communication skills training found that “patient involvement in
training ...is minimal” (2010: 69). They recommended that real patients (rather than
actors) have “active rather than passive” roles in skills training {ibid.).
In outlining the core communication skills that form the basis for their curriculum (in
medicine), Silverman et al. (2005) reference the work o f Tuckett et al. (1985) and
Ley (1988). They summarise how, in imparting information and explaining, a
clinician needs to adopt a ‘clarity’ approach, and to explore and assimilate a shared

explanatory model with the patient (2005: 161-172). Silverman et al. (2005) have
also, as mentioned above, suggested a structural framework for medical interviews, to
be used both for measuring and teaching communication skills. Although this has
been applied in a dental context (Haak et al., 2008), there have also been a number of
models of structure and tools for implementing and measuring communication skills
specifically for the dental setting (for example, ‘The Communication in Dental
Settings Scale’ (CDSS) by Newton et al. (1999)''’^.
If, in 2012, Nielsen still saw the structure of the medical consultation as
Mishler’s “doctor-governed question-answer driven interaction” (Mishler, 1984, cited
in Nielsen, 2012: 551), there are alternative models of healthcare communication
emerging. Whether the elements of the consultation are more rigidly-structured
‘phases’ (Byrne and Long, 1976:19), or more nebulous ‘communication goals’
(Salmon and Young, 2011:219), the debate has, to an extent, moved on to how best to
educate the trainee healthcare worker in effective communication.
Where some have questioned the merit of this change of emphasis in medical
curricula (Williams and Lau, 2004), others disagree with ‘teaching’ communication at
a more philosophical level. Salmon and Young (2011), Zoppi and Epstein (2002), and
Veldhuijzen (2007, 2011) challenge the notion of healthcare communication as a
checklist of discrete skills that may be easily observed and taught, and that this
template approach can lead directly to observable outcomes. Rather, their view is
that these learned skills must be implemented in a creative and flexible way in the
unique context of the individual encounter. Street Jr. et al. (2013) argue that
“competent communication is situation-specific” (2013: 27). Salmon and Young
Others include: ‘The Dental B eliefs Survey’, Kvale et al., 2004; 'The SPIKES model' for delivering
bad new s, Curtin et al., 2012; W ener et al., 2011; 'The PCAI and SCAI', Schonw etter et at., 2012;
W inning et al., 2012; 'Comm unication Skills Attitude Scale (C SA S)' in dentistry, Laurence et al.,
2012; Kalenderian et al., 2012.
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argue that communication m ight be assessed in terms o f achieving goals rather than
performing skills, and that the perception o f those taking part in the interaction is a
valid means o f determining if those goals have been achieved.
Zoppi and Epstein (2002) raise the question o f whether effective
communication is an innate, “mindful (state of) being-in-relation” (2002: 319), and
they make recommendations both in relation to research and education in
communication. In research they promote the interactional view, encouraging the
collection o f perception responses from observers and participants, stating that,

“The patient’s experience may provide a more useful and relevant measure o f the
quality o f the patient-physician relationship than observer-based coding schem es”
(Zoppi and Epstein 2002: 320).

In relation to education, they suggest the integrated teaching o f skills alongside
the “personal development o f mindfulness in the learner” (2002: 319). Salmon et al.
(2011) echo this point with their recommendation that “educationists in
communication might therefore learn from pedagogy in explicitly creative
disciplines” (2011: 221), a view that would strengthen the case for including the
study o f literature and narrative (Charon et al. 1995) and reflective practice (Boyd,
2008) on the undergraduate dental curriculum.
Veldhuijzen appears to agree that taking an interactional, emergent view o f
communication requires rethinking how one might ‘teach’ a patient-centred approach:

“The problematic fit o f the guidelines with resources and existing routines in
clinical practice ... seem s mainly due to a discrepancy between the generic nature
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o f communication guidelines and the situation specific and goal directed nature o f
doctors’ com m unication” (Veldhuijzen, 2011: 220).

At the level of curriculum content, Charon (2010) and Ousager and
Johannessen (2010) disagree about introducing Humanities into medical education.
Ousager and Johannessen are not against the idea, but state there is no objective
evidence of its usefulness. Hatem et al. propose the study of creative writing to
“foster humane care-givers” (Hatem et al., 2001:13) in medicine, a topic that has also
been studied in undergraduate dental education (Jonas-Dwyer et al. (2013)).
A more recent trend is the emergence of interdisciplinary teaching in the Health
Sciences. ‘Arts/Humanities in Medical Education’ (de la Croix et a/., 2011; Parker et
al., 2013; Eisner, 2002) and ‘Narrative Medicine’ (Charon, 2001), have been used to
promote ‘Reflective Practice’(DasGupta et a l, 2004). Reflective practice has been
studied in dental education (Bush and Bissell, 2008; Koole et al., 2012), where it has
been found usefiil to help “equip students with compassion’s prerequisites” (Charon,
2008:8). As Wener et al. (2011) put it, the development of empathy "requires the
incorporation of self-awareness and reflection into clinical practice" (Wener et al.,
2011:1527-28).
The development o f interest in how communication is taught to undergraduate
dental students has included research, for example, into how well Motivational
Interviewing fits into their education (Curtin et a l, 2012).
In the present study, the interactive shifting of alignments between Noelle,
Philomena and David in Case 8 (as detailed in Chapter 7), and the cumulative co
construction of identity demonstrated in Case 1 (See Chapter 9) reflect these
characteristics of creativity and adaptability in effective communication. The
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responses from the Patient Questionnaires (see Chapter 4) also demonstrate the
appreciation that patients have for core communication skills (such as ‘clarity’,
Silverman et al. (2005: 161)). N ettleton’s description o f the dental examination is apt:

“A consultation betw een two active people w ho have a shared goal. The dentist’s
role is not to ‘te ll’ and sim ply treat the patient, but to be supportive, to act as a
counsellor, a non-directive helper” (Nettleton, 1992: 98).

Where Ragan (1990) talks about “multiple goals” (1990:67) in medical
interaction, she includes among the “non-medical goals o f the exam ... recognising
the practitioner and patient as persons” {ibid.). In terms o f Frame Analysis, Case 1
demonstrated frequent switching between, and simultaneous occurrences of, SocioRelational Frames and Consultation/Operational Frames. The suggestion from Ragan
appears to be that such frame-shifting allows ‘multiple goals’ (i.e. relational and
medical goals) to be achieved, promotes the patient’s positive fa ce, and encourages
engagement.

10.3.2 Dental consultations are characterised by triadic interaction

(i) Talk-in-Interaction and ‘Triadic Interaction’
The issue o f triadic interaction assumed an unanticipated prominence in the
research, as it emerged as a significant phenomenon from the data. The literature on
triadic interaction has informed this analysis, but it stops short o f fully explaining the
phenomena arising in the data. Simmel (1964) suggested that a triad o f interactants is
inclined to split from a ‘three’ into a ‘two plus one’ structure, with the formation o f a

variety of dyads of two interactants, so that a party of three will “result in three
parties of two persons each” (1964: 136). Two of those three persons may act as “one
party” {ibid.), but the original addition of the third member to the group is significant
because it changes the dyad into a group. A group of three is the smallest possible
group in which there may be a majority view - and that, according to Simmel, is the
problem. Simmel’s characterisation of the triad is somewhat negative:

“N o matter how close a triad may be, there is always the occasion on which two
o f the three members regard the third as an intruder” (1964: 135)

He presents three roles for the third person in the “typical group formation”
(1964: 145), based on the premise that there is a conflict between the remaining dyad.
These roles are that of (i) ‘mediator, a non-partisan' {ibid.) actor who helps resolve a
conflict, (ii) the 'tertius gaudens', or “‘the third who enjoys’, the third party which in
some fashion or another draws advantage from the quarrel of two others” (1964:
154), and (iii) 'divide et impera', where the third party uses a ‘divide-and-rule’
strategy, “intentionally produc(ing) the conflict in order to gain a dominating
position” (1964: 162).
Other scholars have suggested structures and processes for triads that suggest a
more co-operative paradigm. As described in Chapter 5, Goffman coined the term
“pivof’ (1981a: 135), describing how a taxi passenger in the front seat might bring
the driver into conversation with the back-seat passengers. Kang (1998) described a
“triadic exchange” (1998: 383) as an utterance from a speaker via a mediator to an
ultimate target. For Kang, this indirect communication is a type of involvement
strategy, including the mediator in the process. Obstfeld described another
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constructive triad, involving the “tertius iungens (or “third who joins”)” (Obstfeld,
2005:100), based on B urt’s (2000) ‘structural holes theory’ o f social networks. The
tertius iungens is

“A strategic, behavioral orientation toward connecting people in one's social
network by either introducing disconnected individuals or facilitating new
coordination between connected individuals” (2005: 102).

In Chapter 7, there was a description o f six proposed structures o f interaction
involving the dental nurse as the third person in a triadic interaction. Many o f these
six variations involve a “two plus one” formulation, and each is discussed below in
relation to theories o f triadic interaction and the literature.

M odels of triadic interaction (from Chapter 7)
(a) The Default model: the default model o f interaction in the dental surgery
(as described by Candlin et al. (1980)) involves the dentist as the ‘central participant’
{ibid.) engaged in dyadic interaction with either the nurse or the patient. Rather than
actively contributing, the third person in this scenario (most likely the nurse or the
patient) is a silent observer. This is, with three persons present, still a triadic
interaction. Thompson et al. (2007), describe the extent o f what can be meant by
patient participation:

“Bodily presence, looking, talking, and even the acts o f silence and refraining
from talking, it is argued, have their influence on what happens next in a
consultation” (2007:177).
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Throughout the data in the present research there were long silent pauses,
typically (by necessity) during operative procedures (which were then also
accompanied by the sound of the dental equipment). Silence, it seems, is an integral
part of the experience of dentistry. Why might that be, and do the silences of the
dentist, the nurse, the patient have different significances from each other?
The obvious explanation for the patient’s silence is the physical restriction
associated with operative treatment. The dentist might remain silent while
concentrating on a procedure. The nurse might be deferring to the dentist’s role as the
principal authority. Goffman suggested there was also a more general sociological
reason for such moments of silence, at least between strangers:

“Those brought within less than a foot and a half o f each other will find difficulty
in speaking directly to each other, and may talk at an o f f angle to compensate for
the closeness” (G offm an, 1966: 99).

Jaworski, too, cites the factor of “interpersonal distance” (2000: 117) as a
possible reason for silence, but concludes that silence might serve a phatic function to
the extent that “silence and small talk may sometimes be treated as partly
overlapping” (2000: 127). This idea of silence working as a form of politeness is
echoed by Kallen, who describes silence (or perhaps knowing when not to say
something) as a negative politeness strategy and a characteristic feature of Irish
politeness (Kallen, 2005: 142).

(b) The Team Member: the construct of the nurse as a ‘team member’,
carrying out the operational tasks necessary for the smooth running of the
appointment, and staying ‘on-message’ alongside the dentist, essentially renders the
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dentist and nurse into a single unit, ‘the dental team ’. Frame theory, as applied to
discourse, can be used here to describe this ‘team ’ orientation in terms o f footing. The
dentist and nurse are, in effect, aligned to each other, and to the footing o f
‘communication as a team ’. When the ‘dental team ’ interact with the patient, it is a
dyadic interaction. Arguably, in Simm el’s terms, the union o f dentist and nurse is an
alignment to each other at the expense o f the isolated patient, but the consequence is a
benefit to the patient. Simmel (1964) describes a similar scenario, involving the
cohesive effect a child can have on his parents (as a mediator), forcing the two to co
operate for the sake o f the larger group.

(c) Pivot 1: The Social Catalyst: the third structure involved the nurse
initiating and developing socio-relational interaction between the dentist and the
patient. In Case 19 (Lines 10-33, see Excerpt 7.8, Chapter 7), Naomi, the nurse,
establishes a new footing in a Socio-Relational Frame (SRF) around the topic o f
Christmas. The intended recipient o f the comment is the patient, Pierce. Pierce aligns
to this footing and maintains and develops the topic. A number o f tum s later, the
dentist, Donal, also aligns to this footing and maintains the (SRF) frame. Twenty
tum s after Naomi has established the new footing, all three interactants are aligned to
the frame and to each other. Naomi has facilitated the alignment between Pierce and
Donal. The nurse here operates as the tertius iungens, the third party joining the other
two together. In the instance o f a complaint, or disaffiliation between a dyadic group
in a triad, Egbert (2013) argues that it the third participant who sometimes dissipates
the tension and helps to resolve the conflict.

(d) Pivot 2: The Maverick: there were two types o f scenario in the data by
which the nurse, acting as a ‘m averick’, caused the development o f a ‘dyad plus one’,
creating distance between herself and the dentist. Noelle, in Case 8, first isolated
herself by teasing both patient and dentist about their response to the cold weather
(Case 8, Line 20, Noelle: “Yous have no blood in y o u f ”). Once more, Goffm an’s
(1981a) notions o f footing and frame can contribute to the analysis o f the situation.
David, the dentist, established a new footing within a Socio-Relational Frame around
the topic o f the cold weather. Philomena, the patient, aligns to this footing. Dentist
and patient then have aligned themselves to the footing, and to each other as they
compare their experience o f a cold morning. Next, Noelle establishes a new footing
as she emphatically adopts a contrary position. N oelle’s non-alignment appears to
emphasise the existing alignment between David and Philomena. It would be
speculation to suggest a strategic intent on her part, but the result was an enhanced
rapport between patient and dentist. Later in the same interaction, Noelle again
distanced herself from dentist David, this time forming a dyad with the patient,
Philomena, as they joked about Philomena’s health, briefly delaying the continuation
o f the consultation. David seems excluded by this teasing exchange, or “jocular
mockery” (Haugh, 2010: 2106), and he has to try twice to re-establish the order o f the
consultation (his second attempt to stop the joking exchange might even be read as
irritation: Case 8, Line 124, David: “Stop...so we'll have a look anyway and we'll see
we'll see”). In this case, David is the apparent loser in the sense that he is excluded
socially. It is possible, however, that this exchange is, once more, to the benefit o f the
dental team.
In understanding this interaction. Frame theory has been useful in tracking the
interactional dynamics. Theories o f Face and Politeness have been also been useful.
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particularly the notion of face as a relational phenomenon (Watts, 2003). In forming
an alliance with Philomena, Noelle is also engaging in relational facework,
challenging the established hierarchy o f the triad, and empowering the patient.
Philomena, over the course of this interaction, gradually engages with the idea of
smoking cessation and planning her dental treatment, and this may be at least partly
due to the dynamic shifts of dyads within this triadic interaction"®.

(e) Pivot 3: The Conduit; the ‘conduit’ structure refers to the indirect
communication of a message via the third party. There appears to be a distinction
between the idea of the nurse as ‘conduit’ as presented here, and Kang’s (1998)
depiction of a ‘triadic exchange’ as a ‘strategy of inclusion’, whereby the mediator is
primarily the bearer of the message. The examples of mediated communication in this
(present research) data were, typically, not just one message delivered indirectly.
Rather they were two forms of the same message simultaneous message, each form
for a different listener. For example, where a patient might have been indirectly
addressed as the dentist dictated notes to the nurse, the communication to the nurse
was also purposeful, a variation of what Heritage and d ay m an refer to as “online
commentary” (2010: 356) in medical consultations. Indirect communication in a
triadic exchange can be understood in terms of Coffman’s (1981a) ‘participation
framework’. Goffman refers to the “complicated... arrangement... (when) three or
more official participants are found” (1981a: 133). In such a setting, says Goffman, if
the group as a whole develops a “dominating communication” {ibid.), then there may
also be variations of what he terms “subordinate communication” {ibid.). These
variations are termed “byplay... crossplay... sideplay” (1981a: 134). I f ‘byplay’ and

Face as a relational phenom enon, and interactional power is discussed further in the next
section.
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‘sideplay’ involve only some o f the group, ‘crossplay’ encompasses the notion
presented here o f the addressed recipient as ‘conduit’:

“‘Crossplay’: com m unication betw een participants and bystanders across the
boundaries o f the dominant encounter” (Goffman, 1981a: 134).

Tannen and W allat’s (1993) seminal description o f a triadic interaction during
a paediatric consultation presented similar examples. These complex communications
are from one member o f the triad to the other two. The message for each o f the two
recipients is distinct and different, and like the next structure, constitutes fully triadic
interaction.

(f) Triadic Interaction: the examples o f what is termed ‘triadic interaction’ in
Chapter 7 entail apparently equal involvement o f three participants in “a multifocused
gathering” (Goffman, 1966: 91), in a structure that appears to be outside the
parameters described by Simmel (1964).
As a working model, it might be reasonable to propose a dynamic structure o f
triadic interaction involving all o f the variations above. As Simmel implies, there
appear to be many permutations o f dyads and triads within a triadic interaction, and
the organisation o f the group changes from moment to moment. A comprehensive
and expanded model o f triadic interaction needs to be developed, considering the
tertius iungens orientation, the ‘true’ triadic interaction, and others.
Two further issues around triadic interaction arise, which are discussed further
in the next chapter (Section 12.3- in relation to Dental Science). The first is the
significance o f the formation o f a rudimentary group when a third person joins a
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group of two. A group is a negotiated structure, an alliance, and Simmel suggests that
a group has a dynamic and a momentum greater than that of the individual members.
Yoon et al. (2013) explain Simmel’s argument that a triad is inherently more
stable than a dyad thus:

“Each dyadic pair acts as a constraint on the third actor, in part, because o f the
presence o f an encom passing social unit (the triad)” (2013: 1464).

The second issue to be discussed further is the role of the dental nurse. The role
of the nurse in the present study is complex. The nurse is a highly trained healthcare
worker, part of a specialist team with the objective of improving the patient’s oral
health. The nurse might also be perceived as having less training, less specialist
knowledge, and less authority than the dentist, and as a consequence have less “social
distance” (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 130) from the patient. Drawing on theories of
face (see next section), one might describe the nurse as having the potential to
instigate a negotiation of the relational face between the members of the triad.

(ii) D ental Science and ‘T riadic In teraction ’

A key finding of this research is the central importance of triadic interaction, in
its manifold variations, to the appreciation and understanding of dental interactions
(while acknowledging that the nurse may not always be present).
Most of the literature on triadic interaction in healthcare is derived from
interactions in paediatric care clinics, geriatric care clinics, and clinics where
interpreters are required. Commonly, the third person present is described as being
minimally involved in what is essentially a dyadic interaction between the healthcare
worker (e.g. the doctor) and one key interactant (sometimes the patient, but often a
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parent, a chaperon e/companion, or an interpreter” '). While a lot o f the interaction in
the present study’s data might also be described as ‘a dyad within a triad’, the
relationship o f the triad o f dentist-nurse-patient is qualitatively different to the triads
typically described in the literature. A parent, a carer, a companion or spouse is a
layperson with a personal affiliation to the patient; an interpreter, even a professional
interpreter, is not routinely affiliated with the dental team. The exceptions to these are
the work o f Bridges et al. (2011) and Bridges et al. (2015), which look at Dental
Surgery Assistants (DSAs- dental nurses) working in the multilingual context o f
Polyclinics in Hong Kong. These DSAs function both as interpreters for their
Cantonese-speaking patients and, as the authors put it, in a sociolinguistic sense,
“intercultural mediators” (2011:197) between the patients and the English-speaking
institution. Although these studies focused on code-switching (moving between
languages) and cultural differences, it is interesting to note how they highlight the
multiple communicative roles played by the dental nurse.
Boiko (2010), in a discussion o f models o f communication in dental settings,
presents an updated version o f a spectrum o f relationships between dentist and
patient, ranging from a paternalistic “consensual model” (2010: 60) to a more equal
“negotiation encounter” (2010; 63). For Boiko, these models are dynamic, such that it
is hard to separate discrete examples o f each model across an entire encounter. Boiko
also maintains that the relationship model is “detennined by the type o f dental setting
and oral health complaint presented by the patient” (2010: 65). Boiko does not
Examples from Paediatric m edicine include reviews by van Staa et al. (2011), Tates et al.
(2001), Nora et al. (2005), Cahill e t al. (2007), where the consensus is that the child only
infrequently contributes to the interaction, and the parent often im pinges on this participation
through interruption. In Geriatric m edicine, Greene et al. (1994), K am ieli-M iller et al. (2012),
and Sakai et al. (2011) all found the same tendency to dyadic interaction, w hile a systematic
review by Laidsaar-Powell el al. (2013) o f the role o f companions in triadic interactions
suggested that such interaction needed to be encouraged. In the literature on the presence o f an
interpreter in an interaction, Rosenberg et al. (2007), Mason et al. (2001), Bridges et al. (2011)
and Bridges e t al. (2015), there is a similar focus on dyadic exchanges within the triad.
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mention dental nurses as being present in her research, but does mention that she
herself was present during each encounter as a ‘passive’ observer. The absence o f the
dental nurse from B oiko’s observations and subsequent theorising makes it difficult
to relate her research to this present study. Nurses, it seems, do not commonly feature
in theories o f communication in dentistry. Coleman el al. (1985), in a depiction o f the
dental setting where the dentist is “the centre o f activity” (1985: 81), suggest equally
subordinate roles for both the dental nurse and the patient, speaking only in response
to the dentist. Like Boiko, Coleman et al. suggest that the context o f their study, NHS
(UK) dental practices, where the average consultation duration was a brief nine
minutes, was a factor explaining the dominance o f the dentist.
The problem then in relating this study to the existing literature is the minor
role played by the dental nurse in the dental communication literature. It appears that
there is a need for theories o f dental interaction to be reconsidered and developed to
incorporate the variations o f triadic interactions as seen in the present study

1 10

.

W hat might be learned from the literature in allied medical fields? Cordelia
(2011) uses a discourse analysis approach to study triadic interaction between
oncologists, their patients and the patients’ companions. As part o f her analysis,
Cordelia cites a categorisation, developed by Adelman et al. (1987) o f the third
m em ber o f the triad: “the advocate, the passive participant and the antagonist”
(Adelman et al. (1987), cited in Cordelia, 2011: 339). Cordelia’s study is useful and
interesting, as it provides, in a medical context, an example o f a triad interacting
where the third party contributes positively to the dynamic o f the group. It is, o f

For example, paediatric dentistry is a specific context where there may be a benefit in
researching what co-ordinated, team communication might achieve. As a recent text explains,
there remains a preference for a primary communicator in paediatric dentistry: “when the dentist
arrives, the dental assistant usually takes a more passive role, because the child can listen to only
one person at a time” (Dean el al. (2011: 35)).
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course, a different context. As discussed above, the dental nurse is unambiguously,
and primarily, part of the dental team.
What of the three categories developed by Adelman et a l l First, the findings
presented here in Chapter 7 certainly contained examples of advocacy. Second, the
argument of this thesis is that, contrary to the model proposed by Coleman et al.
(1985), neither the patient nor the nurse could be routinely described as ‘passive
participants’. The argument instead is that, even in silent compliance, each member of
the triad is a significant member of the participation framework (Goffman, 1981a).
And finally, although there are examples presented in Chapter 7 of antagonistic
behavior, it seems to differ qualitatively from the negative divide et impera (‘divide
and rule’) role described by Simmel (1964: 162). In the example of Noelle, David,
and Philomena, the effect of Noelle’s teasing behavior is, initially, to encourage
David and Philomena to align to the same footing. Later, as she teases David, Noelle
aligns herself to Philomena. The consequence of the teasing appears to be
Philomena’s greater involvement in the interaction. Noelle’s performance might be
described as antagonistic, but she does not appear to ‘divide and rule’. Rather, as a
member of the dental team, and in a manouevre similar to the sacrifice of a piece in a
game of chess, Noelle appears to accept the risk of short-term loss of face and
affiliation caused by her teasing, and ultimately achieves the dental team’s longerterm goal in relation to Philomena’s involvement in her treatment"^. Noelle is acting
as advocate and antagonist simultaneously.
It is clear that this research has only taken one step towards a better
understanding of triadic interaction involving a dental team. It appears to be a

This exam ple is similar to the case presented by W alsh and Leahy (2009) where a ‘cajoling’
interaction between a patient and a Speech-Language Pathologist resulted in enhanced
engagement.
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dynamic process, with alignments and participation frameworks shifting from
moment to moment. It is also clear that a discussion o f triadic interaction needs to be
part o f the discussion o f models o f dental communication.
Street Jr. (1990), describing the difference between communication preferences
for first-time patients versus those returning, suggests “repeat patients may be less
concerned about the provider’s communicative style” (1990: 337). While this may
well be correct, in the light o f the present research it prompts a question as to the
longevity and quality o f the dentist-nurse relationship. The dentist-nurse relationship
may be an equally important factor in assessing communication in dental settings.
As discussed above, there are two positive models o f dentist-nurse-patient
triadic interaction that emerge from the data. In the first model, dentist and nurse
operate as a dyadic team. At its most effective, for example in Case 1, a synergistic,
team approach has the potential to improve the efficacy o f health promotion and
advice. The second model involves disruptions to the “ceremonial order o f the clinic”
(Strong, 1979), where the triadic interaction results in a re-negotiation o f relational
face, a re-negotiation o f the power structure o f the interaction, and a greater
prominence for the “voice o f the lifeworld” (Mishler, 1984) in the interaction. This
‘ceremonial disorder o f the clinic’ appears to encourage the involvement o f the
patient. The more prominent negotiation o f face appears to positively impact the
repair o f conflict in these interactions.
Understanding the implications o f triadic interaction in institutional settings
requires, first, a better understanding o f triadic interaction. The translation o f this
research into an educational context would involve not just training in how to
communicate specific information and health promotional interventions in tandem; it
would also require strategic training in the art o f communicating as a team.
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10.3.3 The relational and emergent aspects of face are foregrounded in
institutional interaction

(i) Talk-in-Interaction and ‘^face’
Theories relating to the notion offace significantly informed the analysis of
these data. Different aspects o f face have been described in the literature, including
the “positive” and “negative” politeness strategies described in the seminal work by
Brown and Levinson (1987)"'^, and, more recently, the “relational and emergent”
(Arundale, 2006) aspect of face. In the institutional settings where these data were
collected (dental practices in Ireland - see Chapter 3), one might reasonably
anticipate mismatches of interactional power (as described by Candlin et al. (1980) in
the UK) and interactions where one of the participants (the patient) might be
emotionally distressed due to physical pain (Nettleton, 1992) or anxiety (Newton et
al. (2012)). Consequently, one might also expect these interactions to generate
significant face needs among the participants.
Kallen (2005) lists the “distinctive elements in Irish politeness” (2005: 143-4)
as “hospitality, reciprocity and silence” {ibid.). These features are described in terms
of negative and positive politeness. Silence, according to Kallen, may be seen as an
umbrella term including both the absence of speech” ^ and indirect approaches, such
as ellipsis and “off-the-record utterances” (2005: 133) — what Brown and Levinson
might describe as a negative politeness strategy (see Section 8.3.1).
The two remaining ‘elements’ (hospitality and reciprocity) are, says Kallen,
“positive face orientations” (2005: 139), and are derived from the larger, cultural
phenomena of hospitality and reciprocity in Ireland. Talk that “adheres to the values

See discussion o f Politeness and Face in Chapter 2.
See also the discussion o f silence in previous section.

j
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o f hospitality... brings pleasure to others” (2005:132). In the data from Case 1
described in Chapter 9, Pamela, Deirdre and Nuala appear to develop a strong
rapport, or a mutual fostering o f positive face, as a consequence o f the reciprocal
sharing o f narratives, colourful detail and humour. This occurs despite the potential
for threats to face: in this regard it is similar to Ragan’s (1990) study, describing how
“verbal play... reduc(es) the face threat” o f a gynaecological exam (1990:67)"^. The
contributions o f this particular triad might be described as providing evidence o f the
‘hospitality’ characteristic o f politeness (at least as experienced in Ireland), and there
appears to be a relational dividend from it. According to Seligman (2009), cited in
Walsh and Kovarsky (2011: 128),

“A sm all am ount o f self-d isclo su re can enhance the treatm ent a llian ce and build
trust b etw een clien t and clin icia n ” (S elig m a n , 2 0 0 9 :2 1 0 ).

The features o f the interaction in Case 1 as described above show evidence o f
reciprocity (in the sense o f the reciprocal exchange o f narratives), but what Kallen
means by reciprocity in Irish politeness is more an acicnowledgment o f “the listener’s
point o f view and positive face needs” (Kallen, 2005: 133). This is often expressed by
the syntactic tendency to “answer questions with phrases or full clauses that repeat
the verb o f the question” (2005: 139).
So, instead o f yes/no answers, there is reciprocation at the syntactic level. An
example o f this from the data arises in Case 11 (see Excerpt 10.1 overleaf), when
David, the dentist, asks Prunella, the patient what he can do for her.

S ee a lso Shattell (2 0 0 4 )
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Excerpt 10.1 Case 11 “A bit o f a clean”
18. D avid (D ); A bit o f a [c le a n f
19. Prunella (P):

[A bit o f a clean'f

It is perhaps not surprising to find the evidence o f positive and negative
politeness in the data. What is perhaps more significant is the emergence in the data
(see Section 8.3.1) o f face as a relational and emergent phenomenon. This appears to
corroborate the work o f Watts (2003), Locher and Watts (2005), and Arundale (2006)
where they built on the theories o f Brown and Levinson (1987). Facework was shown
to be an important element in overcoming difficulties in communication in Section
8.4, and that will be discussed flirther below in relation to Dental Science.
The emergent and relational aspects o f face are relevant to the discussion of
engagement, and relevant to how manifestations o f power in institutional interactions
influence the emergence o f engagement. For Hutchby (2000), “power can be seen as
an 'emergent feature' o f oriented-to discourse” (2000: 576), a view that contrasts with
the view o f Nettleton (1992) and Candlin et al. (1980), who present the dental
interaction as one with an intrinsic power imbalance. One o f the insights from the
work o f Candlin et al. was the common perception among patients o f not having an
opportunity to contribute to the interaction (1980: 193).
In the discussion o f structure above, mention was made o f M ishler’s notion that
power was embedded in the structure o f medical interactions. For M ishler (1984), as
long as the doctor continued to employ the three-part interrogative structure, the
doctor controlled the discourse. Hutchby presents power more as “as a set o f
potentials” (2000: 586). The potential power imbalance in medical interactions might
be seen as comprising three elements: a quantitative difference in specialist
knowledge between clinician and patient, a propensity for the clinician not to involve
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the patient in clinical decision-making, and the structural factors that determine
interactional control.
Why is it relevant to discuss structure in reference to face? Strong (1979),
describing the “ceremonial order (of the clinic)”, suggests that the “outward form” of
“any one encounter” is the “product of political compromise between the
participants” (1979; 192). The shape of the consultation, in other words then, is
negotiable. When Danielle, Philip and Natalie interact in Case 12 (see Appendix 18),
Danielle’s attempts at small talk are responded to by Philip, but not in the expansive
style seen in Case 1 (see Chapter 9). The consequence is that the structure of Case 12
conforms more closely to a more traditional structure for a dental consultation (such
as that proposed by Wanless and Holloway (1994)), and an interaction characterised
by, as Roter (2000: 7) puts it, “paternalism or consumerism”, or service provision
with little communication. If the prevailing approach and structure for a consultation
is negotiated, then it is negotiated in terms of the relational aspect of facework. In this
respect, where this negotiation of relational face is resolved with an acceptance of the
traditional (powerful) role of the clinician, this relationship may hinder engagement
in the interaction, as was suggested by Coleman et al. (1985).
This process of negotiation might be implicit, as at the beginning of the
consultation in Case 11 (see Excerpt 6.39, Section 6.5.1, Chapter 6), where the
evidence of Mishler’s three-part structure (1984) in the interaction between David
and Prunella is a tacit establishment, and acceptance of, the traditional hierarchical
structure, at least in that moment. The negotiation might also be explicit, as in Case 8
(see Chapter 7) where the triadic interaction between David, Noelle and Philomena
leads to a dynamic restructuring of the hierarchy, and an apparent increase in
involvement by all parties. As Philomena becomes more involved in planning her
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treatment there is an emergent structure, where the clinician (David) is acknowledged
as having greater (dental) knowledge, but does not dominate the interaction, allowing
Philomena to emerge as a partner in the decision-making process.
Relational facework then might be seen as an important factor in resolving the
tension between the “potential” (Hutchby, 2000: 586) power imbalance of
institutional authority and fostering the “mutual participation” (Mead and Bower,
2000: 1089), or engagement, inherent in such approaches as “patient-centred care”
{ibid.) in institutional interaction.
There is an expectation, based on existing theories of Face, that this type of data
will provide examples of potential threats to face, and the anticipated attendant
positive and negative politeness strategies, along with evidence of the local, cultural
variations of politeness. What this study offers back in return is corroboration of the
importance expressed in more recent years in the literature, of the relational and
emergent aspects of face.
This thesis suggests that a combination o f factors address the issue of hierarchy
in the dental surgery: a dynamic approach to structure, triadic interaction, and
relational facework. As the potential for power in these interactions gets “shifted
around” (Hutchby, 2000: 586), so engagement is facilitated.

(ii) Dental Science and *'face’
While being cognisant of the risk of an analytic bias, whereby the researcher’s
background in dentistry might result in an unduly sympathetic account of the dentists
participating in this study, it appears that the findings of this study are somewhat at
odds with some influential, older studies of dental interaction in relation to theories of
power and control. These studies (discussed below), from the 1980s, portray dentist-
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patient encounters as being strategically dominated by the dentist. While questions of
power and control continue to be significant, an emphasis on the negotiation of power
and the engagement in shared-responsibility (as seen in terms of the relational aspect
o f face) appears to be more significant in the present study. This may be a
consequence o f a different research context (general dental practices in Ireland), or of
the increasingly influential philosophy of patient-centred care (Mead and Bower,
2000) in dentistry.
Coleman et al. (1985), in a discussion o f “control in the dentist-patient
relationship” (1985: 75), describe the irony that, despite the apparent focus on the
patient, “it is the dentist who is the dominant participant” {ibid.) in such an
interaction. The thematic analysis of the interview and questionnaire data from the
present research (see Chapter 9) yielded similar themes about ‘control’ from both
dentists and patients, although for the dentists it seemed to be more a duty than a
privilege to direct the consultation. The same thematic analysis included positive
evaluations of the dentist-patient relationship, a contrary finding to that of Coleman et
al. who declared that “mutual liking and respect between the dentist and the patient...
(were) less commonly evident” (1983: 81).
Is mutual liking and respect important in a therapeutic relationship? In Case 1
(see Chapter 9), it appears that the development of a strong rapport, based on
reciprocal self-disclosure, informality, and a more-or-less equal status for Pamela the
patient, is central to the emergence o f engagement among the triad. The perspective
advanced in this study is that the disruption o f formality and order (including the
structure of the consultation, the participation framework between the triad, and the
foregrounded negotiation of face), which results in ‘the ceremonial disorder of the
clinic’, encourages engagement. Coleman et al. (1985) make a similar point when
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they suggest that traditional power structures in the consultation are an obstacle to
engagement:

“W e argue, therefore, that through his control o f the consultation the dentist
succeeds in com pleting the treatment tasks with which he is faced, but at the same
time he takes the risk that the advice which he gives to his patients w ill not be acted
upon sim ply because it has not been ‘heard’” (Coleman et al. 1983:103).

Candlin et al. (1983), in a discussion o f the communication o f complaints in dental
interactions, found that dentists mostly made a diagnosis by simple visual
examination, so that when they asked questions o f the patient, these communications
were “ ‘ceremonial’ rather than ‘functional’” (1983:57). They also found that
relational talk was not valued highly by patients, and that patients reported greater
involvement in the interaction when there had been more “ symptom-relevant talk”
(1983:61). Even when this occurs, the authors found, patients’ reports are disregarded
in one o f three ways:

“In addition to ignoring reports or m inim ising their significance, the dentist can
also openly declare them to be incorrect” (1983: 70).

In Chapter 8, the discussion o f Case 6 (see Section 8.4.3) provides an example from
the research data o f Dermot (the dentist) declaring Pippa (the patient) to be incorrect
about the date o f her previous visit, and simultaneously minimising the significance
o f her protestations (Case 6, Line 345, Dermot: “It doesn’t matter”). Although this
suggests that some features o f dental interactions may remain unchanged over three
decades, this example was unique in the data. The other examples in Section 8.4 o f
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disaffiliation or conflict in the data were apparently acknowledged by the dentist, and
attempts were made to repair the situation. The striking feature o f these data is that
engagement appears to play a significant role in these (largely successful) attempts at
repair or rapport maintenance.
In Section 6.4.4, there was a description o f interactions involving financial
discussions, and how they were partly characterised by negative politeness strategies.
Excerpt 6.34 is reproduced in part below to remind the reader o f the indirectness and
hedging often found in such sequences.

Excerpt 6.34 Case 18A “How much will it cost?”
5 2 6 . Patrick (P): S o o f co u rse the usual q u estio n is em [h o w m uch w ill it

5 2 7 . Patrick (P): c o s t f

5 2 8 . D o m in ic (D ):

[h o w m uch

5 2 9 . D o m in ic (D ): (la u g h in g )

5 3 0 . Patrick (P): Y ea h

There is, it seems, an inherent need for facework o f this kind to ‘smooth things
over’ where financial discussions arise in the dental interaction, even in the absence
o f apparent conflict or disagreement.
To return to Case 6, where Candlin et al. (1983) might see D erm ot’s dismissal
o f Pippa’s account as an example o f his interactional power, the finding o f this study
is that, perhaps as a consequence o f D erm ot’s use o f involvement strategies, Dermot
and Pippa manage to achieve their transactional goals (completing the examination,
planning for and explaining the required procedure) despite their early disagreement
and break-down in rapport.
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The preceding section, on triadic interaction, discussed the notion that relational
facework fosters engagement, providing the patient with more opportunity to be an
equal participant. It also appears that this disturbance o f the traditional hierarchy o f
the clinic, and the consequent engagement, allows the participants, because they
enjoy more interactional equality, to resolve uncomfortable moments (Kovarsky et al.
2011) more readily. If the dentist feels a duty to direct the consultation, he or she
should perhaps also feel a duty to leave open for negotiation the interactional
hierarchy o f the dental clinic.

10.3.4 Engagement may be seen as a collaborative process

(i) Talk-in-Interaction and ‘Engagem ent’
A core aim o f this research was to contribute to ‘a better understanding o f
interactional engagement’, rather than formulating a precise definition o f the term. A
review o f the literature suggests that the construction o f a definition for engagement
is determined in part by which aspect is described. As discussed in Section 10.2
above, the non-verbal aspects o f engagement, which have been described elsewhere
(e.g. gaze and body language in medical interactions (Robinson, 1998)), have not
been in the scope o f the present research. The specific context o f a dental interaction,
commonly involving close physical proximity, the use o f protective equipment such
as masks, and the positioning o f the patient (facing away from the dentist), renders
the non-verbal communication more difficult to assess.
Equally, while mention has been made o f the phatic or relational fiinction of
silence in interaction, and the idea o f mere physical presence as “participation”
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(Thompson et al., 2007: 177), silence has not been a significant consideration in this
analysis. “When examined from a given pragmatic framework,” silence, says
Jaworski, “can be communicatively relevant or irrelevanf’ (1992:95). One of the
objectives of the research was to explore methodologies for mapping engagement.
Non-verbal communication fell outside the parameters of the discourse analytic
approach. This research is more closely aligned to a view of engagement as, in
Tannen’s words, “coordinated interaction, as distinguished from mere co-presence”
(Tannen, 2007: 27).
A further key decision was to look at engagement as an emergent and a
composite phenomenon, a “process (of)... collaborative interactions” (SimmonsMackie et al. 2009:19). Walsh and Duchan (2011), in discussing the related concept
o f ‘rapport’, make the distinction between viewing such phenomena as ‘products’ and
‘processes’. Where a ‘product’ view of achieving rapport (or engagement) might see
it as the execution of a skill, the authors suggest that achieving rapport is “a dynamic
process that is co-created and experienced in an ongoing way by both participants”
(2011: 56). The achievement of trust in medical interactions has also been described
as “a dynamic, interactive and co-constructed process” (O’Grady et al. 2014:67). The
cumulative evidence in Chapter 9 - detailing the trajectory of collaborative
interaction in Case 1 - appears to validate (as per the suggestion o f Simmons-Mackie
et al. (2009:19)) the adoption of a “process view” (Walsh and Duchan, 2011: 56) for
considering engagement too.
The concept of engagement in this research differed from what Gallivan et al.
(2012), in a review paper, describe as ‘patient engagement’. The suggestion here is
that what might become engagement with the clinical process starts with engagement
at an everyday interactional level. However, as Coupland warns.
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“The mutual and complementary exchange o f relational small talk (does not
necessarily assert)... som e deeper-going cooperativeness in terms o f shared goals”
(Coupland, 2000: xix).

With the intention then o f demonstrating the emergence o f engagement, this
research employed muhiple analytic approaches, incorporating evidence o f
involvement strategies being used by all the interactants. Involvement strategies,
according to Tannen, not only result in, but also “reflect... interpersonal
involvement” (Tannen, 2007; 25). There is a lack, in the existing literature, o f
practical techniques to map engagement. The composite methodology in this study
allowed this to happen, facilitating, for example, both the role o f the dental nurse and
the importance o f face as an emergent phenomenon.
A fiirther significant aspect o f engagement that was considered was that
interpersonal involvement could have “potentially negative sides as well” (Tannen,
2007: 29). If engagement is characterised by “a degree o f affective engrossment in
the process” (Simmons-M ackie et al. 2009:19), it does not necessarily entail a
positive affect between i n t e r a c t a n t s I n Case 6 (see Section 8.4.3), Pippa, Dermot
and Noreen interact without, apparently, developing a strong rapport. As Pippa and
Dermot in particular fail to agree on topics including the weather and the date o f
Pippa’s previous visit, they also achieve their transactional goals o f completing the
consultation and agreeing to arrange a further, specialist appointment for Pippa. This
case is interesting in terms o f how face is negotiated for all involved, but also because
the fact that Pippa repeatedly asserts a conflicting view to Dermot reflects her

As Sim m ons-M ackie and Kovarsky (2009) point out, “high levels o f negative engagement are
evident in intense arguments or debates” (2009: 6) - see Chapter 2
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engagement in the interaction and a negotiation o f interactional power.
Different interpretations o f engagement from the Uterature have fed into this
research, and in return the particular context in which it has been analysed has
contributed a different perspective to the understanding o f this phenomenon. In
particular, the proposed dynamic variations o f triadic interaction (as discussed above)
suggest different pathways for the emergence o f engagement. These pathways seem
to extend beyond the sort o f ‘repair’ processes described by Egbert (2013). This
research suggests a combined methodology as an approach to facilitate the mapping
o f engagement in institutional interaction. It adds to the evidence for viewing
engagement as a collaborative interactional process and a composite emergent
phenomenon. By focusing on different aspects o f footing shifts, it suggests that
engagement in healthcare settings appears to arise where there is a disturbance or
variation in the “ceremonial order o f the clinic” (Strong, 1979). These variations are
determined by what is said, when it is said, who is saying it, and to whom.

(ii) Dental Science and ‘Engagem ent’
One o f the first issues to resolve in this study was one o f taxonomy and
definition. The preceding section has discussed the working definition o f
‘engagem ent’ as it was applied throughout this research. In the healthcare literature a
commonly used term is ‘participation’, “often used synonymously (with)
‘involvem ent’” (Thompson, 2007: 46). The potential problem with the term
‘participation’ is that while it encompasses a range o f orientations including mere
bodily presence (Thompson et al. 2007: 177), it can also imply something beyond
interactional involvement:
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“Patient participation requires a narrowing o f tlie information/competence gap
between professional and patient, with som e surrendering o f power by the
professional which conveys benefit to the patient, even if there is no consensus”
(Thompson, 2007: 46).

The argument o f this thesis is that engagement is “a process... o f collaborative
interactions” (Simmons-M ackie et al. 2009:19); it is a composite phenomenon
constituted by the range o f collaborations from the initial greeting to the potential
clinical decision-making. In this sense, the process o f engagement is a prerequisite for
‘patient participation’ and related phenomena, such as ‘em powerm ent’ (M cAllister et
al. 2008) and ‘health literacy’ (Bridges et al. 2013).
So, returning once more to Case 6, Dermot and Pippa are seen to achieve a
consensus on the need for the removal o f Pippa’s wisdom tooth following a
“narrowing o f the information/competence gap” (Thompson, 2007). This narrowing
is helped by D erm ot’s metaphor o f Pippa’s mouth as an overfilled car-park (Case 6,
Line 193 ff.. Appendix 18). If this is ‘patient participation’, it is notable that it is
subsequent to Pippa’s significant earlier engagement in the interaction {without
consensus— see Section 8.4.3).
Noreen, the nurse, is also a significant interactant in Case 6, and the triadic
nature o f these dental interactions has emerged as a significant factor in the
development o f what the concept o f ‘engagement’ means in healthcare interactions.
The triadic element is particularly important as it emphasises the interactional nature
o f ‘engagem ent’. In this paradigm, the ‘surrendering’ (see Thompson, 2007, above)
o f power by the dentist would still be an expression o f power, in the sense that the
dentist remains the solitary active agent. Instead, power is a potential and a dynamic
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phenomenon, and it is negotiated in interaction between the patient, the nurse and the
dentist.
W hat else might be learned about engagement from the existing literature on
communication in healthcare? Silverman et al. (2005) acknowledge the importance o f
“building the relationship (as)... the cement that binds the consultation together”
(2005:117). It is interesting that, while they propose a generally empathetic (2005:
137) approach to relationship building (citing what Buller et al. refer to as “an
affiliative style” (1987: 375)), when it comes to the practical application o f this
approach, one recommendation is tor the clinician to mvolve the patient by the
“sharing o f thoughts” (Silverman et al. 2005: 138). This might be interpreted as
saying that when the clinician is more involved in the interaction, the patient’s
involvement is enhanced: in short, an interactional model o f engagement. This view
is endorsed, it seems, by Street et al. (2007), who present the complementary view o f
how engagement breeds engagement:

“Doctors were more patient-centered with patients they perceived as better
communicators, more satisfied, and more likely to adhere” (Street et al. 2007:
586).

One might conclude that there is room in the existing literature for the
interpretation, developed in the present study, that the promotion o f interactional
engagement, as a phenomenon in the healthcare encounter, can be seen as “a way o f
being in relation to others” (Zoppi et al. 2002: 319) rather than an isolated skill.
The potential consequences o f engagement, in relation to health promotion,
compliance with treatment, and decision-making, might also be seen in relation to the
literature on patient-centred care (M ead and Bower, 2000). M ead and Bower, in a
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review of the literature on patient-centred medicine, propose a framework for the
approach, comprising five key components:

“A biopsychosocial perspective;
The patient as person;
Sharing power and responsibility;
The therapeutic alliance;
The doctor as person” (M ead and Bower, 2000: 1087).

This model mirrors many of the features found in the research data, and many
of this study’s proposed characteristics of engagement. A common feature is the
incorporation of the individual personalities of patient and doctor as significant
elements in a patient-centred interaction. The notions of ‘therapeutic alliance’ and
‘shared power and responsibility’ correspond to the discussions of co-construction m
this study. In Case 1, there was a cumulative sequence of co-construction, ranging
from co-constructed meaning {cf. “Wiggle”, Excerpt 10.5, Section 10.2) to a shared
treatment-decision {cf. Excerpt 10.10, Section 10.3). Negotiation is evident also in the
structure o f the interactions, such as in Case 10 {cf. Section 6.7), where David the
dentist re-arranges the order of the consultation to accommodate Polly’s opening
query, and in Case 4A, where Peggy’s minimal responses to Dympna’s discussion of
the weather moves the interaction quickly on towards the opening of the consultation.
Warmington (2012) directly links engagement with a ‘patient-centred approach’
and suggests that with its three constituent practices of “attentiveness, respectful
dialogue, and commitment” (2012: 327), engagement can help overcome the
institutional detachment of medicine. For Warmington, the practice o f ‘respectful
dialogue’ represents an interactional view of identity, such as was discussed in
Chapter 10 in relation to Case 1. A respectful dialogue, says Warmington, involves an
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interaction where “each of the participants is able to give voice to their separate
viewpoints” (2012: 337). In a similar vein, Kulich el al. (2000), describing the
idealised model of dentist-patient communication in a dental phobia clinic, describes
how “relatedness” (or ‘engagement’) is co-constructed, and relies on the dentist’s
roles as ‘dentist’ and as “a fellow-being” (2000: 66):

“Relatedness based on affective resonance and concordant roles... created and
maintained by both the dentist and the patient in their encounter” (Kulich et al.
( 2000 : 65 )).

If engagement might be therefore seen as related to a patient-centred approach,
then the literature on patient-centred care helps to inform the notion of engagement.
The limits of the comparison are evident however when one considers how the
implementation and measurement o f patient-centred care is more commonly
described in the literature: as observable skills as practised by the clinician (e.g. ‘The
Four Habits Model’ of Krupat et al. (2006)), and as the process o f (shared) decision
making (‘The OPTION scale’ of Elwyn et al. (2005). Empathy in medical interaction
is a much-researched topic, and might be seen as a component of, or at least related
to, the development of engagement. The problem for Pedersen (2009), in a review of
research into empathy in medicine, is that “empathy is often not defined”, and can
mean different things to different investigators. Nash (2010) takes almost a dozen
pages to fially express what he means by the term, and then suggests that prospective
dental students should be tested for empathy before enrolling (an increasingly
common practice in dental schools). Larson et al. (2005:1100), for example, define
“clinical empathy as emotional labour”. They go on to draw a parallel between
displays of empathy and a theatrical performance, defining this emotional labour as
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the “management o f experienced and displayed emotions to present a certain image”
{ibid.).
Segal (2008) finds that although doctors may purport to “connect with patients
and thereby to persuade through ‘pathos’” (Segal, 2008:137), they are being
disingenuous. Larson and Yao (2005) seem to corroborate this argument when they
talk about “generating empathy ... through deep acting ...(or) surface acting”
(2005:1100). Surface acting may be called for, they argue “when immediate
emotional and cognitive understanding o f patients is impossible” {ibid.). Segal
contends that empathy, whether or not it can be taught, perhaps sh o u ld n ’t be, if it is
merely to be used as a rhetorical persuasive strategy. Bigi (2011) argues that the
doctor’s “professional ethos, or authority” is an important rhetorical tool, and in fact
should be used to overcome the difficulties presented by knowledge mismatches in
the clinic. Jagosh et al. (2011) argue for the exploration o f “authenticity” in a
physician’s listening approach, while Salmon et al. (201 lb) call for “a theory o f
authentic caring”.
Focusing only on the skills and contribution o f the clinician may be
understandable in the context o f developing systems o f education, but it is not
compatible with an interactional paradigm o f communication. Engagement, as
described in this study, is not practised in isolation by an individual, and requires
research o f talk-in-interaction to further it as a phenomenon. This point is more
emphatically important in the case o f dental interactions, and similar settings, where
triadic and small group interaction is likely to occur.
The measurement o f shared-decision making is well established (Elwyn et al.
(2012)) as a way o f quantifying the degree o f ‘patient-centredness’ in a clinical
encounter. M atthias et al. (2013), have argued that a focus on the specific moments
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when a decision is made does not reflect the whole process o f decision-making. In
calling for an account to be made o f the “context” (2013: 176) o f a clinical decision,
these authors reflect the finding o f the present research, that a treatment-decision
process might begin at the moment a patient is invited to “wiggle up” (Case 1A, Line
154: cf. Chapter 9) in the dental chair, and that the process is ongoing throughout the
interaction. In this instance, an interactional approach may well enhance the
measurement and understanding o f patient-centred decision-making. Once again, this
statement is further validated when one considers the influence o f a third interactant
in a triadic consultation.
As was mentioned in Chapter 1, Elwyn et al. (2014a) have recently proposed a
new “underpinning framework for empathic clinical practice” (Elwyn et al. 2014a:
162) that they term “collaborative deliberation” (2014a: 158). This model emphasises
an interactional approach, and lists “constructive interpersonal engagement” {ibid.) as
the first o f “five inter-related propositions” {ibid.) that together constitute the
collaborative process. More significantly, the authors discuss this collaboration
happening at an interpersonal level, “typically in dyads or triads” (2014a: 159). This
present research is then, an early test for Elwyn et a /.’s new model.
To conclude this section, having considered the literature on engagement and
associated concepts in relation to interaction in dental settings, it is timely to consider
what has been discussed. The aim o f this research has been to map engagement in
dental interactions. In the process, an understanding o f engagement has developed
from the literature and the emergent features in the data. Starting from the
understanding that engagement is a collaborative, interactional process, involving a
“mutual focus while working toward a common goal” (Walsh et al. 2009: 37), the
concept has broadened to include considerations o f triadic interaction and
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engagement without consensus. Engagement appears to be enhanced by a
recalibration o f the traditional hierarchy o f the dental surgery, a dynamic that may
assist in health promotion and the resolution o f face threats.
In the next chapter, general conclusions are drawn, following on from the
discussion o f the findings in this chapter.

11

Conclusions: Fostering the therapeutic
alliance
11.1 Introduction
The preceding discussions (Chapter 10) were centred on four general insights
that arose from the analysis o f the data;

1. The structure o f the dental consultation is shaped by the discourse;
2. Dental consultations can be characterised by triadic interaction;
3. The relational and emergent aspects o f face are foregrounded in institutional
interaction;
4. Engagement may be seen as a collaborative process.

Following on from the consideration o f these insights in relation to existing
theories, this chapter resolves those four general insights into more specific
conclusions from this study and recommendations that arise from the conclusions.

11.2 The structure of the dental consultation: conclusions
In relation to the structure o f institutional interactions, certain conclusions
have been drawn from this analysis o f the dental consultation:

(i) These examples o f institutional interaction demonstrate a dynamic structure.
This conclusion leads to two fiirther conclusions. In relation to research looking
at interactions in dental settings, it may be unduly limiting to try to ‘m easure’
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communication in terms o f discrete skills and phases o f activity. Such an approach
may not best reflect the emergent features o f interaction. In relation to the education
and training o f the dental team, viewing the structure as dynamic has implications for
the development o f competence in communication. In this paradigm, for example,
proposed frameworks for structure (such as the Calgary-Cambridge model o f
Silverman et al. (2005)) would be considered less as a basic structure and more as a
matrix, an outline within which the structure develops in interaction. Similarly,
checklists o f communication skills would be considered as prerequisites for
communication, rather than the limit o f the curriculum.

(ii) The dynamic structure requires adaptation and communicative ‘creativity’.
Successful communication in dental interaction, where each interaction might
present a unique emergent structure, style, and content, depends on a degree o f
‘creativity’ in interaction; where ‘creativity’ encompasses adaptability, flexibility and
“narrative knowledge” (Charon, 2008:9). These subtle notions o f communication
need to be fostered in dental education, but they are not necessarily amenable to
traditional ‘skills’ training (Bachmann et al. 2003). The difficulty in quantifying
communicative creativity also raises the question about which attributes are desirable
in applicants to university health science courses (Eva et al. 2004). To develop the
ability in undergraduates in health sciences to “creatively use communicative skills”
(Street et al. 2013: 27), it may be necessary to focus first on the fostering of
competence in “small talk” (Ragan, 2000: 282). The literature suggests that, for
undergraduates, reflective practice (Boyd, 2008; Bush et al. 2008), narrative medicine
(Greenhalgh et al. 1999; Greenhalgh, 1999), and the study o f the humanities in health
science curricula (Shapiro et al. 2005) may fulfil this need, while a similar advantage
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may be accrued from the mentoring (Holt et al. 2010) of graduates. For Charon,
“narrative knowledge” is the ability to

“Understand particular events befalling another individual... as a singular and
m eaningful situation” (2008: 9).

This notion of ‘narrative knowledge’, the ability to make sense of another
person’s story, captures the adaptive requirement of successfial interaction.

(iii) Discourse Analysis provides a useful technique for examining the structure of
institutional interactions.
The methodologies o f Discourse Analysis have enabled the research process in
this study, resulting in novel findings from dental discourse (particularly in relation to
triadic interaction). The dynamic structure of a dental consultation may be easier to
map through discourse activities than through phases of behaviour. While there is
value in having an outline structure of phases, a unique interaction might be better
understood in terms of framing-in-discourse. Following on from the work o f Tannen
and Wallat (1993), the application of these methodologies in this unique context
contributes a new perspective on institutional interaction.

Recommendation 1: An undergraduate dental curriculum requires training
in basic communication skills, but also needs to foster the development of
communicative creativity - what Charon refers to as ‘"narrative knowledge"
(2008: 9 )- and adaptive capacities, to support team-based strategies. This
requires specialist educators in communication, and requires the inclusion
o f medical humanities content (e.g. reflective practice) on the curriculum.
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11.3 Triadic interaction: conclusions
In relation to Triadic interactions in institutional settings, the following
conclusions have been drawn from this analysis o f the dental consultation:

(i) Triadic interaction in institutional settings is a dynamic process, and may include
many structural variations.
Traditional theories (Simmel, 1964) o f interaction between triads have focussed
on the divisive and reparative functions o f the third participant. More recently, the
tertius iungens orientation (Obstfeld, 2005) (i.e. where a third person introduces or
brings together two others) has been proposed to describe a ‘joining’ function. The
dental teams in the research data appear to adopt dividing, repairing and joining
orientations with a strategic, therapeutic purpose. In institutional interaction, where
two o f the participants are aligned to the institution, there is a dynamic spectrum o f
transient orientations among a triad ranging from the ‘team m ember’ to ‘true triadic’
interaction. Further research is required to integrate more recent findings into an
updated theory o f triadic interaction.

(ii) Theories o f dental communication need to be reconsidered to include a greater
prominence for triadic interaction.
A greater understanding o f triadic interaction may fundamentally change
theories o f team-based communication throughout healthcare. In dental interactions,
the dental nurse has traditionally been described as assuming a peripheral role.
W hether the nurse adopts the role o f primary communicator (Dean et al., 2011: 35) or
is communicating in co-ordination with the dentist, theories o f communication in
dental interaction need to be updated and developed to reflect the impact o f triadic
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interaction. This theoretical work is particularly important as the organisation of the
provision of dental services continues to undergo changes and the roles of dentist,
nurse"^, and dental auxiliaries evolve (Baltutis et a l, 1998).

(iii) Strategic team communication requires teamwork.
Within the context o f greater appreciation for the potential contribution of the
dental nurse to the therapeutic interaction with the patient, considerations should be
given to the training of all those involved in providing dental care, both in strategic
communication and the specialist skill of communicating as a team.
This research shows that the development o f a strong interactional
understanding between members of the dental team can enhance communication with
the patient, both when a dentist and a nurse reinforce each other’s message, and when
they appear to be disagreeing or diverging. The effects of judicious disagreement or
teasing (or “jocular mockery”, Haugh, 2010) between dentist and nurse as part of a
triad can include: enhancing the patient’s engagement, repairing breakdowns in
rapport, and empowering the patient in clinical decision-making.
Even where particular communicative strategies for behavioural interventions,
such as Motivational Interviewing (Rollnick et a l, 2007), are usually employed in
dyadic interactions or larger groups (Wagner et al., 2012), a team approach to
communication has the potential to enhance the patient’s engagement. Across the
health services, there are many occasions where two or more healthcare workers are
interacting with a patient, such as in a multi-disciplinary team (MDT). Further
research is needed to untangle the dynamics of these interactions and the
consequences for therapeutic encounters.
For a description o f the role o f the dental nurse in Ireland, see:
http://ww w.dentalhospital.ie/education/undergraduate-students/dental-nursing/national-dental-nursetraining-program m e-of-ireland/ (accessed 15/09/14)
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Considering interaction in the dental surgery as triadic interaction alters the
paradigm o f communication profoundly. It raises questions about the structure of
professional education, the organisation of service provision, and the delivery of
health promotional interventions.

Recommendation 2: Further research is required to construct an updated
theory of triadic interaction, and an application of this theory to institutional
settings.

Recommendation 3: Theories of communication in dentistry need to be
updated to include new insights on triadic interaction. Recognition of the
potential therapeutic contribution by the dental nurse to healthcare interaction
requires an increased emphasis on team training throughout dental education,
both in communication as a team and approaching all dental interaction as
strategic, team-based communication.

11.4 The relational and emergent aspects of face: conclusions
In relation to considerations of facework in institutional settings, the following
conclusions have been drawn from this analysis of the dental consultation.

(i) The relational and emergent aspects of face are foregrounded in institutional
interaction.
An analysis of the interaction in dental consultations shows evidence of
negative politeness, where the impositions of dental examinations and treatments are
minimised. Equally, there is ample evidence of positive politeness, where the
interactants’ aim is “minimising social distance” (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 130)
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by enhancing the relationship. More recently, a number o f authors (e.g. Arundale,
2006) have em phasised the emergent and relational aspects o f face. In the data, it was
found that potential face-threats (including features o f the discourse such as
directives) were ultimately defined by the dentist, nurse and patient, through a
process o f negotiated meaning-making. A prominent feature o f the data was the
implicit and explicit negotiation o f relational face, which in some cases led to the
establishment o f the traditional role (see Case 12) o f the dentist as the “central
participant” (Candlin et al., 1980:59), and in other cases resulted in a greater
appearance o f equality (see analysis o f Case 1, Chapter 9).

(ii) The perceptions o f ‘control’ in dental interaction may be an obstacle to fostering
engagement in the patient.
The thematic analysis in Chapter 4 culminated in the finding that the
perceptions o f both dentists and patients could be organised into global themes
around the notion o f ‘control’. For dentists, it was the idea that they were responsible
for achieving successful communication, for the patients it was the idea that the
dentists controlled the communication. This finding is in accord with the traditional
view o f power and control in dental interaction presented by authors such as Coleman
et al. (1985), who found that in controlling the encounter the dentist was failing to
connect with the patient. Examples o f relational facework in the present research
served to establish, in some instances, the default hierarchy o f the surgery. In other
cases, relational facework resulted in a re-negotiation o f the interactional hierarchy o f
the surgery, with the dentist often stepping out o f the authoritative role o f ‘dentist’,
m aking personal disclosures, and interacting informally. In these instances, the
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negotiation o f face resulted in the successful resolution o f face-threats, and a greater
involvement o f the patient in treatment planning and decision-making.

Recommendation 4: The interactional hierarchy o f a dental consultation
needs to be actively negotiated between the dental team and the patient, to
encourage the patient to be more involved in the treatment planning and
decision-making process.

11.5 Engagement: conclusions
In relation to engagement in institutional settings, the following conclusions
have been drawn from this analysis o f the dental consultation.

(i) Engagement can be seen as collaborative process and composite phenomenon.
Engagement has been demonstrated in this research through a combination o f
methodologies. The new context for examining engagement (the dental interaction,
with its unique constraints) and the analytic focus on the discourse (as arising around
footing shifts) has enhanced the understanding o f the phenomenon. Engagement has
been demonstrated as arising in dental interaction as a collaborative process, a
composite phenomenon, and a phenomenon that may occur in parallel with
disagreement in talk (i.e. as distinct from rapport; as seen in Case 6).

(ii) Triadic interaction can influence the development o f engagement.
Triadic interaction has the potential to influence the emergence o f engagement.
Triadic interaction, where two o f the triad are aligned to an institution (in this case,
dentistry), appears to influence engagement in two ways. In the first scenario, dentist
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and nurse communicate more effectively by delivering the message in tandem. In the
second scenario, the dynamic nature of the triadic scenario results in a pattern of
shifting frames, and a negotiation of face and identity. A disturbance in the
traditional, paternalistic structure of the interaction (or the ‘ceremonial order o f the
clinic’. Strong, (1979)) results in the potential for greater equality between the
interactants, and greater involvement by the patient.

(iii) Engagement can be seen as a desired outcome o f a patient-centred approach.
A patient-centred approach (Mead and Bower, 2000) to healthcare encourages
the clinician to understand the patient’s perspective. Measures such as the “Observing
Patient Involvement in Decision Making”, or “OPTION”, scale (Elwyn et a l, 2005:
35), look to quantify the degree of shared decision-making by the patient, consequent
on a patient-centred approach, as a reflection o f the patient’s involvement. As such,
engagement, or the “degree of involvement” (Duchan, 2009:11) might be reasonably
seen as a desired outcome, and the first step, of patient-centred care. Where this
research finds that engagement is a collaborative process that may commence from
the opening of an interaction, it serves as a validation of the new “underpinning
framework for empathic clinical practice” (Elwyn et a l, 2014a). This new model,
“collaborative deliberation” (2014a: 158), sees “constructive engagement” {ibid.) as
the first in a sequence of goals for patient-centred care.
Recommendation 5: In viewing engagement as the first ‘proposition’
of the interactional model of “collaborative deliberation” in patient
care (Elwyn et a l, 2014a: 158), particular attention should be paid to
three aspects of engagement in dental settings: engagement is an
interactional process, it is a composite phenomenon, and it may be
heavily influenced by triadic interaction.

11.5 Implications: Mapping engagem ent in dental interactions
The motivation for this research project arose from my experiences working in
clinical dentistry in many different settings. A common frustration for me was that I
was “talking to ... or a t... or about” (Candlin et al. 1980:43), but not always with the
patient. Having tried to improve my own communication skills (with techniques such
as M otivational Interviewing), it was evident that, for successful communication,
specific training for the clinician is only one part o f the puzzle.
Dentistry is a rapidly changing profession. There have been changes to the roles
o f auxiliary dental professionals (Hancocks, 2005), and the development o f inter
professional education is enhancing the collaborative aspect o f dental care provision,
as professional identities in dentistry evolve (Morison, 2011). Further, it has been
suggested that within twenty years there will no longer be individually-owned dental
practices in the U.K. (Watson, 2012). As large groups o f dental practices become the
norm, and corporate branding results in a reduced emphasis on the identity o f the
individual dentist, there may be a shift towards a more consumerist relationship
between dentist and patient, and away from more personalised care.
This research demonstrates that it is the personalised, individual aspects o f
interaction that result in and maintain the engaged interaction characteristic of
patient-centred care (e.g. Case 1, Chapter 9). For the clinician, to understand this is to
develop ‘narrative know ledge’, “looking closely at individual(s) to illuminate the
universals o f the human condition” (Charon, 2006: 9). This research presents detailed
discourse data from what might be considered a relatively small group o f participants
in a specific context, but there are significant findings and broader implications. For
example, how might engagement be fostered in everyday general dental practice? My
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experience o f this research process has influenced my professional practice at the
levels o f philosophical approach, professional development, and day-to-day practice:
(i)

Philosophical approach; I have adopted a paradigm o f flexibility and creativity

in my interactions with patients. W ithin this paradigm, interactional engagement is
the first goal (sometimes the only goal) o f each new encounter, and an end unto itself
Engagement is the prerequisite for a therapeutic relationship, and socio-relational
interaction is a constant feature o f the consultation, rather than a specific stage (e.g.
“Preliminary chat” (Wanless and Holloway, 1994:97)). This approach requires
creativity and flexibility because to be truly patient-centred and to foster engagement
in a dental consultation is to allow ‘playfulness’: playfulness with language, with the
structure o f the consultation, and with the social hierarchy o f the interaction;
(ii) Professional development: this research demonstrates the usefulness of
Discourse Analysis (DA) as an (under-utilised) suite o f methodological analytic tools
to improve professional practice. This researcher, starting from a background in
dentistry, was readily able to adopt and apply these DA tools in a dental setting. DA
facilitates a greater understanding o f clinical interaction (e.g. this study’s findings
regarding triadic interaction and the role o f the dental nurse), and is an effective way
to measure the impact o f specific strategies in interaction;
(iii) Day-to-day practice: changes to the daily routines o f my clinical practice are
designed to recalibrate the ‘ceremonial order o f the clinic’. A new relationship
between a dentist, dental nurse and patient requires time, and it is noteworthy that the
exemplar o f engagement in this study. Case 1 (see Chapter 9), included a first visit
comprising 40 minutes o f talk. The dental nurse may play a central role in the
consultation, as a consequence o f strategic communication (e.g. team-based
interventions), or when encouraged to be an active player in the socio-relational talk.
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Where possible, the traditional pow er imbalance between dentist and patient needs to
be minimised (e.g. through informality, or discussion with the patient away from the
dental chair). There is a resultant ‘engagement dividend’ that manifests as greater
patient involvement in interactions about treatment planning and advice on
prevention, as a social mechanism to help resolve conflict and difficult encounters,
and as a more enjoyable experience for the clinician and patient alike.
Adopting a model o f engagement as ‘a collaborative process in interaction’, the
key question driving this research became: ‘How does engagement arise in the
interactions between dentist and patient?’ As the process o f engagement was
unravelled in the analysis, it became clear that the triadic nature o f these interactions
was highly significant. Andrew Solomon (2012), in his book on identity among those
who are socially marginalised, describes ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ aspects o f
identity. If one’s “vertical” identity (2012:11) includes those aspects o f identity held
in common with family and community (such as ethnicity), then a “horizontal”
identity (2012:12) is formed when one finds a peer group that shares a marginalised
characteristic (e.g. in Solomon’s case, being gay). To apply this idea to the dental
setting, the patient is seen as being potentially marginalised. W here the traditional,
‘paternalist’ (Roter, 2000: 6) approach to dental interactions (see Candlin et al. 1980)
tends to marginalise the patient on account o f the power imbalance, the “patientcentred” approach (Stewart et al. 2003) attempts to redress that imbalance. The
process o f engagement might be seen then as contributing to the co-construction o f a
horizontal identity, a temporary triadic peer group with, as the data shows, the nurse
as a key member. When structure, hierarchy and identities in the dental interaction are
all up for negotiation, engagement emerges along with the new ceremonial (dis)order
o f the clinic.
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